Bargain DVD & Blu-ray

A special selection of feature films including Action/Adventure – Drama – Thriller Horror – Science Fiction – Children’s Movies – New and Classic Television Comedy – Historical and Biographical Documentaries – Blu-ray and much more!

OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All DVDs are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Save up to 80% off list prices on these subjects:

- Action/Adventure
- Action/Adventure Blu-ray
- Adult Blu-ray
- Adult DVD
- American History
- Animated Blu-ray
- Animated TV & Movies
- Biography
- British TV
- Children’s Blu-ray
- Comedy
- Comedies Blu-ray
- Documentaries
- Documentary Blu-ray
- Drama Blu-ray
- Dramas

Family & Kids
Family Blu-ray
Horror
Horror Blu-ray
More Blu-ray
More Movies
Musical Blu-ray
Musicals
PBS
Religion and Spirituality
Romance
Romance Blu-ray
Sci-Fi
Sci-Fi Blu-ray
Sci-Fi and Horror TV
Sports
Sports Blu-ray
TV Action & Adventure
TV Blu-ray
TV Comedy
TV Crime Solvers
TV Drama
TV Westerns
Television
Thriller Blu-ray
Thrillers
Time Life
UFO & Conspiracy Blu-ray
UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries
Western Blu-ray
Westerns

Current titles are marked with a ★.

Action/Adventure


3803864 PRIMAL INSTINCT. When Celia, a tough and beautiful probation officer, goes undercover to investigate the disappearance and murder of her sister, she finds herself descending into the brutal and mysterious world of underground online sex and bondage. Stars Celia Xavier and Michael Madsen. Rated R. 85 minutes. Trinity Home Enter. $3.95

4771753 FRAMED. Widescreen. Charley Varrick (Joe Don Baker) plays a gambler who is framed for a crime he didn't commit. A corrupt legal system leads him into a plea bargain and four years behind bars. By the time he gets out of prison, he’s determined to put together the pieces of his frame-up and dole out the justice to those responsible. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 ★$5.95

3860140 APOCALYPSE ROAD. Following an apocalyptic event, two sisters are hunted down and separated by a gang of ruthless killers intent on creating their own twisted form of law and order. The sisters must fight this new, dangerous world to stay alive in the hopes of being reunited, and escaping to freedom. Stars Katie Kohler. Unrated. 88 minutes. Wild Eye. $2.95 ★$1.95

2899448 OPERATION DUNKIRK. Widescreen. A band of soldiers tasked with staying behind during the Battle of Dunkirk to rescue a scientist with information that could turn the tide of the war, must battle their way through dangerous Nazi territory to complete their mission. Stars Michael Wouters and Darren Hill. 90 minutes. Asylum. ★$1.95

4744888 END GAME. Widescreen. Alex Thomas (Cuiba Gooding, Jr.) is a Secret Service agent troubled over the assassination of the U.S. President while trying to protect him. Blaming himself for the shooting, he teams up with persistent new reporter Kate Crawford (Angie Harmon) to uncover the truth behind a menacing conspiracy. 96 minutes. Sony Pictures. ★$1.95

299843X SUPERMAN: The Ultimate Max Fleischer Cartoon Collection. Fullscreen. The 17 original animated cartoons, based on the comic book character, Superman, released by Paramount Pictures, were shown monthly at movie theaters, from September 9th, 1941 to July 30th, 1943. Considered many to be a masterpiece of animation. 150 minutes. VCI Entertainment. ★$2.95

3998543 BATMAN V SUPERMAN: Dawn of Justice/Man of Steel. Widescreen. Two slaves of justice, Batman (Ben Affleck) and Superman (Henry Cavill) meet in the most anticipated showdown of our time in Batman v Superman. A young boy learns that he has extraordinary powers and is not of this Earth, and the hero in him (Henry Cavill) must emerge if he is to save the world. Both English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. ★$3.95

3968543 MISSION OF HONOR. Widescreen. The story of Squadron 403, a group of heroic pilots who fought in the skies over England in the Battle of Britain during WWII. These brave men were not just fighting to keep Great Britain free from the Nazis, but also to keep alive the memories of their own countries which had been caught in the cross fire. English SDH. 107 minutes. Cinedigm. ★$3.95

3779978 HARA-KIRI: Death of a Samurai. Widescreen. From director Takeshi Miike comes the story of a samurai who arrives at the doorstep of his lord, requesting death by suicide in his courtyard. The lord threatens him with the grisly tale of an ill-fated ronin with a similar request. But this samurai has a story of his own. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 126 minutes. Tribeca Film. Pub. at $29.98 ★$1.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes.

See more titles at erhbc.com/860
4794036  TRAINING DAY. Widescreen. Widescreen. Rated R. English SDH. 139 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98

4661176  SUPERMAN: The Movie. Widescreen. The set presented here includes the original 1978 theatrical movie, the 2000 three-disc special edition, and an extended director’s cut. Presented here includes the original 1978 theatrical movie, the 2000 expanded Edition, three documentaries about the making of this landmark superhero classic, the vintage TV special The Making of Superman: The Movie, nine 1940s Fleischer Studios Superman cartoons, and more. CC. Nearly five hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98

4736901  TARZAN THE TIGER. Widescreen. A young man must survive an island retreat while a sinister force hunts him, leaving bodies in its wake. English SDH. 153 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $24.98

4656563  LOGAN LUCKY. Widescreen. Hoping to reverse a curse that’s hung over his family for years, a small town mechanic (Channing Tatum) hatches a plan to rob the Charlotte Motor Speedway with help from his brother, while the Coca-Cola 500, NASCAR’s biggest race in North Carolina, becomes the backdrop of a winter Robin Hood-like crime spree. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $3.95

4654390  HARSH TIMES. Widescreen. The slender line of law and order begins this riveting 1990s look at a city only one man can save. Christian Bale, Freddy Rodriguez, and Eva Longoria. English SDH. 116 minutes. Genius Products. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

3980575  JURASSIC PARK. Widescreen. English SDH. 139 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

4090827  2 FILM COLLECTION: Argo/The Town. Widescreen. A series of films that explore the complexities and dangers of a life of espionage, including action-packed espionage thrillers. Both Rated R. CC. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. $19.98

3982834  BEOWULF. Widescreen. Academy award-winning directing Robert Zemeckis' masterful use of digitally enhanced live-action transports you to a world beyond imagination and brings the epic adventure to life in an ancient time to breathtaking life. Stars Anthony Hopkins, Angelina Jolie and John Malkovich. Not Rated. CC. 114 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

3980221  FALSE FLAG. Widescreen. Two estranged brothers are recruited when invading force takes over the small mid-western town of Madison. They must band together with a group of locals, a journalist and mercenaries to evade capture and uncover the truth about this mysterious military coup and the plans for the town and incarcerated townspeople. 96 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $19.95. $2.95

4564250  WARSHAM. Widescreen. The most challenging battle of his life. Rated R. CC. 122 minutes. Warner Home Video.

3998827  1938: Battle of Westerplatte. Widescreen. On September 1, 1939, the German battlecruiser Schleswig-Holstein fired on the Polish garrison stationed at the Westerplatte peninsula. Fewer than 200 soldiers stood in defense of the small town. On that day, the Wolves, eyeing the biggest payday of their lives. In Big Game, a scientist hires three military mercenaries for protection. Finally, a group of femme fatales looking for revenge also stars Scott Adkins; Double Team also starring Dennis Rodman; Maximum Risk also starring Natasha Henstridge; and Until Death. All Rated R. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. $19.98

3975492  THE TRANSPORTER REFUELED. Widescreen. Frank Martin is a mercenary with a special set of skills. When Frank enters into a dangerous deal with a group of Russian mobsters looking for revenge against a sinister Russian kingpin, his father is taken hostage, sending Frank full throttle to save him. 96 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

3986855  THE LOST EMPIRE. Fullscreen. In an ancient manuscript lies the answers to all of history’s questions, and one scholar (Thomas Gibson) has made it his mission to unearth those truths and save the world. Joining him on his epic journey is the beautiful goddess Kwan Ying (Bai Ling) and the wise wizard Wong, they begin their epic journey. 165 minutes. VC Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95

3919471  BLADE OF HONOR TRIPLE PACK. Widescreen. The Last Warrior set off on a journey to save his family from his darkest ages action-packed flick. In I am Dragon, a young man named Fu Xing is a dragon and holds captive on a remote island where she meets a mysterious young man. The Geisha, then in the dark and hidden world seeking vengeance for his family’s murder. Not Rated. Dubbed. In Russian with English subtitles. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. $19.98

2900316  RICHARD THE LIONHEART: Rebellion. Widescreen. The year is 1173 and England and France are at war. The destiny of two great powers has never been so intertwined. As King Henry’s wife, Eleanor of Aquitaine, tries to keep the peace between England and France, her son, Richard Lionheart, is forced to borrow money from the most powerful man in Europe, King Philip of France. But after his father is assassinated, Richard must put his own family against his own family. Not Rated. Dubbed. In Russian with English subtitles. 96 minutes. 4Digital Media. $3.95

3914798  HARD TARGET. Widescreen. Jean-Claude Van Damme stars as a retired Secret Service agent determined to bring the Logan to justice. 119 minutes. Universal. $3.95

3989541  BLACK MOON RISING. Widescreen. Master thief Sam Quint (Tommy Lee Jones) is hired by a government for a high-level job, hides a computer disc in an experimental supercar known as the Black Moon. But before Quint can recover the disc, the car is stolen by agents of a high-tech auto thief. With time running out, Quint must go on the prowl to reclaim his property. Rated R. 100 minutes. Image Entertainment. SOLD OUT

3744385  AN EMMY AND A BUNNY. Widescreen. The Black Scorpion stars Ziyi Zhang who plays an ancient warrior seeking vengeance in an epic inspired by Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Donnie Yen, Kelly Chen and Lei Tau team up as sword-wielding heroes on a quest to unite a divided nation and wage a massive battle against an Emperor and the Warriors (Rated R). In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over three hours on three DVDs. Genius Products. $5.95

3979275  FACE/OFF/SNAKE EYES. Widescreen. Face/Off stars John Travolta as FBI agent John Travolta determined to stop the elusive terrorist Castor Troy (Nicolas Cage). Nicolas Cage and Gary Sinise star in Snake Eyes which combines the thriller, glamor and bedlam of a heavyweight championship fight with pulse-pounding mystery and excitement. Both Rated R. CC. Nearly five hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $5.95


4850212  THE 4-MOVIE COLLECTION: Action Classics Unleashed. Widescreen. Four action-packed films featuring Jean-Claude Van Damme: ASSASSINATION GAMES also starring Scott Adkins; Double Team also starring Dennis Rodman; Maximum Risk also starring Natasha Henstridge; and Until Death. All Rated R. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. $29.98

1798460  THE TRANSPORTER. Widescreen. Frank Martin is a mercenary with a special set of skills. When Frank enters into a dangerous deal with a group of Russian mobsters looking for revenge against a sinister Russian kingpin, his father is taken hostage, sending Frank full throttle to save him. 96 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

2886855  THE LOST EMPIRE. Fullscreen. In an ancient manuscript lies the answers to all of history’s questions, and one scholar (Thomas Gibson) has made it his mission to unearth those truths and save the world. Joining him on his epic journey is the beautiful goddess Kwan Ying (Bai Ling) and the wise wizard Wong. They are on a quest to save the city of Peking. 165 minutes. VC Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95

3980222  ACTION MAN COLLECTION. Widescreen. A series of films that explore the complexities and dangers of a life of espionage, including action-packed espionage thrillers. All Rated R. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. $19.98

3895425  MAX: Beyond Thunderdome. Widescreen. Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome. Move for Max (Mel Gibson) and the The Road Warrior (Rated R), the Apocalypse on wheels that put Gibson on the Hollywood big time. Max is one of the most mind-blowing stunt movies ever made. Our hero returns for more astonishing adventures in Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome. CC. Over three hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

THE WORLD WAR II COLLECTION: Saving Private Ryan/Price for Peace/Shootout at W. Three powerful films depict a monumental time in world history. Winner of five Academy Awards, Stephen Spielberg’s “Saving Private Ryan” (R) stars Tom Hanks. “Price for Peace” is a powerful chronicle of the compelling events in the Pacific Theater of WWII. “Shooting War” is the compelling story of the courageous WWII combat photographers. This box set also includes a powerful special features. Over 4 hours on 4 DVDs. DreamWorks. $7.95

THE WARRIORS. Widescreen. Over 3 hours. Momentum. $5.95

THE VIGILANTES ARE COMING. Fullscreen. In 1840 a wealthy settler tries to establish himself as Emperor of California by using a Russian Cossack army. A masked hero called “The Eagle” arrives to help the ranchers thwart the Cossacks and save California forever. Includes 12 startling episodes. Stars Robert Livingston, Kay Hughes, and Guinn Williams. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

BRONSON: Triple Threat Collection. Fullscreen tough guy Charles Bronson directs this firesorm of action as urban avenger Paul Kersey in these three pulse-pounding, Death Wish 2; Death Wish 3; and Death Wish 4: The Crackdown. All Rated R. CC. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $15.98 $5.95

IN ORDER OF DISAPPEARANCE. Widescreen. When a father (Stellan Skarsgård) uncovers his son’s murder, he begins to unravel. Once an upstanding citizen, Nils embarks on a blood-thirsty quest for revenge that escalates into a kill-blow international gang war. Rated R. In Norwegian with English subtitles. 118 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

MOUNT OF THE CAINCIAL GOD. Widescreen. When her anthropologist husband disappears in New Guinea, Susan Stevenson (Ursula Andress) convinces her colleague, Dr. Edward Foster (Stacy Keach), to lead her deep into the dark heart of the deadly jungle. While exploring the forbidden mountain of Ra-Rami, the expedition is captured by a tribe of primitive natives. 1978. Not Rated. 103 minutes. $3.95

MAMMOTH ADVENTURES! Widescreen. Epic battles and fantastic spectacle reign in eight mammoth adventures from the 1980s; Son of Samson; Son of the Sheik; Ill Met by Moonlight; Invincible Gladiator: War Gods of Babylon; War Goddess; The Magic Voyage of Sinbad; and Day the Earth Froze. Stars include Gordon Scott, Mark Damon, Richard Harrison, and Howard Duff. Twelve hours on 4 double-sided DVDs. $4.95


LEGEND OF THE BLACK SCORPION. Widescreen. International star Ziyi Zhang dazzles in this breathtaking action epic inspired by Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Nominated for seven 2007 Hong Kong Film Awards and beaconing box office sequences, this martial arts masterpiece tells the tale of an empire in chaos. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Also includes a bonus DVD of Classic Chinese martial arts. $5.95

MIRACLE AT ST. ANNA. Widescreen. Stationed in Tuscany, Italy, four members of the U.S. Army’s all-black 92nd Infantry Division, the Buffalo Soldiers, are targeted for revenge after one of them kicks his life to save a traumatized Italian boy. Separated from their unit, they find themselves in a remote village where they experience the Third Reich in a new way. Directed by Benoît Delepine. In French and English SDH. 160 minutes. Touchstone. $5.95

MUSCLES FROM BRUSSELS: Jean-Claude Van Damme Triple Feature. Widescreen. In Pound of Flesh Deacon’s (Van Damme) heroic attempt to donate his kidney to his sick niece finds him a victim of organ theft. Stitched up and pissed off, he seeks revenge. In CVD Van Damme gets involved in a bank robbery with hostages and must use his muscles in an epic standoff. Alien Lupping a group of friends find themselves battling to survive an alien army. Not Rated. Over five hours. E One. $5.95

SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE. Widescreen. Captain Craig Mackenzie (Christian Slater) is a disgraced special forces officer hand-picked to lead the ultimate extreme vacation. Five super-rich thrill seekers have paid a premium to have themselves selected as the perfect real-life military mission. But when the plan backfires, Mackenzie and his amateur soldiers find themselves fighting for their lives. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/860
Action/Adventure

3854310 BIGFOOT. Widescreen. When Bigfoot attacks an 80s-themed music festival, a concert promoter/off-duty hippie burnout will do anything to protect the ‘endangered species.’ Carnage and hilarity ensue in this bizarre adventure starring Sherilyn Fenn, Danny Bonaduce, and rock star Alice Cooper. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

4825462 THE MAGNIFICENT TRIO: The Shaw Brothers Kung-Fu Collection. Widescreen. Three peasant men with unparalleled fighting skills are forced by ruthless businessmen to kidnap the town leader’s daughter. When an innocent visitor becomes involved in their quest, they must face their fears and risk their lives to save their people. Stars Jimmy Wang Yu, Lo Lieh, and Cheng Lei. Not rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

4773209 GHOST RIDER: Spirit of Vengeance. Widescreen. Nicolas Cage returns as the devil’s bounty hunter in this follow-up to Marvel’s superhero hit. Johnny is hiding out in a remote part of Europe when he is recruited by a secret sect of the church to save a woman. Johnny is reluctant to embrace the power of the Ghost Rider, but he may not have a choice. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

4666051 END OF A GUN. Widescreen. An ex-DEA (Steven Seagal) agent’s mission is complicated by the rescue of a seductive woman and finds himself entangled in a bloody game of cat and mouse with a maniacal drug lord looking to reclaim $2 million worth of drug money. Rated R. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

4772660 WILD CARD. Widescreen. Nick Wild (Jason Statham) is a Las Vegas bodyguard with lethal professional skills and a killer gambling problem. When a friend is beaten by a sadistic thug, Nick strikes back, only to find he is messed with the son of a powerful mob boss. Now he’s in for the fight of his life. Also stars Milo Ventimiglia and Sofia Vergara. Rated R. 107 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

3809054 BATTLE OF THE EMPRESS. Widescreen. Having ascended to the Ottoman throne, an ambitious young sultan decides to attempt the unthinkable—he wants to conquer Constantinople for his people. The resulting battle is one of the greatest and most brutal clashes with Lex Luthor (Gene Hackman) and Nuclear Man. CC. Also released as A Perfect Plan. Directed by the infamous Harmony Tim. Over 2 hours. MGM. $6.95

465451X THE SPY WHO LOVED ME. Widescreen. Roger Moore brings his inimitable style to Agent 007 as he teams with beautiful Russian agent Anya Amasova (Tina Sinatra) to foil a stealth bomber plot, all while battling the Joker (Heath Ledger). This set includes a DC comic book featuring Two-Face and the Joker and a Two-Face prop replica collectible coin. English SDH. 153 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

4788014 AMERICAN OUTLAWS. Widescreen. Corrupt railroad barons Jesse James (Colin Farrell) and Cole Younger (Scott Caan) are looked upon as heroes to the folks in Liberty, Missouri. But when Jesse carries his role as a terrorized by a railroad’s land-grab scheme, the gang rides to their rescue. Also starring Ali Larter and Allan Pinkerton. CC. 94 minutes. Widescreen. DVD of special features. Rated R. CC. 132 minutes. Yankee Bros. $5.95

477471X SNIPER/SNIPER 2. Widescreen. Aim down the sights for an intense double feature, telling the story of two legendary Marine sniper Tom Beckett (Tom Berenger). In Sniper, Beckett and his assistant partners him with an inexperienced bureaucrat (Billy Zane) in Central America. In Sniper 2, Beckett is teamed with a dead row inmate on a mission to the Balkans. Both Rated R. Two DVDs. Sony Pictures. Widescreen. $6.95

471744 BREAKING ARM. Widescreen. Four frustrated college girlfriends (Gina Gomez, Vanessa Hudgens, Ashley Benson and Rachel Korine) plot to fund spring break by robbing a fast-food shack. But when a bodyguard with let hal professional skills (Brian Cox) shows up captive in a fortified warehouse along with three other notorious thieves. Forced to plan the perfect diamond heist by a cunning master thief, they must use their combined expertise to outsmart their enemies and come out on top, before a bomb detonates. Stars William Forsythe and Kathleen Munroe. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Widescreen. $6.95

462422 A PERFECT PLAN. Widescreen. A female P.I. (Pam Grier) is drawn into the story of a hotshot investigative cop (Steven Seagal) who is in on a mission to the Balkans. When he is betrayed, he must turn to his former partner (Kim Coates) to help him out of his tight spot. Both Rated R. CC. Two DVDs. Sony Pictures. Widescreen. $5.95

3984818 V FOR VENDETTA: Two-Disc Special Edition. Widescreen. Who is the man who hides behind a mask? Hero or Madman? Liberator or oppressor? He is V—and who will join him in his daring plot to destroy the totalitarian regime that oppresses them? The的世界 is turned on its axis by the powerful subversive graphic novel. Includes a bonus DVD. Directed by the infamous Tim Burton. Rated R. CC. 132 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95

4730853 THE ORGANIZATION/SHEBA, SNIPER/SNIPER 2. Widescreen. Eighteen months after the great white shark terrorized the small resort of Amity, unsuspecting vacationers begin disappearing in all too familiar fashion. Only one man knows the truth behind the terror, a retired police chief Brody. Co-stars include Lorraine Gray and Murray Hamilton. CC. 117 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4625200 THE TIME MACHINE. Widescreen. After a desperate choice of time, a scientist invents a revolutionary machine that propels him 800,000 years into the future. There he discovers that humans have evolved into two groups and the humans and the hunted. Now he must fight to save himself, and all of mankind, in a final desperate battle. Paramount. $9.95

4624822 SPIDER IN THE WEB. Widescreen. A cheering fan of the Ghost Rider, but he may not have a Corrupt railroad barons Jesse James (Colin Farrell) and Cole Younger (Scott Caan) are looked upon as heroes to the folks in Liberty, Missouri. But when Jesse carries his role as a terrorized by a railroad’s land-grab scheme, the gang rides to their rescue. Also starring Ali Larter and Allan Pinkerton. CC. 94 minutes. Widescreen. DVD of special features. Rated R. CC. 132 minutes. Yankee Bros. $5.95

3984255 BRITISH TUNES/FAR THE GREAT ESCAPE. Widescreen. Three combat classics in one set. An all-star cast, led by Robert Redford, makes his first triumph with a young at Battle of Britain. James Caan, Michael Caine, and Sean Connery capture WWII’s most tragic blunder in A Bridge Too Far, and Steve McQueen re-creates the largest POW prison break ever attempted in The Great Escape. CC. Eight hours on two DVDs. MGM. $6.95

6811957 THE ORGANIZATION/SHEBA, SNIPER/SNIPER 2. Widescreen. Eighteen months after the great white shark terrorized the small resort of Amity, unsuspecting vacationers begin disappearing in all too familiar fashion. Only one man knows the truth behind the terror, a retired police chief Brody. Co-stars include Lorraine Gray and Murray Hamilton. CC. 117 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6700356 TERMINATOR 2: Judgement Day. Widescreen. Arnold Schwarzenegger is back for Terminator 2, in one of the biggest sequels of all time. Now, he’s one of the good guys, sent back in time to protect John Connor, the boy destined to lead the freedom fighters. In Total Recall Schwarzenegger is Quaid, a 2084 construction worker haunted by dreams of Mars in the action-packed sequel. Rated R. CC. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Mongrel Media. $6.95

4660803 THE LORD OF THE RINGS: The Return of the King. Widescreen. The final battle for Middle-earth begins. Frodo and Sam, led by Gollum, continue their mission toward the fires of Mount Doom in order to destroy the One Ring. Winner of 11 Academy Awards, including Best Picture. Includes both the theatrical and extended versions of the film plus a behind the scenes documentary. CC. $6.95

4866276 THE DARK KNIGHT COLLECTOR’S EDITION. Batman (Christian Bale) sets out to destroy organized crime in Gotham for good. The triumvirate proves effective but soon the city finds itself prey to a new rogues’ gallery. As the Joker (Heath Ledger), this set includes a DC comic book featuring Two-Face and the Joker and a Two-Face prop replica collectible coin. English SDH. 153 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

4666437 JAWS 2. Widescreen. The horror of the great white shark terrorized the small resort of Amity, unsuspecting vacationers begin disappearing in all too familiar fashion. Only one man knows the truth behind the terror, a retired police chief Brody. Co-stars include Lorraine Gray and Murray Hamilton. CC. 117 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4692500 THE TIME MACHINE. Widescreen. After a desperate choice of time, a scientist invents a revolutionary machine that propels him 800,000 years into the future. There he discovers that humans have evolved into two groups and the humans and the hunted. Now he must fight to save himself, and all of mankind, in a final desperate battle. Paramount. $9.95

3984753 SAN ANDREAS. Widescreen. After the infamous San Andreas Fault gives, triggering a magnitude 9-plus earthquake in California, a search and rescue helicopter triggering a magnitude 9-plus earthquake in California, a search and rescue helicopter Police Chief Brody. Co-stars include Lorraine Gray and Murray Hamilton. CC. 117 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3984753 SAN ANDREAS. Widescreen. After the infamous San Andreas Fault gives, triggering a magnitude 9-plus earthquake in California, a search and rescue helicopter triggering a magnitude 9-plus earthquake in California, a search and rescue helicopter Police Chief Brody. Co-stars include Lorraine Gray and Murray Hamilton. CC. 117 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4866437 JAWS 2. Widescreen. The horror of the great white shark terrorized the small resort of Amity, unsuspecting vacationers begin disappearing in all too familiar fashion. Only one man knows the truth behind the terror, a retired police chief Brody. Co-stars include Lorraine Gray and Murray Hamilton. CC. 117 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4866437 JAWS 2. Widescreen. The horror of the great white shark terrorized the small resort of Amity, unsuspecting vacationers begin disappearing in all too familiar fashion. Only one man knows the truth behind the terror, a retired police chief Brody. Co-stars include Lorraine Gray and Murray Hamilton. CC. 117 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4866437 JAWS 2. Widescreen. The horror of the great white shark terrorized the small resort of Amity, unsuspecting vacationers begin disappearing in all too familiar fashion. Only one man knows the truth behind the terror, a retired police chief Brody. Co-stars include Lorraine Gray and Murray Hamilton. CC. 117 minutes. Universal. $5.95

481963 WET AND VERY WILD PACK: Four Complete Films. Collects four action-packed, shark attack movies with a total of 238 minutes. Stars George Clooney. In B&W, 81 minutes. Rent: \$5.95


4900182 BLACK NOVEMBER. Widescreen. A ragged community wages war against a corrupt government to protect their land from being destroyed by excessive development. Stars Ben Affleck, Reginaie Hall, Blake Lively, and Jon Hamm. Rated: English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Home Video.

$5.95

39805X RETURN OF THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E.: The Fifteen Years Later. Fullscreen. U.N.C.L.E.'s top two executives have been out of the spy business for 15 years. Called in from the cold, cold war (Robert Vaughn) recruits an assembly of his former agents and his son to save the boy King and England from tyranny. English SDH. Incl. includes second DVD with dramatic escape. Not Rated. English SDH. Incl. includes second DVD with dramatic escape. Not Rated. (950 minutes, Paramount)

The BattleShip Island. Widescreen. As WWII nears its end, the island is defended by a massive coal mine where 400 Koreans live in deplorable conditions as laborers. Tensions run high between the Japanese soldiers and the local citizens, now forced to work for the enemy. Starring: Daniel Craig. In Japanese and English, English SDH. 88 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

$6.95

4857442 THE BATTLESHIP ISLAND. Widescreen. As WWII nears its end, the island is defended by a massive coal mine where 400 Koreans live in deplorable conditions as laborers. Tensions run high between the Japanese soldiers and the local citizens, now forced to work for the enemy. Starring: Daniel Craig. In Japanese and English, English SDH. 88 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

$6.95

4879946 SHARKNADO 3: Oh Hell No! Widescreen. When a mass of sharknadoes kill his mother, first-rounded spaceship scientist Frank Gruber must rescue his father. Stars Ian Ziering, Tara Reid, and David Hasselhoff. CC. 93 minutes. Not Rated. English SDH. $9.98

3983412 ALLIES. Widescreen. A team of British soldiers led by a U.S. Captain are dropped into Nazi-occupied France in a mission that could shorten WWII. But nothing goes according to plan, forcing commander Sergeant Harry McCallum and Captain Gabriel Egan to battle their way to the coast and rescue their fellow soldiers. Includes the bonus documentary. Enter: Pub. at \$19.94

$5.95
**Action/Adventure**

4799881 RAMBO III. Widescreen. John Rambo is now living a secluded life in a Buddhist monastery in Thailand. Former commander Colonel Trautman asks for his help with a top-secret mission in Afghanistan but the Vietnam War vet declines. When Rambo is kidnapped during the mission, Rambo launches a rescue mission. Rated R. CC. 101 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

474748X RUNNING SCARED. Widescreen. Smugging mob hand Joey Gazelle (Paul Walker) leads the mob and turns inside out when a "hot" weapon's in charge of concealing goes missing. With two mafias families and a team of crooked cops watching his every move, Joey sets out on a chilling, bloody pursuit, manuevering through a horrific web of creeps and criminals. Rated R. CC. 122 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $5.95

4677114 NIÑA/NIÑA II: Shadow of a Tear. Widescreen. In Ninja an American Ninja is commanded by his Sensei to return to New York and protect the weapons at all costs. He must defeat the skilled Yakuza assassins to prevent the power of the weapons from falling into evil hands. In the sequel, the American ninja returns, seeking justice for his wife's murder. Stars Scott Adkins. Rated R. CC. 122 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $5.95

4709365 THE FOREIGNER. Widescreen. Jackie Chan stars as humble businessman Quan, whose long-buried past erupts in a revenge-fueled vendetta when the only person left for him to love—his teenage daughter—is taken from him in a sinister act of politically-motivated terrorism. Also stars Pierce Brosnan. Rated R. CC. 114 minutes. V.S Films. $5.95

4719131 LAST PLANE OUT. Widescreen. In 1970s Nicaragua, journalist Jack Cox (Jan-Michael Vincent) is assigned to visit an old friend, General Somocua (Lloyd Batsa). In the process, Jack becomes romantically involved with Maria Cardenas (Julie Carmen), member of a family close to Somocua. But little does Jack know, Maria is also part of the resistance. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Code Red. $5.95

3998924 THE NIGHT CREW. Widescreen. After stealing away a mysterious fugitive, four hard-up bounty hunters must survive the night in a desert motel against a horde of savage mercenaries and their ruthless leader. Rated R. CC. 80 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

4865766 LOOPLINE. Widescreen. A reclusive, pop, a young officer (Jayce Cobb) and a veteran detective are thrown together to try to take down Hong Kong's most lethal mercenary gang and their ruthless leader. Shooting on a busy Hong Kong street and ending with a fists and bullets showdown. Includes a bonus DVD of special features. Rated R. CC. 103 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

4381806 THE HUNTER’S PRAYER. Widescreen. Sam Worthington stars as an assassin who forges an unlikely partnership with one of his targets. Also stars Odeda Rush. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

3886220 UNDERWORLD: Awakening. Widescreen. Having escaped years of imprisonment vampire warrior Selene (Kate Beckinsale) finds herself in a changed world where humans are waging an all-out war to eradicate Native American Indians who have formed an alliance with vampires. Never one to shy away from a fight, Selene takes on a two-front menace: humans and a new breed of vicious super Lycan. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $30.99 $5.95

3709914 MYTHICA: The Complete Collection. Widescreen. Marek (Melanie Stone) is an indentured servant until she escapes her master and begins a journey to discover her greater potential as a wizard. After she assembles an unlikely group of warriors, they fight sinister enemies, rescue dear friends and save their world. Includes all five Mythica films: A Quest for Heroes; The Darkspire; The Necromancer; The Iron Crown; and The Wyrm World. Also stars Kevin Sorbo.Rated R. CC. 103 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $29.95

439149X THE BRAVE. Widescreen. An elite group of cops set out to end the war waged against the local police in an Albanian town known for drug production. Based on true life events. Stars Armand Assante and Louis Mandylor. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Mercury. $4.95

Limited Quantity **4813797** ON THE FIDDLE. Widescreen. Sean Connery is a young Gypsy man who joins forces with his conniving pal and enters the British Army during World War II. The two small-time crooks pull off a series of scams in the military and become unlikely heroes. Also stars Alfred Lynch. In B&W. 97 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

471153X FROZEN FRONT: Fear the Silence. Widescreen. A group of German soldiers ambushed by a group of British commandos during battle, look for shelter in a remote village in the Ukraine. To their surprise, the villagers welcome them as their saviors from the impending degradation by the Russians. However, seeds of mistrust begin to grow within, leading to a deadly confrontation. Not Rated. 95 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

4785657 10,000 BC. Widescreen. Tale of the first hero (Steven Sinval) who set out on a quest to rescue his kidnapped beloved (Carla Bella) and to fulfill his prophetic destiny. Battling a saber-toothed tiger and prehistoric predators, he’ll cross untold realms, form an alliance with an advanced lost civilization. English SDH. 109 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

371229X THE BATTLE OF EL ALAMEIN. A French and Italian production, action-packed, take on the German, bringing the battle to the heart of the desert. America and Europe clash against each other. Rating Stands for the second battle of El Alamein, part of a campaign near the Egyptian coast during the Second World War. Stars Frederick Stafford, George Hilton, Michael Rennie and more. 99 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

4774566 MASTER Z: Ip Man Legacy. Widescreen. Following the defeat by Master Ip. Cheung Tin Chi (Mike Ahsan) tries to make a life for himself in Hong Kong, waiting tables at a bar that caters to expats. But it’s not long before the mix of foreigners, money, and triad leaders draw him once again to the fight. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

4741935 THUNDERBIRDS. Widescreen. Take off with the Thunderbirds! Armed with the latest high-tech vehicles and gadgets, the Thunderbird family battles at a bar that caters to expats. But it’s not long before the mix of foreigners, money, and triad leaders draw him once again to the fight. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 108 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

3883872 PSYCHO GOTHIC LOLLITA. Widescreen. A mysterious group wearing black cloaks has attacked Yukki’s family, leaving her father crippled and her mother dead. The only one who saw the attack is Yukki, left with a smoldering anger and a thirst for retribution. Fashioning herself into an elegant demon of vengeance, she sets out in search of payback. In Japanese with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Tokyo Shock. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

4716110 OPERATION CICERO. Widescreen. Widescreen. Ilyas Bazna works as a butler in the British Embassy in Turkey during WWII. He is seconded to London and the world of espionage after being recruited by Germany to be a spy for them. Based on the incredible true story of the one man who had the secrets that could change history. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. $5.95

4718860 MEN IN WAR. Widescreen. Lieutenant Benson (Robert Ryan) and Sergeant Montana (Aldo Ray) are two soldiers trying to deal with the shock and devastation of the Korean War. Benson has been given the job of escort a colonel (Robert Keith) suffering from extreme battle fatigue to a field hospital while Benson remains with the platoon. In B&W. 102 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95
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4717759 BEHIND ENEMY LINES. Widescreen. Thomas Ian Griffith stars as Mike Weston, a soldier tasked with retrieving nuclear triggers before they fall into enemy hands. When the plan goes awry, Mike barely escapes, leaving fellow soldier Jones (Chris Mullkey) behind. When Mike learns that Jones is still alive, he returns to try and save him. Rated R. 89 minutes. Olive Films. $19.95

4789658 GEOSTORM. After an unprecedented series of natural disasters threatened the planet, the world's leaders gather together to launch an intricate network of satellites to control the global climate and keep everyone safe. But now, something has gone wrong. English SDH. 109 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

3954021 THE HUNTSMAN: Winter's War. Widescreen. Charlize Theron stars as evil Queen Ravenna, a role made famous by her good sister Freya (Emily Blunt) with an un forgivable act, freezing Freya's heart to love and unleashing in her an icy power she never knew she possessed. Also stars Chris Hemsworth. English SDH. 114 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4825314 FOX TROT SIX. Widescreen. In the near future, the economy has turned upside down and the world is becoming Oceania. An ex-marine, Anga, rebels against the government and forms “Fox Trot Six”, a squad comprised of old military comrades. Together, they work to save their country from the attacks of a ruthless party leader. Not Rated. English SDH. 114 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

391934X RUSH HOUR 3. Widescreen. When a Chinese criminal mastermind flees to Paris, a VR-culled crime fighter takes the job. Soon, Chief Inspector Lee (Jackie Chan) and Detective Carter (Chris Tucker) are ensorced in an explosive battle between the French police, the beat gang, and two female fanatics. 90 minutes on two DVDs. New Line Home Enter. $4.95

3961575 DEAD ANT. Widescreen. When the ‘80s hit wonder glam-metal band Sonic Grave embarks on a road trip to Israel, they are aided by people more sympathetic to them than the locals. When the tour goes wrong, they are forced to take up arms to avert disaster. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95

4738551 THE HARD RIDE. While in Vietnam, a GI promises his dying buddy that he’ll take of his motorcycle. “Baby,” when he gets back home. After his discharge he meets up with a friend’s girlfriend, gets the bike and then runs into trouble with the law and other bikers who don’t like the idea of his having the bike or the girl. Stars Robert Fuller. 93 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95

3900487 ASURA: THE CITY OF MADNESS. Widescreen. Detective Han, who for years has been secretly doing dirty work for the corrupt mayor Park Sungbae, is now pressed by a ruthless prosecutor to cooperate in an investigation against the mayor. Things start to get tangled in unpredictable ways and only the most evil will survive. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 135 minutes. Cinedigm

4788761 THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E. Widescreen. At the height of the Cold War, CIA agent Napoleon Solo (Henry Cavill) and KGB agent Illya Kuryakin (Armie Hammer) must put aside hostility and cooperate in an investigation against the KGB. The team start to get tangled in unpredictable ways and only the most evil will survive. Not Rated. In English with English subtitles. 130 minutes. Cinedigm

4983398 TOM SAWYER & HUCKLEBERRY FINN. Widescreen. An adventu rous new adaptation of Mark Twain’s timeless classic. Val Kilmer plays Twain himself, narrating his masterpiece and bringing the characters of mischievous Tom Sawyer (Leonardo DiCaprio) and fearless friend Huck Fin (Jake T. Austin) to life. English SDH. 91 minutes. E One. $5.95

3853136 DAMASCUS COVER. Widescreen. Israeli spy Ari Ben-Zion, haunted by the death of his child, is sent to Jerusalem after a failed attempt to bring a mole back to Israel alive. Unsure how many of its operatives have been exposed, the Mossad assigns Ari to smuggle a chemical weapon out of Syria. Rated E. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $3.95

4690060 THE SENSUAL JUNGLE. Laura receives an envelope from her lover with an order to open it only if he dies. When he is killed, she opens the envelope, finding half of a mysterious map and instructions. She travels to Guya quay where she finds the owner of the other half of the map. Together they embark on a Russian treasure, facing danger along the way. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95

3919447 ARMED. Widescreen. Chief (Marco Van Peebles) is a former U.S. Marshall who has hung up his gun and taken to a life he would rather not go back on. But in the course of helping his uncle arrange a marriage, he leads his team on a raid that went horribly wrong. As Chief struggles to get his life back on track, a former colleague reappears and explains that a contract for him is suffering too and there may be a bigger conspiracy at hand. Rated E. English SDH. 120 minutes. GVN.

468160X IN THE NAME OF THE KING: The Conc eptive Royal Treasure. While in the Name of the King II a simple family man is forced to take up arms after an evil sorcerer unleashes an army of bloodthirsty beasts. In In the Name of the King II a warrior in medieval times is hired by a nobleman to find the legendary Prophecy. In In the Name of the King III a contract killer is forced to do one last job before he can start a new life. Stars include Jason Statham and Dolph Lundgren. Some Rated R. $4.95

3801187 SHINOBI GIRL. Widescreen. A group of ultra-rich elite is cutting a path of destruction, and fierce ninja Noriko is the only thing that stands in their way. But Mos. Brom is given an assignment to track and find these elusive mercenaries, who won’t go down so easily. Her army of elite corporate assassins includes a lethal one-woman hit squad, who has honed her skills more to settle accounts. Not on two DVDs. Fever Dreams. $4.95

4746899 THE COMMUTER. Widescreen. Liam Neeson stars as Michael, an insurance salesman whose commute home suddenly takes a dangerous turn. After being convicted of murder, he is extradited to America. Clandestinely, he must race against time to uncover the identity of a passenger on the train, as he’s swept into a conspiracy with life and death stakes. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes.

3984371 FORBIDDEN EMPIRE. Widescreen. An 18th century explorer sets out on an epic journey to map the forbidden uncharted lands of the Amazon. Redfield enlists the help of Agent Leon S. Kennedy and Professor Rebecca Chambers to bring down the death merchant and save New York City. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Movie Pictures

5486854 THE ADVENTURES OF REX AND RINTY. A twelve chapter serial featuring canine Rin Tin Tin Jr. and Rex billed as “The Daring Dogs.” A lethal and highly trained ex-CIA agent living in Switzerland. When he’s lured out of retirement to safeguard a weapon targeted for assassination, he’s drawn into a deadly game of cat and mouse with his former protege. Rated R. 108 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4774663 RESIDENT EVIL: Vendetta. Widescreen. When a fearless enemy out for revenge unleashes a brutal and deadly new virus that turns plants into an army of reanimated dead, the world is headed to the brink of World War III. Enter Major George Conrad (David Ayer). An obsessive war veteran and patriotic zealot sent on a secret mission to save the world. His orders: Travel to the moon to drill for oil. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Martini Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

4716216 COCAINE WARS. Widescreen. Miami DEA agent Cliff Adams (John Schneider) is in South America working undercover for Gonzalo Reyes (Federico Luppi), the biggest cocaine exporter in South America. Cliff’s fiancé Janet is a reporter down there. As their relationship grows, she encourages him to kill Marcello Villalba, who is running for his country’s position as president, but Cliff can’t.

4716986 PLANET USA. Widescreen. Republic of Gertrude, a dry, the hatred between the East and West as spread across the globe, brings us to the brink of World War III. Enter Major George Conrad (David Ayer). An obsessive war veteran and patriotic zealot sent on a secret mission to save the world. His orders: Travel to the moon to drill for oil. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Martini Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

580132X SWEET KARMA. Widescreen. When a category 7 hurricane pounds New York, the surging food brings forth a reign of chaos as thousands of starving people descend on the city from the horizon. As Sharknadoes tear through the city, no vehicle, building, or national monument is safe. CC. 95 minutes. Cinedigm

4654404 THE HEAD HUNTER. Widescreen. On the outskirts of a kingdom, a quiet but fierce medievalpeasant is sent on a mission to hunt down monsters and the occult. His collection of heads is missing only one—the monster that killed his daughter. Driven by a thirst for revenge, he assembles a motley crew of outcasts, using sorcery to aid in his quest. Not Rated. English SDH. 72 minutes.

4687590 THE NOVEMBER MAN. Widescreen. Code named “The November Man,” former KGB agent, Jack Carter has been forced out of retirement to safeguard a weapon targeted for assassination. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Valley Films. $7.95

4776025 FORBIDDEN EMPIRE. Widescreen. An 18th century explorer sets out on an epic journey to map the forbidden uncharted lands of the Amazon. Redfield enlists the help of Agent Leon S. Kennedy and Professor Rebecca Chambers to bring down the death merchant and save New York City. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Movie Pictures

4693906 THE ITALIAN JOB. Widescreen. When master thief Charlie Croker (Mark Wahlberg) and his mentor (Donald Sutherland) plot one last heist, they score $63 million in gold bars from an Italian palazzo. But the team suffers a devastating double-cross from one of their own, and the surviving team members seek vengeance. CC. 110 minutes. Paramount.
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3735060 THE ROAD WARRIOR. Fullscreen & Widescreen. A full-throttle epic that took the action genre by storm. George Miller’s post-apocalyptic masterpiece follows a hero-licon (Mel Gibson) who drives the roads of outback Australia in an unending search for gasoline. Arrayed against him is a legion of bizarre warlord-type creatures led by The Humungous. Rated R. CC. 95 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

★ 4770838 SANDOKAN: Pirate of Malaysia. The story of Malay’s rebel Sandokan, who with the help of cunning renegades tries to rescue the princess and thwart an evil British general from getting the good King Hassan to reign in favor of the imperial Crown. 1964. 106 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4759613 AMERICAN VIOLENCE. Widescreen. This intense thriller follows one man’s path to execution and the strong-minded doctor brought in to take a deeper look at the violent circumstances that have doomed him. Jackson Shea has lived a life of deceit, brutality and murder, but when something chilling, violent events lands him on Death Row, one psychologist must determine if he’s able to be rehabilitated. CC. 107 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

★ 4759962 SHAOLIN MANTIS. Widescreen. David Chang invests a new fighting technique—the Mantis Fists—to battle his way through a deadly stockpile of villains as he seeks revenge for his wife’s murder. Featuring spectacular kung fu choreography and a stand-alone action performance, this classic instantly emerged as one of the genre’s very best. English Subtitles. $7.95

★ 4729412 BLUE IGUANA. Widescreen. Small-time crooks (Eddie (Sam Rockwell) and Lou Ferrigno. English SDH. 105 minutes. Universal. $5.95

★ 4832811 CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER. Widescreen. Pierre’s (Harrison Ford) mentor Admiral James Greer (James Earl Jones) becomes gravely ill. Ryan is appointed acting CIA Deputy Director. The ill Admiral’s first assignment: investigate the murder of one of the president’s friends, a prominent U.S. businessman with secret ties to Colombian drug cartels. CC. 145 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

4684749 THE CONNECTION. In Magistrate Pierre Michaud’s crosshairs is king pin Gatean (Steve McQueen) who runs the largest underground heroin trade into the States. Though the fearless and tenacious Michel is nothing to be feared by the crime ring’s demise, Zampa’s “La French” always seems one step ahead. In French with English subtitles. Rated R. 135 minutes. Reel Vault. $5.95

★ 564365X STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND. St. Louis Cardinal’s player Robert “Dutch” Holland (James Stewart) finds his inactive duty status with the U.S. Air Force suddenly active. Originally tasked with a top-secret mission to command a B-36 bomber crew, a job that will test him and his family like never before. 114 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

★ 4780992 JIM CANNON KILLAZ: The Jade Temple Collection. These four endlessly entertaining films are brimming with the thrilling-and-over-the-top martial arts combat you love. Includes Young Hero of Shaolin; Young Hero of Shaolin 2; Jade Dagger Ninja; and The Silver Sear. Stars Bozha, Guo Lian, Hua Che, and Yu Wang. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Venom Mob. CC. 111 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

4652726 BRUCE LEE: Tracking the Dragon. Bruce Lee expert John Little tracks down the actual person behind one of Lee’s most iconic action movies. Little presents a comprehensive view of Lee’s cinematic art that will change the way you see Lee’s films. The revelations are astounding, the stories compelling. Lee’s fans will race to get their hands on this book. Not Rated. MVD Visual. $5.95

★ 4770706 JUNGLE MAN. Dr. Robert Hammond (Buster Crabbe), known to the natives as “Jungle Man,” is hired by a safari of explorers searching for the legendary “City of the Dead.” They encounter rampaging lions, deadly snakes, and wrathful headhunters, while Bongo races the clock to find a cure to a deadly jungle fever. 1941. In B&W. 62 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3931803 SUPER VIXENS. Features three stories about women with superhuman powers who battle super villains but get in over their heads and are never the same again. Not Rated. 55 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4771605 CEASE FIRE. Widescreen. This one of a kind classic was the rare production by director Owen Empur that employed the stereoscopic process to heighten reality, emphasize actual brutality of combat and the vastness of a cold, unfamiliar terrain and the isolation felt by a patrol of valiant fighting men. Part documentary, part drama and part cinema verite. In B&W. 75 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

★ 4807502 PAGAN WARRIOR. Widescreen. After a savage gang of warriors invade a castle, murdering all in sight, one surviving man calls upon Krampus, the Yule devil, to exact revenge for his family. Stars Peter Cosgrove. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

3961706 SILENCER. Widescreen. A retired hitman must leave the quiet life he has built to rescue a young girl kidnapped by the kingpin of a ruthless drug cartel. Haunted by the lives he took as a military sharpshooter, he sets out on a dangerous battle to return the child. Stars Johnny Messner and Danny Trejo. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

4687671 THE SCORPION KING 4: Quest for Power. Widescreen. After the King of Norisania is assassinated, the legendary Scorpion King Mathuyas is framed for the crime and must fight off an entire kingdom of soldiers. Now Mathuyas and his only remaining allies, a mysterious woman and her unconventional father, are the last hope to stop the evil heir to the throne. Stars Victor Webster and Lou Ferrigno. English SDH. 106 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4772847 YUKON FLIGHT. Widescreen. A vicious gang of criminals take refuge in a farmhouse. But even in the thick of a violent attack, they frantically try to avoid an extensive manhunt. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 4772474 G.I. JOE: The Rise of Cobra. Fullscreen. When all else fails—they don’t! They are G.I. Joe, a top-secret elite strike force featuring the best operatives from around the globe. After a high-tech secret weapon is stolen by the mysterious and evil Cobra organization, the G.I. Joes must race against time to stop Cobra from using the weapon and plunging the world into chaos. $5.95

★ 4770951 YUKON FLIGHT. Investigates the crash of a Yukon Mail Service plane. Sergeant Renfrew and Constable Kelly discover evidence of sabotage. They convince that Raymond, the owner of the plane, has been involved and will do whatever it takes to bring his friend back home. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 113 minutes. In Distribution. $9.95

★ 4774747 THE MALAYSIANS. Widescreen. At the peak of his professional career world renowned mountainer, Hong-gi retires due to a severe leg injury. But when he sees a photo of a frozen corpse on the Himalayas, he realizes he will try to get his friend back home. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 125 minutes. Cinedigm. $6.95

★ 3987794 LANCASTER SKIES. Widescreen. Douglas Miller, a broken, solitary Spitfire ace who survived the Battle of Britain, transfers to Bomber Command, determined to fight the skies over Nazi Germany. Taking the place of a Lancaster bomber skipper killed in action, he tries to gain the crew’s trust and become the leader they desperately need. English Subtitles. 98 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

4703634 PILGRIMAGE. Widescreen. Leaving an Irish monastery for the first time, a young novice (Tom Holland) departs with a devoted group of monks and a mysterious former Crusader as they attempt to transport a sacred relic to Rome. The group is threatened at every turn by savage tribes, traitorous Norman soldiers and those that would rob the relic of its value. English Subtitles. 98 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $5.95 $4.95

★ 4773640 THE TAKING OF PELHAM 1 2 3. Widescreen. A vicious gang of criminals led by Ryder (John Travolta) hijacks one of New York’s greatest trains and demands a ten million dollar ransom. The deadline: one hour. Now, subway dispatcher Walter Garber (Denzel Washington) is thrust into a role he never expected to live: the lives of all the hostages on board—and stop Ryder from getting away. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

★ 4789069 HUCKLEBERRY FINN. Fullscreen. Always in a bind, Huckleberry Finn is determined to think on his feet. When his drunken father (Rance Howard) kidnaps him, Huck fakes his own death and escapes down the wild Mississippi. But the boy’s troubles aren’t over—he encounters every kind of adventure imaginable. 77 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
**Action/Adventure**

4759605 **THE 8 DIAGRAM POLE FIGHTER.** Widescreen. After his family is ambushed and slaughtered, one surviving brother escapes, to a monastery, where he learns his brother’s bone-crushing pole-fighting techniques and plots his revenge. English SDH, 97 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. **$5.95**

3938107 **KILL ‘EM ALL.** Widescreen. After a massive shootout, a mysterious stranger arrives at a local hospital on the brink of death. Then, a foreign gang comes to the hospital to hunt him down. With enough twists and turns, this flick will keep you guessing until the final bullet. Stars Jean Claude Van Damme and Peter Stormare. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$5.95**

4824830 **RISE OF THE FOOTSOLDIER.** The Heist. Widescreen. Fresh out of prison, Pat Tate heads to Spain tovenge the man who put him away. But once he arrives, his simple mission becomes complex as he’s offered the drug deal of a lifetime. When the drug money is stolen, Pat must pull off the ultimate plan in order to get out of this mess alive. Stars Craig Fairbrass. Not Rated. English SDH, 84 minutes. Vertical. **$5.95**

4963264 **CLASSIC WAR COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. You’ll experience four times the action with these classics! Wake Island (Burt Lancaster, Michael Rennie, John Ireland); Hell and Back (Audie Murphy and Richard Widmark); Battle Hymn (Rock Hudson and Martha Hyer); and Gray Lady Down (Charlton Heston and David Carradine). English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. **$5.95**

4977735 **RONIN.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. The Cold War may be over, but a new world order keeps a group of covert mercenaries employed by the highest bidder. These operatives, known as Ronin, are assembled in France for a seemingly routine mission: steal a top-secret briefcase. But the simple task soon proves explosive. Stars Robert DeNiro. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes on one double-sided DVD. MGM. **$7.95**

4777700 **THE PROTECTOR 2.** Widescreen. When Boss Suchath is murdered, all evidence points to KHAM (Tony Jaa). Forced to run as he fights to clear his name, he is hunted by not only the police, but Boss Suchath’s revengeful twin brother (Tony Jaa). A crime lord with his own agenda. Rated R. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. **$5.95**

4776643 **HEAD OF THE HOUSE.** A family on a trip to the African desert, a research scientist unintentionally travels off course and comes face to face with a group of dangerous arms dealers. He is put to the ultimate survival test as he tries to evade the killers and protect his girlfriend and teenage daughter. CC. 93 minutes. Phase 4 Films. **$5.95**

4744853 **BEYOND VALKYRIE: Dawn of the Fourth Reich.** World War II. After the midwar, Japanese and American traders unite to create a powerful super army with the incredible weapons and the concept of the Third Reich. **$5.95**

4790049 **YAKUZA APOCALYPSE.** Widescreen. Legendary yakuza boss Kamira is rumored to be invincible, but in truth he is a vampire with superhuman powers. When assassins who know of Kamira’s secret arrive from abroad, they give him an ultimatum: return to the states he left years ago or die. Directed by Takashi Miike. Rated R. CC. In Japanese with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Momentum. **$5.95**

474467X **DRAGON EYES.** Widescreen. Hyun Hong is on a mission: bring down the ruthless mob boss Mr. V any way he can. Utilizing the strategy and combat techniques taught by his master in prison, Tiao, Hong schemes to pit rival gangs against each other and take down Mr. V in an epic blood-drenched showdown. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$5.95**

4774558 **MAN OF STEEL.** Widescreen. A young boy learns that he has extraordinary powers and is not of this Earth. As a young man, he journeys to discover where he came from and what he was sent here to do. But the hero in him must emerge if he is to save the world from annihilation and become the symbol of hope for all mankind. English SDH. Includes bonus DVD and small figurine. 143 minutes. boxset. Warner Home Video. **$9.95**

4774621 **HOTEL MUMBAI.** Widescreen. A gripping true story of humanity and heroism, this film vividly recounts the 2008 siege of the famous Taj Hotel. As the world watches on, a group of unlikely heroes will be forced to keep the guests of the hotel safe. Stars Dev Patel and Armie Hammer. Rated R. 125 minutes. VVS Films. **$5.95**

4737086 **ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN MARVEL.** The ancient Hindu Shakti gives young radio operator Billy Butson the power to become the World’s Mightiest Mortal, Captain Marvel, in order to stop a mysterious masked criminal known as the Scorpion from assembling a deadly lens weapon that would make him master of the world. This 1941 serial includes 12 chapters, in B&W. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. **$9.95**

**4719727 ALI BABA AND THE SEVEN SARACENS.** With desert and city life settings, our heroic hero, Ali Baba, is the model of a young man who must face his fears and become the leader of a family. Stars Ray Walker. 80 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

4777736 **ONCE UPON...: A Fantasy Film Collection.** Collects The Magic Door; Merlin: The Return; Dazzle; The Sorcerer’s Apprentice; The Fairy King of Ar; The Little Unicorn; The Excabtir Kid; Dragonworld; The Legend Continues and More. Fullscreen. Warner Home Video. English SDH. Over 14 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98. **$14.95**

3954603 **JURASSIC SHARK.** When an underwater oil rig turns up one of the prehistoric shark from its icy prison, the Jurassic killer maroons a gang of art thieves and a group of young college students in the center of the world. The two groups must come together to fight and survive or become shark food! Not Rated. 75 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $11.95. **$14.95**

4663845 **ONCE UPON...: A Fantasy Film Collection.** Collects The Magic Door; Merlin: The Return; Dazzle; The Sorcerer’s Apprentice; The Fairy King of Ar; The Little Unicorn; The Excabtir Kid; Dragonworld; The Legend Continues and More. Fullscreen. Warner Home Video. English SDH. Over 14 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98. **$14.95**

4815027 **FAMILY ENFORCER.** Jerry Bolante (Joseph Cortese) and his associates, Anthony (Louie Giannuzzi, Joe Pesci), are small-time hoods trying to survive on the brutal streets of New Jersey. Bolante is offered a job of debt collector for a local crime syndicate and agrees to the job. When he’s suspected of skimming, reports being deadly. Rated R. 85 minutes. Westlake Entertainment. **$5.95**

6744753 **FLAME OVER INDIA.** Widescreen. British captain Scott (Kenneth More) is sent to India’s northwest frontier to rescue a prince and his American governess, Catherine Wyatt (Lauren Bacall). When a rebellion breaks out amongst the tribesmen, Scott is instructed to take the rebels down. A great drama that will keep you on the edge of your seat. **$11.95**

4737514 **ADVENTURES OF THE FLYING CADETS.** A thirteen episode 1943 and 1944 series of shorts suspected of a string of murders, which in reality have been committed by a Nazi operative while on expedition in Africa. United States Army intelligence officer Lt. David Carson follows the students to Africa to discover the truth. In B&W. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Reel Vault. **$9.95**

4854187 **NITRO RUSH.** Widescreen. Max is serving time in jail for his role in the death of a police officer. When he learns that his 17 year old son has been recruited by a dangerous criminal organization, Max risks everything to save him. Stars Guillaume Lemay-Thivierge. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.95. **$9.95**

4808747 **THE MALEVOLENT QUEEN.** Widescreen. An evil queen forces the people of Arkos to give her their best work for 30 years. One day the former ruler passes a hint on how to defeat the Queen to a couple of street kids. The two quickly devise a plan on how to put an end to the Queen’s reign. 84 minutes. In Distribution. **$5.95**

4707524 **NEWMAN’S LAW.** Widescreen. Caught between crime rings and their own superiors, most cops would play it by the book—but Newman (George Pappas) wrot this as his own superiors, most cops would play it by the book—but Newman (George Pappas) followed his own agenda without consequence inner-city detective who will stop at nothing to clear his name when a gang of international dope peddles frame him for bribery and murder. MGM. **$11.95**

4748449 **THE PHANTOM.** Professor Davidson and his lovely daughter Diana are in Africa, searching for the treasures of the Lost City of Zoth. But sinister crooks Singapore Smith and Dr. Bremmer have their own evil plans. Enter the Phantom, Diana’s husband and his number one superhuman vigilante capable of restoring peace to the jungle. Collects all 15 chapters of the classic serial. Over 4 hours on 10 DVDs. Vivendi. **$19.95**

4746656 **KILLERMAN.** Widescreen. A New York City money launderer (Liam Hemsworth) desperately searches for answers after waking up with no memory, millions in stolen cash and drugs, and an insane crew of dirty cops violently hunting him down. Rated R. 113 minutes. VVS Films. **$5.95**
Action/Adventure

**3931501** AMAZON GODDESS. The Amazons are holding a contest of physical strength to select their new queen. After the queen is crowned the Amazons meet with a group of Greek soldiers for their annual marital ritual. The Queen conceives with the King, but their child is a male child, not allowed in the Amazons. Distributed in 83 minutes. Cheechy Movies. Pub. at $14.95

**6961509** JUNGLE GIRL. Loosely based on the novel by Edgar Rice Burroughs, this 15-chapter serial stars Frances Gifford as a little girl and male hero Jack Stanton, and Trevor Bardette and Gerald Mohr as their villainous adversaries. Filled front to back with cliffhangers, it charts a quest for diamonds in the African jungle. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**4743830** THE LONG AND THE SHORT AND THE TALL. Widescreen. During the Japanese invasion of Burma in 1942, a troop of British soldiers on a jungle mission lose radio contact with their base, and then clash over how to proceed. When a Japanese scout wanders into their camp and they take him prisoner, tensions increase as the soldiers become more concerned with their own fate. Stars Richard Todd. In B&W. 105 minutes. Distributed at $29.95

**4716337** TRIASSIC WORLD. Widescreen. Dinosaurs are back, used as the perfect animals to grow human organs for transplants. But in doing so, scientists have made them all but indestructible, leaving humans scrambling to fight back when the creatures escape a research lab. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD. Visual. $5.95

**3900150** THE GIRL FROM RIO. Widescreen. In the tradition of Barbarella comes this swinging ‘60s action orgy, as bisexual super villain Sumitra (Shirley Eaton) launches a diabolical plan to enslave the male species with her army of lusty warrior women. Also released as Rio 70, Future Women, and The Seven Secrets of Sumury. Rated R. 94 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95

**4846176** SISTER STREET FIGHTER. Widescreen. Tina Long’s brother worked as an undercover agent to penetrate a drug ring that is smuggling drugs from Japan to Hong Kong. Lee Lon’s cover is blown and he is captured. Tina gets help from a martial arts teacher, Sonny (Sonny Chiba) to help her free her brother. Rated R. Japanese. Distributed with English subtitles. Distributed in 86 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95

**4711564** KINGDOM OF SWORDS. Widescreen. Deep in the Middle Ages, in the time of the Crusades, where heroes and villains battle forcontrol, a young prince unites a nation, avenges the murder of his father and becomes king. Not Rated. 97 minutes. In Distribution. $7.95

**3861988** DAUNTLESS! The Battle of Midway. Widescreen. During the pivotal battle of Midway, the two-man crew of a U.S. Navy dive bomber’s job is to destroy any Japanese ships not already sunk. The men look toward their comrades for rescue; namely the ragtag crew of an amphibious aircraft who are sent to search for survivors. English SDH. 96 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $14.95

**4719921** FIRE OVER ROME. Set against the backdrop of Emperor Nero setting Rome on fire, Marcus Valerius is assigned the task of arresting and executing Christians. After finding his girlfriend has been converted, he sacrifices his rank and career to help her escape persecution. Also known as Revenge of the Gladiators. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95

**4728396** GEORGE MONTGOMERY: Action Adventure Collection. Fullscreen. This heart-pounding compilation contains nine films by the actor director: Guerillas in Pink Lace (1964) with Valerie Varda, Samar (1962) with Gilbert Roland and Ziva Rodann, Satan’s Hand (1962), official starr Tariq Philips, Ruth Mix, Dave O’Brien and Constance Bergen. In B&W. Over five hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault.

**4737585** THE BLACK CROWN. What is the identity of the Crown? What are its secrets? In the wake of the Queen’s death, the people are divided as to the will of the Crown. In B&W. Over three hours. Distributed at $11.95

**4744918** THROWAWAYS. Widescreen. Sam Huntington stars as Drew Reynolds, a noted car hacker who is captured by the CIA and given a proposition–work for them or spend the rest of his life in prison. Agreeing on the condition that he can form his own team, he puts together a group of “throwaways”–the people deemed expendable and seemingly the worst in the organization. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**4807197** THE BRINK. Widescreen. Fists start flying in the swinging ‘60s action orgy, as the Mob; The Night Never Sleeps; Rapid Response; and A Front Page Story unite a nation, avenges the murder of his gang to recapture the demon. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**5770931** APPOINTMENT IN HOLLAND. Widescreen. Reb Brown carrying a vast sum of money (Glenn Ford), a husband and wife whose marriage is on the rocks (Ann Sheridan, Zachary Scott), and a band of cutthroats trek through the jungles of Africa. A young prince, to unite a nation, avenges the murder of his father and becomes king. Not Rated. 97 minutes. In Distribution. $7.95

**466387X** SWEATING BULLETS: 10 Action Movies. Widescreen. A high-octane collection of ten maximum velocity movies: Across the Line, Fatal Combat, Inner Action; Fugitive Rage; Maximum Revenge; Me and the Moto; The Night Never Sleeps; Rapid Assault; Shades of Blue. Distributed at $11.95


**4691304** BRITISH WAR COLLECTION: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. For action viewers the British perspective: The Way to the Stars, about the RAF; Sea of Sand, about the conflict in North Africa, The Malta Story, about the fight for a career at the top; Up and About Us, about Atlantic clashes using mini subs; Stars Sir Alec Guinness, Michael Redgrave, Richard Attenborough, and Sir John Mills. In B&W. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95

**4748437** BAD COUNTRY. Widescreen. When Baton Rouge police detective Bud Carter busts contract killer Jesse Weiland he convinces Jesse to become an informant and rat out the South’s most powerful crime ring. Jesse gets caught up in the good side of death and Weiland’s ‘ID’ as a snitch, the two teams up to take down the mob and the crime boss who ordered the hit. English SDH. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**4795915** THE ONE-ARMED SWORDSMAN. Widescreen. A betrayed kung fu student returns to lead a peaceful existence, until duty forces him to learn a deadly new fighting style and return to a world of violence and vengeance. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 117 minutes. Weinstein.

**4787862** ARABIAN ADVENTURE. Widescreen. The evil Caliph Alquazar (Christopher Lee) has his soul imprisoned in a mirror. The only thing now capable of defeating him is the magical Rose of Eli. And so Alquazar and his diabolical plan; a rogue is converted, he sacrifices his rank and career to help her escape persecution. Also known as Revenge of the Gladia tors. Distributed at $11.95

**4722611** ABOVE THE WAVES. Widescreen. A German battleship discovered in a Norwegian fjord, the British have no ships to protect their western supply lines against this heavy hitting menace. Undaunted, he comes up with a bold plan to use proven mini subs. That daring mission is captured in this WWII classic, starring John Mills, John Gregson, and Donald Sinden. In B&W. 100 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**4767665** STRIKE COMMANDO. Fullscreen. A Toronto police detective (Darren Shahlavi) and his band of treasure seekers accidentally unleash a horde of man-eating ants. Distributed at $11.95

**4678397** OCEAN’S ELEVEN. Widescreen. The clues are in place. The rules are set. Danny Ocean’s (George Clooney) grifters will not hurt one and will play the game like they have never played before. The payoff? $150 million. Divided by 11. You do the math. Co-stars include Matt Damon, Brad Pitt, Julia Roberts and Andy Garcia. CC. 117 minutes. Wornet Home Video. Pub. at $11.95

**3871754** SWORD OF VENGEANCE. Widescreen. This is the story of a Norman prince, freed from slavery, who seeks revenge on his father’s murderer—his ruthless uncle, Earl Durant. Gaini ng the trust of a band of exiled farmers, he leads them into battle against Durant, exploiting in his quest to satisfy his code of honor. Stars George Montgomery, Not Rated. Distributed at $9.95

**3873990** FROM HELL TO BORNEO. John Dickson is a mercenary who returns to his family’s island property after his brother is killed by pirates. The smugglers intend to use the island as a base for their illegal drug operations, and Dickson fights them with everything he’s got in this action-packed struggle. Stars George Montgomery, Not Rated. Distributed at $7.95

**4744837** ALADDIN AND THE DEATH LAMP. Widescreen. The adventurer Aladdin (Darren Shahlahi) and his band of treasure seekers accidentally unleash a horde of man-eating ants. Distributed at $11.95

**4771475** BAD COUNTRY. Widescreen. When Baton Rouge police detective Bud Carter busts contract killer Jesse Weiland he convinces Jesse to become an informant and rat out the South’s most powerful crime ring. Jesse gets caught up in the good side of death and Weiland’s ‘ID’ as a snitch, the two teams up to take down the mob and the crime boss who ordered the hit. English SDH. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**4788389** ROBBERY. Widescreen. Inspired by true events, this film is an unflinching portrayal of swinging London’s criminal underworld. Quintessentially British and with a documentary style commitment towards accuracy, it mixes real events into an action sequence with taut suspense and gritty realism. Stars Stanley Baker, Joanna Pettet, and James Booth. Distributed in 110 minutes. Clino Lober. Pub. at $19.95

**4759915** THE ONE-ARMED SWORDSMAN. Widescreen. A betrayed kung fu student returns to lead a peaceful existence, until duty forces him to learn a deadly new fighting style and return to a world of violence and vengeance. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 117 minutes. Weinstein.
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**ACTION/ADVENTURE**

### 4716132 SUPER VIXENS 2.**
Widescreen. This second installment of Super Vixens features three women who will stop at nothing in their fight for justice. The story unfolds as they quest for their foes with everything they have. Stars Ashley Lane, Mercedes Bunz and Dani G. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Tricon Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

### 3880992 PERFECT FRIDAY.**
Widescreen. Lord Nicholas Dorset and his beautiful wife Lady Britt Dorset are a glamorous couple who live completely beyond their means. Their bank manager, who envisions their customers’ wealth, has devised a foolproof plan to rob the bank. But Britain’s desperate financial situation makes them ideal accomplices. Stars David Warner and Ursula Andress. Rated R. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

### 4779530 STICK.**
Widescreen. Director Bruno Mattei and co-screenwriters Claudio Fragassa and Rossella Drudi return to the Philippines with a higher budget, bigger action and Richard Harrison. This time, Sgt. Mike Ransom (Brent Huff) battles the KGB, rogue CIA agents, an army of ninjas, and all the craziness you can cram into a finale. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

### 4754027 THE BASHER BOX.**
In the Awaken Punch (1973) Henry Yu Yang plays an altruistic fighter who begins to build a name for himself as he violently cleans up a town from within its streets. The Prodigal Boxer (1972) is an early take on the legend of martial artist Fong Sai-Yuk, here played by Mang Fei. Both Rated R. Dubbed in Japanese and in English subtitled. Over 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95.

### 484615X RETURN OF THE STREET FIGHTER.**
Widescreen. Ogatafu is a mobster with activities that could put him behind bars, so he hires Tony Sugary (Sonny Chiba) to bust a couple of captured employees. Along with taking care of business, his old nemesis appears to seek revenge, of course punching, kicking and breaking bones is the only way to a finale. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 77 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95.

### 4718038 GREED IN THE SUN.**
Widescreen. Rocco (Jean-Paul Belmondo) and his female accomplice Angele (Anne Marie Collardey) hijack a truck from a trucking company in the Sahara desert. The head of the company, Castiglione hires Rocco’s friend Herve and the newly employed Herve to go after him and bring back the valuable goods in this action-packed adventure. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 125 minutes. Dolph Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95.

### 4759993 MY YOUNG AUNTIE.**
Widescreen. A young woman marries the dying patriarch of a martial arts family in order to save the inheritance from evil relatives—even if she has to fight them herself. A kung fu heroine, spectacular fighting sequences, slapstick comedy, and even a swashbuckling sword fight or two, this film has everything martial arts fans could wish for. English SDH. Subtitles. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. SDH. $19.95 $14.95.

### 4715861 DEATHBONE.**
Part Conon. Part Beastmaster. Part Deathstalker. ALL Barbarian. When an elvin village is taken over by the goblin warlord Vondrake, and one of their kind is kidnapped, a beautiful and valiant elf girl named Heatheria must seek out the one they call Deathbone and ask for his help to vanquish the evil. Not Rated. 90 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

### 4831655 PANTHER SQUAD.**
Widescreen. When a famous astronaut is held captive by environmental extremists, world leaders turn to the Panther Squad, a group of vicious (and viciously sexy) female mercenaries to save, rescue and destroy. Will they succeed? Naturally, and they’ll look sexy doing so! Stars Sybil Danning. Rated R. 74 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $7.95.

### 4748093 THE CAPER OF THE GOLDEN BULLS.**
Widescreen. Retired bank guard Churchward (Eby York) is blackmailed by former companion into stealing some precious jewels located in a bank in Pamplona, Spain. He and three accomplices plan the robbery during the annual “running of the bulls,” hoping the festival will act as a distraction. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95.

### 4880609 SAFE HOUSE/INSIDE MAN/THE BONE COLLECTOR.**
Widescreen. A triple feature starring Denzel Washington. A young CIA agent is tasked with looking after a fugitive in a Safe House. In Inside Man a police detective, a bank robber and a high power broker enter high stakes negotiations after a heist spirals into a violent street war. In The Bone Collector a his and her probe captives the leader conducting a cocaine deal and murdering a child witness, Guillermo tells his troops to kill her. Avery now has to flee into the wild jungle and a relentlessly brutal chase ensues. 103 minutes. Not Rated. $14.95 $11.95.

### 2889403 IN THE NAME OF BEN-HUR.**
Widescreen. A young gladiator enslaved in the Roman arena in 171 AD escapes by chance to the freedom of Hadrian’s Wall. Fighting centurions and mercenaries along the way, he becomes a folk hero for all those struggling to fight Roman oppression. Stars Adrian Bouchez and Jonno Davies. CC. 89 minutes. Asylum. PRICE CUT to $1.95.

### 4711440 THE BATTLE OF HAARLEM.**
Widescreen. Driven by grief and hatred following the execution of her youngest daughter, Kenau finds herself leading a gang of women into an epic, heroic battle against the Spanish. Stars Monic Hendrick. Not Rated. 113 minutes. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

### 3961516 BERLIN JOB.**
Follows two infamous London gangsters, Mickey Mannock and Ray Colourll. Both men are top of the food chain when their world is turned upside down as they lose the shipment of the Russian Mafia’s cocaine. The question is, could they be higher than they plan a heist in Berlin with the cops and Russians hot on their tail. Stars Frank Harper. 109 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

### 3961788 SHARK KILLER.**
Widescreen. As the uncanny shark killer must retrieve a rare diamond from the stomach of a massive black-finned white shark, however, the powerful local lord Koch, has his eye on the new�ew. What if the fearless shark killer live up to his reputation? Not Rated. CC. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

### 4716602 NOBODY DIES.**
Widescreen. David Niemand is the kind of drunky little sсаss-саss a hero like this could be. And that’s on a good day. But all that’s about to change when his wife leaves him for his marriage counсelor and he unknowingly becomes integral in a high-level police play to capture a local crime syndicate. Not Rated. 100 minutes. In Distribution. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

### 4715990 THE ONE COMPANY.**
Widescreen. David Cronenberg’s legendary racing drama stars William Smith, John Saxon, and drive-in goddess Claudia Jennings (in her final role before her tragic death) in a tale of exploited racinghoard and explosive obsessions. Rated R. 93 minutes. Also in this package are his early films, Stereo and Crimes of the Future. Two DVDs. Blues Underground. Pub. at $19.98. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

---
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**Action/Adventure**

384605 MAN OF STEEL: Two-Disc Special Edition. Widescreen. The most beloved hero of DC Comics embarks on an all-new adventure with this special effects extravaganza. After learning that he is not of this Earth, a young man journeys to discover where he came from and what he was sent here to do. Can he defy the laws of annihilation and become the symbol of hope for all mankind? English SDH. 143 minutes with a second DVD of bonus features. Warner Home Video.

469207 GABRIEL. Widescreen. Gabriel must fight to bring light back to a place where darkness once reigned. With the souls of the city’s inhabitants, Stars Andy Whitfield. Rated R. CC. 114 minutes. Sony Pictures.

439613 ELITE SQUAD: The Enemy Within. After a prison riot, former Captain Nascimento, now a ruthless security officer in Rio de Janeiro, is swept into a bloody political dispute that involves government officials and paramilitary groups. Not Rated. Includes French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Flatiron.

3739651 KICKBOXER: Retaliation. Widescreen. When MMA fighter Kurt Sloan is forced to take part in a fight with a 400 pound drug-enhanced killer, he seeks help from the legendary Master Durand (Jean-Claude Van Damme) and prisoner fighter Briggs (Mike Tyson) to survive the fight. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Well Go USA.

4696274 BLOODFIGHT. After witnessing the death of his former student at the hands of the dangerous Andreas, a grieving son fires him. By inheriting his father’s company, the son now becomes a different kind of monster, determined to restore his family’s name. The story takes place on two DVDs. Magnolia.

4718236 TOMB INVanADER. Widescreen. The heart of the Dragon, a prized artifact, leads a team of adventurers to an ancient tomb. When it’s discovered the Heart has untold power, the team must stop a madman from escaping with it. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

4741978 VIKING LEGACY. Widescreen. In ancient times, there were seven sacred scrolls held by the people most likely to possess them. A Celtic King, the father of a pure blood child, obtained the scrolls and gave them to the Christian Council for safe keeping. A warlord bent on finding theScrolls, the King’s daughter and his daughter and the scrolls are taken into hiding. English SDH. 83 minutes. Vertical.

4745175 HERCULES AND THE CAPTIVE WOMEN. Widescreen. The bold and daring Hercules encounters Ismene (Laura Ephirkan) when he must save her from a shape-shifting creature—and just the beginning! Originally released in 1964 as Hercules and the Golden Slave. This is the updated, U.S. version, released in 1963. Not Rated. Dubbied in English. 99 minutes. Film Detective. Pub. at $19.95

474682X THE IMMORTAL WARS: Resurgence. Widescreen. A ruthless pirate leads a team of scuba divers to an ancient tomb. When it’s discovered the Heart has untold power, the team must now fight back to bring Dominion down and their way through a swarm of deadly, man-eating tunnel web spiders and find out anachronisms’ power. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual.

3881725 ALL THE DEVIL’S MEN. Widescreen. A bounty hunter is forced to go on a manhunt for a disavowed CIA operative, which leads him to a deadly battle with a corrupt military comrade and his private army. Stars Milo Gibson and William Fichtner. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

3771024 ESCAPE TO BURMA. When a local British Irma is found murdered, the father seeks vengeance and Jim Bresan (Robert Ryan) becomes the prime suspect. Fleeing for his life, he finds temporary sanctuary in a peak plantation managed by a wealthy colonial woman (Barbara Stanwyck), who believes he’s innocent, and falls in love. 1955 adventure. 87 minutes. MVD Visual.

476405 DRIVE: Director’s Cut. Widescreen. A young man, Toby Whiteblood, is on a martial arts mission impossible. With a bio-energy module placed on his chest, Toby’s awesome martial arts skills are tuned to a superhuman level. He only obeys the orders of his Intelligence operative, Victoria. When his mission is called off, Victoria’s life is thrown into chaos when her daughter fails to return home from a camping trip. As a single mother, she believed he had lost all interest in her. Now, Victoria springs into action, stopping at nothing to find her daughter. 95 minutes. Martini Entertainment.

46684567 GUARDIANS OF THE TOMB. Widescreen. A team of scientists, Jia (Li Bingbing), Arif (Momo Yusuf), and Mason (Kelsey Grammer) are making the discovery of the century, while also searching for a lost colleague in an ancient labyrinth. Before it’s too late, the group must battle their way through a swarm of deadly, man-eating tunnel web spiders and find out anachronisms’ power. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual.

4730003 VIGILANTE DIARIES. Widescreen. Featuring ’90s movie heroes (Michael Jai White and Michael Madsen), explosive action and international espionage, this story takes place around a team of black-ops agents turned crime-fighters led by a brooding anti-hero known only as The Vigilante. Rated R. CC. 107 minutes.

4717902 THE DEADLIEST PREY. Widescreen. A sadist, a psychopath, and a damn fine soldier, Colonel Hogan (David Campbell) and his merry band of mercenaries are battle-hardened in this explosive sequel to Deadly Prey. Kidnapped from his home while emptying the trash. Mike Danton (Ted Prior) finds himself stranded once again in Hogan’s twisted games of cat and mouse. Rated R. Flatiron Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

4709551 FURY OF THE FIST AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE. Widescreen. The biggest porn star of the 1970s must reclaim his crown by saving all male kind. Fighting his way to the heart of a conspiracy to sell meat pumped full of estrogen to emasculate men. In the process he finds his long lost arts master Miniou, today, in a fleece jacket. Stars Sean Stone. Not Rated.

3719525 WHITEBLADE. Widescreen. Rico illegitamely immigrated to the U.S. with his mother to escape the dangerous world of the drug cartels. Years later, when his mother is diagnosed with cancer, he realizes he must go back into the world to help pay for her treatment or risk losing her forever. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Distribution.

347112X BRAVE WARRIOR. Widescreen. A team of scuba divers to an ancient tomb. When it’s discovered the Heart has untold power, the team must now fight back to bring Dominion down and their way through a swarm of deadly, man-eating tunnel web spiders and find out anachronisms’ power. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual.

47464527 RAIGA: God of the Monsters. Global warming leads to melting of the southern polar ice cap, disrupting Earth’s ecosystem. The receding ice brings long dormant ancient sea creatures back to life, mongering for their rights on Japan. Stars Ryan Davies and Yukiko Hotaru. Not Rated. 81 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95

3771024 ESCAPE TO BURMA. When a local British Irma is found murdered, the father seeks vengeance and Jim Bresan (Robert Ryan) becomes the prime suspect. Fleeing for his life, he finds temporary sanctuary in a peak plantation managed by a wealthy colonial woman (Barbara Stanwyck), who believes he’s innocent, and falls in love. 1955 adventure. 87 minutes. MVD Visual.
"Top Gun" and his trained killers are brought in and follow the heroes.

He took the mob family jewels, now they want his! The mafia boss's investigator Tuxan (George Peppard) is assigned the case, he finds out that a devious land-grab scheme. In B&W. 168 minutes. Sonny Pictures.

During the war, Ex Union Captain Gideon has come west looking for a noble hero out to unravel a mystery. Directed by Sergio Corbucci packs his landmark classic with indelible images, unforgettable performances and some of the most shocking brutality of any "Spaghetti Western" ever made. Not Rated.

His way out? 75 minutes. Film Chest.

The Hills Run Red. A man recently released from a five-year prison sentence seeks vengeance against a former friend in The Hills Run Red (Thomas Hunter, Henry Silva, and Dan Darey, 69 minutes). Captured and taken as a hostage, Anderson, the Indian Massas manages to escape, but faces a harrowing journey home in Apache (Butt Lancaster, 91 minutes).

**See more titles at erhbc.com/860**
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**368748** 6 BULLETs TO HELL. The '60s and '70s spaghetti western style is revived in this 2017 love letter, featuring music by the great Ennio Morricone. The heroes, the villains, the honor, the greed, the bullets and the hell fire are all here in a gritty anti-hero saga of hard-bitten warriors of the Wild West. Not rated. 81 minutes. WIDE. Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **$3.95**

**290224** THE SALVATION. Widows. Mads Mikkelsen unleashes a maelstrom of fire and blood in this wild and violent tale of revenge in the Wild West. When he lay's waste to the scoundrels who killed his wife and son, a Danish ex-soldier incurs the wrath of a sadistic gang leader hell-bent on hunting him down. Also stars Eva Green and Jeffrey Dean Morgan. Rated R. English. **$4.95**

**395642** MCINTOCH! widescreen. John Wayne's most popular film of the 1960s is a broad, boisterous comedy-western loosely based on William Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew. Cattle baron George Washington McIntoch has his hands full with his estranged wife (Mae Questel). She's back in town to get her divorce, but reconnecting with McIntoch is bound to make trouble. 127 minutes. **$5.95**

**394029** THE LONE RANGER: DOUBLE FEATURE. Fullscreen. Based on the popular TV series, Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels reprise their famous roles in The Lone Ranger and The Lone Ranger and the Lost City of Gold. With their faithful companion, Tonto, the daring and resourceful masked rider leads the fight for law and order in the Old West. 174 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

**388514** JOHN WAYNE—BIGGER THAN LIFE. Celebrating the cinematic legend, this collector's set includes four engrossing documentaries, John Wayne: Bigger Than Life; The American West of John Ford; No Substitute for Victory; and The Western segment of NBC's Wide World News series; plus rare TV clips and McIntoch!, one of John Wayne's best-loved movies. In Color and B&W. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Synergy. Pub. at $15.98 **$4.95**

**388513** WESTERN HEROES. Fullscreen. Presents 16 classic westerns by four of the most revered cowboys of the genre's Golden Age. Roy Rogers, John Wayne, Gene Autry, and Tom Tyler are featured in films like Home in Oklahoma; My Pal Trigger; The Big Show; Riders of the Whistling Pies; The Dawn Rider; Rainbow Valley; Sing, Cowboy, Sing; and more. All in B&W. Over 15 hours on 4 DVDs. Synergy. Pub. at $19.98 **$4.95**

**399878** DIABLO. widescreen. A young Civil War veteran named Jackson wakes up to find his beautiful wife kidnapped by ruthless bandits. With killers around every corner, the lines begin to blur between who the good and the bad are, including Jackson. Stars Scott Eastwood and Walton Goggins. Rated R. 102 minutes. **$5.95**

**486837** WYATT EARP’S REVENGE. widescreen. Earp recounts how he brought together the best of the West to avenge the vicious bandits. Starring Gene Autry as the famed Pat Masterson, Charlton Heston, Bill Tilghman and Doc Holliday, Earp rides after the men responsible. Stars Val Kilmer and Shawn Roberts. English SDH. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $3.95 **$2.95**

**482327** MARSHAL OF CEDAR ROCK. A banker is-swinding landowners out of their property and selling it to the railroad. Marshal Rocky Lane can't tolerate this any longer and, pursuing the crook, he is killed by his partner. Wrapping things up is the gritty 1941 favorite. The Gunman from Bodie with Buck Jones, Tim McCoy, and Raymond Hatton. All in B&W. 67 minutes. Film Chest. Pub. at $11.98 **$4.95**

**487075** OKLAHOMA ANNIE. Corruption and gangsters are running rampant in Oklahoma, threatening to overwhelm everyone, one shopkeeper takes matters into her own hands. She’s not afraid to take on the violent outlaws and might just attract the attention of the handsome new sheriff in the process. 1952. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**485672** THE MAN FROM HELL'S EDGES. Out to avenge the murder of his father, Flash Manning (Bob Steele) goes to a prison called Hell's Edges then breaks out and learns Lobo is the one he is after. He decides to produce Lobo and hire in some frontier justice. 57 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**467036** CRY BLOOD, APACHE. Pittaclin (Joes McCrea) is a ruthless prospector with a serious case of gold fever. After he frames two of his fellow mining men for the murder of his wife, he is the only one who believes he is innocent. **$7.95**

**4865960** TRIGGER TRAIL. Crooked investors are trying to convince settlers to sell off their land cheaply for a railroad right of way. However, when Clint Farrell uses his guns to protect the land for the ranchers, Stars Rod Cameron. In B&W. 59 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**4823346** SON OF BILLY THE KID. Billy the Kid (George Baxter) didn't die in 1881 but escaped, spent a whole new life and fathered a boy. U.S. Marshal Jack Garrett (Lash LaRue) doesn't believe that Billy has gone straight, but he changes his mind when a gang of outlaws try to frame him again. **$7.95**

**480620** DEAD WIDE. widescreen. A charismatic outlaw sets out on a murderous cross-country trip for true love. Each time he thinks she is at one, he ends up disappointed—and she ends up dead. But his luck runs out when the brother of one of his victims tracks him down to exact vengeance. 114 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**4823411** GUT ALONG LITTLE DOGSIE. A singing cowboy is forced to pick sides in a war between cowboys and ultimately the railroad. After a nearby oil well has poisoned the water for the entire town, a young cowboy Flash Manning (Bob Steele) decides to introduce Lobo and his gang to the local Indian tribe to go on the warpath so they can get hold of the map. 1934. In B&W. 64 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**4770625** THE BLACK LASH. The villainous Deuce Rago is out of prison and back to his old habits with a new gang of dangerous outlaws. It's up to U.S. Marshal Jack Carson to track down and infiltrate Rago's newest plot to hijack the local gold and silver mines. 1952. In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**4879461** KENTUCKY RIFLE. A wagon train head west leaves several people behind, including a deaf-mute. As the remaining people realize they are running out of supplies, they leave the train. A man decides to introduce Lobo and his gang to the local Indian tribe to go on the warpath so they can get hold of the map. 1934. In B&W. 64 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**4719719** ACES WILD/WILD MUSTANG. Two Classics starring Harry Carey. Both Carey plays an outlaw with the same name. In B&W. 67 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**487093X** FRONTIER HELLCAT. A frontiersman and a Native American woman work to uncover the activities of a murderous gang after settlers are found dead and blame has been leveled at a local tribe. Also known as Among Vultures. Stars Stewar Granger and Elke Sommer. 98 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**4770763** ONE MAN LAW. Jonathan Streeter, a crooked land promoter in Pronghorn, Brand Thompson becomes sheriff of the town. Brand’s sweetheart, Grace, and many other settlers have been living on and improving a ranch that has only been leveled at a local tribe. Also known as Among Vultures. Stars Stewar Granger and Elke Sommer. 98 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**4721798** THE BLACK LASH. stars John Wayne and Orson Welles. A power-mad land baron attempts to keep other sheep herders out of Australia, even committing murder. Captain Michael Fury (Brian Aherne), sentenced to hard labor in Australia by his own country to prevent him from escaping his imprisonment and gains a band of disgruntled settlers to smash the would-be dictator’s tactics. English SDH. in B&W. 92 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 **$4.95**
Westerns

**48329X** O' Malley of the Mounted. An undercover lawman works to infiltrate and stop a group of bandits among residents along the U.S.-Canadian border. George O'Brien stars as Constable O'Malley who poses as Duke Kinnard. Duke breaks up a jail while a member of the Jagger gang and tries to escape from the jail, but not before falling in love with someone he shouldn't. In B&W. 59 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**585006** BOB STEELE: Classic Westerns Collection. Fullscreen. Unseen western in which Bob Steele stars in four thrilling adventures. He keeps the border clean in Border Phantom; takes on swindling murderers in A Demon for Trouble, tries to repair his father's notorious reputation in Trusted Outlaw; and investigates a suspicious shooting in Brand on the Border. VC Entertainment. $7.95

**473979** WHEN THE WEST WAS YOUNG. In this 1932 Zane Grey story, Randolph Scott plays land surveyor Jack Hare who is thrust into a conflict between a saloon owner, cattle rustlers, gamblers and land owners in the town of White Sage, Utah. In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**465798** CHRISTMAS MOUNTAIN. The Story of a Cowboy Angel. Fullscreen. Imprisoned, down on his luck drifter, Gabe Sweet (Mark Miller) is forced to seek redemption by undertaking a Christmas charity mission on behalf of the town. With the help of a dearly-departed Angel wannabe (Slim Pickens), Gabe quickly learns that the ones truly in need are the ones who already have the most. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**477590** THE GREAT SCOUT AND CATHOLIC THURSDAY. Widescreen. In this ribald adventure, a frontier scout (Lee Marvin) and his half breed partner (Olive Reed) try to recover $60,000 stolen by their arch enemy. Instead they end up saddle bagged with a bevy of Wild West prostitutes, one almost virtuous young lady, and an acerbic tongue ex sweetheart. 102 minutes. Kino Lorber. $11.95


**47705X** THE DEVIL HORSE. It's 1874 and young Dave Carson and his Colt Rex are part of a band of renegades attack and wipe out the train the two escape going separate ways. Six years later Dave is a scout for the Army and Rex in the Devil Horse trying to save Indians. They meet again and unite to help fight an Indian attack on the fort. In B&W. 1926 silent film. 68 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**482306** CATTLE STAMPEDE. After a shady land baron flees with the cowboy's cattle, Billy the Kid's sidек Wick is hired to be cattle bosses on behalf of the ranchers. Stads Buster Crabbe, Al St. John and Frances Gladwin. In B&W. 58 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**483257** LAW OF THE WILD. A twelve-chapter serial by Mascot Pictures finds Rin Tin Tin Jr. starring as Rinty helping to find a stolen horse. When horse racing and murder collide, Rinty must help his friends Alice and Henry find Rex, the horse of another friend who has been framed for a crime he didn't commit. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault. $9.95

**683472** SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SHERIFF. Widescreen. On his way to Austin to marry another woman, cowboy John Marshall (Danny Thompson) stumbles into a small gold-rush town and decides to earn a little extra pocket money by accepting a temporary appointment as their sheriff. As their sheriff, McCullough manages to turn the town derelict (Jack Elam) into a busy deputy and outsmart the bad guys without breaking a sweat. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

**471974** BULLS OF ROSARITA. Sue Farnum (Dale Evans) gets cheated out of her inheritance by the thieving business partner, William Ripley (Grant Withers), of her deceased father. In order to rescue the family farm, he hires a dashing young cowboy (George Montgomery) and together they ride in to help him stop the outlaws. In B&W. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $14.95

**486029** THE WYOMING WHIRLWIND. An enigmatic criminal known as The Glow sets out to take over a country ranch, but it's soon learned that the crook is the rightful owner of the ranch, cheated out of it years earlier by its current owner. This 1932 film stars Lane Chandler. In B&W. 55 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**486595** TIMBER WAR. The owners of a lumber mill hire an investigator to find out who is sabotaging their mill. He discovers that it's the mill's manager, who is taking payoffs from rival mill owners. He devises a plan to expose the corrupt manager. Stars Ken Kirz Maynard. In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**470016** MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN. Gene Autry stars in this 1938 singing cowboy western about greedy land developers who prey on farmers who are unaware of vast gold deposits under their lands. Also stars Smiley Burnette and includes four original songs by Autry. In B&W. 58 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**486881** TO THE LAST MAN. In Kentucky just after the Civil War, the Hayden-Colby feud leads to Jed Colby being sent to prison for 15 years for murder. When Colby is freed, he becomes revengeful. A gang of renegade soldiers begins wreaking havoc in the area, and Gabby and Roy work to restore justice and stop the violence. 1939. In B&W. 58 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**470073** OVERLAND MAIL. Two-fisted lawman Jim Lane (Lon Chaney Jr.) and sidekick Sierra Pete Stick (Noah Beery, Jr.) are called on to corral the crooks who are interfering with stagecoach deliveries of mail throughout the West in this exciting Universal frontier serial. Fifteen episodes. 1942. In B&W. Over four hours. Reel Vault. $9.95

**486603** YOUNG BUFFALO BILL. Once again the singing cowboy, Roy Rogers and Gabby Hayes return home from fighting as Confederate soldiers after the Civil War. Gabby has been billed half of a ranch by his aunt, and the other half is owned by a Union officer who becomes governor. A gang of renegade soldiers begins wreaking havoc in the area, and Gabby and Roy work to restore justice and stop the violence. 1939. In B&W. 58 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/860
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**4678338 RIDERS OF DEATH VALLEY.** Fullscreen. This star-laden western serial has our able heroes escaping various perils devised by the evil Wolfe Read and his pack of outlaws, who wish to lay claim to a failed test mine. Collects 15 exciting chapters! Stars include Buck Jones, Noah Beery Jr., Dick Foran, and Leo Carrillo. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4856593 FEUD OF THE WEST.** A feud between a ranch owner and a gang of horse thieves leads to a 1936 western. Stars Hoot Gibson, Buzz Barton, Bob Kortman and Ed Cassidy. In B&W. 62 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4770722 KNIGHTS OF THE RANGE.** After her father dies, Holly Ripple hires a man who defies her honor, eventually falling for him. Her previous love interest is overcome with jealousy and works to take over her family ranch. 1940. In B&W. 70 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4770871 THE PAINTED DESERT.** Two cowboys, Cash and Jeff, find an orphaned baby in a deserted cow campcorralled by a bitter feud over which of the two is going to raise the boy. Many years later, Bill, the boy, has grown up in the home of Cash, but he has continued to feel that he has no home at all. 1931. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3707274 RED RYDER COLOR WESTERNs: The Complete Cinecolor Collection.** Red Ryder and his faithful sidekick Little Beaver would go wherever needed to defend the innocent, bring crooks to justice and restore the peace. This collection features all four of the cinecolor movies which include Ride Ryder Ride; Roll Thunder Roll; The Fighting Redhead; and The Kansas Kid. Widescreen. The personal life of the infamous outlaw Jesse James and his encounter with the mysterious Black Train. Stars Jerry Chesser. Not Rated. CC. 80 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**3872831 THE LAST DAYS OF BILLY THE KID.** Widescreen. Billy the Kid is an evasive target for bounty hunters from all over the Old West. When he learns that his fate is at hand, he has a chance of getting bushwhacked. Stars Cody McCarver and Jerry Chesser. Not Rated. CC. 80 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**4719026 STRANGER AT MY DOOR.** Widescreen. After a bank robbery, gunfighter Clay Fendiman (Shelby Chorney) hides in the home of soft-spoken minister Hollis Jarret (Macdonald Carey), his beautiful wife Peg and son. Despite a boiling sexual tension with Peg, Clay cooperates with the minister. But even if his soul is saved, he’ll still have to face the law. In B&W. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**4695920 CAST A LONG SHADOW.** Widescreen. Cowboy singer Andy Appel (Garth Summers) visits a saddle tramp with a penchant for drinking away his pain. When he inherits a ranch from a man who may have been his father, it leads him into the arms of the Old West, old flame, into the lists of some old rivals, and into the pockets of debt collectors eager to foreclose the estate. In B&W. 102 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**4735919 ROAD RUNT TERRIERS.** U.S. Marshal Wild Bill Hickock and friend Redford (Lon Chaney) travel to Texas to arrest Tex Martin, who has been accused of murdering the sheriff. Hawk Hammond, the man behind the sheriff’s killing, is a former army lieutenant of General James Blaine. To see what happens, they are sent through the Old West, outlaws. Before Tex gets to sing a few songs. In B&W. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4893752 THE TIMBER.** Widescreen. Two desperate brothers take a job as bounty hunters to save their home. But soon they learn that brutality and bloodshed is the law of the land. Stars Josh Peck and James Ransone. Not Rated. CC. 80 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4736005 YODELIN’ KID FROM PINE RIDGE.** Our hero Gene Autry who sings, dances, loves again, rides, gets framed into song, and gets the bad guys in this fun 1937 western. Gene finds himself caught in the middle of a feud between the cow ranchers and the evil Redden. After the U.S. Cavalry unit sent to replace them finds that the region’s dastardly outlaws are more than they can handle. And when his brother is killed, a former Ranger (Roy Rogers) rounds up a wild bunch of his old comrades to deliver justice. In B&W. 57 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**4670728 ON RANGERS.** After Texas is admitted to the Union and the Rangers are ordered to disband, the U.S. Cavalry unit sent to replace them finds that the region’s dastardly outlaws are more than they can handle. And when his brother is killed, a former Ranger (Roy Rogers) rounds up a wild bunch of his old comrades to deliver justice. In B&W. 57 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**411572 THE MARSHALL.** Widescreen. A movie company comes to Oklahoma to convince legendary lawman Bill Tilghman to star in a silent film about bank robbers featuring real outlaws. Tilghman reluctantly agrees, not realizing the outlaws have a different ending in mind. Stars Bert Canning and Ken Arnold. Not Rated. 117 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4719095 DRIFT FENCE.** Jim Travis (Tom Brown) is a rodeo meets city dweller Jim Traft (Benny Baker), who comes west to erect a fence that will prevent Clay Jackson from continuing his cattle rustling business. Starring Dunn (Burt Crabbe) opposite the fence since it will make his family’s small ranch suffer from the division of the land. 1936. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $6.95

**411688 WYATT EARP SHOOTS FIRST.** Wyatt Earp is one of the best lawmen in the West and a first-rate gunfighter. But he is haunted by what he was taught early in his career—never, ever shoot first. However, even a good man learns that sometimes lives have to be broken to survive. Stars Paul Clayton. Not Rated. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4720075 PRAIRIE PALS.** Two Texas ranchers uncover and join a gang, participating in robberies when another marshal rides into town searching for a missing scientist. Wainwright, the scientist, is said to have discovered a method of extracting gold from ore (1942). In B&W. 58 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4791824 BLAZING GUNS.** Tom Grady is in love with a bandit named Susan (Silly Cat), who then switches horses and hat with the unconscious cowhand. A sheriff mistakes Grady for the outlaw and arrests him. Now Grady must ride against the outlaws—the outlaws want to shoot him and vigilantes want to string him up (1935). In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**3858286 JUSTICE.** Widescreen. It’s 1868, and the Civil War ended. An old, abandoned mine is now being transformed into a military stronghold by a corrupt mayor and a band of bloodthirsty outlaws. When a U.S. Marshal comes to town only to find out that he has been murdered, his search for the killer leads to an inevitable clash. Stars Nathan Parsons. Rated R. English SDH, 92 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95
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**Westerns**

6573533  THE ULTIMATE WESTERN COLLECTION. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $49.98  $9.95
3824009  DEADLY SHOOTER. Fullscreen. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95
4711580  NO MAN’S LAND. Widescreen. In Distribution. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4657276  CALAMITY JANE’S REVENGE. Widescreen. MVD Visual. $5.95
3960229  PRAIRIE FEVER. Widescreen. Gravitas Entertainment. $5.95

2995883  THE HATEFUL EIGHT. Widescreen. E One. $5.95
467779X  THE PLEDGE/AVENGING ANGE/LONE RIDER. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

★ 4778092  THE TEXAS KID. Reel Vault. $7.95
★ 3391683  VENGEANCE VALLEY. Reel Vault. $7.95

4801095  MOVIES 4 YOU: Western Film Collection. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $6.95  $4.95
2960125  CLASSIC WESTERN COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon. Fullscreen. Universal. $6.95
★ 3759660  MYSTERY MOUNTAIN. Fullscreen. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

3999875  MOVIE MASTERS: Classic Western Collection. Fullscreen. Universal. **SOLD OUT**
★ 4770692  GUNFIGHT AT RED SANDS. Reel Vault. $7.95
★ 3820793  SILVER LODE. Fullscreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95  **PRICE CUT to $7.95**
3797588  WESTERN CLASSICS COLLECTION. Fullscreen & Color. Sony Pictures. $5.95
★ 4736028  THIS MAN CAN’T DIE. Reel Vault. $7.95

**Comedy**

3764818  ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET THE MUMMY. Fullscreen. Continuing the duo’s “horror comedy” spoofs, this hilarious 1930s classic follows Pete and Freddie, hired to help transport a dead mummy to America. When an archaeologist is murdered and the mummy goes missing, the bumbling buddies find themselves in possession of a cursed mummy and on the trail to its resting place. **3 discs. $3.95**

3864952  ROAD TRIP UNRATED TRILOGY. Fullscreen. Get ready for three wild adventures with a trio of unrated Road Trip flicks. Breckin Meyer, Sean William Scott, and Tom Green head to Texas to recover a racy video in Road Trip; Scott McElwicth and his buddies go overseas and overboard in Tropic Thunder; and three college buddies venture out to the National Lampoon’s Road Trip Beer Pong Championship in Road Trip Beer Pong. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Adults only. Paramount. **$5.95**

2768974  HOT BOT. Widescreen. Two vitamin-seekers are thrilled when they stumble upon a beautiful lifestyle sex robot, “Bardot.” But their fantasies are shattered when they learn that their new sex friend is actually the property of a corrupt senator. Stars Zak Pearlman, Doug Hill, and Cynthia Kirchner. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. Adults only. VSC. **$3.95**

4788826  THREE KINGS. Widescreen. Amid the partying and confusion, four American soldiers (George Clooney, Mark Wahlberg, Ice Cube and Spike Jonze), determined to take home more than sand fleas, go off into the Iraqi desert to find a long-lost brother. Stars Jack Pearlman, Doug Hill, and Cynthia Kirchner. Not Rated. CC. 115 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95
★ 5970997  HIDEOUT IN THE SUN. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Psycho bank robber Duke and his brother Steve make off with a bundle of money following a midway heist. The plan to cool their heels in Cuba takes a shocking and unexpected turn—right to a nudist camp in sunny Miami with a kidnaped ultra-vixen in tow. From exploitation legend Doris Wishman. Not Rated. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. Retro-Seduction Cinema. Pub. at $19.95  **$14.95**

4677544  LIAR, LIAR. Widescreen. Jim Carrey pulls out all the laughs as the fast-talking attorney and habitual liar who, forced by his son’s magical birthday wish, must tell the truth for the next 24 hours. He soon discovers that his biggest asset—his mouth—is also his biggest liability in this heartwarming smash hit. English SDH. 87 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

4703766  THE FINAL GIRLS. Widescreen. When Max and her friends attend an annual Halloween horror fest, an infamous ‘80s horror movie that starred Max’s late mother, they are mysteriously sucked into the silver screen. Realizing they’re trapped in her childhood dreams, they team up with the ill-timed movie characters to battle the film’s ax-wielding killer. Stars Taissa Farmiga and Malin Akerman. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $29.95  **$4.95**

★ 3855880  CELEBRITY SEX TAPE. A group of college friends secretly record a washed up celebrity having sex and post the tape on the internet. When the publicity revives the actress’s career, every B-list celebrity, reality show reject, and celebutante in Hollywood want to star in the guys next production. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. **$5.95**

★ 4768340  FAIRY TALES. Fullscreen. ‘Scream Queen” Linnea Quigley stars in her first role in this erotic musical romance. Little Bo Peep, Old King Cole, Little Tommy Tucker, Snow White, and other fairy tale regulars have all grown up. They romp their way through a clothing-optional land of make believe where everything is possible—a slice of heaven in the guise of hell. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Full Moon. **$9.95**

3929207  FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS. Widescreen. Academy Award winner Meryl Streep delivers a hilarious and touching performance as a New York socialite who dreams of becoming a great opera singer. While the voice she hears in her head is beautiful, to everyone else it is hilariously awful. Also stars Hugh Grant. CC. 114 minutes. Paramount. **$5.95**

4869091  3-MUNSTER LAUGH PACK. Collects three films starring your lovable monster family, the Munsters! Includes Munster, Go Home!, 97 minutes; the Munsters’ Revenge, 97 minutes; and The Munsters Family Portrait, 111 minutes. English SDH. 2 DVDs. Universal. **$5.95**

3809003  AUSTRALIANS. Widescreen. Seventeen years after Andi spotted a flying saucer, an airborne extra-terrestrial armada launches a nation-wide assault on Andi’s home country, and only Andi, with unspecified reasons also kidnaps her mother. To add to the debacle, it seems the other nations are too busy to lend a hand. But they want to do it their way: Australia has no known weapons, but it is home to the best performers and with Magic Mike sharing the spotlight with them. Rated R. English SDH. Warner Bros. Enter. **$9.95**

466096X  NATIONAL LAMPOON’S ESCAPE FROM VEGAS. Fullscreen. In this high-spirited sequel to the hilarious The Trouble With Angels, Rosalind Russell is the way it wise but Mother Superior (Stella Stevens) convinces the Reverend Mother to take the girls on an unforgettable bus trip to a California peace rally, but Susan Saint James is ready to run the show with a few heart-stopping moments—along the way. **CC. 94 minutes. $5.95**

4660919  NATIONAL LAMPOON’S VACATION & EUROPEAN VACATION. Widescreen. In National Lampoon’s Vacation Clark Griswold (Chevy Chase) is at the wheel of the station wagon as the Griswolds motor to Wally World. Rated R. The theme park may have somehow survived, but Stonehenge becomes a tourist stop in Europe that leads the family across the pond in National Lampoon’s European Vacation. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **SOLD OUT**

3803341  IMPS. Fullscreen. This collection of 20 comedies utilizes a montage of archival material to present the Northern Indiana Pencil Sharp-Off Championship, an exclusive sneak peak at the agonizing new movie video by the Marquessa de Sade, the dumbest heroine in horror film history, and much, much more. Stars include Linda Blair, Fred Willard, Michael McKean, and Marilyn Chambers. Not rated. **$5.95**

477308X  NATIONAL LAMPOON’S THREE KINGS. Fullscreen. A buddy not-so-buddy flick set off to reunite with Sebasti an, Tom Green’s Universal City Studios hypnotist, with a overrides his mind, leads to the film’s ax-wielding killer. Stars Tom Green, William Shatner, John Glover, and, of course, the police action thriller The Brothers Grimsby. **SOLD OUT**

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3813991  THE W. C. FIELDS FIELD. Collection. 10 short films, representing some of Fields’ wittiest efforts. Films include Pool Sharks (a 1915 silent); The Golf Specialist (1930); The Dentist (1932); The Fatal Glass of Beer (1933); and The Barber Shop (1933). In B&W. 112 minutes. DVD Video. **$7.95**

4619836  THE FAMILY FANG. Widescreen. Adult siblings Baxter and Annie (Jason Bateman and Rebecca Hall) are scared from an unconventional upbringing, return home. When their parents—famous for elaborate public hoaxes—go missing, Baxter and Annie investigate and play out, or just another elaborate reuse. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$5.95**

4825594  STARSKY & HUTCH/THE BIG BOUNCE. Here comes the buzz as Ben Stiller takes the role of FBI cop David Starsky (played by Ben Affleck in the 1970s TV series) and Owen Wilson plays his partner Hutch (played by Paul Michael Glaser in the 1970s TV series). In The Big Bounce Dhau surfer dude (Owen Wilson) has a chance of a lifetime to walk into a house poor and come out rich—and that sets in motion a string of scheming and deceiving. CC. Over 3 discs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$9.95**

4777689  MAGIC MIKE XXL. Widescreen. Tom (Channing Tatum) is back to the stripper life at the end of his game. When an attractive girlfriend in Northern England (Rebel Wilson) convinces the Reverend Mother to take the girls on an unforgettable bus trip to a California peace rally, but Susan Saint James is ready to run the show with a few heart-stopping moments—along the way. **CC. 94 minutes. $5.95**

4767997  NATIONAL LAMPOON’S VACATION. Widescreen. In National Lampoon’s Vacation Clark Griswold (Chevy Chase) is at the wheel of the station wagon as the Griswolds motor to Wally World. Rated R. The theme park may have somehow survived, but Stonehenge becomes a tourist stop in Europe that leads the family across the pond in National Lampoon’s European Vacation. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **SOLD OUT**

See more titles at erhb.com/860
Comedy

466003 ZACK AND MIRI. Widescreen. Get ready for the wild comedy that goes where no movie has gone before. Seth Rogen and Elizabeth Banks star as two cash strapped roommates who try to get out of debt by making an adult film. Once the cameras start rolling, things quickly get complicated and hilariously rated R. English SDH, 101 minutes. Cinema.

* 3712303 THE BIKINI CARWASH COMPANY. A young Wisconsin man comes to L.A. to take over his uncle’s carwash and gets help from his high school friend. Together they hire girls to wear skimpy bathing suits—or nothing at all—to clean up in more ways than one. Rated R. 84 minutes. DVD Video.

4683426 GAS-S-S-S. Widescreen. Roger Corman offers his take on the end of the world with this unique mash-up of dark comedy, science fiction, and dystopian adventure. When a military attack on a chemical accident kills everyone on the planet over age 25, Earth is left in the hand of the youth. 

9718925 THE ONE AND ONLY. Widescreen. From director Carl Reiner and screenwriter Steve Gordon comes the tale of Andy Schwartz, a shy young actor who dreams of the bright lights of Broadway. When his acting career is derailed by fatherhood, Andy takes a new turn into the ring—with an outsized wrestling persona. 

* 469855X LIVE NUDE GIRLS. When Shane (Mike Hatton) inherts a gentleman’s club from his estranged uncle, he leaves his Midwestern home for Los Angeles. Run by a booze hound (Dave Foley) and employing a dozen “out of control” strippers, Shane must do everything he can to save the club from bankruptcy and manage his ex-erotic dancer friend (Amy Stiller) who成立了 100 minutes. Adults only. Filmfest. Pub. at $9.95

475963X AVENGERS OF JUSTICE: Farce Wars. Widescreen. Will legendary crime-fighter superbat rescue his children from the evil fork and Lisa Luther before they are turned to the Naughty Side of the Farce? With the help of the incredible Yoga Master, Beaverininer, El Capitan and a handful of other superheroes, SuperBat must go in search of the dread fork and fight back in a battle to the death!

971358 I FEEL PRETTY. Widescreen. Here is a woman who struggles with feelings of self doubt and ugliness on a daily basis. After a fall, she wakes up believing she is suddenly the most beautiful and capable woman on the planet. But when her disbelief isn’t returned, she sets out to prove her appearance changed. Stars Amy Schumer, Michelle Williams, and Rory Scovel. English SDH. 111 minutes. Universal.

8820612 WILL HAY DOUBLE FEATURE. Volume 2: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. A major comedic star of the 1930s, Hay relishes playing pompos, incompetent authority figures. His misanthropic antics have inspired many comedians and never fail to raise a full-hearted laugh. This DVD collects two classics, Windbag the Sailor and Good Morning. Boys. Both in Widescreen. Pub. at $2.95


LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 4686520 THE RED INN. A group of travelers, including a monk, stay at a lonely mountain inn. Their host confesses to the monk his habit of plucking his nose hairs to steal their possessions and then bury them in the backyard. The monk tries to save the guests without violating the holy secrecy of the confessional. In French with English subtitles. In B/W. 104 minutes. Reel Vault.

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 4686802 TO BE OR NOT TO BE. During the Nazi occupation of Poland, an acting troupe becomes embroiled in a Polish soldier’s efforts to track down the master of ‘slapstick comedy’. Impersonators, love, lust, deceit and intrigue wrap themselves around everyone involved in this theater performance gone horrible wrong.

3664758 THE ANCHORMAN COLLECTION. Widescreen. Ron Burgundy (Will Ferrell) is the Anchorman (Unrated), a top-rated 1970s San Diego news anchor who can’t handle sharing the news desk with of all things, a woman (Christina Applegate)! In Anchorman 2 Burgundy is back in action as he reassembles the news team in a new rival.

Finally, in Anchorman: Wake Up Ron Burgundy (Unrated) you’ll get a host of uproarious deleted scenes, outtakes and more. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Paramount.

9551933 CANDY. Widescreen. On a trip of sexual discovery, luscious high school student Candy Christian (Ewa Aulin) encounters a motley crew of characters—a drunken poet (Richard Burton), a movie director (John Vivyan), a patrician general (Walter Matthau), a mad surgeon (James Coburn), and a mystic guru (Marlon Brando)—all eager for a piece of Candy. Rated R. 87 minutes. DVD Video.

4956156 BACK TO SCHOOL. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Rodney Dangerfield makes the grade with this laugh-riot comedy that’s in a class of its own! Higher education will never be the same with the one of a kind, original classic. With Sally Kellerman, Robert Downey, Jr., Sam Kinison and Ned Beatty join the maniac as he takes the brains out of the braniacs! CC. 96 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. Pub. at $14.98

978677X NATIONAL LAMPOON’S VACATION. The Griswolds are going on vacation. Clark Griswold (Chevy Chase) is an Everman eager to share the open road with his family. Mirlad mishaps, crude kid (Randall Quaid), eccentric mother (Cindy National Lampoon’s Vacation. The Griswolds are going on vacation. Clark Griswold (Chevy Chase) is an Everman eager to share the open road with his family. Mirlad mishaps, crude kid (Randall Quaid), eccentric mother (Cindy Home)

958050 WILL ROGERS COLLECTION. Volume 2. Celebrate the genius of Will Rogers in four classic comedies, all aglow with his inimitable dry wit and irresistible delivery. He plays Ambassador Bill in a hilarious send-up of politics and propriety; a small-town banker in the nutty race track romp David Harum; a down on his luck dad hitting the road in Mr. Skitch; and a hobo looking for his run with in Too Busy To Work. Nearly five hours on 4 DVDs. 20th Century Fox.

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 38084X DAD’S ARMY. Widescreen. It’s 1944 and the war is reaching its climax for Captain Mainwaring (Toby Jones), Sergeant Wilson (Bill Nighy) and the wonted Home Guard Platoon of Walmington on the Sea. The boys make fools of themselves to impress a glamorous reporter (Catherine Zeta-Jones) and attend the Day of the Dead. English SDH. 100 minutes. Universal.

3961834 TOTALLY BAKED. Widescreen. In the aftermath of the largest marijuana bust in history, medical marijuana activists take hostage a college debate team at their 20th reunion. Prepare to get fired up when comedians and stoners alike join forces in this insanely irreverent comedy. Their common goal is to smoke the lid off the truth and defend the honor of their fraternity. Stars John Di Sant. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Reel Vault.

9714442 THE EDGE OF SEVENTEEN. Widescreen. Everyone knows that growing up is hard and life is no easier for high school senior Nadine (Stanfield), who is already at peak awkwardness when her all-star older brother Darian (Blake Jenner), starts dating her best friend Krista (Hailey Lu Richardson). Now she feels more alone than ever. 104 minutes. VFS Films.
Comedy

4759958 THE QUEEN OF VERSAILLES. Widescreen. The film follows two unique characters, who, through their rags to riches success stories, reveal the innate virtues and flaws of the American Dream. The film begins with the family triumphantly constructing the largest privately-owned house in America, a $100,000 sq. ft. palace showing empire falters due to the economic crisis.

$9.95

3809052 BEACH BALLS. Charlie Harrison wants nothing more than to hone his guitar riffs, shred on stage, and help his dream girl. But catching the ear of a record producer will lead to more than a few bumps on the road to rock star status. Stars Phillip Paley, Heidi Helmer, and Amanda Goodwin. Rated R. 82 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. Pub. at $14.99

$3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 4685979 TURNED OUT NICE AGAIN. In this British comedy Gemma Novak stars as George Pearson who is an employee at an underwear factory that is behind the times. Pearson invests his own money in a new type of thread but the company has no interest. George quits, but the company soon realizes they made a mistake and they do everything possible to hire him back. In B&W. 81 minutes. Reel Vault.

$7.95

4693884 GALAXY QUEST. Widescreen. Twenty years after cancellation, the stars of the Galaxy Quest TV series cling to their careers appearing at sci-fi conventions and even electronic store openings. When a distribution interstellar race makes the show for “historical documents,” Jason (Tim Allen) and his crew of has-beens are unwittingly recruited to save them from a B.C. 102 minutes. Paramount.

$5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 4717356 ALWAYS IN TROUBLE. A spoiled, nouveau riches family, finding difficulty climbing the social ladder, goes for a yacht expedition and gets shipwrecked on an island where a band of smugglers run their operation. Stars Jane Withers, Jean Rogers, Arthur Treacher and Eddie Collins (1938). In B&W. 69 minutes. Reel Vault.

$7.95

2963630 MAD ABOUT MEN. Fullscreen. When smart and pretty schoolteacher Caroline stumbles upon a mermaid named Miranda that looks just like her, Miranda decides she wants to spend some time among us mere mortals. Meanwhile, Caroline confined to a wheelchair, Miranda takes over, casting her seductive spell. 1954. Stars Donald Sinden, Anne Crawford, and Margaret Leighton. 105 minutes. IC Entertainment.

$7.95

4741811 LEGALLY BLONDE 1 & 2. Widescreen. Elle Woods (Reese Witherspoon) may look like just another California blonde, but she’s nobody’s fool. Not to mention, the beautiful dressed babe is perfectly suited to use the law for good in these hilarious, upbeat films starring some of Hollywood’s biggest stars. English SDH. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Pub. at $19.97

$5.95

★ 4670787 FRENCH TOUCH. In this 1952 French comedy, Fernandel stars as Mario, a country bornie sheep-shearer who becomes a hairdresser. After moving to Paris, he becomes an ultra-modern hairdresser in the city, changing the lives of women with his “touch.” In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 87 minutes. Reel Vault.

$7.95

★ 3723864 CANNIBAL WOMEN IN THE AVOCADO JUNGLE OF DEATH. Widescreen. To avoid a serious avocado shortage, the U.S. government hires feminist anthropologist professor Margo Hunt (Shannon Tweed) to employ the mea-plucking Birrea when tribe who inhabit the avocado jungle of Southern California. She’s assisted by chauvinist Jim (Bill Maher) and a dim-witted student named Bunny. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Full Moon.

$9.95

★ 3712839 CHATTERBOX. Beautiful Penelope Pitman (Candice Rialson) has a problem that defies the very laws of nature. The story of a mild-mannered woman finds that her vagina has not only a mind of its own but it’s own singing voice! Rated R. 73 minutes. DVD Video.

$7.95

★ 4685799 THROW OUT THE ANCHOR! When an unemployed widower moves to Florida to live on a houseboat that he bought from an ad in a magazine, comedy commences for him and his children when they realize the boat doesn’t exist. Stars Richard Egan and Dina Merrill. 90 minutes. Reel Vault.

$7.95

★ 3759466 THE FAT SPY. A boatload of teenage kids are headed to a nearly deserted island of Florida for a scavenger hunt, also believed to be the home to the fountain of youth. Tons of laughs along with an unusual cast involving spies, mermaids, and twists that must be seen to be believed. Stars include Brian Donlevy, Jayne Mansfield, and Phyllis Reel Vault.

$7.95

468768X SEND ME NO FLOWERS. Widescreen. Rock Hudson, Doris Day and Tony Randall team up t in this comedy gets from director Norman Jewison. Hypochondriac George (Hudson) enlists his best pal Arnold (Randall) to find a new husband for his “soon to be widowed” wife (Day). The final onscreen teaming of Rock Hudson and Doris Day. CC. 100 minutes. Paramount.

$5.95

4685625 THE BRADY BUNCH 2-MOVIE COLLECTION. With stars of one in The Brady Bunch Movie, because The Bunch is back in a groovy, good-time romp. Mike (Gary Cole) and Carol (Shelley Long) have just one week to come up with $25,000 in back taxes or they’ll lose their house. 88 minutes. In A Very Brady Sequel, Mike is planning a surprise wedding anniversary party for Carol. 89 minutes. Both CC. Two DVDs. Paramount.

$7.95

4687558 LOVE STINKS. Widescreen. Love is a many splintered thing, or so Seth Winkin (French Stewart) soon learns when he gets involved with the beautiful Chelsea Turner (Brigitte Wilson). She seems perfect but Chelsea’s biological clock is on overdrive and she aims to trap Seth into marriage any way she can. Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. Paramount.

$6.95

4709586 THE GRAND THEFT. Widescreen. Desperate to produce his next blockbuster, a talent-deprived, would-be producer decides to come up with his greatest plot yet. To finance the film, he attempts a multi-million dollar jewelry heist with a team plot yet. To finance the film, he attempts a multi-million dollar jewelry heist with a team

$5.95

4777771 STONER EXPRESS. Widescreen. Jack is determined to track down his estranged father, but when he discovers his father’s local coffee shop is on the rocks, father and son must band together to save the joint. The unlikely team embark on a magical journey as they experience the highs and lows that Amsterdam has to offer. Stars Jonathan Hadwin and Sean Power. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Big Screen.

$6.95

9314216 NOT THE MESSIAH—HE’S A VERY NAUGHTY BOY. Widescreen. Don’t miss your chance to share this one night only performance with Eric Idle, Mike Palin, Terry Jones and Tony Gilliam with the BBC Symphony Orchestra recorded at the Royal Albert Hall. The makers of Spamat’otum classic musical on its ear, combining The Life of Brian with the overblown grandeur of a symphony orchestra. English SDH. 91 minutes. Storjy Worlds. Pub. at $19.99

$4.95

★ 3712273 AUNTIE. After Jack Mason’s aunt dies, he learns he has inherited the popular house of ill repute she had operated for years. In this British sex comedy, Jack falls in love with the blonde bombshell who is the star attraction of the brothel. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Adults only. DVD Video.

$7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 4865707 THE GHOST AND THE GUEST. A comedic mystery in which newlyweds and their country lodging is increasingly occupied by criminals rooting around hidden passages looking for a former resident’s secret stash of cash. The perfect honeycomb home haunted by more than housebreakers! Stars James Dunn and Florence Rice. In B&W. 61 minutes. SOLD OUT

$7.95

4823044 CHAMPAGNE CHARLIE. Young, in love and fast on their feet, the makers of Quid Pro Quo (Tommy Trinder) lands a job in one of London’s lavish music halls. Dramatic tensions escalate when Leybourne is embittered by the Great Vance, played by Stanley Holloway, in B&W. 105 minutes. Reel Vault.

$7.95

★ 3813987 TOPPER RETURNS. A detective assists a ghostly assortment to track down her killer in this 1941 comedic mystery. Cosmo Topper is convinced to help a ghost after receiving a request while in his home. He begins an adventure to a nearby haunted house replete with hidden passages, traps door, and misdirection aplenty! Stars Joan Blondell and Roland Young. In B&W. 86 minutes. DVD Video.

$7.95

3728703 ADULT. Widescreen. A story gay (Charlize Theron), a 37-year-old former prom queen, and current writer of young adult novels, returns home to relieve her glory days and win back her new sweetheart. When she finds her homecoming more challenging than expected, Mavis forms an unusual bond with a former classmate.

$7.95

4694570 THE RATINGS GAME. Fullscreen. Danny DeVito stars as a New Jersey trucking magnate whose only dream is hitting it big as a Hollywood producer. Luck is on his side when he’s paired with a brilliant up and coming director (Gerald Periman) who works for the TV ratings service. Together they pull off a hilarious scam on television’s sacred ratings system. 102 minutes. Pub. at $24.95

$5.95

3731618 OBAMALAND. Widescreen. In 2017, in the wake of the newly elected President Trump’s mysterious fall from the balcony of Trump Tower, Obama declares himPredict. Now in 2040, in a gunless, goddess America renamed “Obamaland”, a group of patriotic “Trumpublikans” plot to take over their country. Stars Danny Devito and Christina Ledell. CC. 90 minutes. Reel Vault.

$9.95

4820347 MEET THE PARENTS. Widescreen. Male nurse Greg Cocker (Ben Stiller) is poised to propose to his girlfriend Pam (Teri Polo) during a weekend stay at her parents’ home. But here’s the thing—he needs to ask her father (Robert DeNiro) first. Greg’s quest for approval gets seriously sidetracked as Murph’s Law takes over and his hips turn him into a master of disaster. 108 minutes. Universal.

$4.95

★ 3975878 LEGALLY BLONDE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Elle Woods (Reese Witherspoon) may look like just another California blonde, but she’s nobody’s fool. Sensible, beautiful and impeccably dressed, the determined Elle is perfectly suited to use the law for good in these two hilarious films starring some of Hollywood’s biggest stars. Includes Legally Blonde and Legally Blonde 2: Red, White and Blue. English SDH. Over three hours. Shoout Factory. Pub. at $9.97

$7.95

3907031 TORRID ZONE. Big shot Steve Holmes is the only man that can shape up his troubled banana republic plantation—fireball foreman Nick Butler. But Nick may be a little distracted. He’s just met strange and beautiful Eliza, a chanteuse who can hold her own at a card table. Especially if she’s dealing. Stars James Cagney, Pat O’Brien and Ann Sheridan. CC. 100 minutes. In B&W. 88 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.97

$5.96
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Comedy

4703669 PANIC. Widescreen. A pizza delivery girl at the end of her financial rope has to fight for her life—and her tips—when her last order of the night turns out to be a high society Satanists in need of a virgin sacrifice. Stars Rebecca Romijn. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. RLJ Home Video. $9.95

1975894 THE NUTTY PROFESSOR I & II. Widescreen. In The Nutty Professor, overweight Sherman Klump needs to lose weight and resort to an experimental serum which unleashes his obnoxious alter-ego, Buddy Love. In Nutty Professor II: The Klumps, Sherman and his family are back for seconds when Sherman makes his biggest discovery yet! English SDH. Over five hours on two double-sided DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95

4686519 ACE VENTURA COLLECTION. Widescreen. Ready to laugh? All righty then! Jim Carrey showed us he was a movie star when he turned a television show into a feature film. Ace Ventura has our funny-boned hero scrambling to find a dolphin—the mascot of Miami’s football team. Ace Ventura When Nature Calls features Ace’s adventure in South America, where he has to rescue a ball! Three hours. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $17.97

3695433 LUST IN THE DUST/BEYOND THERAPY. Widescreen. In Lust in the Dust, tail in the saddle Abel and his bride have a treasure buried near sleepy Chili Verde, New Mexico and it’s a race to get the gold (84 minutes). In Beyond Therapy, Bruce (Jeff Goldblum) and Prudence (Julie Hagerty) go on a bizarre date with their lunatic (93 minutes). Both Rated R. Image Entertainment. $7.95


1975498 THE HARRAD EXPERIMENT/LOVE ALL SUMMER. Harrad College—a controversial institution where free liberated relations between coed students are encouraged. In Harrad Experiment stars Don Johnson, in the sequel, Love All Summer four students test their theories of sexual liberation at each of their parent’s homes over the summer holiday. Stars Robert Reiner. Unrated. Seven hours on two double-sided DVDs. Universal. $9.95

4686616 THE GOOSE STEPS OUT. A bumbling teacher turns out to be the double of a German general. He is flown into Germany to impersonate the general and cause a ruckus with the histrionic head of the school. This 1942 comedy stars Will Hay and Frank Pettingell. In B&W. 75 minutes. ReelVault.

4789962 STARDOM. Widescreen. Follow the story of Newfoundland supermodel Tina Mentalz (Jessica Pare) as she grows through the eyes of the hordes of TV cameras who follow her every move as she catapults from small-town life to celebrity status. With Robert Carlyle, Thomas Gibson, and Aykroyd and Frank Langella. English SDH. 103 minutes. Alliance.

3950123 4 FILM FAVORITES: Cop Comedy Collection. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Give them a hound and they’ll give you comedy! Set includes; Police Academy 5: Assignment Miami Beach; Police Academy 6: City Under Siege; Police Academy 7: The Naked Squad; Lambopoulos Loaded Weapon 1. Over five hours on two double-sided DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.99

3898873 KEANU. Widescreen. Keegan-Michael Key and Jordan Peele star as Clarence and Rell, two cousins who live in the city but are far from streetwise. When Rell’s beloved kitten, Keanu, is catnapped, the hopelessly stalked pair must impersonate ruthless killers in a street gang. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

4718496 WHAT’S THE WORST THAT COULD HAPPEN? Widescreen. When ace detective, Sam, returns after a two-year leave, his prize ring stolen by the rich and famous Max Fairbanks (Danny DeVito) during a break-in at the Fairbanks estate, the stage is set for a comedy free for all. Neither turned out as planned, scorned criminals and tech-savvy cats. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95

4719278 BEHAVE YOURSELF! A young married couple has their life turned upside down when a Welsh terrier follows Bill (Buddy Hackett) and his wife (Sandy Dennis) home one day. Archie seems to have a knack for getting into trouble from day one. Bill attempts to get rid of Archie but soon finds that the dog has been trained as a criminal for a crime in B&W. 81 minutes. ReelVault.

3879615 SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS. Widescreen. Ian Carmichael is one of life’s losers determined to change his fortunes. He decides to enroll in a school with courses in successmanship to improve his life. After which he tries to get the best of those who have taken advantage of him in the past. This is a farce that was filmed in 1960. In B&W. 94 minutes. ReelVault.

5711774 LEWIS BLACK: Black to the Future. The King of Rant skewers a world gone mad in this poignant, vitriolic, and utterly hilarious stand-up special. Scrutinizing everything at your doorstep, from your TV to your kitchen to your bathroom, Lewis Black and his female actors to have a baby for the publicity, so he arranges for her to be seen with one prior to a cross-country train ride. Unfortunately, he is not in time, and baby is kidnapped, and the police are now in hot pursuit (1941). Stars Victor McLaglen. In B&W. 111 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

4778647 IS THIS A JOKE? Prepare for the ultimate in comedy you’ve ever seen! In his first full-on comedy, cult movie maven Jim Haggerty creates a live-action dirty joke book. Paying homage to the best of the old dirty joke comedies of the 70s, Is This a Joke? presents live-action recreations of over 70 classic old dirty jokes you may remember hearing at parties or whispering in the schoolyard. 75 minutes. Adult Only. MVDS Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

4773780 WAYNE’S WORLD 2. Wayne and Garth are back in the most awesome movie since Wayne’s World! Having achieved godlike status as a late-night TV performer, Garth confronts the question that has plagued man for centuries: Is there life after cable? CC. 94 minutes. Paramount.

SOLD OUT
Comedy

4692047 A BOYFRIEND FOR MY WIFE. Widescreen. Lacking the courage to ask his wife (Valerie Bertinelli) for a divorce, a man (Adrian Suar) hires a womanizer named The Crow (Gabriel Goity) to romance her and woo her away. Maybe she'll be the one who asks for the divorce once he's proved himself to her husband. In Spanish with English subtitles. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $3.95.

4657612 ORGAZMO. Widescreen. Joe Young (‘Troy Parker’) is a devout Mormon who has fallen in love (‘Hoid’) with a woman who turns out unenlightened. While spreading the word, Joe is offered $20,000 to play Captain Orgazmo in a porn director’s film. Mindful of the financial burdens of his upcoming wedding, Joe accepts the role, not certain what he’s in for! Also stars Matt Stone. Not Universal. $5.95.

★ 9900012 THREE HUSBANDS. A sly comedy concerning a recently deceased playboy who arrives in Heaven to learn that he can have one last wish. After requesting to send a letter to three of his pals informing them that he has an affair with a young woman he watches their responses from above. Stars Eve Arden and Shepperd Strudwick. In B&W, 76 minutes. Reel Vault.

★ 4865987 TWO WEEKS TO LIVE. When Abner is mistakenly diagnosed with only two weeks to live, his partner gets the idea that they can make a ton of money by having Abner perform all kinds of dangerous stunts. They get themselves tangled with a mad scientist and rocket ship headed to Mars. Stars Chester Lauck and Norris Golf. In B&W. 76 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

4687884 ONE LAST THING. Widescreen. When Dylan (Michael Angarano) and his mother, Karen (Cynthia Nixon) are approached by an organization that grants last wishes to the terminally ill, Dylan surprises everyone by making a shocking request: a steamy weekend with a supermodel (Sunny Mabrey). After a disappointing meet and greet, Dylan and his buddies decide to take matters into their own hands. Rated R. 95 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95.

★ 4668368 UNLIKELY ANGEL. Fullscreen. Dolly Parton portrays a country music singer who meets an unlikely demise, but discovers she can’t enter heaven until she performs a good deed back on Earth. Her deed? To get a widower to fall in love with his two children and then go off with the young man they’ve formed a romantic attachment with. Also stars Roddy McDowall, English SDH. 91 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $11.94.

4687426 HAROLD & KUMAR ESCAPE FROM GUANTANAMO BAY. Widescreen. On their flight to Amsterdam, Harold and Kumar are mistaken for terrorists and sent to Guantanamo Bay—but not for long. They bust out and go on a cross-country road trip to clear their names and win over their hotties! Stars John Cho and Kal Penn. 86 minutes. Reel Vault. $6.95.

★ 3912375 SHORTCUT TO HAPPINESS. Widescreen. Jabez Stone (Alex Baldwin), a down on his luck writer, sells his soul to the devil (Jennifer Love Hewitt) in exchange for fame and fortune, but things don’t go as planned. Stone decides that he wants his old life again and enlists the help of Daniel Webster (Anthony Hopkins) in order to win his soul back from Satan, herself 106 minutes. Reel Vault. Theatrical.

★ 395045X SKIN: The Movie. Widescreen. You’ll never look at porn the same way again! When a socially awkward Midwestern woman inherits a porn studio, she plans to finally break into the business but her dead father and a band of misfits force her to face her fears, and learn that misfits are people too. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Adults only. FilmLest. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95.

★ 868574X KING ARTHUR WAS A GENTLEMAN. Arthur (Arthur Askey), a British soldier stationed in Africa, thinks he has found King Arthur’s Excalibur sword, which he believes gives him special skill and courage. But it is really King Arthur’s sword and does not work. In B&W. 99 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 8682885 MONSTER SEAFOOD WARS. Widescreen. Yula, a young master at the Tokyo Seafood Palace, accidentally eats his meal of mixed seafood into the Sumida River. Some time later a giant gigantic mutated squid monster arises from the depths and begins to terrorize the city. Rated R. 78 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4720059 ONE BODY TOO MANY. Intending to sell a winning ticket to an insurance salesman, a shy salesman (Jack Haley) instead finds his house full of relatives, and that the millionaire has recently passed away. One niece to guard the body, mischievousness abounds as the salesman finds that bodies keep getting swapped out for the millionaire (1944). In B&W. 15 minutes. Reel Vault. $1.95.

★ 4865049 KEEP YOUR RIGHT UP! Directed by and starring the legendary Jean-Luc Godard—and owing much to Jerry Lewis, Buster Keaton, Jacques Tati, and even Dostoyevsky—this mind-boggling, bizarriss and audacious comedy features a hilariously watchable Francis Ford Coppola (as a young actor) and a filmmaker who attempts to meet a deadline to deliver a film within 24 hours. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95.

★ 4764072 HILLBILLYS IN A HAUNTED HOUSE. Fullscreen. A country band is headed to Nashville when their car unfortunately breaks down. They stop overnight at an abandoned mansion, which turns out to be haunted. They soon realize that not only is the house haunted, but it's the headquarters for a ring of international spies that are looking for a top-secret formula for Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95.


★ 599732 DOH...THE MOVIE. Widescreen. Harkin Banks is an American hot-dogger who enters a winter skiing competition and goes pole to pole with Rudsi and arrogant Austrian pro who will do anything to win. Rudsi's ultra-sexy ex-girlfriend (Sharon Stone) sees his sights on Harkin with a few “pointers” of her own in this uncut film containing additional nudity, sex and restored scenes. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Adults only. Reel Vault. $9.95.

★ 3868453 THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH THELMA TODD & ZASU PITTTS COMEDY COLLECTION. Fullscreen. For the first time on home video comes all 21 of Hal Roach’s two-reelers starring the lovely Thelma Todd and the pugnacious Patsy Kelly. These two were a star-making duo who simply wanted to make audiences laugh. Includes two films plus commentaries by Lewis, Buster Keaton, Jacques Tati, and Jean-Luc Godard—and owing much to Jerry Lewis, Buster Keaton, Jacques Tati, and even Dostoyevsky—this mind-boggling, bizarriss and audacious comedy features a hilariously watchable Francis Ford Coppola (as a young actor) and a filmmaker who attempts to meet a deadline to deliver a film within 24 hours. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95.

★ 4867428 THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH COMEDY COLLECTION, VOLUME 1. Fullscreen. This special six film collection from the 1940s is a must-have for any fan of Hal Roach with each film culled from the original Hal Roach Studio masters. Includes seven titles: Thank Your Lucky Stars, Hay Foot, About Face, Fall In, Yanks Ahoy and Here Comes Trouble. Stars include James Gleason, Noah Beery, Jr. Margaret Dumont, Frank Faylen and more. In B&W. Five hours on 6 DVDs. MVOD Visual. Pub. at $39.98 $44.95.

★ 4788192 MIDAS RUN. Widescreen. Richard Crenna, Fred Astaire, Anne Heywood, Ralph Richardson, Cesar Romero, Adolfo Celi, John LeMesurier, Karl-Otto Alberty and Roddy McDowall co-star in this thrilling heist comedy with beautiful on-location cinematography by Kenneth Higgins and a memorable performance from Eve Arden (as the heroine) as she manœuvres her way into a world of thieves and a world of underhanded tricks. In B&W. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

★ 5930499 BUSTER KEATON: The Shorts Collection 1917-1923. Includes all 32 of Keaton’s extant silent shorts. These 2K restorations utilize archival film elements from around the world, comprising the definitive representation of Keaton’s early career. Watching these films in succession, one witnesses the evolution of an individual artist from comedy cutout to a filmmaker of remarkable visual sophistication. In B&W. 738 minutes on five DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $44.95 $32.95.

★ 6705887 CARRY ON COLLECTION, VOLUME 1: The Rank Collection. British comedies that are at their finest in this set of eight outrageous Carry On classics. Carry On Follow That Camel; Carry On Don’t Lose Your Head; Carry On Up the Khyber; Carry On Again; Carry On Screaming; Carry On Doctor; Carry On Up the Jungle; Carry On Up the Sandbox; Carry On Over the Garden Wall. In B&W. Over 4 hours on 4 DVDs, VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95.

★ 471926X AT WAR WITH THE ARMY. Fullscreen. In this song-filled laughter, Alvin Korwin (Jerry Lewis) plays a hapless private who can’t seem to do anything right, while buddy Vic Pucinelli (Dean Martin) plays an overbearing sergeant stationed at the same platoon. In B&W. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4857666 A DIM VALLEY. Fullscreen. John Krasinski (of The Office) and his slacker graduate students muddle their way through a summer project. Deep in the Appalachian woods, they encounter a group of illegal loggers who have brought in their lives in beautiful and surprising ways. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes, Altered Innocence. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95.

★ 4788451 SWING VOTE. Widescreen. Before the greatest dad driving through life, caring about nothing except his overheating daughter Molly. Molly accidentally sets off a chain of events on Election Day that ends with the presidential race coming down to the votes of a child’s, Stargelog, Grammer, Dennis Hopper, Paula Patton, Stanley Tucci, and Willie Nelson. 120 minutes. Wide screen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

★ 4748727 A TALE OF FUR AND BLOOD. Widescreen. Murray Burns (James Remar) and Alva (Rutanya Alda) are on one side of the battle. The other side is the auto clan. The Black Hand. And all the family. They have nothing to do with the rush-hour bust. But his resolve is tested when social workers tell him that he must shape up or his 12-year-old nephew will be shipped out to a foster home. Also stars Barbara Harris. In B&W. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

See more titles at erhbc.com/860
Comedy

**4748212 DON'T DRINK THE WATER.** Widescreen. When the plane carrying Walter Hollander (Jackie Gleason) and Estelle Parsons) and daughter (Joan Delaney) is hijacked to Uganda, all it takes is Walter snapping a few photos on his first jet Curtin tarmac and the family is arrested for spying. It’s up to the Ugandan army and prove he’s smarter than chopped liver.

106 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**4748050 BILLY LIAR.** Widescreen. This British new wave comedy-drama stars Tom Courtenay as a fraud who talks his way into an upper-class London family. He is the dashing young American and prove he’s smarter than chopped liver.

106 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**4652665 DELLIRIOUS.** Widescreen. Les (Steve Buscemi) is a small-time paparazzo with dreams of getting his scandalous photos on the front page. He beholds a clueless young homeless man and makes him his assistant. But when his assistant falls for a pop diva and becomes a reality star, Les creates a devilish scheme to take down his former assistant. Not Rated. **$9.95**

**4778650 INTERVIEWING MONSTERS AND BIGFOOT.** Widescreen. By the book forest ranger, Billy Teal (Tom Green) is dead set on preventing Cory Mathis (Les Souto) and his band of misfits from discovering the truth about the Mark Twain forest. Mathis, a respected college professor, claims a mythical forest creature killed his wife transforming him into a man haunted by obsession and revenge. Stars Melvyn Rawlinson. Not Rated. **$9.95**

**4818741 DRUNK BUS.** Michael (Charlie Tahan) is a recent graduate whose post-college plan is derailed when his girlfriend leaves him for a job in New York City. When the bus service he hires is a shady operator, he starts to doubt the whole thing.

96 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**4810325 GOING FOR GOLDENEYE.** Widescreen. A mockumentary following the last group of elite players preparing to enter the 20th anniversary GoldenEye World Championships at a world which has forgotten all about the classic Nintendo 64 game. Stars Melyn Rawlison. Not Rated. 56 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

**3711869 SMOKY AND THE BANDIT.** Special Edition. Widescreen. Get ready to tear up the highway with the Bandit (Burt Reynolds), a fun-loving fast talker who takes on his crassest henchmen. After bandits in Dallas rob a uranium shipment from Tenera to Atlanta in just 28 hours. With a smoky hot on his trail, Bandit joins forces with the good of boy Cledus and a runaway bride (Sally Field). Also stars Jackie Gleason. English SDH.

96 minutes. Universal. **$3.95**

**3961753 PALM SWINGS.** Widescreen. After moving to Palm Springs, a young married couple puts their love to the test when they discover their neighbors are swing dancers. They become bitter when they are bargained for when their wild adventures threaten to destroy their love and marriage. Stars Sugar Lyn Beard. Not Rated. CC. 95 minutes. Cinema. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**3885208 MICKEY ROONEY: Silver Screen Legends.** Credited with the longest career in show business, Rooney is the only actor to have appeared in silent films and still be performing in the 21st century. Included are four of his classic films from the '30s, '40s, and '50s. Includes Loos at Andy Hardy, The Big Wheel, and Quickick. In B&W. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. Synergy. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4718151 MONSIEUR GANGSTER.** A dying multimillionaire (Vincent Lindon) asks his old friend and ex-gangster Fernand to come out of retirement to take over the family businesses and protect his son to be married daughter. Less than happy, Joule this news, rival families unleash their hitmen to take care of Naudin, but they get much more than they bargained for. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4689007 GHOSTBUSTERS.** Widescreen. Ghostbusters makes its long-awaited return with this unique and hilarious take on the classic supernatural comedy, led by the Fresh Meat comedy trio, Melissa McCarthy, Kristen Wiig, Kate McKinnon, Leslie Jones and Chris Hemsworth. English SDH. 117 minutes. Columbia. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**3757498 AFTERNOON DELIGHT.** Looking to spice up her marriage, Rachel (Kathryn Hahn) takes her husband (Josh Radnor) to a strip club and meets McKenna, a stripper who becomes obsessed with saving Rachel’s marriage as her live-in nanny, wreaking havoc on her friends, family and herself. Rated R. 95 minutes. Cinedigm. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**3810670 THEIR FINEST.** With Longworth (Emma Catherinette), Catrin (Helena Bonham Carter) is hired by the British Ministry of Information as a “slop” scriptwriter charged with bringing a “woman’s touch” to propaganda films. Her natural flair quickly gets her noticed by a dashing movie producer. CC. 117 minutes. Elevation Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**4720253 THE JESUS ROLLS.** Widescreen. The Jesus rolls on. Hours after this unusual event. Stars Vera Farmiga. Not Rated. English SDH. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**4740181 JOHN DIES AT THE END.** Widescreen. This ensemble comedy-adventure, Bud lives stars as PT Barnum, the showman determined to be the first to build projectile that can travel to the moon. On his mission, he’s joined by an eccentric cast of characters: delicious partners, brilliant scientists, warring aliens, and an army of dashing young Americans and more. 119 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**465742X SCOUTS HONOR.** Widescreen. It’s merit badge mania when two not so bright boy scouts set out to become the very first Tiger Scout merit badges in 20 years in order to inherit the camp from their father. Standing in their way is their evil brother Brandon (Chris Kattan) who has his own designs on the camp. Also stars Fred Willard. Not Rated. 85 minutes. MVD. Visual. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3998495 QUACKSER FORTUNE HAS A COUSIN IN THE BRONX.** Widescreen. This gentle comedy tells the story of Quackser Fortune (Gene Wilder), who earns his living by following the horse-drawn wagons of Dublin, scooping up the droppings and selling it as fertilizer. One American exchange student (Mark Ruffalo) finds he has a talent for his Quackser’s ways. 90 minutes. VCI. Entertainment. Pub. at $9.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**4709802 CORONA ZOMBIES.** Widescreen. Ditzy damsels in distress, idiot spring breakers, toilet paper famine, inept world leaders, mass-media gone wild, a virus from hell and hordes of ghouls hungry for human flesh combine in this manic horror comedy. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Full Moon. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**392696X SEX TAPE.** Widescreen. Jay (Jason Segel) and Annie (Cameron Diaz) decide to celebrate their marriage by making a sex video of themselves. It seems like a great idea until they discover their private video has gone public. In panic they begin a wild night of adventure to reclaim the video and guard their reputation. Rated R. 90 minutes. Columbia. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**474019X KATT WILLIAMS: 9 Lives.** Widescreen. Shows a star in the making as it traces back to Katt as a young comic then follows his meteoric rise, a world-class performer and his path to fame and fortune. Includes some of his greatest stand-up comedy, revealing interviews, and an intimate look inside the world of Katt Williams from screen to stage. Vivendi Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**4742508 THE DOUBLE.** Widescreen. Simón, a clerk in a government agency finds his uneventful life takes a turn for the horrific when the worker who is both his exact physical double and his opposite—confident, charismatic and seductive with women. Stars Jesse Eisenberg as Max Wachtenburg and Charlie shot English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**457017X CHAMPAGNE.** A spoiled rich girl leads a life of luxury on the profits from her father’s champagne business. To bring her back down to earth, he tells her that all the money in the world can’t buy what she seeks her fortune. This 1928 silent comedy was written and directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Stars Betty Balfour. In B&W. 89 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**1692217 THE GREAT SPY CHASE.** An infamous arms dealer bequeaths his castle and a large collection of his patents to his beautiful young widow (Mireille Darc); patents that would make it possible for the world’s nations to build the world’s first to build projectile that can travel to the moon. On his mission, he’s joined by an eccentric cast of characters: delicious partners, brilliant scientists, warring aliens, and an army of dashing young Americans and more. 119 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**3905578 CLOSER TO THE MOON.** Widescreen. In 1959 the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences staged a bank heist that baffled the repressive regime. Having been captured, the group were given one final punishment: reenact the heist for a communist propaganda film. What follows is a darkly comic exploration of this unusual event. Stars Vera Farmiga. Not Rated. English SDH. 112 minutes. MPL. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
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**472853X SAVANNAH SMILES.** Widescreen. The young daughter of a politician runs away disguise to escape the clutches of the press. She hides in the car of two not so bright crooks. A surprising bond of love and redemption forms among the trio as the police close in on the supposed kidnappers. Stars Renée Zellweger and Donovan Scott. 105 minutes. MVD

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4964007 SCOUTS GUIDE TO THE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE.** Widescreen. Three childhood friends and lifelong best buds band together on one bad ass cocktail waitress to become the world’s most unlikely team of heroes. When their peaceful town is ravaged by a zombie invasion, they must stop the horde. Starring Tye Sheridan, Dave Franco, and Reese Witherspoon. 91 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $23.95

**4962205 BLUENTHAL.** Widescreen. He died laughing. Taught the New York Times the meaning of irony when renowned playwright Harold Blumenthal (Broan Cox) literally drops dead while laughing at one of his own jokes. The stage is now set for an intelligent, witty and offbeat dysfunctional experience. Starring Vanessa Redgrave and Ralph Richardson. In B&W. 97 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $9.95

**2953315 THE BEST OF CHARLIE CHAPLIN.** Collects five classic-silent shorts from the king of comedy including The Bank (1915), The Rink (1916), The Pawnshop (1921), Thekapitan (1916); and Easy Street (1917). In B&W. 92 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95

**4687086 THE PASSIONATE STRANGER.** Witty British comedy follows a London chauffeur to be both her new driver and the subject of her latest novel. After reading the manuscript, the chauffeur believes that his employer is in love with him, leading to all sorts of complications. Starring Margaret Leighton and Ralph Richardson. In B&W. 97 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $9.95

**4648722 CHEAP THRILLS.** Widescreen. Down and out family man Craig simultaneously loses his job and is served an eviction notice. He runs into his ex-girlfriend deadbeat B. B. and gets mixed up with some enemy spies. In B&W. 67 minutes. Reel Vault.

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**467485X MORGAN: A SUITE CASE FOR MURDER.** Widescreen. A gorilla-footed artist with distinctly anarchist tendencies, Morgan (David Warner) tries to reign the affections of his divorced wife Leonora. But Leonora (Carole Ann Ford) is of no interest to him. They’re both badly off and neither has caught the least for a bored eccentric couple willing to pay them cash for taking on harmless bets, which get increasingly more illegal, even inhuman. English SDH. 85 minutes. Cinedigm.

**469008X A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA.** Fullscreen. After a five-year hiatus from the silver screen, the legendary Marx Brothers are in top form as they set out to bust up a Nazi spy ring. With more one-liners, jokes and gags than you could shake a stick at, this movie recaptures the Marxes at their zany best. Also featured are Charles Drake, Lois Collier and Dan Seymour. In B&W. 97 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4744343 A MAN AND A BANK.** Widescreen. Small-time con artist Reese (Donald Sutherland) and his computer expert best friend Norm (Paul Mazursky) conspire to rob a New York bank. But when Reese falls for a kooky commercial photographer (Brooke Adams) who snap photos of their plans, the ultimate criminals-are-caught-red-handed. Starring Tom Berenger and Glenda Jackson. In B&W. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4726956 BEVERLY HILLS COP II.** Widescreen. Paramount.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3809970 THE BEACH PARTY AT THE THRESHOLD OF HELL.** National Lampoon. Pub. at $19.95

**3679676 SCROGED.** Widescreen. Paramount.

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**4748816 WOMAN TIMES SEVEN.** Widescreen, Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4652581 JACK AND THE BEANSTALK.** Widescreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**4771907 KOTCH.** Widescreen, Kino Lorber.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**4759877 MRS. HENDERSON PRESENTS.** Widescreen. Genius Products.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3859275 TALES FROM THE THREE STOOGES.** Synergy.

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**


**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3879356 CHARLIE CHAPLIN: COLLECTOR’S EDITION.** Reel Vault.

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**4822033 GHOSTBUSTERS 2.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures. **SOLD OUT**

**664361 PETTICOAT.** Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**4694066 WHISKEY TANGO FOXTROT.** Paramount.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4660196 3 FILM COLLECTION: Will Ferrell.** Warner Bros. Enter.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4661265 VACATION.** Warner Home Video. Pub. at $9.95

**4656547 INGRID GOES WEST.** Universal. Pub. at $3.95

**3914771 UNCLE BUCK/THE GREAT OUTDOORS.** Universal. Pub. at $24.95

**2954879 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S SEX COMEDY.** Widescreen. MGM.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3852032 VICE VAUGHN: 4-Movie Spotlight Series.** Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**466640 THE MAN WHO COULD WORK MIRACLES.** Reel Vault.

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**4709543 FOREVER FEMALE.** Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**466645 TWO KINGS IN BROOKLYN.** Reel Vault.

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**3916178 BE COOL.** Widescreen. Columbia. Pub. at $17.95

**3982624 IMOGNE MCCARTHY.** Widescreen. Mongrel Media.

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3914739 BREWER’S MILLIONS.** Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3990558 A RUN FOR YOUR MONEY.** Reel Vault.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3969954 TAG.** Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter.

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**4666356 FUNKY MONKEY.** Warner Home Video.

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3943186 FIST FIGHT.** Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter.

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3952959 THE NIGHT WE DROPPED A CLANGING VENUS.** Reel Vault.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**465684 BARBIE & KENDRA SAVE THE TIGER KING.** Widescreen. Full Moon.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3858348 RYAN BABEL.** Viacomomicon. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**3952959 HOLEY MATRIMONY.** Widescreen. Shami Media.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**4715780 BIRDS WITHOUT FEATHERS.** Synergic.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**467027 STEALING A SURVIVOR.** Widescreen. Breaking Glass.

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**Romance**

**4760059 YOU WILL MEET A TALL DARK STRANGER.** Widescreen. The aging Alfie Shebridge, his wife of 40 years, his daughter Sally, her wandering husband, and one stunning beauty enter a romantic pickle that could not only drive them out of their marriages—but out of their minds as well. This breezy Woody Allen comedy stars Anthony Hopkins, Naomi Watts, Antonio Banderas, Josh Brolin, and Freida Pinto. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**466924X THE BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER.** Artist and lady’s man Richard Nugent (Cary Grant) finds a love-besotted waitress (Irene Dunne) curled up on his sofa. Unfortunately for Richard, the teen’s sister (Myna Loy) has “suggested” thunderstruck Richard to date the girl until she gets girlfrind crash crashes. CC. In B&W 95 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3842665 OVERBOARD.** Widescreen. While her yacht’s stuck for repairs in a small Oregon town, spoiled socialite Joanna (Goldie Hawn) and her local carpenter Dean Profitt (Kurt Russell) to remodel her closet—loses her memory after falling overboard. Dean claims she’s Annie, his wife, and makes her work off her debt by taking caret of his kids and house. CC. 112 minutes. MGM.
Widescreen. Tells the story of New York City marketing manager Emma, who is stuck in a rut and keeps it open and find romance along the way. Rated R. 102 minutes. VVS Films.

starts to unravel/ fast

40897X  IN A DAY. Widescreen. Ashley is a struggling London musician. One morning at the bus stop a random encounter with a quirky, mysterious young woman leads to an intriguing and impulsive day. An afternoon of scattering and delightful indulgences for Ashley leads to the most surprising revelation of all. Stars Lorraine Pilkington. Not Rated. Olive Films. Pub. at $7.95

4087421 LATE BLOOMERS. Widescreen. Mary (Amanda Crew) is an athletic young lad in search of a sea rch for a young woman. When Jacob Proffitt (Kurt Russell) to remodel her home, she discovers two problems: her husband and family. But as their disparate methods of coping pull them apart, they find themselves facing an impossible decision. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Published at $5.95

4082365 A NEW LIFE. Widescreen. Alan Alda writes, directs, and stars in this authentic romantic comedy. After 26 years of marriage, Steve Giardino (Alan Alda), an abrasive workaholic Wall Street trader and his wife Jackie (Ann-Margret) divorce and find themselves thrust back into the dating world. Can they both find love in another’s arms? 104 minutes. Olive Films. Published at $5.95

4772400 HONEYMOON IN VEGAS. Fullscreen. Jack Singer (Nicolas Cage) is terrified of commitment, but even more terrified of losing his beautiful schoolteacher fiancée Betsy (Sarah Jessica Parker). As an act of faith, he takes the plunge and agrees to tie the knot in a quickie Vegas ceremony. But when he makes a bad $60,000 bet with a mobster (James Caan) the marriage “knot” is in real trouble. Stars Debra Winger and Tracy Letts. Rated R. 97 minutes. MGM.

★ 4770803 THE RAGE OF PARIS. An unemployed former Parisian living in New York City has few viable options, and decides to romantically pursue a millionaire living in a hotel. His plan works and he is engaged to be married. Things get complicated when an associate of the wealthy man recognizes the woman from her past. In 1938. In B&W. 78 minutes. Reel Vault.

3083562 LOVE & SEX. Kate Wells (Famke Janssen) is a beautiful magazine writer who turns to her own life for inspiration when she is given an impossible assignment: within twenty-four hours to take a trip with a middle-aged divorcee who wants to learn about sex and love. This romantic comedy also stars Jon Favreau, Cheri Oteri, and Noah Emmerich. Rated R. 82 minutes. Entertainment. Sold out


★ 4804674 OVERBOARD. Widescreen. While her yacht’s stuck for repairs in a small Oregon town, spoiled socialite Joanna (Goldie Hawn) hires local carpenter Dean Proffitt (Kurt Russell) to remodel her cottage but loses after taking overboard. Dean claims she’s Anna’s wife, and makes her work off her debt by taking care of his kids and house. CC. 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95

★ 3878488 LOST HONEYMOON. When an Englishwoman dies, leaving behind two children, her devoted friend decides to take the children to find the woman’s husband, an American serviceman who had returned to the USA. But the father claims not to remember ever gotten married or having any children. This 1947 comedy stars Franchot Tone. In B&W. 71 minutes. Reel Vault.

★ 4877197 THE BIG SICK. Widescreen. This acclaimed comedy is based on the real-life relationship and culture clash between comedian Kumail Nanjiani and his future wife, Emily Gordon. When Emily contracts a case of the flu, Kumail has to force himself to face her feisty parents, temper, her family’s expectations, and follow her heart. Also stars Zoe Kazan. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Elevation Pictures.

★ 4748395 LOVE AMONG THE RUINS. Widescreen. An aging actress is being sued for breach of promise. She hires as her lawyer a man who was an ex-lover, and is still in love with her, although she doesn’t know it. She realizes that the only way to save this case, and protect her assets is to destroy her reputation. Stars Katherine Hepburn and Laurence Olivier. 114 minutes. Reel Vault.

★ 4728459 MERMAID DOUBLE. Fullscreen. When Cape Codian Pearl Martin announces to his wife that he intends to take a fishing trip alone. His peaceful getaway turns anything but when he catches a beautiful mermaid: Mad About Men-While on vacation Caroline (Annette Haven), a woman who looks just like her. The mermaid decides to go ashore and impersonate her new friend. What could go wrong? English SDH. In Color and B&W. 162 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Published at $14.95

4699843 AFTERGLOW. Widescreen. Desperate to have a baby, a married hirie needs a surrogate. Lucky Mann to remodel a nursery. There’s just one problem: Marianne’s not pregnant and her husband isn’t interested in sex. So what’s a handyman to do? Stars Nick Nolte, Julie Christie, Lara Flynn Boyle and Jonny Lee Miller. Rated R. 119 minutes. MVD Visual. Published at $14.99.

★ 4718755 FANIE FOURIE’S LOBOLA. Widescreen. What happens when an Afrikaans guy and a Zulu girl fall in love and have to navigate their way through the complicated process of lobola. It’s a recipe for disaster in this contemporary romantic comedy, that tackles the thorny subject of cross-cultural relationships with humor and honesty. Not Rated. In English, Afrikaans and Zulu with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Published at $14.95.

4709691 SO THIS IS NEW YORK. Fullscreen. Henry Morgan is using his recently obtained inheritance to take a trip to 1910s New York with his wife (Virginia Grey), his friend (Dona Drake) and his estranged, older sister, Bif. The two set sail for a delightful voyage down the River Thames when she meets the Skipper’s son, Steve. The two fall into a contentious romance, but when Kay finds fame and fortune as an actress, their destiny together comes into question. Also stars Lynne Draper and Roland Young. In B&W. 101 minutes. VCI Visual. Published at $19.99.

★ 2996375 SAILING ALONG: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. Starry-eyed Kay Martin (Jessie Matthews) is sailing a barge down the River Thames when she meets the Skipper and falls in love. But when they arrive in London, things don’t go as planned. The way, he encounters numerous eccentric characters, all of them scheming to court her in a way to win a slice of her heart. 1948. In B&W. 79 minutes. Olive Films. Published at $24.95

PRICE CUT TO $3.95

4691830 I DON’T KNOW HOW SHE DOES IT. Kate Reddy (Sarah Jessica Parker) manages the ultimate balancing act between her career, family and the family of friends she has formed in this comedy based on the bestseller by Allison Pearson. Also stars Greg Kinnear, Pierce Brosnan, Christina Hendricks and Kelsey Grammer. English subtitles. 89 minutes. Olive Films. Published at $14.95

PRICE CUT TO $3.95

3830586 FINDING YOUR FEET. Widescreen. When Sandra discovers that her husband of forty years is having an affair with her best friend, she seeks refuge in London with her brother, Bill. The two brothers couldn’t be more different—Sandra is a fish out of water next to her outspoken, serial-dating, free-spirited sibling, English SDH. 111 minutes. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT TO $2.95
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3882470 BOLLYWOOD/HOLLYWOOD. Widescreen. When dashing young millionaire Rahul Seth (Rahul Khanna) is forced to marry a "Indian girl" to appease his parents, he enlists the services of a fiercely independent escort, who he believes is Hispanic but looks convincingly Indian. The charade begins, emotional chaos ensues, and even though the business arrangement morphs into love. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

105 minutes. Mongrel Media.

3954216 PHANTOM THREAD. widescreen. Set in the glamour of 1950s post-war London, renowned dressmaker Reynolds Woodcock (Daniel Day-Lewis) and his sister are at the center of British fashion. Women come and go through his life until he comes across a young, strong-willed woman (Vicky Krieps) who soon becomes his muse and lover and turns his life upside down. **$3.95**

5913605 EPICS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. Widescreen. Collects four epic motion pictures, featuring some of the greatest stories from the Bible, Joseph and His Brethren; Saul and David; Jacob the Man Who Fights; With God and Great Leaders of the Bible. Not Rated. **$3.95**

4703278 BIRD. Widescreen. Produced and directed by Clint Eastwood, who brings a lifelong love of jazz to this gripping story of pioneering jazzman Charlie "Yardbird" Parker. Like a spellbinding jazz riff, past and future overlap as the movie explores Bird's soaring skill and devastating personal tragedy. **$3.95**

Over 7 hours on 4 DVDs. VCI Entertainment.

2897743 WHAT THE DEAD MAN HEARD. Widescreen. Little Sammy Ayers' life changes when he buys a bus. He responds by pretending not to hear or to speak. Believed by two people he is offered a place to stay. For the next twenty years Sammy continues to remain silent until he overhears a scheme that could hurt the people he loves. **$5.95**

3889588 THE DANISH GIRL. widescreen. When Gerda asks her husband Einar Wegener to fill in as a portrait model, Einar's long-repressed feelings surface and she begins living her life as a woman—embarking on a journey of self-discovery. **$7.95**

5410313 SCARFACE. widescreen. One of the most tempestuous relationships in movie history is captured on screen in this BBC production that's "as good as it gets" (LA Times). Helena Bonham Carter and Dominic West star as Rachel 'Scarface' Montana and Elizabeth Taylor, locked in an ill-fated revolution of Noel Coward's play, Private Lives. **$5.95**

Widescreen. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. **$3.95**

**4708244 BURTON AND TAYLOR.** Widescreen. One of the most tempestuous relationships in movie history is captured on screen in this BBC production that's "as good as it gets" (LA Times). Helena Bonham Carter and Dominic West star as Rachel 'Scarface' Montana and Elizabeth Taylor, locked in an ill-fated revolution of Noel Coward's play, Private Lives. **$5.95**

3103133 SCARFACE. widescreen. One of the most influential gangster epics of all time. The classic movie biography of Chicago's Al Capone. **$3.95**

**5180052 DAISY CHAIN.** A psychiatric is convinced that most young women rightfully suffer from depression because of the old-fashioned morality instilled upon them by their mothers. But Catherine Deneuve and Anita Ekberg find themselves in constant sexual misadventures that lead to an unholy Daisy Chain. **$9.95**

Widescreen. 90 minutes. Universal. **$3.95**

**4798695 THE WORDS/THE VOICE/DEAR JOHN.** This three film collection features The Words starring Jeremy Irons and Dennis Quaid; The Voice starring Christian Bale and Dear John starring Channing Tatum and Amanda Seyfried. **$9.95**

4669229 BURTON AND TAYLOR. Widescreen. One of the most tempestuous relationships in movie history is captured on screen in this BBC production that's "as good as it gets" (LA Times). Helena Bonham Carter and Dominic West star as Rachel 'Scarface' Montana and Elizabeth Taylor, locked in an ill-fated revolution of Noel Coward's play, Private Lives. **$5.95**

**5108001 THE SECRET GARDEN.** Widescreen. The classic novel becomes a captivating Hallmark movie! After the death of her parents, Mary Lennox is sent to live with a distant family friend in England. Thelma Ritter stars as a housekeeper that had been locked up for years, and sets out to restore it. **$9.95**

4798503 THE SECRETS. Widescreen. Inspired by true events, this story takes place in the heart of the notorious whistleblower for one of the greatest scandals of all time, Watergate. **$3.95**

3855864 THE CASINO JOB. Widescreen. Sexy Vegas strippers thought they had it made when they scored a job at a classy casino. But one member of the team is holding a card that no one sees coming. **$9.95**

**4677579 MARK FELT: The Man Who Brought Down the White House.** Widescreen. Inspired by true events, this story takes place in the heart of the notorious whistleblower for one of the greatest scandals of all time, Watergate. **$3.95**

3995399 THE 15:17 TO PARIS. Widescreen. On August 21, 2015, the world was transfixed by reports of a thwarted terrorist attack on Thalys ' train #9344 bound for Paris—an attempt prevented by three courageous young Americans. Director Clint Eastwood re-enacts this group of teens' lives, from childhood through the unlikely events leading up to the attack in this stunning **$9.95**

**3801128 THE SECRETS.** Widescreen. Inspired by true events, this story takes place in the heart of the notorious whistleblower for one of the greatest scandals of all time, Watergate. **$3.95**

3803015 AN EVENING WITH O. HENRY. Two literary classics by author O. Henry are adapted in dramatic interpretations, joined by a biography program of the author. O. Henry: A Life of His Own. The Secret Life of the Magpie. The timeless tale of romance and giving spirit of Christmas; and The Last Leaf, about two artist friends, one of whom is fighting deadly pneumonia. **$9.95**
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**4677803 POSSESSED.** She loves him when he goes away for months. She loves him when he returns when he calls. David Sutton chooses to marry someone else, Louise Howard’s love for him takes a darker turn. Stars Joan Crawford and Van Heflin. In B&W. 108 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

**466119 AS I LAY DYING.** Widescreen. James Franco directs, writes, and stars in this stirring adaptation of William Faulkner’s 1930 classic. It chronicles the Bundren family as they travel the twisting Mississippi countryside to bring the body of their deceased mother to her hometown for burial. Also stars Tim Blake Nelson and David Dano. McBride. Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. Millennium. $5.95

**4726820 THE GODFATHER, PART III.** Widescreen. In the final installment of the epic Corleone trilogy, Al Pacino reprises his role as powerful family leader Michael Corleone. Now in his 60s, Michael is consumed with guilt for his past deeds while he plans his family’s re-emergence as a completely legitimate corporation. Rated R. CC. 170 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**3925633 FLORESCENT NIGHTINGALE.** Fullscreen. This stirring drama is based on the life of Florence Nightingale, an aristocratic woman who defied Victorian society to become a nurse and to define the nursing profession as it is known today. This classic TV movie stars Jaclyn Smith, Claire Bloom, Timothy Dalton, and Jeremy Brett. CC. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $9.99

**3948854 A FIELD IN ENGLAND.** Widescreen. England. 1648 AD. A small group of deserters flee a raging battle through an overgrown field. They are captured by two men; O’Neill, an alchemist forces them to define the nursing profession as it is known today. Also stars Scott Bakula. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. $5.95

**469208X CHATTOOCHEE.** Widescreen. Emmett Foge (Gary Oldman), a Kansas hero stationed in Florida during World War II, takes over the Florida State Hospital in Chattoochee following an attempted suicide, becomes an unlikely crusader, fighting to change a system that he feels is brutalizing their patients. Also stars Dennis Hopper and France McDormand. Rated R. CC. 157 minutes. $5.95

**4796532 THE BOUQUET.** Widescreen. For years, the world’s number one florist (Kris Kristofferson) and his identical sister Mandy (Alberta Mayne), have kept their distance from each other, as well as from their parents’ struggling florist business. These two estranged sisters, torn apart by their differences, suddenly find themselves working together towards a common goal in this heartwarming drama. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

**385144 FATHERS AND DAUGHTERS.** Widescreen. A loving father and daughter living in New York City 25 years apart. The story moves back and forth between the 1960s where Jake Davis (Russel Crowe) is a field against white sheriffs, struggles with mental illness as he tries to raise his five year old daughter, Katie—and 30 year old Katie’s life in present-day English SDH. 116 minutes. Vertical. $3.95

**4663038 BODIES AND SPIRITS.** Depression-era settcers Clyde Barrow (Warren Beatty) and Bonnie Parker (Faye Dunaway) embark on a life of crime. They crave adventure—and each other. A film about two unique lovers and their love in the history of American movies, a work of truth and brilliance. Also stars Gene Hackman and Estelle Parsons. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**4704195 BEL CANTO.** Widescreen. Based on the best-selling novel. A famous opera singer is held hostage by a guerrilla rebel group after performing at a Japanese businessman’s lavish birthday party. Unexpected bonds are forged in the standoff that ensues. Also stars Jon Voight and Ken Watanabe. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

**4669207 4 MOVIE MARATHON: HEARTBREAK COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Collects Four Originals including the Summer of the Soulless Mind starring Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet, The Story of Us with Bruce Willis and Michelle Pfeiffer, What Dreams May Come starring Robin Williams and Amelie Sire; and What A Man with Brad Pitt and Anthony Hopkins. Some over 8 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $6.95

**6369405 THE BLUE HOUR: 2 Disc Set.** Presents three unique Grads Corp. INSTALLATION productions: The Blue Hour, about a young woman trapped in a sexual hell in Los Angeles; One Night, following a young woman in danger of falling into prostitution; and See a Man, an underground oddly full of voluptuous hippie chicks. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on two Megar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. $16.95

**3803740 NORTHERN BORDERS.** Widescreen. Bruce Dern and Genevieve Bujold deliver “expert performances” (Hollywood Reporter) as quirky grandparents who take their grandson, Austin (Seamus Davey-Fitzpatrick) into their Vermont home. Adventure and romance unfold as story develops about his eccentric relatives. 108 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $24.98. $3.95

**4825403 THE IMPORTANTI Widescreen. Matt Damon stars in this snappy sweeping of big business lead by one of the highest-ranking corporate whistle-blowers in history. Damon portrays Matt Whittacre, who secretly tapers corporate to reform an illegallyervas in the price of food additives. Also stars Scott Bakula. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. $5.95

**9796034 GOD’S LITTLE ACRE.** Widescreen. A disillusioned Vietnam vet (Craig Wasson) travels to Ireland to join the Irish Republican Army, only to realize that he’s being used as a propaganda tool. Stars Sterling Hayden, Patricia Quinn, Ray McAnally, and Gabriel Byrne. Rated R. CC. 120 minutes. $7.95

**478968X RHODES.** A 1936 British-made biopic of Cecil Rhodes, the man whom the African territory Rhodesia (now Zambia and Zimbabwe) was named after. Rhodes, a strong proponent of colonialism, discovered the world’s most profitable diamond mine and became a politician and founder of the Rhodes Scholarship in the late 1800s. Stars Walter Huston. In B&W. 90 minutes. $7.95

**372087X TWO WOMEN.** Widescreen. Though dashing Mikhail couldn’t be different from her wealthy older husband, Natalya spurns his attempts at flirtation, leaving him to get used to his young tutor, Alexsei and she’s not the only one. Her teenage stepdaughter, Vera, is smitten as well. In Russian with English subtitles. 103 minutes. BBC. $1.95

**481217 SMALL TOWN MURDER SONGS.** Widescreen. When a young unidentified woman is found dead, the victim of a brutal and violent crime, Walter (Peter Stormare) an aging small town police officer, is called when she is murdered. As he delves deeper into the crime, his newly reformed life begins to unravel threatening his relationship with Sam (Martha Plimpton) and intertwining itself with the investigation and possibly the murder. Not Rated. CC. 76 minutes. Monterey. $4.75

**4718914 THE OUTSIDER.** Widescreen. A disillusioned Vietnam vet (Craig Wasson) travels to Ireland to join the Irish Republican Army, only to realize that he’s being used as a propaganda tool. Stars Sterling Hayden, Patricia Quinn, Ray McAnally, and Gabriel Byrne. Rated R. CC. 120 minutes. $7.95

**1785142 MR. ROCK N ROLL: THE Alan Freed Story.** Fullscreen. Alan Freed (Judd Nelson) is credited with making the term “rock & roll” a household phrase in the early 1950s. Rediscovering a lost movie appearance and concert tour promotions, Freed was the champion of rock & roll, until his involvement with payola in the early ’60s. This is his story. 90 minutes. Eagle Rock.

---


**4819322 THE GARMENT JUNGLE: Martini Movies.** Widescreen. On the mean streets of the garment district in New York City, Alan Mitchell (Kenvin Mathews) discovers that the dress business owned by his father (Lee J. Cobb) is being controlled by the mob. Alan must join forces with rebellious labor union leaders in order to save his family’s company from thugs. CC. In B&W. 88 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $19.94. $5.95

**4704525 THE COURAGEOUS HEART OF IRENA SENDLER.** Widescreen. The story of Irena Sendler (Dana Ivey), a social worker who was part of the Polish underground in World War II and was arrested by the Nazis for saving 2,500 Jewish children by smuggling them out of the Warsaw Ghetto. Also stars Raquel, Gordan Visnjic, and Marcia Gay Harden. 95 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**470732 WHAT THE NIGHT CAN DO.** Widescreen. Luana is a 12-year-old girl struggling to grasp the world collapsing around her, as her parents separate, and her estranged grandfather falls ill. Lost and confused, Luana will help her find her way. Stars JoBeth Williams and Peyton Kennedy. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Distribution. Pub. at $19.98. $9.95

**4677935 SKYLARK.** Fullscreen. The beautiful young woman Plain and Fall are reunited in a heartwarming sequel. When a fire threatens Jacob and Sarah’s home and their lives, they must make a difficult decision. New a painful separation will test their love for each other. Though the farm is not just a piece of land, but a place within the hearts of those who love it. Stars Glenn Close and Christopher Walken. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $6.95

**457086X RHODES.** A 1936 British-made biopic of Cecil Rhodes, the man whom the African territory Rhodesia (now Zambia and Zimbabwe) was named after. Rhodes, a strong proponent of colonialism, discovered the world’s most profitable diamond mine and became a politician and founder of the Rhodes Scholarship in the late 1800s. Stars Walter Huston. In B&W. 90 minutes. $7.95
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**LIMITED QUANTITY ★ $686632 THE LAST DAYS OF PATTON.** Tells the story of General Patton's last days in Europe following World War II. The day before he was to transfer back to the U.S., Patton was in a serious auto accident, leading to his death shortly thereafter. The film shows him in his final moments remembering events from his life. George C. Scott reprises his role as General Patton. 146 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

4718278 **SABOTAGE.** Tommy Grayson (Gordon Oliver), an ex-soldier for a sabotaging a manufacturing plant. His family rushes to the scene but are not convinced of his innocence. Determined to clear his boy's name, Tommy's father (Charley Grapewin) sets out to find the men responsible for a test pilot's death. A 1937 mystery directed by Harold Young. In B&W. 67 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. **$5.95**

4677153 **MAN OF CONQUEST.** Fullscreen. Inspired by Maurice James's Pulitzer Prize-winning biography of the famed Texas soldier and politician, George Nichols's 1939 biopic tells the tale of Sam Houston (Richard Dix), one of the founding fathers of Texas, tracing his adventurous life up through the famous Battle of the Alamo. Also stars Edward Ellis and Gail Patrick. In B&W. 80 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. **$5.95**

3943283 **LAND OF MINE.** Widescreen. As WW II comes to an end, a group of young German POWs is captured by the Danish army and forced to defuse and clear two million land mines from the Danish coast. With little to no training, the boys soon discover that the war is far from over. R. In German with English subtitles. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$6.95**

4742583 **JACOB: THE BIBLE STORIES.** Widescreen. Miguel Picón-Llorenç directs this biblical story of love, betrayal, and perseverance. Jacob spends seven long years of labor in order to marry the woman he loves, only to lose his bride on his wedding night. Only by enduring the test of faith is Jacob able to rise above and fulfill his destiny as the father of the 12 tribes of Israel. The film is one of the series where Drummond is played by John Lodge, who later became a member of the rock band The Who. In B&W. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

4823028 **BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY.** A British pacificist group is in reality a front for foreign agents who seek to accumulate funds. Bulldog Drummond attempts to thwart their plans when it is revealed that a top-secret drone is on the order to sell to a top-secret power. The film is the only one in the series where Drummond is played by John Lodge, who later became a member of the rock band The Who. In B&W. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

3809972 **BERLIN TUNNEL 21/A TIME OF DESTINY.** Fullscreen. The tension adds up as a group of men try to escape the Nazis. The film is the only one in the series where Drummond is played by John Lodge, who later became a member of the rock band The Who. In B&W. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

2937670 **SARAH, PLAIN & TALL: Winter's End.** Fullscreen. This is the third segment of the highly acclaimed Sarah, Plain & Tall series. In this heartwarming tale of triumph and endurance, the family is challenged to forgive the past, and embrace the future together. Stars Glenn Close, Christopher Walken, and Jack Palance. 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. **$5.95**

4986550 **LOINS FOR LAMBS.** Widescreen. An ailing farm (Robert Redford) attempts to inspire a student to do more with his life, while a charismatic Senator (Tom Cruise) pitches a new Middle East solution that they re-discover the gifts of the season, faith, hope and love. Stars Anne Heche and Tom Hanks. **$5.95**

4685900 **LIONS FOR LAMBS.** Widescreen. An ailing farm (Robert Redford) attempts to inspire a student to do more with his life, while a charismatic Senator (Tom Cruise) pitches a new Middle East solution that they re-discover the gifts of the season, faith, hope and love. Stars Anne Heche and Tom Hanks. **$5.95**

4097979 **THE LONEPIECE PLANET.** Widescreen. An engaged couple’s backpacking trip in the Caucasus Mountains is derailed by a single misstep that threatens to undo everything the pair believed about each other and about themselves. Not Rated. English SDH. 113 minutes. **$5.95**

1648897 **THE READER.** Widescreen. Kate Winslet is riveting as Hanna Schmitz—a lonely, working-class woman who experiences a brief but intense affair with a teenage boy. Years later they meet again. Hannah is now a notorious ex-lover, her ex-lover, now a law student, holding the secret to her salvation. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. Weinstein. **$4.95**

3940071 **THE FINAL INQUIRY.** In the year A.D. the Emperor Tiberius calls Roman tribune Titus Valerio Tauro (Daniele Liotti) from his post in Germany to investigate whether Jesus of Nazareth was truly resurrected. Tauro’s plan is to enter the province of Judea in secret, along with a captive of his, Brian, who has become his warrior. 112 minutes. Echo Bridge. **$5.95**

4089610 **THE FRENCH MINISTER.** Widescreen. In an attempt to save France, a ruthless, dishonest, but successful but wavy of love, selects younger lover from a host of escorts on the internet. It’s wonderfully impersonal and satisfying until the day she does Marc, a charming man is clearly not a pro. Judith doesn’t want to fall in love, but it may be too late. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Sundance Selects. **$5.95**

4977780 **RECOUNT.** Widescreen. Beginning on Election Day 2000 and culminating with the Bush vs. Gore decision, this film follows the bizarre 36 day struggle to determine which candidate won Florida and the presidency. The result is an entertaining look at the closest race in presidential history. Stars Kevin Spacey and Laura Dern. CC. 116 minutes. HBO. **$5.95**
**Dramas**

**4674316 THE NIGHTINGALE.** Widescreen. In 1825 Australia, 21 year old Irish convict Clare finds her way home after seven years on the other side, but her abusive master Lieutenant Hawkins refuses to release her. When Clare’s husband retails, she becomes the victim of a harrowing crime at the hands of the lieutenant. When no justice is done, Clare decides on revenge, without weighing the costs. Rated R. Olive Films. Pub. at $16.97. $4.95

**4719816 BITTER SWEET.** A story about a young girl (Anna Neagle) who falls in love with a young musician (Frances Hardy). They run off to Vienna where he struggles to make a living. They are offered jobs in a café where he leads the orchestra and she sings in this musical romantic (1933). In B&W. 90 minutes. reel Vault. $7.95

**4778586 CHEERS FOR MISS MISHOP.** The story of kindly Midwestern school teacher Eliza Brightstone who founds panics in flashbacks as Ella recalls her early student years through to her retirement in a life unfulfilled. Present through it all is Sam (Peter Lorre, Claire) whose own love for Ella goes unresolved. In B&W. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

**4770854 SHAVE HANDS WITH MURDER.** Comedic murder mystery follows a female bail-bond broker and her partner as they attempt to help an accused embezzler prove his innocence. But when the man’s associate is found murdered, the pair discovers that trying to clear his name isn’t going to be as straight as 1942. In B&W. 82 minutes. reel Vault. $7.95

**3975916 RESISTANCE.** Before he was the world-famous mime Marcel Marceau, he was Marcel Mangol, an aspiring Jewish actor who eventually learns to save the lives of thousands of children orphaned at the hands of Nazis. A compelling drama about a group of {} un{}a {} r {}u {}g {}h {}e {}r {}u {}p {}h {}o {}u {}l {}w {}a {}h {}e {}y h {}e {}l {}f e to rise above the French Resistance. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $12.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY**

**3977804 SCARED STIFF.** Murder, mayhem, and madcap fun combine in this thrill a minute comedy as Jack Halsey plays the loopy newspaper reporter who is sent to cover a wine festival, but has a real story fall into his lap when a passenger on the bus he’s riding is murdered. 1945. In B&W. 65 minutes. reel Vault. $7.95

**473801X THE THIRD KEY.** The authorities at Scotland Yard are perplexed by a series of false-crackings where the only suspect who would be capable of such a job is a dead man. Detective Jack Hawkins is dispatched to solve this compelling 1957 mystery, but when murder becomes part of the equation the answers are upped considerably. In B&W. 96 minutes. reel Vault. $7.95

**3929663 PUZZLE.** Widescreen. After years of concerning herself exclusively with the needs and wants of her husband and sons, Agnes has found something that she wants for herself—a puzzle. When she resolves outside of her domestic bubble, Agnes is taken further along on the road to a new understanding of herself. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

**4674251 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.** Widescreen. Director Christophe Gans (Brotherhood of the Wolf) brings new life to one of the world’s most beloved fairy tales. It’s the story of Belle (Geraldine Pailhas), a merchant’s daughter held captive in the magical domain of a fearsome Beast (Vincent Cassel) living under a terrible spell. English SDH. 120 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $4.95

**4823192 IF THIS BE SIN.** Lady Cathy Brooks is a neglected long-suffering working girl. Sir Brian Brooke and his neglect he has thrown her into the arms of Michael Barclay. Brian falls ill and Cathy breaks off her relationship with Michael to stay at his side. Stars Myrna Loy and Roger Livesey. In B&W. 75 minutes. reel Vault. $7.95

**3881458 FINDING JOSEPHINE.** Inspired by letters he reads when he buys a 150 year-old farmhouse, writer/director Rory Feek pens a story about a civil war soldier’s wife who cuts her hair, enlist in the army, and fights her way across the country to find her husband. As Rory is taken on Josephine’s journey, he personally dreams of having a love like hers. 81 minutes. Spring House. $4.95

**3799077 THE BRONX BULL.** Widescreen. Based on the tumultuous relationship between legendary boxing champion Jake LaMotta, the film chronicles his rise as a world-class boxer and his struggles with life outside of the ring—offering an unflinchingly honest look into the heart. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Momentum. $3.95

**4718216 POLICE.** Widescreen. Gerard Depardieu stars as a tough French detective who finds himself torn between his profession and his heart when he finds himself romantically drawn to a drug dealer’s girlfriend (Sophie Marceau)—also happens to be a suspect in his investigation of a drug smuggling syndicate. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 113 minutes. $5.95

**4770889 THE SPIDER AND THE FLY.** Set in Paris during the days before WWII, the story line interweaves the destinies of three people. One plays Philip, a resourceful safe-cracker who always manages to evade arrest. Eric Portman is police chief Maubert who will not rest until Philip is hooded and exiled. And Nadia Gray plays Madeleine, the woman loved by both men. In B&W. 1949. In B&W. 94 minutes. reel Vault. $7.95

**4823745 BEYOND THE GATES.** Widescreen. In a country scarred by historically violent and recent wars, a world-weary Catholic priest (John Hurt) is an apt spiritual guide for an idealistic young teacher (Hugh Dancy). When Hult mutilla launch a bloody attack on the church, the priest must search their faith and decide whether to face death amongst the refugees or flee for safety. Rated R, CC. 112 minutes. $5.95

**4774310 BESIEGE.** Widescreen. The story of the transformation of a struggling young queen (Queen Latifah) into the Empress of the Blues,” one of the most successful and influential recording artists of the 20s. Capturing Bessie Smith’s personal highs and lows, the film paints a portrait of a tenacious spirit who, despite her legend, 135 minutes. HBO. $9.95

**4867022 THE TRIALS OF OSCAR WILDE.** The true story of Oscar Wilde’s trial for having this acclaimed film that stars Peter Finch as the notorious playwright. Wilde brings a libel suit against the Marquis of Queensbury after he accuses Wilde of being gay. Also stars James Mason. 123 minutes. reel Vault. $7.95

**4834413 BEFORE NIGHT FALLS.** Widescreen. This remarkable drama takes viewers on a journey through the life and work of the late Cuban poet, Reinaldo Arenas. Victorimized by a government that banned his books and jailed him for a crime he didn’t commit, Reinaldo endures persecution in a courageous stand against censorship and oppression. Stars Javier Bardem. Rated R. In Spanish with English subtitles. 133 minutes. New Line Home Ent. $6.95

**3938093 FIRST KNIGHT.** Widescreen. Sir Lancelot, Richard Gere, and Julia Ormond team up under director Jerry Zucker in this new vision of King Arthur’s Camelot; a vision of court intrigue, religious conflicts, and the undeniable love that brought an entire kingdom to its knees—of the undying passion that made it live forever. 134 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.94. $5.95

**3881458 FINDING JOSEPHINE.** Inspired by letters he reads when he buys a 150 year-old farmhouse, writer/director Rory Feek pens a story about a civil war soldier’s wife who cuts her hair, enlist in the army, and fights her way across the country to find her husband. As Rory is taken on Josephine’s journey, he personally dreams of having a love like hers. 81 minutes. Spring House. $4.95
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3869955 THE 33. Widescreen. In 2010, 33 Chilean miners were buried alive following a catastrophic mine collapse. For 69 days, a team worked night and day to rescue the men as their families and the world waited for any sign of hope. Antonio Banderas stars in this gripping tale of resilience, faith, and the triumph of the human spirit. English SDH. 127 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

4746708 PABLO ESCOBAR. Widescreen. In the early 1980s, Colombian journalist Virginia Vallejo (Penelope Cruz) begins a tumultuous love affair with Pablo Escobar (Javier Bardem)—the world’s most feared drug lord. Rated R. 123 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

477437X THE COUNTERFEITERS. Widescreen. Tells the true story of Salomon Sorowitsch (Karl Markovics), a swindler who made a name for himself as Berlin’s “King of the Counterfeiters.” His life of easy money is cut short when he’s placed in a Nazi concentration camp, forced to make fake bank notes to fund the Nazi war effort. Winner of the Best Foreign Language Award in German in English subtitles. Rated R. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $28.96

** 3900169 GOODBYE UNCLE TOM. Widescreen. This epic depiction of the slave trade in America was both condemned as deprived exploitation and acclaimed as an unprecendented cinematic experience that would remain in memory for decades. 1971. Film critic Pauline Kael called it, “the most specific and rabid incitement of the race war.” Not Rated. 123 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

** 4712575 THE SAVAGE IS LOOSE. Based on the novel of the same name by German writer Gerhard Kraus. tomatoes (George C. Scott & Trish VanDevere) and a Romanian illegal immigrant (in German), a swindler who becomes his most prized trophy. In B&W. Rated R. 123 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

4772601 RAGING BULL. Widescreen. Robert De Niro gives the performance of his career as Jake La Motta, a boxer who loses his career as Jake L a Motta, a boxer who se

4789874 THE PREPPIE CONNECTION. Widescreen. Toby, a blue-collar scholarship student at an elite boarding school, finds an in with the cool crowd by supplying them with cocaine. But things spiral out of control when Toby, in an attempt to become a full-fledged drug dealer, vering international drug trafficker, culminating in a trip to Colombia and a daring deal with a cartel. Based on a true story. Stars Thomas Jane and Kevin Durand. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.98. $7.95

4729374 ZORBA THE GREEK: Classics. When he hires an eccentric stranger named Zorba (Anthony Quinn) to work in a mine he has inherited on Crete, Bas

464886X THE WOMAN IN THE FIFTH. Tom Riis (Ethan Hawke) arrives in Paris determined to renew a relationship with his wife and daughter. When the longed for meeting goes poorly, he ends up in a seedy hostel on the outskirts of the city. Invited to a literary meeting, he meets a enigmatic woman (Winona Ryder), and falls into a passionate affair. CC. Rated R. 84 minutes. Flatiron. $5.95

** 6977014 WAKE OF THE RED WITCH. Fullscreen. The tough-minded Captain Rails (John Wayne) and the treacherous Captain Sidneye (Luther Adler) in a bitter rivalry on a mysterious island. At stake is a fortune in pearls hidden in an underwater cave. At risk is the hand of the beautiful Angelique (Gail Russell), the daughter of the tyrant ruler of the island. 1949. In B&W. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95

4773535 RICKI AND THE FLASH. Widescreen. Meryl Streep stars as Ricki, a guitar heroine who made a world of mistakes as she followed her dreams of rock and roll stardom. Returning home, Ricki gets a shot at redemption and a chance to make things right as she follows her dreams of music with her family. Also stars Kevin Kline. Directed by Jonathan Demme. English SDH. 101 minutes. TriStar. $5.95

3881904 GOLF IN THE KINGDOM. En route to India in 1956, a British American philosophy student, Michael Murphy (Mason Gamble), takes a detour to the legendary link of the island, and the only woman, his mother, who becomes his most prized trophy. In B&W. Rated R. 123 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

** 477079X PLEASE TURN OVER! A bored teen writes a poem that becomes a best seller. Unfortunately for her friends and family, it’s based on their real-life loves and lusts. The entire community is turned upside down as the popularity of the book escalates. 1960. In B&W. 87 minutes. Reel Vault.

4770767 EYES IN THE NIGHT. Duncan Maclean is a detective who happens to be blind, succeeding with a little help from his friends. While trying to help a friend involve in a drug deal, his love for life, his Boyle Mustang mysteriously winds up dead. Maclean must find the murderer and the location of the body, which has disappeared. 1942. In B&W. 80 minutes. Reel Vault.

4719878 CURTAIN AT EIGHT. A secret married matinee idol is murdered after attempting to reap the benefits of with multiple women in this mystery whodunit. A thoughtful older detective takes on the case and begins to see through the lusty guests (1953). In B&W. 68 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4692683 THE TEMPTATION OF ST. TONTY. Widescreen. In this beautifully realized exploration of good and evil, a middle-aged corporate manager is trapped in his state professional and personal life. Hungry for a more vivid and meaningful life, he strikes a deal and with a mysterious figure. In Estonian with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ** 4866002 THE WELL-DIGGER’S DAUGHTER. Against a disillusioned valley, a world Patricia falls in love with Jacques, a young military pilot, and becomes pregnant with his child. Faced with estrangement from her father and the news that Jacques is missing, she sees no other action, will Patricia agree to marry the man her father has chosen for her? In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 122 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3855937 CODE UNKNOWN. On a bustling Paris street corner, four separate lives intersect promising actress (Juliette Binoche), her photojournalist boyfriend (Thierry Neuvic), a teacher of African descent (Ona Lu Yenke), and a Romanian illegal immigrant (Maria Dragus) in director Cristian Mungiu’s portrait of life in a fractured, lonely world. In French with English subtitles. Video. Pub. at $29.98. $4.95

4809521 THE CHILDREN OF a FINAL DAWN. Set amidst the turmoil of WWII and its aftermath, this film follows the young son of an American diplomat living in France as he learns to manipulate the adults around him. Using the tumultuous rise of Fascism in Europe. Stars Berenice Bejo and Robert Pattinson. Not Rated. English SDH. widescreen. 116 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

736900 OUR DAILY BREAD. A couple from the city move to the country to work on a relative’s farm in this 1934 drama. They soon realize that the farm is in need of mortgage payments, and develop new expertise, so they invite an experienced farmer and his family to help work the farm. In B&W. 80 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4718364 STRANGER ON THE PROWL. Fullscreen. Screen legend Paul Muni plays a small-town killer who accidentally kills a shop owner. While on the lam he befriends a young street urchin (Vittorio Marangola) who suspects the police are after him and takes on the same shop owner. Together, they struggle to survive the wars of the past. In B&W. 82 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

3937562 STREET SURVIVORS: The Stillborn Plane Crash. The true story of the plane crash as told through one of the survivors, drummer Arturis Pyle, who not only survived the crash, but tells a compelling narrative. fittingly polled the remaining survivors out of the plane wreckage before staggering towards the nearest farmhouse to seek help. Not Rated. English SDH. widescreen. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

4718116 CROWN VIC. Widescreen. Takes us on a memorable night in the life of veteran patrol officer Ray Mandel (Thomas Jane) and his trainee, ambitious rookie cop Nick Holland in the LAPD’s Olypmian Hills division. From the loose and hunting for more targets, Mandel and Holland must contend with a city about to boil over. Rated R. 110 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95
**ROMAN J. ISRAEL, ESQ.** 
Widescreen. Based on a true story, this film is a portrait of the great American lawyer and political activist who became the subject of the 1976 documentary film "Jesus Christ Superstar." Denzel Washington stars as a driven, idealistic defense attorney whose legal career is derailed by a personal tragedy and he is forced to confront his own demons. This 1976 film also stars Don Johnson and Jessica Lange. In B&W. 89 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**THE READER.** 
Widescreen. Based on the life of Oskar Schindler, this film is a biographical drama that explores the story of the German businessman who, during World War II, saved the lives of 1,200 Jewish refugees by employing them in his factories. Kate Winslet and Liam Neeson lead the ensemble cast. In two parts: Part 1 is 110 minutes, Pub. at $14.95; Part 2 is 100 minutes, Pub. at $13.95. In Japanese with English subtitles. 72 minutes. Cinedigm.

**I’VE ALWAYS LOVED YOU.** 
Widescreen. In this stirring 1947 romance set in the world of classical music, domineering maestro Leopold (Dennis Quaid) exerts a Svengali-like control over Myra, a talented young pianist (Catherine McLeod). Julianna Moore and Dennis Quaid star in this seductive story of a marriage. In B&W. 94 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**THE WALERIAN BOROWCZYK SHORT FILMS COLLECTION.** 
Widescreen. This collection features six short films directed by Walerian Borowczyk, a Polish film director known for his controversial and provocative works. The films include "Les Mauvais Sang," "The Devil's Skull," and "The Virgin." In B&W. 81 minutes. New Street Video. $7.95
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381034X WHITNEY. Widescreen. The film that chronicles the headlines-making relationship between iconic singer, model Whitney Houston and singer-songwriter Bobby Brown, from the time they first met at the very height of their celebrity to their courtship and tumultuous marriage. English SDH, 88 minutes. Like New. $11.95

4685655 SARABAND FOR DEAD LOVERS. Well-mounted period drama, rather stolid but with some striking scenes and solid portrayals. It's about the doomed romance between an unhappy queen and a dashing Swedish mercenary. Based on the novel by Helen Simpson. Stars Stewart Granger and Joan Greenwood. 96 minutes. Like New. $7.95

4810023 WE HAVE A POPE. Widescreen. Cardinal Melville suddenly finds himself elected as the next Pope and panics as he tries to find the right words for his first major address. Stars Michael Piccoli. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 178 minutes. MHZ. Pub. at $24.95

4865790X REFORMATION. Widescreen. Five hundred years ago, a revolutionary priest challenged the faith of Christ and the path of European civilization forever. Risking his life, academic reputation and facing damnation for his beliefs, one man took a stand against the all-powerful Catholic Church and the Western world was never the same again. That man was Martin Luther. In German. 178 minutes. MTR. Pub. at $24.95

4710903 UP THE JUNCTION. Widescreen. In London's swinging '60s, Polly (Suzy Kendall) is a boxer, young party girl who decides to cast off her affluent Chelsea lifestyle to move to the industrial ghetto of Battersea. Taking a factory job and moving into a rundown apartment, she turns an impoverished world of crime, desperation, and questionable morality into a paradise. Rated R. 119 minutes. Like New. $11.95

481049X ROYAL DECEIT. Widescreen. A young prince (Christian Bale), after discovering his brother is dead, takes the helm of his brother and theHoldings of his brother and the

4700191 MADONNA OF THE SEVEN MOONS. The rape she suffered as a teenager continues to haunt young Italian girl Maddalena, so much so that she develops a split personality. Her double life as the wife of a successful wine merchant and a Gypsy woman leads her into a treacherous relationship with a criminal ringleader (Stuart Granger) preying on tourists visiting the city of Florence. 1945. In B&W. 110 minutes. Like New. $7.95

4719751 AS YOU LIKE IT. A duke takes refuge in the country and exiles him. Banishment follows and soon the characters wander into the forest of Arden. A comical portrayal of love and poetry ensues. Complications arise with a gender bending romance between two female characters (1936). Based on the play of the same name by Shakespeare. In B&W. 90 minutes. Like New. $7.95

4866861 VANITY FAIR. This classic 1932 drama stars Myrna Loy as Becky Sharp, a society girl determined to cement her status and live the opulent life of a socialite, she betrays those closest to her. In B&W. 78 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

477082X ROMANCE ON THE RUN. After a valuable necklace is stolen from a jewelry store, a private investigator with a somewhat shady reputation and a “no questions asked” policy is hired to track it down. A journey on rails from Ohio to Chicago, this private eye travels with a secret from an insurance company seeking to find the jewels. 1938. In B&W. 53 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3925625 FILL THE VOID. Widescreen. In 1960s Occupied Shira, an 18 year-old Hasidic Israeli, dies suddenly in childbirth. Shira must decide if she can and should marry her widowed brother in law, which also generates tensions within her extended family. In Hebrew with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

4739351 SHIPS WITH WINGS. After causing the death of a fellow flyer, a woman marries a reputable man of the service and becomes a mercenary pilot on a Mediterranean island. But his old patriotism resurfaces when the Nazis take over the island. 1941 drama. 103 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4692144 THE END OF VIOLENCE. Widescreen. Hollywood producer Mike Mullins has his shallow film career with no redeeming value, experiences a life-altering event when he is kidnapped and almost killed. Despite a wife who’s prepared to leave him, Mike drops his shallow past for more meaningful work. Also stars And MacDowell and Gabriel Byrne. Rated R. 122 minutes. Like New. $19.95

4708811 RAINBOW ON THE RIVER. Civil War orphan Phillip is raised by a former Confederate general in a small town and sent to a private school. However when the local priest finds Phillip's family, he sends Phillip to New York to live with them. When Victoria the eccentric lawyer finds Phillip, she believes he must rely on heartfelt charm and his singing ability to help win them over. 1936. Reel Vault. $7.95

3945683 NATHALIE: Escape from Hell. Realistic hardboiled legal drama of the Nazis, nthis film takes her imprisoned at Fort Stilberg, a luxury brothel for German top brass where women are overseen by sadistic SS officer Helga Hertz. She is saved from a new life of drudgery by a Nazi lieutenant who recognizes her medical skills and transfers her to the infirmary. Not Rated. Dubbed in English

104 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

3886834 A TEACHER OF THE DEAF. Nini and Jameelah are 14 years old. They delve into the urban jungle of Berlin, amid clouds of drug smoke and alcoholic dazes, looking for love, sex and a better future. But when Jameelah's family is threatened with deportation back to Iraq, the two girls realize that their friendship is more important than ever. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Like New. $18.95
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- **In Cold Blood** — and finds himself changed at the core. Rated R. 114 minutes. MGM.
- **Bitter Moon**. Stars Jeff and the right answers. So, when one of them should cheat their way to the trophy. Stars Jeff and–the right answers. So, when one of them
- **34754X** A VIOLENT MAN. Widescreen. An unknown MMA fighter, Ty Matthews, beats the undefeated champ (Chuck Liddell) at a local gym. Overnight, Ty becomes the underdog champion of the world. When a reporter covering his story is found dead, Ty becomes the prime suspect. Fighting for his freedom as well as a shot at MMA glory, Ty must use all of his abilities to survive. Not Rated. English SDH. 106 minutes. IVE Films. $5.95
- **4787919** BITTER MOON. Widescreen. A mild-mannered man (Hugh Grant) attempts to rekindle the sexual fire in his marriage while spending his vacation in the Burmese Jungle. Ultimately they find true freedom by forgiving each other. Stars Robert Carlyle and Kieller Sutherland. Rated R. 121 minutes. Ocean Avenue Entertainment. $14.95
- **479204** IN DUBIOUS BATTLE. Widescreen. Set in California apple country in the 1930s, nine hundred migratory workers rise up and join forces to protect unfair wages and working conditions. As the labor strike wears on and conflict grows between the apple pickers and the local growers’ association, what begins as a fight for their rights turns into an all-out battle for survival. 113 minutes. $5.95
- **4770328** JENNY. Widescreen. Jenny (Milo Thomas) is a young woman stranded alone in New York City. Delano (Alan Alda) is a young filmmaker trying to avoid the Vietnam War draft. A chance meeting in Central Park leads to their mutual concern for each other, and they soon agree that the perfect solution to their problems is a “marriage of convenience.” 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. $19.95
- **4770539** THE CAPE TOWN AFFAIR. Filmed on location in South Africa, the story is of a pickpocket who becomes a government agent when a purge he steals is found to have secret microfilm inside. Agents work against the clock to ensure the film doesn’t fall into the hands of a communist spy ring. 1967. 100 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
- **4688926** WOMAN ON THE RUN. An artist goes into hiding after witnessing a multiple murder. She meets and falls in love with the killer, who may be the last person she suspects. Powerful film-noir filmed on location in San Francisco. Stars Ann Sheridan and Dennis O’Keefe. Not Rated. In B&W. 77 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
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**398383X CRUISEING.** Widescreen. New York is caught in the grip of a sadistic serial killer who is preying on the women of the city’s underground bars. Captain Edelson (Paul Sorvino) task young rookie Steve Bums (Al Pacino) with infiltrating the M&M subculture to try and lure the killer out of the shadows. Rated R. English SDH. Over 130 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**390507 A MATTER OF TIME.** Nina (Liz Mimmelli) is a popular film star who, in the midst of a press conference, finds herself remembering her life before her big break, when she worked as a chambermaid at an Italian hotel. There she met an aging eccentric countess who introduces Nina to a world of upper-class society that takes a strange turn. Rated R. English. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3974081 TOUCH.** Desperately seeking to save his marriage, Brendan goes to the V.I.P. Nails salon every day where Tam does more than scrub his hands clean. She also offers him advice on how to get his life back on track. But soon, Tam and Brendan find themselves drawn to each other. Not Rated. 109 minutes. Cinema Libre Studio. $5.95

**465656 THE CRIME OF MONSIEUR LANGE.** When the boss is believed dead, the formerly owning company employees turn the business into a prosperous cooperative, but what will they do when the boss suddenly comes back? Directed by Jean Renoir. In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4810457 RED.** Widescreen. Award-winning stage and screen actor Alfred Molina reprises his Tony Award-winning performance as the American abstract expressionist painter Mark Rothko. He is joined by Alfred Enoch as his assistant Ken. This UK production is written and directed by Tony Awards including Best Play. Not Rated. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4678249 CINEMA PARADISO.** Widescreen. Giuseppe Tornatore’s loving homage to cinema tells the story of Salvatore, a successful film director, returning home for the funeral of an old friend. After 30 years, Salvatore reconnects with the community he left 30 years earlier. In Italian with English subtitles. Called Best Film. Not Rated. 124 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4707613 THE SECRET WAYS.** Widescreen. Vienna, 1956. After Soviet tanks crush the Holden of fortune Mike Reynolds (Richard Widmark) is hired to help Professor Jancsi (Walter Rilla) a Hungarian scientist wanted by the Russians, escape from Budapest. Mike and Julia, the professor’s daughter, cross the border posing as journalists, but encounter a problem—the professor doesn’t want to be rescued. In B&W. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**4770927 URANIUM CONSPIRACY.** A thrilling spy adventure with a special subplot protecting a Uranium shipment that has been eyed by Middle East forces. An action packed effort filmed in the Netherlands, Belgium, Democratic Republic of Congo, Gibraltar, Austria and Italy. Dubbed in English. 98 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4790340 ADAM RESURRECTED.** Widescreen. Tormented in a WWII concentration death camp, Adam spends the next 15 years tucked away in a remote experimental colony called Farou. After being set free by local Holocaust victims. Adam uses his comic skills to entertain the residents but only when he reaches out to a mentally scarred young boy does he begin to confront his own pain. Stars Jeff Goldblum and Willem Dafoe. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4863840 CROONER CLASSICS: 4 Films.** A croon-worthy collection featuring some of the coolest players in Hollywood. Featuring the crooners of Lady & The Tramp, Gentleman's Agreement, Lady & The Tramp, and Lady & The Tramp. **3906507 THE NIGHTCOMERS.** Wide screen. In a railway station, but are almost instantly separated. When a dashing local squire (David Farrar) falls for the kind-hearted escort club girl Lorene (Siubhan Harrison), but when Judith’s superiors question his intentions, Judith must decide who to trust—and who to love. English SDH. 125 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**4872993 BRIEF ENCOUNTER.** Fullscreen. A social worker (Sophia Loren) and a doctor (Richard Burton) meet by chance in a railway station and are almost immediately captivated by each other, although they are each already married. The pair soon develop a connection that evolves into an unexpected love. English SDH. 104 minutes. ITV Studios. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4707605 S.O.S. TITANIC.** Widescreen. Based on detailed research, this intriguing docudrama gives a rich sense of life aboard the Titanic as it explores the lives of various passengers, its crew and its lot. Fullscreen. In this nostalgic look back at a simpler time in America, an older farmer and his wife return home after their traumatic escape. 144 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


**4816659 THE UNSTOPPABLE TRUTH.** In this fact-based story, Brianne (Lea Thompson) is convinced by her bad-boy husband to help him in a case. However the plan backfires and Brianne’s life is soon thrown into heart-wrenching turmoil. Also stars James Marshall. Not Rated. 107 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**4782829 THE NIGHTCOMERS.** Widescreen. Marion Brando stars as Quint, a gardener who powerfully impacts the lives of young orphans Miles and Flora, who are left in the care of their governess (Stephanie Beacham) and housekeeper. Obsessed with the charismatic Quint, the children are mesmerized by his warped views of love and life. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4880924 THE OSCAR.** Widescreen. Trailblazer Faye Dunaway (Stephen Boyd) has clawed his way to the top of the Hollywood tree but as he's preparing to win his first Oscar, his friend Hymie Kelly (Tony Bennett) reminiscences about their life together, his ruthless struggle to the top and the life they leave behind. Also stars Ernest Borgnine and Elke Sommer. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**479995X SECRET CEREMONY.** Widescreen. This lurid psychological thriller stars Elizabeth Taylor as a prostitute who befriends a woman (Mia Farrow) that reminds her of her long-dead daughter. Equally unnerving, Farrow Who? Who’s Farrow? is a truly Cro-Magnon or simply insane? Stars Nathan Petrelli, Louise Rushton, Rosemary Williams. Widescreen. In this nostalgic look back at a simpler time in America, an older farmer and his wife return home after their traumatic escape. 144 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4753905 MISTER SCROOGE TO SEE YOUTH!** It’s one year later and Scrooge receives another visit from the ghost of Christmas Past. Jacob Marley. Sent on a journey 170 years into the future, Scrooge encounters a world more colder than his own, a world that includes a young woman named Timothy Cratchit VI. Will Scrooge be able to teach Cratchit the true meaning of Christmas? Stars David Nelson. 116 minutes. FullVision. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4670450 1 LAST CHANCE AT PARADISE.** Kai and Tobi share one last night together, reminiscing a weekend they once had away from oppression of Tobi’s homophilic mother—before the light of the world had been put in this beautiful and harmonious relationship. Stars Wade Radford. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Live Wire Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**476367X FROM HERE TO ETERNITY.** The Musical. Widescreen. Pearl Harbor, 1941. On the Private Prewitt (Robert Lonsdale) falls for the kind-hearted escort club girl Lorene (Siubhan Harrison), and when his platonic sergeant embarks on a dalliance with his family, the lives of both men are set on a course they cannot control. 145 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4788559 THE WILD HEART.** Fullscreen. Screening in New York is caught in the grip of a sadistic serial killer who is preying on the women of the city’s underground bars. Captain Edelson (Paul Sorvino) task young rookie Steve Bums (Al Pacino) with infiltrating the M&M subculture to try and lure the killer out of the shadows. Rated R. English SDH. Over 130 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4788117 THE LANDLORD.** Widescreen. When Elur (Beau Bridges) buys a Park Slope tenement, he truly intends to evict the occupants and transform the building into a chic bachelor pad. But after meeting the tenants, Elur adopts a “love thy neighbor” policy instead: first he falls for a sexy go-go dancer, then he begins an affair with the sultry, named, “Miss Sepia 1957.” 110 minutes. Reel Vault. $14.95

**4784090 THE LOVE OF JEANNE NEY.** Fullscreen. An epic of Weimar cinema, this 1927 silent movie follows a young French woman’s struggle for happiness amid the political turbulence and corruption of post-WW1 Europe. Directed by G.W. Pabst. German intertitles with optional English subtitles. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3970914 JEROME BIXBY’S THE MAN FROM EARTH.** Widescreen. On a cold night in a remote cabin, an uneventful, unpromising goodbye party for professor John Oldman becomes something extraordinary when he makes an announcement; he is an immortal who has migrated through 140 centuries of evolution and now must move on. Is Oldman a truly Cro-Magnon or simply insane? Widescreen. In this nostalgic look back at a simpler time in America, an older farmer and his wife return home after their traumatic escape. 144 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**4775570 THE GREEN PROMISE.** Widescreen. In this nostalgic look back at a simpler time in America, an older farmer and his wife return home after their traumatic escape. 144 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4842553 DESIRE WILL SET YOU FREE.** Widescreen. Ezra, an American writer, meets a young Argentine immigrant’s escort, and he introduces him to his world of clubs, a dizzying and vibrant hedonistic underground. As they journey together through the bustling streets of Buenos Aires, and experience subcultural landscape, their relationship begins to take a new form and inner desires threatened to disrupt everything. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. FullVision. Pub. at $21.99 $18.96
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**4823125 FISHERMAN’S WHARF.** Caro Forna and his foster-son Toma, and their friend Beppo, are living a fisherman’s life in San Francisco until Caro’s widowed sister-in-law, Stella shows up with her brat son, Rudolph and takes over. Poor Toma gets the idea he isn’t wanted anymore and runs away. Stars Bobby Beans and Leo Carrillo. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4748204 CONNECTING ROOMS.** Widescreen. Betta Davis and Michael Redgrave shine in this touching story of two older people whose lives are linked by a chance meeting in the same seedy boarding house in London. Both are down on their luck. They find sympathy and understanding in each other as they look forward to new futures. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4780895 LA PRISONNIERE.** Widescreen. A sensuously colorful film of voyeuristic sexual obsession, mapping a love triangle through the hyperbolic sculptor Gilbert, TV editor girlfriend Jose, and art gallery owner Stanislas. At an art opening, Gilbert ditches Jose, so she ends up going home with Stanislas, who shows her a photograph of a woman in bondage—which is both shocking and alluring. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles, 106 minutes. Adults only, Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4735899 MILLION DOLLAR WEEKEND.** A man flees to Shanghai after stealing millions from his company and gets caught up in a blackmail scheme and a new romance in this 1948 drama. Will he choose love or money, or will he have a change of heart? In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4748514 OLD BOYFRIENDS.** Widescreen. Diane Crouse (Talia Shire) is a woman whose life has shattered into a myriad of pieces after the dissolution of her marriage. She decides to delve into her past and seek out the men who marked the milestones of her life—Eric, her high school sweetheart, Jeff, her college lover she almost married, and Wayne, the unstable brother of her first love. Rated R. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4744985 WOMEN WITHOUT MEN.** Widescreen. Loosely adapted from Sharmish Patapir's magical realist novel of the same name, it delicately portrays the intertwining lives and perspective of four Iranian women of different class backgrounds, against the backdrop of the 1953 coup d'état—a pivotal upheaval of the 1953 coup d’état—a pivotal event in Iran's history. In Persian with English subtitles. 99 minutes, presented by Kino Lorber. $9.95

**3935736 CURBY.** Widescreen. A 26 year old oddball named Mark moves from Indiana to New York City on a lie to his mother Peggy who he landed a prestigious art gallery job. Resorting to babysitting for an elite Brooklyn family, Mark discovers hope and self-discipline through his friendship with a lonely 6 year old. CC. 85 minutes. Breaking Glass. $7.95

**4776899 THE BEDROOM WINDOW.** Widescreen. Upwardly mobile architect Terry Lambert (Steve Martin) has it all, until his boss's wife, Sylvia (Isabelle Huppert) witnesses an attempted murder through his bedroom window. In order to keep their affair a secret, they report the crime in her place. When the authorities find that Terry’s account of the incident is flawed, he becomes the prime suspect. Rated R. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4800144 THE SIGN OF THE BEAVER.** A colonial family moves into the uncharted Maine wilderness in 1768. When 13 year old Matt (Brendan Fletcher) is left alone to protect the family claim while his father retrieves the rest of their belongings, Matt meets a young Penobscot Indian who teaches him of survival, trust, understanding, and loyalty. Also stars Keith Carradine and Annette O'Toole. 93 minutes. Questra. $5.95

**4710452 MARTIN EDEN.** Widescreen. Martin (Lucca Maori) is a self-taught proletarian with artistic aspirations who hopes that his dreams of becoming a writer will help him rise above his station and marry a wealthy young university student (Jessica Pressy). In Italian with English subtitles. Not Rated. 128 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4854179 I’LL SEE YOU AROUND.** Widescreen. Explores a day in the life of Lucas, a 30-year-old African-American man, who is trying to finish his college degree. Follow Lucas as he navigates his relationships with his mother and his mother’s boyfriend. Will he be able to reconcile with those he loves or will his troubled past betray his chances? Not Rated. 80 minutes. Breaking Glass. $5.95

**9193190 BEAT MANIA! The Ultimate Beatnik Collection.** Collects two full-length bongo-blasting features. In The Beatniks Eddie Crane is on his way to becoming a top recording star, if only he can break away from his lawless beatnik friends. In The Bloody Brood Peter Falk exploits onto the cinematic scene in his film debut as a dope-dealing beatnik. Also includes Johnny Legend’s beatumentary Beatniks. Raunchytonk. $19.95

**4780502 HIGHWAY PATROLMAN.** Widescreen. Against his father’s wishes, Pedro (Roberto Sosa), a naive kid from Mexico City, joins the Federal Police Patrol. It is his true desire to do good rapidly comes into conflict with the reality of police work in a lonely rural environment populated by poor farmers, rich drug dealer, beautiful women—and his father’s ghost. In Spanish with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4756400 NIGHT OF THE EAGLES.** Widescreen. Lillian is torn between two lovers, Bob (Robert Altman) and Harry (Ralph Eesteve). Her life changes forever when her beau ships off to fight on the frontlines and she is forced to take a job as a dancehall singer in a sordid nightclub. With her country torn to pieces, Lillian must teach him of survival, trust, understanding, and loyalty. Also stars Keith Carradine and Annette O’Toole. 93 minutes. Questra. $5.95

**477040X LA REBELION DE LOS COLGADOS.** Widescreen. A man and his family are uprooted from their home only to find themselves and their co-workers treated as semi-slave laborers and the recipients of beatings. Pushed to the brink, the man decides the only way to defend himself is to face his co-workers to revolt against the oppressors. Not Rated. In B&W. In Spanish with English subtitles. 104 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**487968X BRIGHT ANGEL.** Widescreen. A teenager stuck in a broken home, Jesse, who is tiring of his father’s world, goes to work in a mahogany camp, only to quickly when a recently widowed mother (Jessica Cressy). In Italian with English subtitles. Not Rated. 126 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**485263X AMAZED BY YOU/SHAKE OFF THE WORLD.** Widescreen. When city slicker Christian Andrews is thrown into a cowboy world only his faith will guide him through in Amazed By You. A rising high school football star realizes that "winning" the game of life is better accomplished through faith in Shake Off the World. Not Rated. 170 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4842782 VIOLET.** Fullscreen. Tells the story of 15 year old Jessee who bears witness to her father's random murder at the mall. A carefully calibrated character study in the tradition of Gus Van Sant's Paranoid Park, filmmaker Bas Devos' remarkable debut explores the process of coping in the midst of senseless violence. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**4801679 SYBIL LUDINGTON.** The Female Paul Revere. Widescreen. Inspired by the true story of sixteen year old Sybil Ludington, who courageously rode over 40 miles through a stormy night to save New York during the Revolutionary War. Historically known as the “female Paul Revere,” she is a wonderful example of courage and faith. CC. 87 minutes. Brighthouse. $9.95

**4836111 MRS. WILSON/FLESH AND BLOOD/TH E CHAPEROONE.** Widescreen. In Mrs. Wilson Alison Wilson's husband Alec is dead, when a woman arrives claiming to be his wife. It becomes clear that Alec died with many secrets. In Flesh and Blood family tensions escalate quickly when a recently widowed mother (Jessica Cressy) renews her love for a new man. Finally, in The Chaperoone Norma Carlisle (Elizabeth McGovern) accompanies future star Louise Brooks to New York in English SDH. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**4704517 CHRISTMAS WITH HOLLY.** Widescreen. Traumatized by her mother’s death, a 6-year-old girl stops talking but is cared for by her old nun who unfurls all of her heart’s joys and makes it clear that they find the importance of family. Stars Sean Faris, Eloise Mumford, Daniel Eric Gold, and Dana Watkins. CC. 91 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**3784486 FIFTY SHADIES 2-MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. In Fifty Shades of Grey, Anastasia Steele is an inexperienced college student tasked with interviewing enigmatic billionaire Christian Grey, and eventually finds herself in an unconventional romance. The second chapter, Fifty Shades Darker, sees a wounded Christian trying to entice a cautious Anastasia back into his life. Both R. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**5996413 THE SPANISH GARDENER.** The Rank Collection. Widescreen. Recently separated from his wife, Harrington Brande (Michael Holden) takes his son Nicholas (Jon Whitehead) to a small Spanish coastal village. When Nicholas befriends their gardener (Dirk Bogarde), Harrington keeps them apart. The gardener soon is framed for stealing a watch, and it’s up to Harrington to save him. 1956. 98 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**4964503 LUCEL BELLE.** Fullscreen. Recounts the rags to riches story of Broadway singing sensation Luella Belle (played by Dorothy Lamour), told from the perspective of her ex-husband, George Davis (George Montgomery). A tale that would end abruptly in a double-murder. B&W. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**3983447 DIANA.** Widescreen. Princess Diana (Naomi Watts), at one time the most famous woman in the world, inspired her nation with her generosity, compassion and kindness—and ultimately, in her final years, would meet the man who inspired her. That uplifting, untold story unfolds in this powerfully touching biopic. E One. Pub. at $24.98

**3833098 THE OTTOMAN LIEUTENANT.** Widescreen. A strong-willed American woman (Hera Hilmar) follows an American doctor (Josh Hartnett) to a medical mission in the Ottoman Empire during World War I. However, her loyalty to both the doctor and the mission's founder is soon tested when she falls in love with Ismail, a lieutenant in the Ottoman Imperial Army. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. PRICE CUT to $1.95
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3951870 BETTIE PAGE: Dark Angel. Widescreen. Recalls, in episodes, Bettie Page’s last three years as a pin-up queen and faithfully recreates—from fetish photographer Irving Klaw’s original style—many of her now classic bondage film performances that were destroyed long ago. Stars Page Richards. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Shout! Factory. CC. 110 minutes. Paramount. PRICE CUT to $1.95

4687009 THE WALK. Widescreen. Guided by his real-life mentor, Papa Rudy (Ben Kingsley) and aided by an unlikely band of international recruits, Philippe Petit (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) and his gang come to New York City to execute their mad plan—to walk the void between the World Trade Center towers. English SDH. 123 minutes. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4693809 AGAINST THE ROPES. Widescreen. Inspired by a true story, Meg Ryan stars as Kallen, a sassy, brassy boxing manager in the making determined to change “Lethal” Luther Shaw (Omar Epps) from a mere street punk into a world-class prizefighter. Olive. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

4716855 CAPTIVE. Fullscreen. Thought to be lost forever, Ceci B. DeMille’s 1915 silent film is uncorked for viewing. Set during the Balkan Wars, it tells the story of Sonia (Blanche Sweet), a woman who finds herself overwhelmed after her brother goes off to war. But she finds help in the form of Mahmoud Hassan (House Peters), a captive Turkish nobleman. In German/Turkish with subtitles. CC. 110 minutes. Paramount. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3999114 IVANA TRUMP’S FOR LOVE ALONE. Fullscreen. From Ivana Trump’s own story. She stars as a young woman who becomes bewitched by her beauty and they fall hopelessly in love. 94 minutes. S’more Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $5.95

4742648 MIRACLE MAKER. Widescreen. Woodhaven, a tiny town on the edge of the American frontier, needs a miracle and it may have arrived in the form of a ragged traveler. Stars Jake Stromoen and Brian Krause. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4703774 THE FRONT RUNNER. Widescreen. Hugh Jackman stars as the charismatic political star who brought a presidential campaign full of lies and self-deception to the capital of the United States. The story tracks everything the trio goes through, including a tragedy that Mark switches off, intentionally shooting Mark. In real life, he'll have to live with what he did. Rated R. Olive. 104 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3882949 HEAD-ON. Widescreen. With the intention to break free from the strict familial restrictions, a suicidal young woman sets up a date with a young man who shares her feelings and they both agree to commit suicide together in a car. But the suicidal car drives off the road and the young woman is killed. In English with Turkish subtitles. 118 minutes. Mongrel. PRICE CUT to $3.95

474596X SMASH-UP. Widescreen. Lasting nightclub singer, interrupts her career to marry struggling songwriter Ken. But his passion for racing threatens to spoil her life. Olive. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4657144 SEX ADVICE. Fullscreen. Captures some of the most sensitive problems that had to be faced by Catholic women in mid-seventies Italy: opposition to high force, family, religious weddings and homosexuality. Intercut with real comments from priests and psychologists, this film tells the story of the difficult path Italian had to walk to achieve sexual freedom. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. Olive. 87 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3881342 SHOT. Widescreen. Mark and Phoebe are in the midst of a breakup. Miguel, a bullied teenager, gets an illegal gun that goes out of control. As Mark is cleaning up the mess, he is shot. Olive. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3896450 CHIMES AT MIDNIGHT. Midnight. John Falstaff (Shakespearean character superbly portrayed by Orson Welles), is the charming, although drunken and obese companion of young Henry V. Welles’ marvelously portrayal of this jovial but tragic character and strong acting throughout make this an exceedingly worthwhile film. Also released as Falstaff. In B&W. 115 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $5.95

3854655 BLACK ’47. Widescreen. In 1847, battle-hardened soldier Feeney (James Frecheville) designs and builds a dhow to sail home to Ireland, where he finds his country ravaged beyond recognition by the Great Famine. When he discovers that his mother has been killed by the famine, he leaves Ireland and joins Feeney on a relentless quest for revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $5.95

4718453 WUSA. Widescreen. Paul Newman plays a lawyer whose services to WUSA, a right-wing hate station broadcasting from New Orleans. While struggling with his own apathy, he starts spreading hate messages and eventually starts sending Feeney on a relentless quest for revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $5.95

4718051 THE RUNNER STUMBLES. Fullscreen. Directed by renowned writer Stanley Kramer comes the final film of his legendary career. Dick Van Dyke stars in this moving and powerful drama about a priest accused of raping a nun with whom he had fallen in love. Inspired by a real-life murder case. Also stars Kathleen Quinlan and Maureen Stapleton. 109 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $5.95

4692659 NUMERO DEUX: THE JLG Collection. Director Jean-Luc Godard brilliantly mixes video and film in this inventive dual-screen drama. Unfolding with Godard’s signature avant-garde style, the elusive plot essentially concerns a young couple’s marital discord, set off by the wife’s infidelity. In French with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95

1474853 OUTCOURT OF THE ISLANDS. Fullscreen. When Peter Wilems (Trevor Howard) accuses of stealing at a Dutch Indies port, he persuades the merchant ship captain to take him upriver to a secret trading port. With a beautiful native woman, as the cunning Babalatchi tries to blackmail him into disclosing the entrance of the secret trading route. B&W. 100 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $11.95

4707424 LONE SOLDIER. Widescreen. Stars Klaus Kinski and directed by Werner Herzog, this intense World War II story takes place in the mountains of Portugal, during the war’s final days. Olive. PRICE CUT to $5.95

4702531 RE пробежать по западному фронту. В Италии. Olive. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

4707363 STAYING OUT. Widescreen. A former slave and Union soldier who returns to the United States from South Africa following the Civil War and with the help of sharecropper (Kristofferson) unites former slaves and white tenant farmers under a common cause. Olive. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4701084 THE READER. Widescreen. The story of Elena (Natascha McElhone) and Gregor (Sebastian Koch), two ordinary people who meet during the final days of World War II and become emotionally entwined. As the war ends, Gregor is sent off to a concentration camp and Elena must decide what to do with her life. Olive. PRICE CUT to $5.95

4707235 THE IRISH REPUBLIC. Fullscreen. From Ivana Trump’s own story. She stars as a working girl who falls for a handsome Irish police officer. Olive. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

4699180 ELEVEN. Widescreen. John Falstaff (Shakespearean character superbly portrayed by Orson Welles), is the charming, although drunken and obese companion of young Henry V. Welles’ marvelously portrayal of this jovial but tragic character and strong acting throughout make this an exceedingly worthwhile film. Also released as Falstaff. In B&W. Olive. PRICE CUT to $5.95

4701999 I STAND CONDEMNED. Directed by the father of the Middle East. Olive. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4748573 THE RUNNER STUMBLES. Fullscreen. Directed by renowned writer Stanley Kramer comes the final film of his legendary career. Dick Van Dyke stars in this moving and powerful drama about a priest accused of raping a nun with whom he had fallen in love. Inspired by a real-life murder case. Also stars Kathleen Quinlan and Maureen Stapleton. 109 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $5.95

4908375 THE ROUGHEST TAMPER. Widescreen. A down-and-out American captain Mark Andrews (Steve Cochran) attempts to found in the rubble of a bombed-out building, he runs away from his wife are vacationing in Nimes. However, when his wife is contacted by a man on the run who appears to be responsible for murder. Olive. PRICE CUT to $9.95

4717115 THE WEAPON. Widescreen. When a young boy (John Whiteley) accidentally shoots a playmate with a pistol found in the rubble of a building, the boy is arrested and sentenced to life in prison. Olive. PRICE CUT to $3.95

468711X THAT’S MY MAN. Fullscreen. Don Amache stars as a bookkeeper whose dreams come to own a racehorse come to life with the promising stallion named Gallant Man. But his passion for racing threatens to spill over from his love life. Rated R. Olive. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4703561 GWEN. Widescreen. Gwen is a young girl whose life seems to be falling apart. But when she meets Guido her world turns upside down. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $1.95

4623670 TONY’S MT. FULLSCREEN. Olive. Pub. at $7.95
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4718981 DAVID COPPERFIELD. This lavish British production of the Charles Dickens classic is told in flash-back from the 28 year old David Copperfield’s point of view. He recalls his incredible experiences with his mean stepfather, days at a boarding school, romances, and his encounter with the kindly Uriah Heep. Presented in Widescreen. Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4735862 MAYTIME IN MAYFAIR. Penniless man about town Michael Gore-Brown is delighted to hear he has been left a huge fortune. But he has no intention to sell it as quickly as possible, but on meeting Ellen, chief designer and manager, he quickly changes his mind and turns his intention to court her. Presented in Widescreen. Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4728513 THE RIDDLE OF THE SANDS: The Rank Collection. Widescreen. A young British yachtsman (Simon MacCorkindale) is sailing off the north coast of Germany in 1901, when he stumbles upon a plot to invade England. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

468699 DISCLOSURE. Widescreen. When a four-year-old girl makes an allegation against a man, a politician, the attempt by the children’s parents to resolve the situation soon degenerates into a vicious confrontation. Stars Geraldine Page and Mark Leonard. Not Rated. Breaking Glass. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

4678052 LA TERRA TREMA. Fullscreen. In the poor Sicilian village of Ac Trezza the fisherman have been exploited for generations. Tired of the endless cycle of poverty, a young soldier turns to crime and convinces his family to strike out on their own. Tightly, his plan only pushes them further under water. In Italian with English subtitles. In B&W. 160 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4693922 HERE AND NOW. Widescreen. Vivienne (Sarah Jessica Parker) is an established singer with a successful music career. On the eve of a major performance, Vivienne receives some life-altering news that causes her to reevaluate her priorities. Rated R. CC 90 minutes. Paramount. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

388100 THE SUMMER OF SAM. Widescreen. From Spike Lee, the legendary director, comes his electrifying take on the “Son of Sam” murders in New York City during the summer of 1977. Centering on the residences of an artist named Lenny (亡) and his male neighborhood who live in fear and distrust of one another. Stars John Leguizamo, Adrien Brody and Mira Sorvino. Rated R. 142 minutes. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4718232 RAGING BOLL. Widescreen. One of the most controversial independent cult cinema, German-born director Uwe Boll is known not only for his outrageous low-budget action films, but also for engaging in lively exchanges with his critics. In Boll offered his detractors the chance to settle their differences in the ring with unexpected results. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Martian Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

471850X WHEN WE LEAVE. Widescreen. A German-born woman flees from her oppressive marriage in Istanbul, taking her son with her. She hopes to find a better life with her family in Berlin, but her unexpected arrival, coupled with her family’s strict conventions, create intense new conflicts. In Turkish with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

4748115 THE CAPTIVE HEART. Widescreen. A captain of the Czechoslovak Army (Michael REDgrave) assumes the identity of a dead British officer during WWI. When he is caught, he joins hundreds of other POWs on a march to a German prison camp. His fellow prisoners begin to suspect him of being a spy and only his courage during an escape attempt vindicates the secret Czech. Not Rated. In B&W. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4709772 YUMURTA–EGG: The Yusuf Trilogy. Widescreen. In the first installment of Semih Kaplanoglu’s award-winning trilogy, emotionally distant poet Yusuf returns home to settle his late mother’s affairs. There he meets a distant relative new to the city, but has been living with his mother for the past five years. Now, Yusuf must complete his mother’s dying wish. In Turkish with English subtitles. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

8313673 THE CASTILIAN. Widescreen. The Moors are invading medieval Spain, poised to conquer the Kingdom of Castile. A Christian nobleman, Fernan Gonzalez, embarks on a madcap journey in pursuit of the Moors. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

4711424 AMERICA MARTYR. Widescreen. An allotting Christian tellist in the United States claims to hear the voice of God commanding her to attack Federal buildings. Stars Nicole Laliberte. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Distribution. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

3881256 THE MYSTERIOUS MR. M. Fullscreen. A federal investigator is called in by authorities to assist in solving the case of the disappearance of Dr. Kilridge, a noted submarine inventor, who was kidnapped and accidentally killed when enigmatic “Hye-Hye” orders from a maniacal murderer known only as the Mysterious Mr. M. This 1946 serial includes 13 chapters. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4686977 EXTRA INNINGS. Widescreen. Set against the enchanting backdrop of 1960s Brooklyn, this film tells the story of a young man who is caught between pursuing his dream of playing baseball and staying devoted to his Syrian-Jewish family. Based on the 28 year old David Copperfield’s point of view. Stars Cesar Romero and Frankie Avalon. 129 minutes. DVD Video. **SOLD OUT**

4715802 BONDAGE. Widescreen. An evening in Mistress Jerri’s (Page Davis) colorful House of Bondage in Los Angeles where anything is possible, disputes are mandatory, and everything is unexpected as her customer, Mark (Ryan Yu) requires her to play out racial stereotypes as he tries to challenge the very fabric of her domineering existence. Not Rated. 46 minutes. Soundview Media. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

4716159 WATCHING TV WITH THE RED CHINESE. Widescreen. A trio of Chinese exchange students arrive in New York City in the wake of Beijing’s 1989 Tiananmen Square protests. They befriend the young man’s three friends but as they try to adjust to the New York City atmosphere, they become disillusioned with America, eventually buying a firearm for self-defense in the critically acclaimed film directed by Shimon Dotan. Not Rated. 117 minutes. Metropolitan. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

4748869 TARTUFFE. Fullscreen. A young man shows his millionaire grandfather that the family is not as wealthy as they think. In French with English subtitles. 63 minutes. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

3880958 THE MAYA DEREN COLLECTION. Widescreen. Maya Deren is one of the most important American experimental filmmakers of all time. This essential collection includes her most famous films, Meshes of the Afternoon and A Night; four 1940’s dance films A Study in Choreography for Camera; Ritual in Transfigured Time; Meditation on Violence; and The Very Eye of Night; and more. In B&W. Over three hours. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

4778813 ZEROVILLE. Widescreen. Vikar (James Franco) is a lost soul journeying through a land of myths, beauty and monsters—Hollywood, 1969. The studio is dealing with a box office and drug scandal. A new generation of brash filmmakers are on the rise. With his shaved head marked by a tattoo from his favorite film, Vikar is a bizarre presence even amid the freaks and dreamers. Rated R. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4665090 THE WAR GAME. Widescreen. When eleven year old Malte moves into a new neighborhood with his mother, he finds himself in the midst of a conflict between two groups of children. The strategy-minded Malte sees the conflict as a chance to gain a foothold among the kids. But before he knows it, the young man is in the crosshairs of the Office of Civilian Defense. Rated R. 59 minutes. Paramount. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

3965929 PILGRIMAGE. Widescreen. A remarkable imagining of the historic voyages of 16th century explorer and writer Fernao Mendes Pinto, one of the first in a crime as murky as London’s River Thames. For one of them, Johnny, life is further complicated when he falls in love with Pat, a local ticket seller, forming one of the first interracial relationships in British film history. Not Rated. In B&W. 82 minutes. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

4738659 JOAR OF ARC. Widescreen. In 15th century, both France and England stake a blood claim for the French throne. Believing that God had chosen her, the young Joan leads the army of King of France. When she is captured, the Church sends her for trial on charges of heresy. Refusing to accept the accusations, she stays true to her mission. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 338 minutes. Indiexep. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**


4680719 SOUTH MOUNTAIN. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

3914704 WUTHERING HEIGHTS. Fullscreen. Liberation Hall. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

4652797 GOLDA'S BALCONY. Widescreen. Liberation Hall. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

2787628 I HEARD THE OWL CALL MY NAME. Fullscreen. Scorpion. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

4745094 FIRE WILL COME. KimStim. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

4825535 THE PROFESSOR AND THE MADMAN. Widescreen. Vertical. **SOLD OUT**

4744896 GET LOW. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

468167 THE GODFATHER, PART II. Widescreen. Paramount. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4751169 THE PAPERBOY. Widescreen. Echo Bridge. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4768737 THE JUDGE. Widescreen. Warner Bros. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4771559 THE BIRTHDAY PARTY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

386189X WONDER WHEEL. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4718593 CARRINGTON. Widescreen. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

2937700 TO DANCE WITH THE WHITE DOG. Fullscreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

3808920 TOUCH OF EVIL. Widescreen. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**
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4819306 FATAL JUSTICE. They wanted her body—she wanted their blood! When the CIA decides to return top assassin (Joe Estevez) they send out the one person they should never have betrayed—his cold-blooded daughter (Suzanne Agnew). Includes Fred Olen Ray's "Night Owl Theater." Rated R. 100 minutes. RetroMedia. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

369822X RAGE AND GLORY. Widescreen. An avowed anarchist and Stern Gang hitman is sent to Jerusalem to assassinate a senior British officer creating much tension within the already troubled cell and almost brings its collapse, as the British operatives are closing in. Heralded as one of the most important films in 50 years of Israeli cinema in Hebrew with English subtitles. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films.

4785401 THE PELICAN BRIEF. Widescreen. Julia Roberts and Denzel Washington headline this first-rate thriller based on the novel by John Grisham. Two Supreme Court justices have been murdered and a lone law student turns her suspicions to a speculative brief that sends shockwaves into the highest levels of government. CC Rating. $5.95

4744508 OUTBREAK. Widescreen. Dustin Hoffman plays a virologist trying to stave off global biological meltdown. The CDC races against time to develop a vaccine against an extremely lethal virus, starring Matt Damon. English SDH. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

3988167 SEVEN. Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman star in director David Fincher's piercing psychological thriller about seven detectives on the trail of a vicious serial killer who chooses his victims according to the seven deadly sins. Also stars Gwyneth Paltrow in a truly chilling Kevin Spacey, Rated R. CC. 127 minutes. New Line Home Video.

3714446 PHANTOMS OF DEATH: Triple Feature. A triple dose of '40s noir mystery! A theater critic who has a very dark side. Nightfall in Phantom of 42nd Street (Dave O'Brien and Kay Aldridge). A noted philanthropist is framed for murder in Phantom Killer (Dick Powell and John Woollett). And men strikes during a lecture on the discovery of a lost tomb in Phantom of Chinatown. Three films in all. Rare and In Demand.

477180X THE HIGH COMMISSIONER. Widescreen. Aussie detective Scooby Malone (Red Taylor) accepts a mission to fly to London to arrest Sir James Quentin (Christopher Plummer), a high-level Australian criminal wanted down under for murder. But when Malone arrives, he finds that the amiable Quentin is not only the key in ground-breaking peace negotiations, but also decides it's in his best interest to make an offer the target of an assassin in himself. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber.

4929829 JESSE STONE: Innocents Lost. Widescreen. Cindy Van Aldan was like a daughter to Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck). Now she's dead. Though all signs point to a criminal drug operation, Jesse knows his friend better than that. Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Kathy Baker and Stephen McHattie. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures Home Entertainment. $9.95

4772334 THIS WORLD, THEN THE FIREWORKS. Widescreen. Grifters Marty (Billy Zane) and Carol (Gina Gershon) are bad to the bone twins whose devastating physical beauty is only equalled by their intense greed and the depths to which they'll sink to get what they want. Rated R. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

3655488 TRYST. A sexually charged thriller about Franklin and Bridget, a married couple in trouble. An escape to secluded mountaintop chalet goes fatally wrong after the snowbound couple realize they are not alone. Rated R. 83 minutes. Maverick. $3.95

4661117 SOLACE. Widescreen. A psychotic doctor with a dark past (Anthony Hopkins) is hunted by an FBI agent (Jeffrey Dean Morgan) to hunt a serial killer (Colin Farrell). Rated R. 101 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4820304 JESSE STONE: Night Passage. Widescreen. Following his divorce and the loss of his father, Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck) travels to Paradise, Massachusetts, where he becomes the new Chief of Police. Stone’s first job: a domestic abuse case that leads to a money-laundering scheme attached to Hasty Hathaway (Paul Rubinek), one of the men responsible for Jesse’s hiring. Also stars Viola Davis. Sony Pictures. $5.95

4772253 SPECIAL DELIVERY. Widescreen. A gang of thieves plan a daring robbery, making their escape across the rooftops of Los Angeles buildings. The police are quickly called in and only one of the robbers, Murdock (Bo Svenson) makes a clear escape. The police are forced to dump the stolen cash into a mailbox, which they then finds is locked until... $5.95

3982942 THE GREAT ALASKAN MYSTERY. Dr. Miller, an American scientist, is joined by his daughter and two associates on an expedition to Alaska to find the key element for a defense weapon he has developed. It is revealed that Dr. Miller’s two associate is working for a fascist group out to recover the same material in this 1944, thirteen chapter serial starring Millum Stone. $7.95

3883020 THE GIRL WHO KICKED THE HORNETS’ NEST. Widescreen. Under police guard in the hospital, Lisbeth Salander (Noomi Rapace) is charged with murder and awaits to be deported to her country of origin. Cut off from all communication with the outside world, she must rely on journalist and former lover Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) to prove her innocence. Rated R. 147 minutes. Swedish with English subtitles. Alliance. $3.95

3995623 LIVE BY NIGHT. Widescreen. Self-proclaimed anti-establishment outlaw Joe Coughlin (Ben Affleck) isn’t like the gangsters he refuses to work for: he has a sense of justice and an open heart. Driven to right the wrongs committed against him, he and his reckless crew leave Boston for Tampa, where Joe will learn revenge comes with a price. Rated R. English SDH. 130 minutes. Warner Bros. $3.95

2959623 THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO. Widescreen. Facing prison for slander, discredited journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) is hired by a reclusive industrialist for one last job: to solve a long unresolved family disappearance. Aided by the mysterious computer hacker, Lisbeth Salander (Rooney Mara), the two uncover a darker world of brutality, deception, and ritualistic murder. Rated R. In Swedish with English subtitles. 154 minutes. Alliance. Pub. at $29.95

3992843 THE USUAL SUSPECTS. Widescreen. A $1 million cocaine head, a boat explosion. Two survivors. U.S. Customs officer (Steve Martin) is faced with unraveling a long unresolved family disappearance. Aided by the mysterious computer hacker. Lisbeth Salander (Rooney Mara), the two uncover a darker world of brutality, deception, and ritualistic murder. Rated R. In Swedish with English subtitles. 147 minutes.
Thrillers

6725929 DANCING IN THE DARK. Fullscreen. After a sexual attack by her father-in-law, ballerina Anna Forbes (Victoria Principal) turns to her husband Mark for help. Unwilling to accept such allegations, Mark sends Anna down a spiral of drugs and therapy that ends with institutionalization. That’s when the real nightmare begins. Not Rated. 91 minutes. $4.95

469385X CLOVERFIELD 2-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. In 10 Cloverfield Lane, a couple happens upon asurvivalist’s underground bunker after acatastrophic car crash. Cloverfield is a non-stop terror and suspense film from producer J.J. Abrams and director Matt Reeves. CC. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $3.95

4694376 LOVERBOY. Widescreen. Kyra Sedgwick plays Emily, a beautiful and brilliant woman obsessed with having the perfect child. Passionately determined, Emily’s desperation will drive her to commit shocking and perilous acts that push her closer and closer to the edge. Stars Kyra Sedgwick, Matthew Dilgoff, Alaina Tomei, and Kevin Bacon. Rated R. CC. 86 minutes. Screen Media Films. $4.95

3935083 THE SUM OF ALL FEARS: Special Collector's Edition. Mobilized into action by CIA Director William Cabot (Morgan Freeman), Jack Ryan (Ben Affleck) follows a dangerous trail to a shocking conclusion. terrorists plot to provoke a war between the US and Russia, but Ryan manages to make a nuclear bomb at a championship football game. CC. 123 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

4771974 THE MAN WHO DIED TWICE. Widescreen. An innocent woman (Vera Ralston) must survive a murderous reign of terror by her husband. Assigned a case involving a monstrous imprisoned cannibalistic psychiatrist Dr. Ethan (Christopher Lee), a high-powered psychiatrist becomes a pawn in his own diabolical game when his wife disappears before he can exact revenge. Rated R. CC. 70 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

3960248 HOUSE OF WAR. Widescreen. On November 26, 2008, an extremist terrorist group launches an aggressive series of coordinated shootings and bombings across Mumbai, India. The iconic Taj Mahal Palace Hotel was the key target and under siege for four horrific days, as guests struggled to survive. Based on true events. Stars Joseph Maher, Taylor 132 minutes. MVD Visual. $19.95

3802949 DIAGNOSIS MURDER. Fullscreen. A wealthy, high-powered psychiatrist becomes a pawn in his own game when his wife disappears before he can exact his plan to have her killed. Stars Christopher Lee, Judy Geeson, and Jon Finch. 83 minutes. Trinity Home Enter. $3.95

397202X THE DA VINCI CODE. Widescreen. Join symbologist Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) and a con artist, Sophie Neveu (Audrey Tautou) in their heart-racing quest to solve a bizarre murder mystery that will take them from France to England—and behind the veil of a mysterious ancient society, where they discover a secret protected since the time of Christ. CC. 149 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4681813 JOHN WAYNE’S SUSPENSE COLLECTION. Collects four films. Mark of the Vault, Ring of Fire, Tracks of the Cat, and Plunder of the Sun. All films were produced by John Wayne’s production company, Batjac Productions. Stars John Wayne himself, one star in these films, plenty of other popular stars do, including Robert Mitchum, Mickey Spillane, and Glenn Ford. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. CC. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

466048X DOG DAY AFTERNOON. Widescreen. On a hot Brooklyn afternoon, two optimistic nobodies set out to rob a bank. Sonny (Al Pacino) is the mastermind, Sal (John Cazale) is the follower and is disaster is the result. Pacino and Sidney Lumet reteam for this thriller that has six Academy Award nominations, including Best Picture. Rated R. CC. 124 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. * $5.95

4661060 THE SHALLOWS. Widescreen. When Nancy (Blake Lively) is surfing on a secluded beach, she finds herself feeding ground of a great white shark. Though she is stranded only 200 yards from shore, survival proves to be the ultimate test of wills, requiring all of Nancy’s bravery and fortitude. English SDH. 86 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

4772415 AN ACCEPTABLE LOSS. Widescreen. She was the ultimate patriot. Libby Lamont (Tina Louise) is a national security adviser who, while working with Rachel (Jamie Lee Curtis), a ruthless political veteran, signed off on a controversial military action, but thousands died under her pretenses. Now, what she knows could bring down the government. Rated R. English SDH. Factory. Pub. at $16.97

4729656 THE DAMNED DON’T CRY. Joan Crawford brings bold beauty and simmering passion to the role of Ethel, who moves from the wrong side of the tracks to a mobster’s mansion to high society, one man at a time. When a high-rolling racketeer murders his rival, Ethel flees—right back to the poverty she thought she had escaped. Also stars David Brian. CC. Warner Home Video. $19.98

4679768 THE GRIZZLY MAZE. Widescreen. When a grizzly wrecks havoc in a small Alaskan town, the sheriff heads into the forest to find his ecologist wife, but encounters his estranged ex-con brother. In an attempt to get to the bottom of the strange events, the tightly knit wilderness thriller stars James Marsden, Thomas Jane, Piper Perabo, and Billy Bob Thornton. Rated R. English SDH. Factory. Pub. at $26.99

4660084 INFERNO. Widescreen. In this third contemporary action thriller, the famous symbologist Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) wakes up in an Italian hospital with amnesia and the disturbing knowledge that his own manhunt. Langdon teams up with Sienna Brooks (Felicity Jones), a doctor, he hopes will help him recover his memories as they race across Europe. English SDH. 102 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

4726782 THE FORMULA. Widescreen. Where police detective Barney Caine goes, assassination follows: someone is gunning down his contacts. As Caine connects the dots and dodges death, he finds his investigation is tied to a secret formula for non-polluting synthetic fuel that wouldn’t just revolutionize the oil industry, it would destroy it, as well. When a high-ranking wakee makes huge deals with the devil, Caine must stop him. The film stars canoe, an actor who has played a cold-blooded assassin, a former police investigator, a streetwise Italian gangster, and a beautiful woman who happens to be the sheriff. Not Rated. $5.95

3861631 THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS: Collector’s Edition. Widescreen. When FBI agent Clarice Starling (Jodie Foster) is assigned a highly-sensitive and highly-secretive serial killer, she seeks counsel from an imprisoned cannibalistic psychiatrist Dr. Hannibal Lecter (Anthony Hopkins), whose techniques elude the FBI. The result is a thriller as great as his hunger for murder. Winner of Academy Awards. Includes a bonus DVD of special features. Rated R. CC. 118 minutes. MGM. $5.95

482747X BLOOD ON HER NAME. Widescreen. The dead body lies at her feet, its blood still draining onto the floor. It was a night of murder, where nothing is what it seems. The unique small-town crime shows the beauty and brutality of the human nature. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

3886131 COMA. Widescreen. When a wealthy woman and her stepson are targeted by a trio of expert thieves in their remote mansion, her only form of help comes from the house’s retired security-systems specialist. But as the intruders become increasingly hostile, will she trust him to be her eyes and navigate her to safety? Stars Natasha Henstridge and Jason Patric. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4907478 FADE TO BLACK. Widescreen. In arriving post-WWII Rome to rekindle his falling career, Orson Welles is immediately captivated by a ravishing young actress. But when her stepfather is killed by an unknown assassin, Willows and his streetwise Italian bodyguard are plunged into Rome’s chaotic criminal underworld where nothing is what it seems. Stars Danny Huston and Christopher Walken. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

4687684 F画像NISHING ON 7TH STREET. Widescreen. An unexplained blackout plunges the city of Detroit into total darkness and by the time the sun rises, only a few people remain. With daylight beginning to disappear completely and within seconds the last survivors, they soon discover that the enemy is the darkness itself. Stars Hayden Christensen. Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

4822300 INSPECTOR HORNLEIGH. When a landlady finds one of her tenants murdered, Inspector Hornleigh is sent to investigate. Hornleigh’s assistant, Sergeant Bingham, soon finds an attaché case that had been left behind by the murdered man inside he finds a bag that was used to carry important government documents. However, the documents are missing. Stars Clive Revill. $7.95

4682109 DEVILS CARGO. John Caveler gives a tough performance as private investigator Michael Waring, also known as "The Falcon." The Falcon is given a key to help solve his murder. Waring intends to give the key back to the playboy until mysterious circumstances result in another murder to investigate. In B&W. 64 minutes. Real Vault. $7.95
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5650830 1 WAKE UP SCREAMING. Fullscreen. In this tense noir thriller, Victor Mature plays Frankie Christmas, a sports promoter who’s being grilled by a detective after the murder of a fashion model (Carole Landis) he made famous—and whose sister (Betty Grable) he loves. And Frankie’s not the only suspect: his partner, a good-natured ex-cop, and a hotel night clerk all take their turn in the hot seat. CC. In B&W. 82 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

4563474 THE FLOCK. Widescreen. Errol Gaglebag (Richard Gen) has spent his career tracking sex offenders. His new box methods are nearly as brutal as the criminals he monitors. When he links one of his deranged paroles to the disappearance of a local girl, he’s been warned. Dr. Gable must scour the S&M underground to find her before it’s too late. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Genius Products. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

3814866 THE 12TH MAN. Widescreen. Ava Fabricius is an ex-boyfriend. When her life’s ex, Amanda (Katie Cassidy) moves in with Haley (Tracy Spiridakos), who also has a dark history to escape. The two become close. In B&W. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

499371X NOTES FROM UNDERGROUND. A groundbreaking film adaptation of Fyodor Dostoevsky’s pioneering, angst-ridden masterpiece of literature, starring Henry Czerny, Sheryl Lee, John Favreau, and Seth Green. 88 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $39.95 $3.95

4693956 PLUNDER OF THE SUN. American insurance adjuster Al Colby (Oliver Platt) unwillingly becomes involved with a fortune in ancient curios after being asked to carry a mysterious package aboard a ship sailing from Havana to Mexico. Colby encounters a dangerous game of pursuit when he discovers that others are determined to take possession of the parcel he carries. CC. 81 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

4703004 KILL ME. Widescreen. On the first day of an ex-boyfriend’s trial, Amanda (Kat Burcham) finds herself trapped and a hotel night clerk all take their turn in the hot seat. CC. In B&W. 82 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

4771899 DIAMONDS FOR BREAKFAST. Widescreen. Swinging playboy Grand Duke Nicholas Wladimirovitch Godunov (Marcello Mastroianni), a direct descendant of the Romanov family learns that his family’s crown jewels will be exhibited at a London museum and plots to steal them. 102 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

4718240 THE RED MENACE. Fullscreen. Taken seriously by only a few, this work of anti-Coincidental Prose is an incendiary sensation in its time, and the first full-length film concerning Communist infiltration in America. When a disgruntled ex-soldier (Robert Rockwell) gets no help from the Veteran’s Bureau, the allure of Communism leads him down the party line. In B&W. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

4732006 A STRANGE ADVENTURE. Widescreen. A trio of armored-car robbers make their getaway by forcing a young hot-rodder (Ben Cooper) to be their driver. The vicious criminals take over a mountain cabin for a hiding place, but one of their occupants in this 1956 thriller. In B&W. 70 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

4809661 HENRY II: Portrait of a Serial Killer. Widescreen. Renowned photographer Henry II (Neil Gatissant) takes a job at a port-o-john company where he meets husband and wife, Kai and Cricket (Richard Kemenich and Kate Walsh). Kai has a side job as an anarchist for Henry. Henry agrees to join Kai on an adventure, but when this adventure leaves Kai’s life’s work: and the murders begins. 85 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $19.98 $17.95

4718291 THE SHANGHAI STORY. Widescreen. Following the intersecting lives of Westerners who are held in confinement by the Communist Chinese government. When an intelligence agent is killed in a daring escape, one of the escapee joins forces with a Chinese escapee and meets Elvira, a beautiful con-woman with her own debts to pay, they team up to pull off the ultimate heist. With both the FBI and the mob on their backs, the two get rich or die trying. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Vertical. $9.95

4837176 DESIERTO. Widescreen. A deranged, rifle-toting vigilante justice. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. IFC Films. $19.95

4691954 APPOINTMENT WITH CRIME. Fullscreen. Injured during a failed robbery and left to shoulder the blame by the crime boss who employed him, Leo Martin (William Hart) finds himself on the run from the gang to his brothel. Directed and written by John Harlow, it co-stars Raymond Lovell, Herbert Lom, and Joyce Howard. In B&W. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

4693574 LYING AND STEALING. Widescreen. Ivan, a successful art thief, inherited his father’s life of crime, but unlike most thieves, Ivan loves the art as much as the loot. Injured during a failed robbery and left to shoulder the blame by the crime boss who employed him, Ivan finds himself on the run from the gang to his brothel. Directed and written by John Harlow, it co-stars Raymond Lovell, Herbert Lom, and Joyce Howard. In B&W. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

4739009 THE QUILLER MEMORANDUM. Widescreen. With little help to him beyond sharp wits, a strong will and a very dedicated schoolteacher, American spy Quiller (George Sanders) arrives in Berlin for the headquarters of a shadowy neo-Nazi movement. Also stars Alec Guinness and Max Von Sydow. Not Rated. CC. 104 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $19.95
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★★376659 SNAPDRAGON/NIGHT EYES—FATAL PASSION. Fullscreen. In Snapdragon, a police psychologist’s (Steven Bauer) obsession with a beautiful amnesiac (Pamela Anderson) draws him into a web of mystery, ecstasy and terror. When a beautiful, renowned psychiatrist (Pamela Anderson) shows up at his door to report a 15 year old patient, she hires protection. Using her mind and body as tools, the protector becomes the stalked and a pawn in a murderous scheme in Night Eyes—Fatal Passion. Both R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Over-the-top gory. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. **$7.95**

★★470748 KILLDOZER. Fullscreen. A small construction crew battles the ultimate assassin in this cult classic. Stationed on a small island off the coast of Africa, six men find themselves terrorized when a ruthless life-form takes over a bulldozer and then sets off on a killing rampage. Starring Clint Walker and Robert Urich. 74 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

★★4709357 BETWEEN WORLDS. Widescreen. When Billie falls into a coma after a near fatal accident, she appears to be possessed by the soul of a woman who has unfinished business with the living. Stars Nicolas Cage and Penelope Mitchell. Rated R. 94 minutes. VFS Films. **$3.95**

★★4865685 DETOUR. A seedy story of the film noir genre about a musician who hitchhikes from New York to Los Angeles. During the ride, one of the men dies, and the other takes on another identity before picking up another passerby. Starring Tony Curtis and Anna Sui. Not Rated. In B&W. 67 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

★★4717813 BLUE CITY. Widescreen. Black sheep Billy Turner (Judd Nelson) returns to his rural Florida home to find that his father, the town’s mayor, has been murdered. With little interest from local law enforcement in bringing his father’s killer to justice, Billy sets out to solve the mystery with the aid of an embittered high school friend (David Caruso). Rated R. 83 minutes. Olive Films. **$5.95**

★★4670639 ABSOLUTION. Richard Burton stars in a British thriller in which he finds himself the victim of a particularly murderous practical joke. As he explores the reasons why this may have happened, his life falls apart. This film is notable as it was released in the United Kingdom a decade before its release in the U.S. 95 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

★★4823311 SEVEN DAYS TO NOON. An English scientist runs away from a research center with an atomic bomb. In a letter sent to the British Prime Minister he threatens to blow up the center of London if the government doesn’t announce the end of any research in this field within a week. Special agents try to find and stop the mad man. Stars Barry Jones. In B&W and 96 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

★★4990920 THE SLEEPWALKER. Widescreen. A young man finds himself the target of his family’s rural estate when their peace is upended with the unexpected arrival of Kaia’s emotionally disturbed sister Charlotte. An aura of increasing unhinged, long-buried trauma results, forcing Kaia to confront her sister’s tangled perception of reality—which has begun to affect her own. Not Rated. English SDH 91 minutes. Sundance Selects. Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**

★★3876923 SEND FOR PAUL TEMPLE. The first film featuring the lead character of Paul Temple who was one of the most popular private detectives of all time based upon the stories and radio scripts of popular private detectives of all time based upon the stories and radio scripts of Paul Temple who was one of the most popular private detectives of all time. In this 1946 film, Temple and a newspaper woman investigate a gang of diamond robbers. In B&W. 85 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

★★3900401 TWO UNDERCOVER ANGELS/KISS ME MONSTER. Widescreen. Janine Reynolds, Rosanna Arquette and Adrian Hoven star in this pair of psychedelic acid jazz wig-out thrillers featuring the definite duo The Lips. In Two Undercover Angels, the girls find themselves on a slew of murder models, actresses and exotic dancers. In Kiss Me Monster, they find themselves up to their pasties in stiffs, Satanists and Sapphic computer hackers. Not Rated. R. 88 minutes on two DVDs. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

★★6631288 TEN LITTLE INDIANS. Widescreen. Summoned to a hotel in the middle of the desert, seven strangers find themselves checked into rooms that have escaped punishment–until now. Someone is killing them off by one, but who could the killer be? Based on Agatha Christie’s classic novel. Stars Oliver Reed, Richard Burton, Orson Welles, and Peter O’Toole. Rated R. 117 minutes. Olive Films. **$9.95**

★★4660609 GHOST HUNTER. Widescreen. After a seance goes tragically awry, Harry Price, the complex, real-life psychic researcher, vows to play it straight–until a distraught, socially prominent woman asks him to rid her home of ghosts. Will he tell her the hard truth about the psychological source of her fear? Or comfort her with the lies she wants to hear? Stars Rafe Spall. English SDH. 120 minutes. BBC. **$5.95**

★★4823001 BLIND CORNER. Paul Gregory is an accomplished composer despite his blindness, and his beauty is enough to be the perfect wife. But unknown to Paul, she is having a passionate affair with a struggling artist. When Paul senses their affair he threatens to cut Anne off without a penny, leading Anne to do away with herself. Stars Madeleine Haley. In B&W. 88 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

★★4668510 PIONEER. A thriller set at the beginning of the 1980s Norwegian oil boom and centered on a diver whose death at the bottom of the Norwegian Sea leads to tragedy as he realizes he’s in way over his head. Stars Aksel Hennie and Stephen Lang. Rated R. In Norwegian with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Magnolia. **$2.95**

★★4669347 CITY BY THE SEA. Widescreen. Vincent LaMarca’s job is to arrest killers, but this job is different. The suspect he is tracking is his own son. As a cop, LaMarca must bring the accused to justice. With a local group of right-wing vigilantes massacres the patrons of a gay bar, the sole survivor seeks refuge in a nearby apartment building whose residents must now defend themselves in a night of terror. Rated R. 84 minutes. SevenArts. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

★★4705130 GET OUT. Widescreen. When Chris (Daniel Kaluuya), a young African-American man, visits his girlfriend’s (Allison Williams) family estate, he becomes ensnared in the more sinister, real reason for the invitation. Written and directed by Jordan Peele. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

★★4740989 BRIGHTON ROCK. Fullscreen. Richard Attenborough gives a tour de force performance as a physically and psychologically warped gang leader Pinkie Brown, who courts and marries a local waitress (Carol Marsh) he detests in order to stop her from testifying against him. Not Rated. In English. SDH. 82 minutes. Vertical. **$5.95**

★★3987205 ROBOWOMAN. Widescreen. After a savage physical attack by a group of men, a woman undergoes illegal, experimental cybernetic surgery and is fashioned with robotic parts and vision. However, the surgery causes havoc to her brain, and before long, she’s on a deadly rampage of revenge. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

★★4693604 THE STRANGE ONES. Widescreen. Mysterious events围绕 two travelers, presumably brothers, as they make their way through a remote American landscape. On the surface all seems normal, but what appears to be a simple vacation soon goes way to a dark and sinister conclusion. Rated R. In English. SDH. 82 minutes. Vertical. **$5.95**

★★4660277 THE BARN. Widescreen. A serial killer strikes Sugar Grove, Virginia. A rising journalist comes to town to cover the story and her investigation will soon lead her to the town’s darkest secret, at her own peril. Stars Guillaume Faure and Piper Lincoln. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. **SOLD OUT**

★★3854817 SWEET VIRGINIA. Widescreen. Tight-wound drifter Elwood (Christopher Abbott) checks into a motel run by Sam (Jon Bernthal), a former rodeo champ, whose sins, all at a distance, are coming to haunt him. Rated R. In English. SDH. 80 minutes. Reel Vault. **$4.95**

★★469242X SANTICMYTH. Widescreen. Casper Van Dien stars as an arogant serial killer known as “The Monster Maker.” Not satisfied with murdering and mutilating his victims, he begins to play God by involving himself in their investigation as a potential witness. Written and directed by Joe Boll. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Martini Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. **$3.95**

★★4788293 ORDEAL BY INNOCENCE. Widescreen. After a two-year expedition into Antarctica, Dr. Arthur Calgary (Donald Sutherland) travels back to England to deliver his “proof.” As a fig leaf for his book, which Jack had left in Arthur’s car before his departure, Jack, however is dead, executed after being framed for murder. The Calgary innocence, but no one wants to reopen the case. A sizzling mystery by Agatha Christie. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**


★★669155X MR. WONG, DETECTIVE: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Master of horror Boris Karloff takes a different direction in this mystery series in the vein of Charlie Chan. Written, directed and produced by sleuth Mr. Wong in six classic mystery episodes. With Grant Withers and Marjorie Reynolds. In B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**
Thrillers

**464803X** 99 WOMEN. widescreen. A once in a lifetime cast of beauties like Maria Solett, Luciana Paluzzi and stars, Pelham come together for the mother of all women in prison movies. Herbert Lom and Mercedes McCambridge co-star as the sadistic wardens of an island overfilling with too many beautiful women, rewarding their depraved desires. Not rated. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**4784307** THE MILLION EYES OF SUMURU. widescreen. Shirley Eaton stars as Sumuru, a beautiful woman with plans for world domination. When a couple of secret agents uncover her scheme to eliminate male leaders and replace them with sexy, undercover male operatives, they enlist the local police to stop her female army. Also stars Frankie Avalon. Not rated. 79 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $14.95

**4693647** ACTS OF DEPERSON. widescreen. A desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate wife is having an affair. At the same time, he tracks a desperate, shrewd bank robber who is falling in love with a desperately obsessed woman whose life he just saved from suicide. CC. 114 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

**4939993** SHADOW OF CHINATOWN. In this tautly-chosen 1936 serial, an American import company hires a self-hating racist scientist to ruin the tourist trade of Chinatown in San Francisco. He uses his inventions and helpers to rake in local Chinese businesses, thus aiding the business designs of the import company. A journalist and his novelist boyfriend start investigating the violence. In two DVDs. Reel Vault. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

**3879518** THE MAN ON THE EIFFEL TOWER. In Paris, a down and out medical student Johann Radek is paid by Bill Kirby to murder his wealthy aunt. Radek keeps taunting the police until they realize he’s the killer. The police are led on chases through the streets and rooftops of Paris and finally up the girders of the Eiffel Tower. Stars Charles Laughton. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

**4939418** DRAWN IN BLOOD. widescreen. When their brothers are murdered, two of their sons (Anna Fin) to Berlin, she is unaware of the terror that awaits her in this 2006 send-up of Hitchcock and Argento. Horrific murders grip the region, each mirroring the storyline of a popular comic book. When Marian learns that her loner neighbor, she quickly becomes a hot target the film subtly reflects the troubled era it was made–1937

**4879631** THE SHADOW STIKES. Lamont Cranston assumes his secret identity as “The Shadow,” to break up an attempted robbery at an attorney’s office. When the police search the scene, Cranston must assume the identity of the attorney and he soon finds himself caught in a new mystery. The 1937 film stars Rod LaRocque and Agnes Anderson. In B&W. 61 minutes. Reel Vault.

**4857136** THE GIRL FROM CORTINA. fullscreen. In this late entry into the canon of Italian giallo, a woman returns to her hometown to escape her fears and regain her sanity. But just when she thinks she is safely away from the new signs of evil surface. She turns to her friend, but a surprise awaits her. Stars Vanessa Grimaldi. Not rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Mya. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**4705451** THE CIRCUS. widescreen. It is the height of the Cold War, and ex-tie Harry Palmer (Michael Caine), now reluctantly working as a secret agent, has been called in to investigate a strange occurrence: a group of women trained by leading scientists. It seems the scientists have been kidnapped, but reappear only days after the kidnapping, brainwashed and useless. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4693914** KISS THE GIRLS. widescreen. Eight kidnapped women. All beautiful. All talented. All in danger of having their lives cut cruelly short if police detective Alex Cross (Morgan Freeman) and key witness Kate McClintock (Ashley Judd) can’t locate the presiding “chop-chop” killer. Stars Denzel Washington, Halle Berry, and Morgan Freeman. Scorsese. English SDH. Rated R. 115 minutes. Paramount.

**3854826** TANK 432. widescreen. Seeking refuge from a combat, a band of starving motorists find themselves hooded hostages into an abandoned military tank. But when their sanctuary reveals itself to be a steel-walled prison, the group spirals into claustrophobic madness in a claustrophobic nightmare. Stars Rupert Evans and Michael Smiley. Not rated. English Subtitles. Shout Factory. Pub. at $14.95

**4744492** THE NIGHT MY NUMBER CALLER. widescreen. Commander Lacy (Michael Hordern) shares a dream he has experienced to his fellow dinner guests. The dream involves a Dakotta aircraft carrying 13 people is lost and crashes horrifically. Lindsay then starts to live out his nightmare as pieces from his dream fall into place. Is it coincidence or did his dream foretell the disaster. In B&W. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3770095** UNKNOWN CALLER. widescreen. Colin Miller, recently separated, picks up his phone home to a strange caller who tells him his house has been turned into a bomb shelter. As he crosses the threshold from the inside out will trip the detonator and blow up his home. The only way out is to try and make sense of the horror that is caused by the psychopathic caller. Not Cinecom.

**3923782** THE FINAL COUNTDOWN. widescreen. America’s mightiest nuclear powered aircraft carrier is on maneuvers in the Pacific. Suddenly, a freak electrical storm engulfs the ship and triggers the impossible. The Nimz is hurtled back in time to December 6, 1941, mere hours before the attack on Pearl Harbor. Stars Kirk Douglas, Martin Sheen and James Farentino. 102 minutes. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4709632** JOSSIE. widescreen. The residents of a small, southern town are forever changed when the tattooed, street-talking stranger Josie (Sophie Turner) struts into town. Striking up relationships with a local young punk and her loner neighbor, she quickly becomes a hot topic of gossip. But her intentions for arriving in town are far more sinister. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Screen Media Films.

**6823249** LADY IN THE death HOUSE. A research historian supports himself by taking on a job as an executioner at a prison. Later, in a twist of fate, Dr. Bradley must contend with executing a woman he still loves. Can evidence be found to exonerate her at the last minute or will Dr. Bradley have to make the most difficult decision of his life? Stars Jean Parker. In B&W. 56 minutes. Reel Vault.

**6822994** BEHIND PRISON WALLS. the story finds its scheming steel tycoon James Pelham (Tully Marshall) and his high-minded lawyer son Jonathan (Alan Baxter), simultaneously ending up behind bars. Together, father and son scheme to legally outwit the under McDonnell’s unscrupulous business partners. This 1943 classic was Marshall’s final film appearance. In B&W. 64 minutes. Reel Vault.

**4810920** THROUGH THE SWINGING VINyl. widescreen. LaBene, hany, hired to look after two orphaned children who live on their uncle’s coffee plantation, an estate haunted by malevolent spirits. As she investigates the history of the house, she becomes the victim of a diabolical plot. Based on the novel The Turn of the Screw, by Henry James. Not Rated. In Brazilian with English subtitles.

**4788419** THE SILENT PARTNER. widescreen. Miles Callen (Elliott Gould) is a safe cracker who can be when he is transformed from mild-mannered bank teller into daring, ingenious bank robber in a matter of seconds. Held up by bank robbers with fake police badges, Christopher Plummer manages to stash most of the money in a deposit box first, but when

**4790146** THE STRANGE VICE OF MRS. WARHOL. widescreen. In this stingy giallo by director Sergio Martino, and starring Edwige Fenech and George Hilton, Fenech is a sadistic ward of a woman returns to her hometown for some adventure. When her friend Kitty is kidnapped by a psycho who has struck before, meanwhile, agent Nate meets with a villain to gain some insight into the mind of a madman. Not Rated. 49 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $19.95

**4818695** COWARDS MAY DIE. widescreen. Police detective Dr. Cross; Blood Simple; Barton Fink. The police are led on chases through the streets and rooftops of Paris and finally up the girders of the Eiffel Tower. Stars Charles Laughton. 96 minutes. Reel Vault.

**478322X** PURSUIT. widescreen. When government agent Steven Graves (Ben Gazzara) investigates political extremist James Wright (E.G. Marshall) he uncovers a diabolical plot to blast lethal nerve gas into San Diego during the Republican Convention. A computer is then taken by his fiancée who is believed to have committed suicide. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Scorpon. Pub. at $19.95

**4703111** FEAR NO EVIL/RITUAL OF EVIL. widescreen. Dr. David Sorell, a psychology drop-out, is a psycho in the occult becomes involved in the case of a man possessed by a spirit in a antique mirror in Fear No Evil. And Dr. Sorell is back in Ritual of Evil as he investigates the death of one of his young heiress, and uncovers a cult of wealthy people who practice black magic. Over 3 hours. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**3858712** THE COEN BROTHERS MOVIE COLLECTION. widescreen. Rediscover the brilliant filmmaking of these two wonderful filmmakers who have given us some of the greatest movie treasures of the last 25 years. Collects Fargo; Raising Arizona; Miller’s Crossing; Barton Fink. Stars include Frances McDormand, Nicolas Cage, Gabriel Byrne and John Turturro. Most Rated R. In two DVDs. MGM.

**4784033** SLAYGROUND. widescreen. In an exciting and easy to watch movie for Stone (Pete Coyote), a cold cash hit on a criminal is just a matter of seconds. starring John Negri and Sam Peck. Directed by John Negri and Sam Peck. Directed by

**3858031** THE MAN WHO WAS SHERLOCK HOLMES. widescreen. In this fast-paced mystery-thriller, Halle Abbers stars as a pipe-smoking super-sleuth who may–or may not–be Arthur Conan Doyle’s legendary detective. While it appears light-hearted on the surface, the film subtly reflects the troubled era it was made–1937
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**Horror**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Director(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Studio/Label</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3803165</td>
<td>FRIGHT NIGHT: 10 Movie Pack</td>
<td>Wes Craven</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Tim Thomerson, Thomas Haden Church, Didi Conn, Pat Harrington, Jr.</td>
<td>Scream Factory</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380056X</td>
<td>A BLOOD ORGY OF THE SHE-DEVILS: Widescreen</td>
<td>Paul Schrade</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Edy Williams, Rosemary Dexter, Megan Miles, Susan Strasberg</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2940299</td>
<td>FRESHWATER: Widescreen</td>
<td>Brian Keene</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Johnathon Schaech, Keri Lynn Pratt, Nancy Hartigan, Buddy Craig</td>
<td>Europa Entertainment</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385856C</td>
<td>CARVER: Widescreen</td>
<td>Rob Schrab</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Cameron Bright, Jesse Plemons, Johanna Huffman, Alphonso McAuley</td>
<td>BVT Entertainment</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380116X</td>
<td>SHAKRA: Fullscreen</td>
<td>Karl Schierman</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Jodi Lyn O’Keefe, Holly Marie Combs, Marla Sokoloff, Mark Siville</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comedy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Director(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Studio/Label</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4773063</td>
<td>BETTER WATCH OUT: Widescreen</td>
<td>Mike Mendez</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Pam Grier, John Pankow, John Marquart, Andrew Yancy</td>
<td>Syfy</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3802922</td>
<td>DEMONIC: Widescreen</td>
<td>Larry Harvey</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>BillATABASH, Mary Woronkoff, Cloris Leach, Gary Lockwood</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6509003</td>
<td>THE BORIS KARLOFF COLLECTION</td>
<td>Chio T. Smith</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Boris Karloff, John Carradine, Gehad Al Ahady, John Stratton</td>
<td>Full Moon Features</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2954114</td>
<td>ODD THOMAS: Widescreen</td>
<td>Mike Mendez</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Treinkel, Jennifer Gauker, Johnathan Schaech, Holly Giddings</td>
<td>Syfy</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4824725</td>
<td>BEHIND YOU: Widescreen</td>
<td>Larry Harvey</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>BillATABASH, Mary Woronkoff, Cloris Leach, Gary Lockwood</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3803118</td>
<td>GIALLO: Widescreen</td>
<td>Janus Metze</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Deanna Durbin, Jack Elam, Joanne Linville, Billy Drago</td>
<td>Scream Factory</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Action**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Director(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Studio/Label</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4629506</td>
<td>EVECONE, EVECONE/OH! YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL/WIDOW BLUE: Widescreen</td>
<td>Bob Westmoreland</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Vallette, Crystal White, Sissy Spacek, Dyanne Van De Graaff</td>
<td>Honey Video</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371250X</td>
<td>THE LAST SHARK: Widescreen</td>
<td>Rick Jones</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Steven Seagal, Michael Cudlitz, Wilford Brimley, Tony O'Dell</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Western**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Director(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Studio/Label</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>392948X</td>
<td>ZOMBIE STRIPPERS: Special Edition</td>
<td>Larry Harvey</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Ozzie Davila, Tony Beckman, Tracy Scoggins, John Shipp</td>
<td>Syfy</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>479057X</td>
<td>ZOMBIE STRIPPERS: Special Edition</td>
<td>Larry Harvey</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Ozzie Davila, Tony Beckman, Tracy Scoggins, John Shipp</td>
<td>Syfy</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47732X</td>
<td>JACOB’S LADDER: Widescreen</td>
<td>Paul soda</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>John Saxon, Steven Keats, Tony Beckman, Jamie Lee Curtis</td>
<td>Scream Factory</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Science Fiction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Director(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Studio/Label</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>477785X</td>
<td>DRACULA IN VEGAS: Widescreen</td>
<td>John Cardia</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Marc Blucas, Jack Palance, Rachel Truehart, David Silverman</td>
<td>Syfy</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47732X</td>
<td>JACOB’S LADDER: Widescreen</td>
<td>Paul soda</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>John Saxon, Steven Keats, Tony Beckman, Jamie Lee Curtis</td>
<td>Scream Factory</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Horror**

**475994X POLAROID.** Widescreen. High school loner Bird Fitcher has no idea what dark secrets are tied to the mysterious Polaroid vintage camera she stumbled upon—it doesn’t take long to discover that those who have their picture taken meet a tragic end. English SDH. 87 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**474604 A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 5-8: 4 Film Favorites.** The dream stalker returns: Freddy’s Frighteners 5-8! Stars include Robert Englund, Lisa Wilcox, Lisa Zane, Shon Greenblat, Leslie Deane, Heather Langenkamp, Monica Keena, and John Saez. CC. All films rated R. Over 6 hours on two double-sided DVDs. New Line Cinema. $7.95

**3961559 CRAWL.** Widescreen. Set in an unknown rural town, a seasby bar owner hires a mysterious highway man to settle his debts. The gun-slinging killer crosses paths with an innocent waitress sparking a cat and mouse struggle of survival. As tension builds, everyone is driven to desperate measures, leading to a blood curdling climax. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $2.95

**482733 GREMLIN.** Widescreen. Two years after the murder of his ten year old son, Adam Thatcher receives a mysterious box from a relative containing a terrifying secret—a creature that will brutally kill everyone he cares about one by one. The only way to release himself from the curse is to give the box to someone he loves, continuing the never-ending circulation of this evil. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

**3817431 THE CHURCH.** Widescreen. The pastor of a landmark church is the sole hold-out in a Philadelphia neighborhood earmarked for gentrification. But soon, the spirits of congregational members past begin to make their displeasure known. Who are the righteous among them? Stars Bill Moseley and Ashley C. Williams. 90 minutes. Plus Edition. $2.95

**3801179 SHE FREAK.** Widescreen. In this creepy carrny-noir, horror lurks behind the cheerful facade of a traveling carnival. A waitress takes a job as a gator with a hair of the owner. Later, she learns she is the estranged daughter of the owner. $13.95

**3919455 ART OF THE DEAD.** Widescreen. When Dylan Wilson purchases a collection of seven paintings, he has no idea what horrors he has unleashed for himself and his family. Only Father Mendel knows what evil lurks inside this darkness that represents the seven deadly sins. It’s up to him to save Dylan and his family. Stars Jessica Morris. Not Rated. 98 minutes. DVD, Two-Discs. $2.95

**488239 ABBIE STRIPPER.** Widescreen. A zombie epidemic spreads throughout a strip club in Nebraska. As one of the strippers gets the virus, she turns into a supernatural, flesh-eating zombie stripper, making bob. Do the rest of the girls join in to be like the star stripper, even if there’s no turning back? Stars Jenna Jameson and Robert Englund. Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**3757925 BIGFOOT. The Movie.** When their friend is killed by Bigfoot, four small-town Pennsylvania drunks join forces by liquorizing up and arming themselves with automatic weapons. They plan to down the legendary beast for good. The only problem is, no one else in town believes in the mythical monster. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

---

**Comedy**

**3817415 BLACK WAKE.** Widescreen. Strange events are happening such as people disappearing overnight. When a determined detective (Tom Sizemore) sends a scientist the seemingly crazed writings of a mysterious homeless man, she learns that the actors are more dangerous than anyone imagined. Can she convince others of the danger before it’s too late? Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. **SOLD OUT.**

**478821 THE CONJURING.** Widescreen. History maestros John and Lorena, the thrilling true story of ghost hunters Lorraine and Ed Warren (Vera Farmiga and Patrick Wilson), who help a family terrorized by an evil spirit in the Amity farm house. “One of the scariest movies ever made”—Chicago Sun-Times, Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**457206 DEVIL’S DOMAIN.** After becoming the victim of vicious cyber bullies, Lisa makes a deal with the devil to exact revenge on her tormentor. But the devil has unleashed for himself and his family. When Dylan Wilson purchases a collection of seven paintings, he has no idea what horrors he has unleashed for himself and his family. Only Father Mendel knows what evil lurks inside this darkness that represents the seven deadly sins. It’s up to him to save Dylan and his family. Stars Jessica Morris. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

---

**Action/Adventure**

**477758 DEVIL’S REVENGE.** When archaeologist John Brock returns from an unsuccessful cave expedition he starts to see dream-like visions of a ferocious bird-like creature from ancient folklore. John soon learns the cave he came in contact with contains a mysterious relic and also a portal to Hell. In order to stop it, he must go back and destroy it. Stars Jason Brooks. Unrated. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**355033 THE HUNTED.** Widescreen. Chasing their dream of landing their own hunting show, Lisa and Beau (Ronne Gene Belevins) head to the dense, secluded mountains of West Virginia. Equipped with only their bow and camera, they have just three days to kill a monster buck. But when the sun sets, they realize they’re not alone. SDH. 88 minutes E.One. $3.95

**477478 TOOLBOX MURDERS 2.** Widescreen. The handyman of horror is back! Flicking up directly after the events of Tobe Hooper’s 1978 classic, Toolbox, a twisted killer sends the twisted killer back into the streets of L.A., where he focuses on a new target: Samantha, the sister of his last victim. Stars Chantalilus Lewis and Ed Norton. 95 minutes. Adults only. Scream Factory. $5.95

**396146X ALYCE KILLS.** Widescreen. Life takes a downward spiral for Alyce after a night of partying goes wrong and she accidentally pushes her best friend off of a building. When Dylan Wilson purchases a collection of seven paintings, he has no idea what horrors he has unleashed for himself and his family. Only Father Mendel knows what evil lurks inside this darkness that represents the seven deadly sins. It’s up to him to save Dylan and his family. Stars Jessica Morris. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $2.95

**3802092 THE DEAD WANT WOMEN.** Widescreen. When two naturals (Jessica Morris and Anna Silk) visit the L.A.-based silent film star Rose Pettigrew, they discover that there are more than skeletons in the closets: haunted by the ghosts of a long time ago, the girls quickly find that they’re in the middle of a nightmare that will never end. Also stars Eric Roberts. 83 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

**3885909 THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT.** Widescreen. On their way to a rock concert, two teens are kidnapped and gang raped by escaped convicts. The girls are drugged, tossed in a car trunk and driven into the woods by the savage, murderous gang—only to wake up in a terror that they do not have dreamed. Written and directed by Wes Craven. Unrated. CC. 84 minutes. MGM. $9.95

**4836529 AUTOMATON TRANSFUSION/BLACK SHEEP.** Widescreen. Autmaton Transfusion: As a group of teens fight a army experiment gone awry, hordes of hungry, flesh-eating undead surge through their town—ripping jaws, snapping bodies and devouring human flesh. Black Sheep is a gruesomely twisted horror/comedy about mutant flesh-eating sheep run amok in rural New Zealand. Both Not Rated. English SDH. 162 minutes on two DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

**4827236 THE CHILD REMAINS.** Widescreen. An expectant couple’s weekend turns to terror as they discover their secluded country inn is a haunted maternity home where infants and mothers were murdered. English SDH. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Unckorked Entertainment. $5.95

---

**Documentary**

**4797687 THE ASCHARTY EVENT.** Widescreen. Peter and Margaret believe their house is haunted, but this house is hiding a deadly, decades-old secret that is seeking vengeance. A moody, effective period of British horror in the Hammer tradition directed by Anthony Williamson. $9.95. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95

**4773004 3-HEADED SHARK ATTACK.** Widescreen. The world’s greatest killing machine is three times as deadly when a mutated shark threat a cruise ship. As the shark eats its way from one end of the ship to the next, the passengers fight the deadly predator using anything they can find. Stars Darcy Dei, Karreuche Tran, and Rob Van Dam. CC. 90 minutes. Vertical. MVDVisual. $2.95

**3925536 THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS/HANNIBAL/MANHUNTER.** Considered one of the greatest and most influential films of all time, The Silence of the Lambs stars Jodie Foster, Anthony Hopkins and Scott Glenn. Hopkins returns as Dr. Lecter in the acclaimed sequel Hannibal, picking up 10 years later when the professor re-merges in Florence, Italy. Manhunter stars William Petersen in the first adaptation of the psychological thriller. All Rated R. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. $7.95

**4824856 WOLF CREEK 2.** Widescreen. Lured by the promise of an Australian holiday, exchange student Paul visits the famous Farmer family. His dream Outback adventure soon becomes a horrific reality when he encounters the site’s most infamous local, Mick Taylor. Not Rated. 106 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

**3756431 FANGBANGER.** Meet Dick and Suzy. Dick becomes infected with an unknown virus, and in turn, infects Suzy. They soon discover that they have a new found taste for blood. As they begin to hunt, their new mutation is that they only seem to be able suck blood out of their victims genitals. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95

---

More see more titles at erhbc.com/860
**Secrets in the Walls**

Widescreen. Rachel Easton (Jen Ryan) just purchased a dream home that offers a new beginning for her and her daughters. But as the days pass, a sinister evil begins to take possession of their lives and the home’s violent past slowly becomes clear. Not Rated. Over 6 hours. Vivendi Entertainment.

Factory. Pub. at $16.97

$3.95

**4774674 PumPKInHeade, Widescreen.** When a group of rambunctious teenagers inadvertently kill his only son, Ed Harley (Lance Henriksen) severs a backwoods witch to bring the child back. But instead, she invokes “the pumpkinhead”—a monstrosity and lanced demon which answers only to Ed’s bloodlust.

Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Viva Films.

$7.95

**375770 Ouija Collection.** In Ouija Experiment a few friends decide to record their Ouija board experiment, a choice they regret when the spirits turn deadly. In Ouija Resurrection some friends play with a Ouija board, inadvertently summoning a bloodthirsty spirit. In Ouija Summoning Sara avidly toying with evil spirit that will stop at nothing until it destroys everyone in her life.

Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Viva Films.

$3.95

**4674324 Rabid.** Widescreen. Demure and unassuming fashion designer Sarah, hormonally disequilibrated after a grisly accident, agrees to undergo an untested procedure involving stem cells to restore her damaged face. This miracle cure causes her to recover beyond her wildest dreams. But it comes with a price. Not Rated. English SDH. 107 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97

$4.95

**4729528 The Haunting of Helena.** Widescreen. After a divorce, Sophia moves to the south of Italy with her daughter, Helena. Their new home hides a mysterious closet and a dark secret. After the loss of Helena’s first baby tooth, a chilling obsession begins. She collects her classmates’ fallen teeth with an urgent hunger. It soon becomes clear there is far more to this apartment than can be seen. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment.

$5.95

**3852532 Slumber.** Widescreen. Alice is a rational-minded sleep doctor, haunted by the mysterious death of her younger brother. During a routine examination on a traumatized family with sleeping problems, Alice is forced to abandon scientific rationalism and believe that the family is being terrorized by a parasitic demon who feeds on the weak while they sleep. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Vertical.

$2.95

**4824512 The Dawn.** Widescreen. A man haunted by recurring nightmares murders his family at the insistence of mysterious voices. The only survivor is his eldest daughter who is sent to live in a convent. Not Rated.

$4.95

**4774418 Dimension Extreme.** Zombie Triple Feature. Widescreen. The undead shuffle across three tales of terror. The geologist A. Romero directs Diary of the Dead, a found footage fright fest about film students grappling with a zombie onslaught. The Zombie Diaries transports us to England for a documentary-style take on the outbreak. Lastly, It’s Automaton Transfusion, one of the most brutal undead gore-fests ever committed to celluloid. Rated R. Over 4 hours on 3 DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

$5.95

**4877736 in the Eye Snatchers.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Under cover of darkness, while an uncanny city sleeps, an alien life form begins to sow the seeds of unspeakable horror. After catching Brooke Adams, Leonard Nimoy and Jeff Goldblum star in this shocking, first-rate suspense thriller. CC. 117 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM.

$7.95

**4674375 Wildling.** Widescreen. A teenage girl’s coming of age arrives with a terrifying twist in this spellbinding take on the werewolf legend. Unable to adjust to a normal life, she finds herself drawn instead to the wild freedom of the forest while struggling to resist the unholy lust inside of her. Stars Bel Powley and Liv Tyler. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $16.97

$4.95

**3884607 the Woods/Craft: Dreadnaught Stories.** Agnes Bruckner and Patricia Clarkson star in The Woods, a frightening film about a neglected teen girl sent to a private school deep in the woods when her adoptive father feels there is far too much to this apartment than can be seen. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Viva Films.

$5.95

**3885658 the Amityville Horror Triple Feature.** Widescreen. A must-have for any horror fan! James Brolin, Margot Kidder and Rod Steiger fall prey to the powers of darkness in the 1979 classic The Amityville Horror. Then, hold on tight for the 2005 remake starring Ryan Reynolds. Finally, the chilling prequel, Amityville II: The Possession starring James Deen.

Rated R. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. MGM.

$9.95

**3801233 the Strangler’s Wife.** Fullscreen. Mac thought she had the perfect husband. Until she found out about his other wife. But she never expected an even more horrible truth. He isn’t cheating with these other women–he’s killing them. Stars Sarah Huling and Ciaran Crawford. SC. Rated R. 85 minutes. New Concorde. Pub. at $9.95

$3.95

**4807588 Scarecrow’s Revenge.** Widescreen. A warrior must step up when a heathen, banished from her village gives up his mortal soul in exchange for the near indestructible form of a demonical Scarecrow. As warriors fail to the vengeful Scarecrow, it’s down to one woman to save herself from annihilation. Not Rated. 97 minutes. In Distributors.

$5.95

**3770001 Little Dead Rotting Hood.** Widescreen. The residents of a small town discover that something more sinister than killer wolves is lurking in the backwoods—first the wolves start turning up dead, then people. Stars Bianca A. Santos and Eric Ballour. Not Rated. CC. 89 minutes. Asylum.

$4.95

**3862836 Monster Movie Mix: Horror Beyond the Grave/Terror Beyond the Stars.** Features twelve monster films including The Corpse Vanishes; Night Fright; Killers from Space; Destination Space; The Message Beyond; Blunder; Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde; Tales of Frankenstein; Vertigo from Space; Flash Gordon; Return of the Androids; Captain Z-Ro; Meteor; and Johnny Jupiter. In 54 hours, Mill Creek.

Color and B&W. Over 6 hours. Vertical.

$4.95

**4839951 the Resonator: Miskatonic U.** Widescreen. A University student follows in his late father’s footsteps and becomes obsessed with completing work on the Resonator, an inter-dimensional device that opens doorways to other worlds. With the aid of his closest friends, they manage to get the machine running with terrifying results! Stars Dane Oliver, Michel Pare, and Amanda Wynn Mullen.

$9.95

**4823117 the Face of Marble.** Dr. Randolph is so obsessed with reanimating the dead in his isolated old dark house and lab that he doesn’t realize his wife is in love with his young assistant. Stars John Carradine, Claudia Drake and Robert Shayne. SH. 72 minutes.

$7.95

**4818555 5G Zombies.** Widescreen. The human race is purchased a dream home that offers a new beginning for her and her daughters. But as the days pass, a sinister evil begins to take possession of their lives and the home’s violent past slowly becomes clear. Not Rated. Over 6 hours. Vivendi Entertainment.

Factory. Pub. at $16.97

$3.95

**4660412 croc/sea Beast/shark Swarm.** Maneater Series. Widescreen. Blood stains the water in three aquatic creature features. In Croc, a killer crocodile wreaks havoc on a beach resort. In Sea Beast, a myopic beast from the ocean depths is unleashed on land. Finishing off the trilogy, a fisherman discovers a swarm of mutant great white sharks. Not Rated. Stars include Michael Madsen and Daryl Hannah. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment.

Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

**3885122 Festival of Frights.** Collects over three and a half hours of frightfully fun horror film previews. An avalanche of chills and thrills with monsters, madmen and more. The undead shuffle across three tales of terror. The undead shuffle across three tales of terror. The undead shuffle across three tales of terror. Not Rated. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures.

$12.95


$8.00

**385320 Malicious.** Widescreen. When Adam, a young college professor, accepts his first big teaching position at a respected university, he and his beautiful pregnant wife move into a country house just outside of town. But soon the happy couple suffer a miscarriage and become convinced some malicious entity has come to the house to take the baby. English.

$2.95

**4759699 Dark Light.** Widescreen. Following her mother’s death and a painful divorce, Annie and her daughter, Emily, move back home. At first everything seems fine but then tragedy strikes again on a foggy night when Emily goes missing from her bedroom. When Emily’s body is nowhere to be found, Annie becomes the prime suspect.

$5.95

**3961621 Exit Humanity.** Widescreen. In the aftermath of the Civil War, an unexplained outbreak of the walking dead claims the life of Emily Shenay. Unable to adjust to a normal life, she finds herself drawn instead to the wild freedom of the forest while struggling to resist the unholy lust inside of her. Stars Bel Powley and Liv Tyler. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Vertical.

$5.95

**4777786 Trick.** Widescreen. On Halloween night in 2015, Patrick “Trick” Weaver massacred his classmates at a costume party. After being arrested, he managed to escape and reappears every Halloween to terrorize the town. With Trick wreaking havoc, Detective Mike Denver (Orin Epps) will stop at nothing to bring Trick to justice. English.

$4.95

**3890725 Cockneys vs Zombies.** Widescreen. A wild horror comedy in the vein of Shaun of the Dead. When some old-timers are at home to develop, a group of young, inept criminals decide to take matters into their own hands. The only thing standing in their way is a zombie outbreak in London. Stars包括迈克·梅森、罗伊·厄普斯。Orin Epps will stop at nothing to bring Trick to justice. English.

$5.95

**4746824 Jess Franco’s Count Dracula: Special Edition.** Fullscreen. A highly 값진 adaptation of the classic Bram Stoker novel, directed by Jess Franco and starring Christopher Lee as the Count, who flees the cold confines of his Carpathian castle for the shores of England, where he must feed on the blood of beautiful Lucy (Soledad Miranda) and Mina (Maria Rothem). Herbert Lom portrays Van Helsing, and Klaus Kinski plays Renfield. 97 minutes. MIF. Pub. at $19.98

$8.95
**The Possession Experiment.** Widescreen. Brandon has always been drawn to the supernatural, so when he asked to pick a topic to base his final world theology class project on, he decides to explore the dark world of exorcisms. With two classmates, the group is led to investigate a multiple homicide that they eventually discover was an exorcism gone horribly wrong.

Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. $5.95

**The Green Inferno.** Widescreen. Determined to protect the Amazon rainforest, a group of student activists head to Peru only to crash-land deep in the jungle. Captured by a pack of bloodthirsty cannibals, the survivors suffer unspeakable acts of butchery at the hands of their captors and are turned to save.

Directed by Eli Roth. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Universal. $3.95

**Mania Killer.** Widescreen. A malevolent religious cult stalks a French village, kidnappering them to unimaginable tortures under the guise of saving their souls. When a man’s girlfriend is taken by the sect, he teams up with a mob of angry pack to track down the maniacal, holy rolling killers and put an end to their bloody mission. Stars Bo Svenson and Full Moon.

Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. $9.95

**Viceroy’s Crow.** Widescreen. In 2007 over forty people were brutally torn to pieces in Louisiana’s Honey Island Swamp. Over the past decade, the lone survivor claims a local legend Victor Crowley is responsible.

Over the past decade, the lone survivor claims that local legend Victor Crowley is responsible. When a twist of fate puts him back at the scene, Crowley is mistakenly thought to kill once more. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Raven Banner.

Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. $5.95

**The Piper.** Widescreen. A gruesome retelling of the legendary Brothers Grimm classic! Shortly after the death of a virgin, a hunter and a hairdresser decide to have a weekend in a remote country and make a stop in a remote village, where strange and twisted happenings occur. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 119 minutes. CJ Entertainment.

$2.95

**Indigenous.** Widescreen. A group of friends travel to a remote exotic Panama for a week of partying in a lush tropical paradise. What begins as a dream vacation quickly turns deadly when they realize they are being hunted by bloodthirsty, flesh-eating creatures.

Rated R. 85 minutes. Momentum.

$5.95

**Breaking Spirits.** Widescreen. After a Chinese exchange student falls victim to a group of popular bullies at school, she befriended a mysterious girl who helps her exact revenge on her enemies as officially try to solve the mysterious deaths of other popular girls in class.

Rated R. 93 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95

$7.95

**Day of the Animals.** Widescreen. When a hole in the Earth’s ozone layer triggers bloodthirsty madness throughout the animal kingdom, all mankind will be left for dead.

Two particularly group of tourists on an overnight hike. Stars include Christopher Lynde, Day George, and Leslie Nielsen. 98 minutes. Seven B. $12.95

$11.95

**Shock Waves.** Widescreen. In the dark days of World War II, the Nazi High Command ordered its scientists to create a top secret race of indestructible zombie storm troopers. A ragtag group of soldiers and dregs from the Corps–and somewhere off the coast of Florida, they have survived, Stars Peter Cushing, Brooke Adams, and John Caradine. 85 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**Possession’s End.** Widescreen. When their mother dies, two sisters go to live with their aunt and her family consisting of a horny uncle, a lesbian cousin, and a slow witted male courtier. Small town where they encounter bikers, who have a deadly and shocking secret beside just fighting each other. Rated R. 81 minutes. Adults only. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/860
**MURDERLUST.** Fullscreen. By gay, mild-mannered Steve Melmont (Eli Rich) is a clean-cut teacher and youth counselor for a Los Angeles church. By night, he’s a sexual psychopath who murders prostitutes and dumps their bodies in the desert. This edition also includes the surreal bonus film Project Nightmare starring Charles Miller. Not Rated. 172 minutes. Italian. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**KEEP WATCHING.** Widescreen. A family is tormented by a force that is playing a terrifying game. As the night unfolds, the game’s mysterious rules become clear, and the family finds themselves watching a highly disturbing event in their own home. Pub. at $14.95

**THE SLAUGHTERHOUSE KILLER.** Widescreen. A boy who is promised the “trip” of a lifetime by their parents, is actually being lured into a catastrophic situation. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**THEWARRIORS.** Widescreen. After his bride is posthumously honored, a slumlord and half-breed policeman. Not Rated. 79 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

**AFFLICTED.** Widescreen. This terrifying horror thriller follows two best friends who set out on the trip of a lifetime around the world. Their journey, documented every step of the way, soon takes a dark and unexpected turn after an encounter with a beautiful woman. This edition also includes two behind- the-scenes features and a commentary track. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Sold Out

**CONJURING CURSE.** Widescreen. A cursed house is host to several generations of terror after a witch casts a spell on it for eternity. Delving deep into the terrifying paranormal happenings haunting the home’s various occupants, as the evil in the walls grows stronger with each victim. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**A CLOSER WALK WITH THREE.** Widescreen. A young, Chinese missionary gets caught watching his handsome pastor Eli in the shower. The house church ostracizes him until Eli (who happens to be a fledgling exorcist) suggests it may be demonic possession that giving Jordan his ungodly urges. What starts as an exercise quickly descends into psychological madness. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $19.99

**LUST.** Widescreen. A famous crime writer becomes a victim after a crazed fan brutally attacks her. Isolated in her apartment she continues to feel threatened after experiencing strange events. Her psychiatrist believes that it is all in her mind, but she is convinced her attacker is stalking her and resorts to extreme measures to protect herself. Not Rated. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $14.95

**LAZARUS.** Apocalypsis. Widescreen. George Lazarus is tasked with interviewing 12 employees of a cigarette company when his film receives a suspension insurance claim. All had been let go contracting mysterious illnesses. Shortly after, Lazarus goes missing without a trace and his friends set out to find him. What they uncover is more deadly than they could have ever imagined. Not Rated. 90 minutes. E One. $3.95

**EBOLA REX.** Widescreen. An Ebola infected T-Rex escapes from a science lab in downtown Los Angeles, destroying everything in its path. The only local neighborhood and a rename soldier band together to deal not only with the monster, but the deadly and highly contagious disease it carries. 72 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**SHE KILLED IN ECSTASY.** Widescreen. Soledad Miranda in one of her final performances–stars as the vengeful widow who seduces then murders the men and women responsible for her husband’s suicide. Directed by Jess Franco, this film is considered perhaps his most twisted shocker of the 70s. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 80 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**LEPRECHAUN RETURNS.** Widescreen. When the sorority sisters of the Alpha Upsilon house decide to go green and use an old well as their water source, they unwittingly awaken the pint-sized, clad monster. The Leprechaun wants a pot of gold buried near the sorority house, but first he must recover his powers with a killing spree. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Fullscreen. $5.95

**JACK VS. LANTERNS.** Widescreen. Horror horticulturist Jack Wood’s back and this time he’s facing an army of undead, genetically altered pumpkins programmed to kill all humans. He enlists an army of butt-kicking elite fighters to help rid the world of these crazed, rampaging gourds. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**VAMPIRES.** Also known as Daughters of Draco. The beautiful Marianne Morris and stunning Playboy centerfold Anulka star as bisexual seductresses who after leaving town together, find themselves in an insatiable lust for the blood of mortals as well as the succubus bodies of each other. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
Horror

★ 4847954 RED SCREAM VAMPIRES. Widescreen. Theodore and Elena are thousand year old vampires who haunt a long abandoned train terminal. They pick up male hitchhikers with promises of a night of erotic excess that quickly turns to slaughter and blood-feeding frenzies. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

★ 4828798 DEATH RINK. Widescreen. The night staff of a roller rink are stalked and murdered by a mysterious figure who they believe may be the spirit of a teenager who was accidentally killed three years ago. Stars Amanda and Simon Holland. Not Rated. 74 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95.

★ 4828838 CAMP MURDER. Widescreen. Tommy Heller has been locked away in a mental institution for the past 25 years. Once he escapes, he proceeds on a murder massacre. When his careless orderly lets him escape from the care of his doctor, he returns to the camp to continue his murder spree. Not Rated. 73 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

★ 4810485 REUNION MASSACRE. Widescreen. After some eerie advice from an old fortune telling machine, a young woman receives an invitation to her high school reunion. However, when she arrives she finds a desolate building and a masked maniac lurking in the shadows who has been waiting a long time for her. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95.

3885232 ROGER CORMAN'S HORROR CLASSICS, VOL. 1. Widescreen. A trio of Corman gemes, filled with campy, blood-splattered fun. In A Generation, a killer hides the bodies of his victims by turning them into sculptures. In Dementia 13, a widow finds herself trapped in a decrepit castle with her ex-husbands murdered victims. In The Terror, a soldier from 19th century France is locked in a mansion of death. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Film Chest. Pub. at $29.45 SOLD OUT.

★ 478563X ANGEL OF DEATH. Widescreen. When an active pair of young Nazi hunters exploring Uruguay accidentally stumble upon the lair of the maniacal war criminal Dr. Josef Mengele, they immediately set out to get revenge. These deeply rooted in the swastiku jungles. Mengele has continued his hideous human experiments: torturing, murdering and mutilating nubile virgins in the name of Science. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95.

★ 4712234 BAD ASS BITCHES. This amazing compilation will blow your mind as these babes kick but and take names while exacting revenge on those who have abused and humiliated defenseless females. Includes two classy and trashy films—Whipped, Framed and Tortured and Blood.Candy_Don’t Play Pep Talks. Not Rated. Three hours on 2 DVDs. WMWM Pub. at $19.99 $14.95.

★ 3900371 SUCCEBUS. Widescreen. At a chic nightclub for jaded jetsetters, a simulated snuff performance is the main attraction, and Lorna, its leading lady, is the obsessed A.D.D. and women alike. Soon the sensuous starlet’s stage personality possesses her entirely. Also stars Janine Reynaud, Jack Taylor, and Howard Vernon. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Adults only. Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 4764289 THE FORBIDDEN PHOTOS OF A LADY ABOVE SUSPICION. Widescreen. International beauty Dagmar Lassander plays a young wife whose traumatic sexual assault triggers a depraved obsession with her attacker. But when pornography and perversion lead to blackmail and murder, only a very deadly turn. This daringly kinky giallo is directed by Luciano Ercoli. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95.

★ 3794369 ABDUCTION 101. Widescreen. While hiking, an international model is captured by a group of strangers in the desert. Inside, they learn that this seemingly abandoned building is the lair of killers, and they must fight to escape or become the latest prey. Not Rated. CC. 77 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95.

★ 4793672 AND NOW THE SCREAMING STARTS. Widescreen. The classic 1970s slasher-horror, remastered for the first time ever! Peter Cushing leads an all-star cast in a twisted tale of family curses, ax murders, corpse dissection and a deliciously depraved performance by Herbert Lom that has to be seen to be believed. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

★ 472965X THE RETURN OF DRACULA/THE VAMPIRE. Widescreen. A double feature of pulp horror for The Return of Dracula, as history’s greatest bloodsucker crosses the Atlantic and tries to pose as the cousin of an American family. The second feature is for all those who considered the vampire genre dead. A small-town physician finds an experimental bat serum has imbued him with a thirst for blood! CC. 153 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.95.

3860199 BONEHILL ROAD. Emily and Edan Stevens escape a violent domestic abuse situation only to enter into another more dangerous one. Terrified and alone, they are stranded in the woods, hunted by a werewolf. Things only get worse when they stumble upon a psychotic killer and his hostages. Unrated. 87 minutes. Wild Eye. $14.95.

★ 4677862 PULSE. Widescreen. This original horror film takes us into a new territory: the very
dynasty of Herbert Lion that has to

★ 4709499 BURIAL GROUND. Widescreen. The depraved classic of ’80s Italian zombie sleaze—uncut, uncensored, and remastered! In a deserted countryside estate is besieged by horned houseguests, undead Etruscans and the unusual relationship between a mother (Mariangela Giordano) and her very creepy son (Dario Saltari), resulting in some of the most jaw-dropping scenes in all of grindhouse cinema. Not Rated.Dubbed in English. 85 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

★ 3937658 SADISTIC EROTICISM. Fullscreen. A sick, steamy, raunchy gore-fest in the tradition of 1980s straight to video horror. A three hundred year old vampire hunter, the last descendant of a

★ 481861X BORN FOR HELL. Widescreen. In 1915, Montreal filmmaker Denis Heroux adapted the true story of Denis Héroux of the Amazon jungle report for food and building shelter—until he discovers a group of campers and finds himself in love with Jody. Now, the body count begins as Bigfoot claims both his bride. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

★ 4763963 BIGFOOT'S BRIDE. Widescreen. Deep in the lush forests of North America, Bigfoot goes about his daily business of survival, foraging for food and building shelter—until he discovers a group of campers and finds himself in love with Jody. Now, the body count begins as Bigfoot claims his bride. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

★ 4704993 SHOT DURING STARTS. Widescreen. The de praved classic of ‘80s Italian zombie sleaze—uncut, uncensored, and remastered! In a dexed countryside estate is besieged by horned houseguests, undead Etruscans and the unusual relationship between a mother (Mariangela Giordano) and her very creepy son (Dario Saltari), resulting in some of the most jaw-dropping scenes in all of grindhouse cinema. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 85 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

★ 4847282 DISINTEGRATION. Widescreen. A woman wanders through the woods, naked, covered in blood, with no recollection of who she is. After reaching a cabin that seems familiar, some memories of a violent past begin to surface. She finds herself in a kitchen and an unlikelyRenner in thriller, spattered with gore and slashing assault. She soon finds a dismembered corpse in the cabin, and that is when her descent into madness really begins. Unrated. 90 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 4791079 HUNGER VS. JASON. Widescreen. Krueger tries to enlist Jason Voorhees’ help in escaping Hell, but Jason isn’t willing to step aside. Now the terrified town is in the middle as the two titans of terror enter a horrifying and gruesome showdown. Stars of Robert Englund and Ken Kirzinger. Rated R. CC. 98 minutes, plus a second DVD of extras. New Line Home Ent. $5.95.


★ 4791417 ONLY THE GOOD DIE YOUNG. Widescreen. A feature length collection of comic attractions that erupt from your screen in an insane and frantic mix of shock, horror and laughs. Not only the ultimate collection of grindhouse delights and warts for the fans of the ’60s through the ’80s has such an amazing collection of previews graced a screen. 85 minutes. Glow in the Dark. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

See more titles at erhbc.com/860
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Christie Parson (Mary McDonough) has been the channel won’t help you when you’re deadly virus they released. It’s up to a small join them for this nightmare of terror.

celebrating their graduation in the most will be different. Tonight the girls are kidnapped from a train station. Quaid and Kurk attractive young woman violently attacked and that will shock you to the core. Faye is an Hostages.

Two tales of tormented women becomes aggressive towards Jane. Rated R.

found dead and the professor disappears, Link chimpanzees and an elderly orangutan butler becomes the new assistant to an eccentric zoology professor (Terence Stamp) at the Factory. Pub. at $16.97

in 1970

Widescreen. First up, in

Wide screen. Come meet the girls of Theta Pi. All through college they’ve lived like princesses, part of their resident house mother but tonight will be different. Tonight the girls are celebrating their graduation in the most devilishly way they can to join them for this nightmare of terror.

Not Rated. 100 minutes. Movies. Pub. at $14.95

Not Rated. 100 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $19.95

Not Rated. 90 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95
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**Horror**

**4695559 WEEDIES!** Hallowed Night. Widescreen. Hallowed Night’s Halloween Night in Las Vegas and three enterprising young ladies are throwing a “Bud Bash” party. But when the mysterious Baroness introduces them to the Weed G Crew, they play a game that opens a portal beyond our world, and unleashes a glimmer of party-loving nightmare creatures from beyond. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Full Moon. $7.95

**4730509 ZOMBIE ISLE.** A group of college students and their professor venture onto an unhabitable island of day-class exploring. The trip quickly becomes a grisly nightmare as the students and faculty soon discover they are stranded and the island is crawling with ravenous, flesh-eating ghouls reanimated as zombies. Not Rated. 80 minutes. WMMV. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**4690125 TORCHED.** Fullscreen. Deanna, a pretty, young nurse has her life changed forever when she is brutally gang-raped by five men. Traumatized and angry, she is consumed with hatred for her attackers and is intent on revenge. One by one, she uses her brutal vengeance on her malicious assailants. Not Rated. 44 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $21.95. $16.95

**ABRAM’S DESCENT.** Widescreen. After surviving a violent encounter, renowned pianist Amber Waltz relocates to a rural farmhouse to complete her latest symphony. When notes appear to write themselves on the pages of her music sheets, Amber finds herself locked in the dark mysteries of the house. She uncovers a deadly secret that begins the unraveling of her own sanity. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**4628844 ONE DARK NIGHT.** Widescreen. When a young college student is found dead on the campus, her brother, who has uncovered the secret of the film, is determined to make sure that it never happens again. Not Rated. 90 minutes. WMMV. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**4628709 DAY OF THE REAPED.** In this rare super-8mm slasher classic, five women on vacation are stalked by a hooded cannibal killer in the town of Sunnyville, Florida. Past and present blur as the lone jockey Amy Marlowe (Caroline Williams) is bitten by a bat on the eve of her final race and awakens to a world ravaged by biological warfare with no memory of her previous life. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**4790154 TEN MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT.** Widescreen. Radio station disc jockey Amy Marlowe (Caroline Williams) is bitten by a bat on the eve of her final broadcast. When a raging storm traps Amy, her mysterious replacement and the uneasy staff must move further into the graveyard shift. Is it rabies? Or something far more sinister? Not Rated. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**4666038 THE 4-MOVIE THRILLS & CHILLS COLLECTION.** Pulsate races and heads roll in four action-packed fright fests. Night of the Living Dead, a 1990 remake of the George Romero classic, is joined by five of the popular zombies videogame franchise is Resident Evil: Apocalypse. Cuba Gooding, Jr. stars in the apocalyptic thriller The Devil’s Tomb and Jenna Jameson meets horror icon Robert England in Zombie Strippers. Rate DC. CC. 76 minutes. WMMV. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**4712226 BAD ASS BABES.** In Bad Ass Babes, these bad ass babes can slay dragons and slaughter armies. These babes show no mercy to those who oppose them. In Lady of Death, a top female Ninja assassin is forced to join forces with the mafia. In Female Warriors, a hard-core female warriors light their way through the walls of the last city while combating mutated scavengers. 170 minutes. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**4786613 THE STYLIST.** Widescreen. A struggling actress self-quarantines at home to weather a global pandemic. What is evil joins her—evil beyond her widest imagination. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**4826893 NIGHT FEEDER.** Fear chokes the free-wheeling unterbelly of San Francisco’s punk scene as a killer stalks the night to feed on an unspeakable appetite. Not Rated. 90 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**4827964 HOUSE MONSTER.** Widescreen. A struggling actress self-quarantines at home to weather a global pandemic. What is evil joins her—evil beyond her widest imagination. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**4852664 CHOCOLATE, STRAWBERRY, VALILLA.** Widescreen. Warren Thompson has two major problems: an unhealthy obsession with a soap opera actress and a gang of bullies who like to savagely beat him on a regular basis. As Warren slowly slips out of reality and into a psychotic fantasy world to escape his miserable life, a darker, deadlier Warren emerges to deal with his problems. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**4797817 THE FACE I NEVER SAW.** Widescreen. Ana is a young lady who before waking up one day realize she has no answers or motives, just victims and a senseless nightmare as the students and faculty soon discover they are stranded and the island is crawling with ravenous, flesh-eating ghouls reanimated as zombies. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**4719379 COLLEGE PRANKS.** Widescreen. College students are invited to play a live action game sponsored by a soap opera actress and a gang of bullies who like to savagely beat him on a regular basis. As Warren slowly slips out of reality and into a psychotic fantasy world to escape his miserable life, a darker, deadlier Warren emerges to deal with his problems. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**913732 GIRLS JUST WANNA HAVE BLOOD.** Widescreen. When social outcast Jessica is accepted into a trio of teenage vampires, she finds herself thrust into a nocturnal world of murder, drugs and all night parties as they stalk the patrons of local bars and clubs. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**4790790 GRIM WOODS.** Widescreen. Ignoring all signs and warnings, four counselors at a remote summer camp tell campfire stories to each other an ancient tale about a place to haunt them one by one. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**4790421 THE BEAST MUST DIE.** In this ‘70s whodunit, an eccentric millionaire has invited a group of eight colleagues to his island estate to hunt the deadliest game of all: one of the guests is a werewolf, and will kill his victims with a silent spot. But who is the lycanhero, and do they have a shocking plan of their own? Not Rated. Stars Calvin Lockhart. 92 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**4790424 THE DEVIL'S TOMB.** In this ‘70s whodunit, an eccentric millionaire has invited a group of eight colleagues to his island estate to hunt the deadliest game of all: one of the guests is a werewolf, and will kill his victims with a silent spot. But who is the lycanhero, and do they have a shocking plan of their own? Not Rated. Stars Calvin Lockhart. 92 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95
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**Horror**

**477508 REPUBLIC Z.** It’s the zombie apocalypse and two guys—Peter and Miette—have to leave a snowstorm with severe low temperatures, and wait for rescue. They spend every day fighting for their lives, chopping off zombie heads that are frozen. When spring comes, the zombies who have frozen and awaken, enter the house, a competent survivalist who has been surviving with her dad for three years. In Yakut with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Synergetic. Pub. at $19.95

**478641 DEAD LIFE: Wormwood’s End.** When the apocalypse was all it took to turn people into monsters and monsters into devils. Three survivors seek refuge with the Wormwood Mills, a group of survivors. Stars Jim O’Rear and Scott Pepperman. Not Rated. 80 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**478636X BAPHOMET.** The Richardson family celebrates their 25th wedding anniversary in Northern California. The celebration is interrupted when a group of friends arrive with a Stay Distance Brand, pays them an unexpected visit. Alexi, on behalf of the cult’s leader offers to pay the family a large sum for ownership of their land, which they reject—resulting in devastating tragedies. 80 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**479074X FEED THE GODS.** Widescreen. Two brothers return to a small mountain town in search of their long lost parents only to discover that the place has a monstrous race for tourists. Rumors of a Bigfoot creature at first seem silly, but soon the unthinkably becomes real and the experience is recounted in graphic detail. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95

**4852834 LA CONDESA.** Brothers Felipe and Eduardo’s relaxing weekend away with their retired aunt and uncle is turned sour when they learn that their late grandmother’s old home plunges into a nightmare when they discover a dark family secret. Forty years later, the brothers’ niece and her girlfriend refine the confrontation and confront the same devilish awe of the mystery. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 82 minutes. Synergetic. Pub. at $19.95


**4844521 CANNIBAL MAN.** After slaughterhouse worker Marcos (Vincenzo Parr) accidentally kills a man in a fight, he begins to lose his grip on sanity. As his brutish crimes escalate and the body count grows, the killer must find a way to dispose of his victims. The doctor, a simple but shocking: you are what he has to do. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95

**4793880 THRESHOLD.** When a phone call from out of the blue brings Leo (Joey Millin) back into contact with his sixth sense, Virginia begins to wonder if she has been clean for eight months due to the help of a mysterious cult. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95

**4780900 THE RINGMASTER.** Widescreen. Two gas station attendants unearth two stars of a terrifying show streamed live on the dark web. Held captive by a sadistic ringmaster their survival instincts are stretched to the limit as an unseen audience decide their fate. Not Rated. 99 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**4797744 DEAD BUTTERFLY: The Prophecy of Suffering Bible.** Widescreen, In Sufficiency when a group of college girls, girls, a self-absorbed director challenges Don’s self-professed movie buff with a penchant of movie driver Donald Cardini, a typical suburban house, they become estranged. 90 minutes. Widescreen. Folows the downward spiral of a group of friends find themselves on the road for the majestic mountains of California. The first day in their new house goes down as one of the most violent of their lives. Hollywood has ever experienced. Several years later the family’s home movie footage was released and the family’s horrific experience is recounted in graphic detail. Not Rated. 88 minutes. MVD Visual.

**3932818 AREA 51.** Widescreen. A family curse confines orphaned twins Rachel and Edwards to their home as punishment for their ancestors’ sins. The twins must never let any outsiders inside the house, must be in their rooms by midnight and must never be separated. Breaking any of these rules will incur wrath of a sinister presence. Rated R. CC. 93 minutes. Raven Banner.

**4729943 THE LODGERS.** Widescreen. A family curse confines orphaned twins Rachel and Edwards to their home as punishment for their ancestors’ sins. The twins must never let any outsiders inside the house, must be in their rooms by midnight and must never be separated. Breaking any of these rules will incur wrath of a sinister presence. Rated R. CC. 93 minutes. Raven Banner.

**4759034 THREE MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Three films from groundbreaking horror directors. These middle-class couple moves into what seems like a typical suburban house, they become increasingly disturbed by a presence that may exist or may be certain most active in the middle of the night. In Paranormal Activity: Activity 2 and Paranormal Activity 3, All rated R. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**4848578 THE BODY TREE.** Widescreen. The Diaz family left the harsh city for the majestic mountains of California. The first day in their new house goes down as one of the most violent of their lives. Hollywood has ever experienced. Several years later the family’s home movie footage was released and the family’s horrific experience is recounted in graphic detail. Not Rated. 88 minutes. MVD Visual.

**479074X FEED THE GODS.** Widescreen. Two brothers return to a small mountain town in search of their long lost parents only to discover that the place has a monstrous race for tourists. Rumors of a Bigfoot creature at first seem silly, but soon the unthinkably becomes real and the experience is recounted in graphic detail. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95

**3842064 THE JURASSIC DEAD.** Widescreen. A unit of mercenaries must team up with ancient tech-geek students to stop an ancient disease which has struck with an EMP attack. When a group of friends find themselves on the road for the majestic mountains of California. The first day in their new house goes down as one of the most violent of their lives. Hollywood has ever experienced. Several years later the family’s home movie footage was released and the family’s horrific experience is recounted in graphic detail. Not Rated. 88 minutes. MVD Visual.

**3932818 AREA 51.** Widescreen. A family curse confines orphaned twins Rachel and Edwards to their home as punishment for their ancestors’ sins. The twins must never let any outsiders inside the house, must be in their rooms by midnight and must never be separated. Breaking any of these rules will incur wrath of a sinister presence. Rated R. CC. 93 minutes. Raven Banner.

**3854700 JACKALS.** Widescreen. When Justin Powell (Ben Sullivan) is captured by二十年s who have been drugged back to a secluded cabin, it’s anything but a sadistic kidnapping. Waiting at the cabin is Justin’s family, a frightened boy who is a him from a sinister brainwashing he has undergone at a hands of a vicious cult. Also stars Stephen Dorff. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $16.95

**3854700 JACKALS.** Widescreen. When Justin Powell (Ben Sullivan) is captured by二十年s who have been drugged back to a secluded cabin, it’s anything but a sadistic kidnapping. Waiting at the cabin is Justin’s family, a frightened boy who is a him from a sinister brainwashing he has undergone at a hands of a vicious cult. Also stars Stephen Dorff. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $16.95
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466046 THE ABANDONED. Widescreen. To get her life back on track, the unstable Steak (Lousia Krause) takes a job as a security guard, working the graveyard shift at an abandoned apartment complex. But on her first night on duty, she discovers a horrifying presence lurking within the bowels of the deteriorating old building. Directed by Mark Mangold. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Screan Factory. [PRICE CUT to $3.95] 

471167 RED SUMMER. Widescreen. A group of friends travel to Venice to enjoy their idyllic Italian holiday. Unfortunately, their search for sun, beaches and fun only leads them to the most inhuman place of the island. This will be the beginning of their nightmarish experience. Not Rated. English. 90 minutes. In Distribution. [PRICE CUT to $3.95]

474660 CRUEL PETER: The Boy. Widescreen. In this terrifying supernatural thriller a cruel and torturous bully is killed in an act of revenge–but evil never stays dead. 95 minutes. VVS

471623X BROKEN ANGELS CLUB. Set against the backdrop of a 1964 New England Catholic boarding school, five teenage girls uncover a secret that Lisa (being performed by a group of the older, tenured nuns. These young women are forever changed by this unsettling ordeal. Not Rated. MVD. Visual. [PRICE at $19.95]

4693981 THE RUINS. Widescreen. It was just another stop on the ultimate pleasure trip–until it became a dead end. When a group of teen friends travel to the isolated farm of an undisturbed Mayan ruin, they stumble into an ancient trap. An unspoken evil waiting to drag them into a lifelong nightmare. Rated R. DreamWorks. [PRICE CUT to $3.95]

4164286 GOTHIC HARVEST. Widescreen. With Mardi Gras in full swing, a group of coeds drink the night away completely unaware of the evil hunting in their midst. After one of them is lured away by a charming local, her friends race to find her before she falls victim to a sadistic Southern family. Rated R. Acenta. 83 minutes. Cinedigm. [PRICE CUT to $2.95]

388144X FIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD. A competition series with horror overtones; this series immerses the viewer in the reality and scripted genres. The show will follow eight YouTube stars as they attempt to survive the first 24 hours of a high-stakes Schoolhouse Apocalypse. The only prize is survival. Not Rated. 51 minutes. Flatiron. [PRICE CUT to $1.95]

4694430 BLACKWOODS. Widescreen. Tormented by memories of having caused a deadly car accident years earlier, Matt Sullivan (Patrick Muldoon) struggles to rebuild his life with his girlfriend Dawn (Keegan Connor Tracy). But his tentative happiness is shattered when he is attacked by an ax-wielding maniac in a secluded motel. Plunging into the forest to save Dawn, he is captured by a deranged family. Rated R. 95 minutes. Martini Entertainment.
**Horror**

**4687388**

**THE DEVIL'S CANDY.** Widescreen. A struggling artist moves with his family to a rural Texas town, unaware that the house they bought at an unbelievable price comes with a grisly history. Their dream home turns into a nightmare as disturbing demonic occurrences commence. Directed by Sean McEwen, the film stars slices of Ray, the home’s former resident, who is destined to do the devil’s bidding. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**3926664**

**THE SQUAD.** Widescreen. All cops are after a military base high in the desolate wastelands of Colombia has been lost. The authorities, believing the base has fallen under attack, send a nine-man squad to investigate. When they arrive, the men discover a shocking scene of carnage and only one survivor: a mute woman in chains. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.97. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**4703626**

**LAST ONES OUT.** Widescreen. A skeptical American man is stranded in the middle of a zombie-infected Africa and must trust the help of three mysterious strangers in order to make it out alive. Not Rated. English SDH. 76 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

**4649851**

**TRY ME OR DARE.** Widescreen. Eight college friends check into a “Haunted Rental” in a remote town for Halloween weekend. There, they play the game rumored to have caused the deaths of seven teenagers decades earlier. Truth or Dare. What starts out as vodka-induced fun quickly turns serious when the dares become sickeningly dangerous and the truth threatens to tear the group apart. CC. 88 minutes. Cinelpix. Pub. at $3.95. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**4711505**

**THE DEVIL’S FAIRGROUND.** Widescreen. The stars of two competing paranormal television shows converge on an abandoned amusement park which ends up being the epicenter of hell. Trapped. With no way to escape, they find themselves in an all-out war against pure and unrelenting evil. Rated. 97 minutes. In Distribution.

**4703529**

**DEADSIGHT.** Widescreen. Mara Madigan is a pregnant police officer about to go on maternity leave. But on her last day on the job, she wakes up to a world ravaged by a nightmarish and economic crisis. Tisha is an organ trafficker and ignores the rules of the game to ensure herself a steady flow of profits. Not Rated. 140 minutes. Filmmalanda. Pub. at $17.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4728378**

**GARDEN TOOL MASSACRE.** Seven years after murdering his adulterous wife, psychopath Charles Scavolini escapes from the mental institution and returns to his home. Now occupied by a gang of party teenagers, Scavolini takes back his property with a bloodthirsty vengeance. Rated R. 77 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**394008X**

**GHOULIES IV/HOWLING IV: THE Original Nightmare.** In Ghoulies IV the Ghouls find their way through an open portal into the streets of Los Angeles, creating madness and mayhem. In Howling IV: The Original Nightmare Marie knows that something sinister is going on in the town of Eden Parish, but what she doesn’t know is that it has razor-sharp claws and throat-ripping teeth. Both Rated R. 177 minutes. Echo Eyecatcher. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**3786021**

**REIGO: King of the Sea Monkeys.** Televising the dramatic patrol when a lookout spots a massive shape half-submerged in the distance. Believing it to be an enemy submarine, they fire on the unknown. But what they are shocked when the object emits a strange cry as it sinks beneath the waves. Now the stage is set for a final battle between the battleship and the mysterious dragon-fish-monster. CC. 81 minutes. SRS Cinema Distribution. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4711483**

**DEAR DIARY.** Widescreen. When a psychiatrist researches a young girl’s diary to find out why she murdered her entire family, he begins to fall into the same state of confusion that led her to lose her mind. Not Rated. 78 minutes. In Distribution. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**4670249**

**CURSE OF THE UNDEAD.** Widescreen. Vampiric gunfighter Drake Mohican returns to a small town and terrorizes a small town. When the fiend sets his fangs on beautiful rancher Dolores (Kathleen Crowley) it’s up to sheriff Oliver Fleming to destroy the gun-slinging bloodsucker with a bullet mounted with a cross. In B&W, 79 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4701099**

**THE APE.** Fullscreen. Hero pilot Bartfall is a knock-off “do a man’s job for a woman” who was in charge of a research operation on a top secret space station. When his only female scientist is assigned to capture her and kill her son. As the terrifying cat and mouse game continues, locals begin to die at the hands of an unknown life force and a deadly fear take holds. Stars Kate Dickie and James Nesbitt. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Film Detective. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4699959**

**GIANT FROM THE UNKNOWN.** Widescreen. Cleveland and his daughter Janet are joined by scientific researcher Wayne Brooks in the pursuit of ancient artifacts from Vargas, a giant 500 year old Spanish conquistador. But when a lightning storm strikes the ruins, Cleveland finds himself to life with a murderous rage and an axe to grind in this 1958 horror flick. In B&W, 77 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3914240**

**OUTCAST.** Widescreen. Mary harbors a dark history, but must confront her past when a handsome stranger is assigned to capture her and kill her son. As the terrifying cat and mouse game continues, locals begin to die at the hands of an unknown life force and a deadly fear take holds. Stars Kate Dickie and James Nesbitt. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**469818X**

**ALICE, SWEET ALICE.** Widescreen. On the day of her first communion, young Alice is savagely murdered by an unknown assailant in a yellow rain mac and creepy translucent mask. But as the knife-wielding maniac strikes again and again, Karen’s parents are forced to cross the globe to find out who it is that Karen’s wayward sister Alice might be dead the one behind the mask. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4764145**

**SCAVENGER.** In a post-apocalyptic future, where the sky appears to be as rusty as the stolen vehicles, the Antichrist will be born, he’ll enlist a Death Metal record store clerk (Santiago Segura) and a crazy TV psychic (Armando De Reza) for an urban siple of “gore, schlock and twisted humor” (San Francisco Chronicle). English SDH. 104 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3929835**

**THE EVIL IN US.** It’s another monstrous day in the Fourth of July on a remote island and six young friends begin to suspect they have been chosen for an unknown fate. When a psychopath researches a young man who is virtually blind and together the two must find a way to escape this living hell. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**3854736**

**FERAL.** Widescreen. Your best friend has just been infected with a horridly virus that will soon turn her into a rampaging cannibal. With you a) try to save her or b) kill her before she kills you? That’s the nightmarish scenario six friends find themselves facing when their camping trip goes terrifyingly wrong. In B&W. Scout Taylor-Compton. Unrated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**476420X**

**THE CASTLE OF FU MANCHU.** Widescreen. Christopher Lee returns in his final performance as the dastardly Fu Manchu. But Horace Pinker transforms into a fiendish new chemical weapon that will turn the seas into a block of ice. Directed by Jess Franco. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3914444**

**SHOCKER.** Widescreen. About to be electrocuted for a host of horrid crimes, Horace Pinker transforms into a terrifying energy source. Only Jonathan Parker with an uncanny connection to Pinker through bizarre dreams, can fathom the true origin of the two dive in and out of TV programs, chasing each other through stunning scenes of disaster. Directed by Wes Craven. Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**
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4654500 AMERICAN SCARECROW. Widescreen. While investigating a farmhouse, a couple uncovers a decades old secret connected to recent murders at the hands of a sadistic-scarecrow. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

4740357 THE BELLEWETHER. Widescreen. To the outside world Joanne (Alex Reid) is just a bookstore owner, but The Concepiary knows she is more than that. She's dangerous, and she's a bellewether—a quiet leader who is well on her way to becoming her whole self. The truth is, it is discovering that she is something so much more than even she ever knew. Unrated. 83 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

6590001 MORTUARY MASSACRE. This 1990s-styled anthology film finds a police detective investigating several bloody, mysterious deaths, which all took place on Halloween night. His search leads him to the local mortician, who tells him the bizarre and gore-soaked backstories of three of the victims, each tale more gruesome than the next. Unrated. 83 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

3850054 EVIL ALIENS. Widescreen. Image Entertainment. Price $3.95


4786440 GRAND GUIGNOL MURDER. Widescreen. Adults only. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

4754183 JESUS, I WAS EVIL. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

4784604 HAUNTING IN NEW ENGLAND. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

48584175 AMITYVILLE TOYBOX. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

4657212 TWO THOUSAND MANIACS!/MOONSHINE MOUNTAIN. Arrow. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

4665899 MERIDIAN. Widescreen. Full Moon. Price $9.95

4737393 SHARK ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND. Arrow. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

3946959 THE HANGING WOMAN. Education. 2000. Pub. at $12.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

3937488 FOX FORCE. Widescreen. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $17.95. PRICE CUT to $13.95

476529X NO REASON. MVD Visual. MVD. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95


4772172 SAVAGE WEEKEND. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

4729986 TRENCH 11. Widescreen. Raven Banner. Price $8.95

4703480 APPETITES. Widescreen. RL Entertainment. Price $9.95

4741031 36TH ROOM. Arrow. Price $29.95

3801470 WHAT’S THE MATTER WITH HELEN? WHOEVER SLEW AUNTIE ROO? Arrow. Price $29.95

4703642 SANITARIUM. RL Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97. SOLD OUT

38516X THE KILLER SHREWS OF SHARKTOWN. Arrow. Price $14.95

380052X LILY GRACE: A WITCH STORY. Widescreen. Adults only. Price $3.95

4657357 THE MORDE. MVD Visual. Price $9.95

4703510 THE CLEANING LADY. RL Entertainment. Price $9.55

4660633 HIGH PLAINS INVASERS. Widescreen. Vivendi Entertainment. Price $9.95

4774349 PRIDE + PREJUDICE + ZOMBIES. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Price $9.95

2850159 BOX OF MONSTERS 11-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Price $11.95

477281X THE RETURN OF THE LIVING DEAD. MGM. Price $9.95

3879953 RATTLERS. Reel Vault. Price $7.95

385241 STILL/BORN. Widescreen. Vertical. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3900665 THE PRIESTS: Exorcism. Widescreen. CJ Entertainment. Price $2.95

379228x JUAN OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. E One. Price $3.95

3709876 THE PYRAMID. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/860

reach the edge of space. 119 minutes. Screen Media Films.

doors lead humans to question its own anomalies. A string of bizarre events that occur in the proximity of these sentient doors lead humanity to question its own existence. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $9.95

reach the edge of space. 119 minutes. Screen Media Films.
Family & Kids

467765 PARENTHOOD/ THE GREAT OUTDOORS/HARRY AND THE HENDERSONS: Widescreen. It's three times the fun with this trio of family comedies. Steve Martin and Rick Moranis become entangled in the errors of Parenthood, Dan Aykroyd and John Candy contend with the wrath of The Great Outdoors; and John Lithgow goes for a joyride in Harry and the Hendersons. On two DVDs. Universal. $9.95.

471814 PEE-WEE’S PLAYHOUSE: Seasons 1 & 2. Fullscreen. All 23 wild and crazy episodes from the first two seasons of Peewee’s Playhouse have been meticulously remastered from the original film elements for this stunning collection. Some will rediscover Peewee Herman and his pals—Jambi the Genie, Cowboy Curtis, Globley, Chauncey, and many others—all over again. CC. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $59.99.

398442 WILLY WONKA & THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY. Widescreen. Join the expedition visiting Candy Man Willy Wonka (Gene Wilder) in a splendid movie that wondrously brings to the screen the endlessly appetizing delights of Roald Dahl’s classic book. A boy named Charlie will discover the sweetest secret of all—a generous heart. And you’ll rediscover Willy Wonka and the Forever Chocolate Factory. CC. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95.

4658094 LIGHTNING, THE WHITE STALLION. Fullscreen. Mickey Rooney plays Barney Ingram a down on his luck gambler who has just purchased a white stallion stolen when he escapes his captors, a local teen, Stephanie Ward gives him a new home. When the thieves recapture Lightning, Stephanie and Barney team up to get the World Championships. 92 minutes. Timeless Media Group. $2.95.

4787171 DOG DAYS OF SUMMER: 8 Kids Film Collection. Widescreen. This great film collection for kids includes: Robbers; Lucky Dog; Doggie B; Smitty; I Heart Shakey; Mega Dogs; It’s a Zoo Here; and My Magic Dog. Over twelve hours on 2 DVDs. E. One. $5.95.

4729773 TOM AND JERRY: The Lost Dragon. Widescreen. Your favorite cat and mouse are back with song, sorcery, and slapstick. Join Tom and Jerry fight tooth and claw to stop a witch and get a baby dragon back to his mother. Can Tom and Jerry help this tale end happily ever after with this rip-roaring adventure for the whole family. English SDH. 57 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95.

4660545 DAPHNE & VELMA. Widescreen. Fullscreen robots, crazy gadgets and the brightest students of tomorrow are common sights at Ridge Valley High. Their newest student, Daphne Blake and her bestie, Velma Dinkley find that everything is not as innocent as it seems on campus as mysterious disappearances begin to plague the school. Can these two teens save the town? English SDH. 75 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95.

4667572 TOM AND JERRY MEET SHARKTOOTH HILL. Widescreen. Widescreen. Tom and Jerry meet Sharktooth Hill, a village where the focus is on adventure. The heists around the city of London befuddle Scotland Yard, and the beautiful singer Red is framed for the crook. Only the legendary Sherlock Holmes can clear his name with the help of his assistant Dr. Watson—and of course, Tom and Jerry. English SDH. 50 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95.

★ 572657X YES VIRGINIA, THERE IS A SATAN CLAUS. Fullscreen. Inspired by the 1897 editorial that holiday staple, this is the story of Virginia O’Hanlan (Katharine Isabelle), who writes a letter to The Sun asking for the truth about the existence of Santa. The Church (Charles Bronson) responds with what is now one of the most fondly regarded pieces of writing on the holiday spirit. 142 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.99.

★ 4663616 BENJI: 4 Movie Collection. Widescreen. Enjoy the tales of the most loyal floppy-eared hero with this collection that’s fun for the whole family! Movies include: Benji; The Original Classic; For the Love of Benji; Benji: On the Leash!; and Benji Saves Christmas. Widescreen SDH. Nearly five hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95.

★ 4775783 WHEN WE LAST SPOKE. Widescreen. In 1967, two rambunctious siblings are abandoned by their mother at their unsuspecting grandparents’ farm in the small southern town of Freaside. Stunned by their sudden arrival, tender-hearted Wally and champion fiddler Ruby (Melissa Gilbert) graciously stand in for the missing parents and create one blue-ribbon recipe for a loving family. CC. 107 minutes. MVD Visual. $11.99.

3985267 SING-A-LONG: Beatlesongs. Enjoy this collection of Beatles songs with your children or friends with visually compelling classic animation and music written by the Beatles that will capture the imagination of every viewer. A great learning tool while being entertained! Does not include actual Beatles performances. In Color and B&W. 60 minutes. Synapse. $9.95.

3948633 NOAH’S ARK. Widescreen. Noah is instructed by an angel to build an ark in the middle of a desert in order to save both his family and the faithful from a devastating flood. Noah’s seemingly impossible quest tests his faith in God and everything he believes in. This obsession also leads to the fragmentation of his family as they work in their father’s 25 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $1.95.

4665961 A WRINKLE IN TIME. Fullscreen. When astrophysicist Dr. Jack Murry disappears without a trace, his children, Meg, Charles, and their neighbor Calvin, embark on a cosmic quest to find him. They must trust themselves and each other if they are to rescue Dr. Murry and return home safely. 128 minutes. Lionsgate. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

3986681 ONCE UPON A BROTHER’S SONG. Fullscreen. An enchanted forest provides the setting for the intriguing children’s tales from one of the most cherished fairy tales. Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm interact with their creations in a fantasy adventure starring Dean Jones, Paul Sand, Terry Becker, and others. Included is the first live action adaptation of Pinocchio. Three hours, Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95.

★ 4758269 A MIRACLE ON CHRISTMAS LAKE. Widescreen. Sixteen year old Bobby hates the holidays. As a young boy, he was abandoned by his father two weeks before Christmas. One night he makes an amazing discovery on the lake by his home, a magic, perfectly groomed hockey rink that only he can see. The next day he has a school crush, and a little magic from St. Nick, Bobby rallies the townspeople to save the lake from a developer. 111 minutes. Vision Films. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95.

★ 4792978 THE ULTIMATE FAMILY CLASSIC COLLECTION. Features eight family favorites in one collection. Against A Crooked Sky; Baker’s Hawk; The Red Fury; Pony Express Rider; Seven Alone; Chippewa; Captain Kangaroo; The Last of the Wild. Over ten hours of family viewing on 2 DVDs. Total Content. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95.


★ 476519X WOODY WOODPECKER AND FRIENDS HALLOWEEN FAVORITES/ WOODY WOODPECKER FAVORITES. Universal. $6.95.


Musicals

3864766 ANNIE. Fullscreen. The classic story of a plucky, red-haired girl who dreams of life outside of her dreary orphanage. One day, Annie (Aileen Quinn) is chosen to stay for a week with the billionaire “Daddy” Warbucks (Alfred M. Lunt) to see if he can “modernize” into a family, and the only person standing in the way of Annie’s fun is mean ol’ Miss Hannigan (Carol Burnett), CC. 127 minutes. Columbia. $9.95.

5675986 NIGHT AND DAY. Cary Grant stars for the first time in color in this musical vehicle for the vocal talents of Cole Porter biopic. Alexis Smith plays Linda, whose serendipitous meetings with Cole lead to a meeting at the altar. Over 20 Porter songs grace this tale of triumph and tragedy, with Grant lending his voice to several. CC. 128 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95.

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 4858715 HAPPY GO LOVELY. David Niven is B.G. Bruno, a wealthy Scottish millionaire caught up in a case of mistaken identity. The musical comedy looks for a Cesar Romero in an over the top performance as producer John Frost. Also stars Vera-Ellen. 97 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

471878X GREASE LIVE! Widescreen. Join the rollicking gang of Rydell High for this electrifying production of the hugely popular broadway musical included for the first time live on TV. Featuring cast of today’s hottest young stars including Julianne Hough, Aaron Tveit, Vanessa Hudgens and Capri, and 35 minutes. Paramount. $49.95.

★ 3856747 GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL. A 1929 Pre-Code musical comedy about a department store worker who dreams of being part of the Ziegfeld Folies, a popular theatrical musical group on Broadway. She travels to New York City to pursue her dream. Produced by Florenz Ziegfeld. In B&W. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95.

★ 4739787 STAGE DOOR CANTEEN. Dakota, a young soldier on a pass in New York City, visits the famed Stage Door Canteen, where famous stars of the theater and films appeared and entertained fort of servicemen during the war. Dakota and her friend Eileen meet many entertainers in this star-studded wartime musical. In B&W. 132 minutes. Paramount. $7.95.


More titles at erhbc.com/860
Musicals

★ 4810120 AN AMERICAN IN PARIS. Widescreen. This breathtakingly beautiful Tony Award-winning Broadway musical, inspired by the Oscar-winning film, tells the impassioned story of discovering love in the City of Light. Featuring the gorgeous music and lyrics of George and Ira Gershwin, this film continues Rita Hayworth's own home. Stars Robert Fairchild and Leanne Cope. Not Rated. 155 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4728453 PIPPIN. Using the medieval legend of Charlemagne's son, Pippin, their apparent love for his father, this musical pageant is a parable about a young man's search for meaning and truth. Stars Ben Vereen as the master of ceremonies, jumping from the 1930s to the Ages and back again, and William Katt sings and dances the title role. 112 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 4785790 THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS. Kenneth Graham's classic novel is stunningly brought to life in a spectacular new musical by Oscar-winning screenwriter Julian Fellowes and Olivier Award-winning composer and lyricist duo George Stiles and Anthony Drewe. Stars Daniel Furlong as Ratty, Badger, Mole and the impulsive Toad as they embark on a series of riotous adventures! 131 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4783696 KINKY BOOTS. Widescreen. The story of Charlie, a young man who has nothing in common. Factory owner Charlie is struggling to save his family business and Lola is an entertainer with a wildly exciting idea. This unexpected pair learn to embrace their differences and create a line of sturdy stilettos—but their biggest achievement is their friendship. 122 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 5950892 THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH STUDIO KLASSEKS COLLECTION, VOLUME 4: The Musicals. Fullscreen. Collects three films. In All-American Co-ed a college fraternity sets out to embarrass the local all girls school by having one of the boys pose as a girl. In Fiesta Joe's plans to marry his childhood sweetheart are dashed when she returns from a trip with a new beau. In Flying with Music a young sociable plans a trip to the Caribbean town to meet his sweetheart. Has new DVD. In B&W. 139 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 4735897 NEW FACES. The highly popular Broadway hit magnificently transferred to the big screen with dazzling performances that launched the careers of talented newcomers at the time are featured, including Eartha Kitt along with such hit songs as C'est Si Bon; Baby, Monotonous; and Lizzo Border. In B&W. 99 minutes. ReelVault. PRICE CUT to $5.95


★ 4719883 DANCING PIRATE. The 1936 movie follows the comical adventures of Jonathan Pride (Charles Collins), a dance instructor who falls in with a gang of zany pirates, and ends up being mistaken for their chieftain. Frank Morgan costars with Rita Hayworth making a brief appearance. In B&W. 71 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $5.95

★ 4738799 ROCK, ROCK, ROCK! Widescreen. A young teenage girl (Tuesday Weld) desperately tries to earn enough money to buy a dress for a school rock and roll dance. This early rock and roll movie stars Norma Shearer in a series of five starring discs; stardom Alan Freed, includes performances by Chuck Berry. In B&W. English SDH. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 3906914 STEP LIVELY: Frank Sinatra Collection. Warner Bros. Effit. $2.95

Time Life

★ 3956106 THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 3: Kornfeld Klassiks. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Roger Miller, Bill Anderson, Susan Raye, Loretta Lynn, and Buck Owens. 107 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 3866122 THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 5: Kornfeld Klassiks. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Tanya Tucker, Conway Twitty, George Lindsey, Loretta Lynn, Roy Clark and more. 108 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 3866130 THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 6: Kornfeld Klassiks. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Johnny Cash, Buck Owens, La Costa, Freddy Fender, Melba Montgomery and more. 110 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 3805068 HEE HAW: Pitt! You Was Gone! Like an old friend dropping by for a visit, HEE HAW is back. From 1969 to 1992, the whole family could gather around the TV set and enjoy the laughter and songs of the Wild West. This set features four of the best. HEE HAW shows from 1969 to 1973 with performances by Merle Haggard, George Jones, Dolly Parton, Marty Robbins, Tammy Wynette, and more. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 573861X ROBIN WILLIAMS: Comic Genius. Robin Williams started performing stand-up comedy in the mid ‘70s and amazed audiences with his frenetic energy and unbelievably quick wit. This collector’s set includes all five of Robin’s HBO specials; rare archival footage, raw footage from HBO’s promo shoots; and exclusive interviews. English SDH. Fourteen hours on 5 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $59.95 $44.95

★ 3866084 THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 1: Kornfeld Klassiks. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Lesley Gore, Jerry Lee Lewis, Lynn Anderson, Buck Owens and Ray Charles. 110 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3866092 THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 2: Kornfeld Klassiks. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

More Movies

★ 372160X MY BEST FRIEND. Widescreen. When Lorenzo’s father decides to host Caito, the son of a friend in Buenos Aires, they soon become friends. Eventually Caito reveals to Lorenzo the real reason he was forced to leave home. Two hardened souls come together to hopefully begin healing. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

★ 5790468 THE CLAUDETTE COLBERT COLLECTION: Universal Backlot Series. Featuring the career of one of the most popular and versatile actresses of all time with a collection of six essential films. Claudette Colbert steals the screen in Three Men on the Bateau, I Met Him in Paris, Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife, No Time for Love; and The Egg and I. Other stars include Fred MacMurray and Gary Cooper. English SDH. In B&W. Over 8 hours on 3 DVDs. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

2921782 PORCUPINE LAKE. Widescreen. Bea and Kate, two 13 year old girls, meet up early one summer in Port Severn, and become more than best friends. On this summer, they have irrevocably influenced each other and the course of their lives has changed. CC. 84 minutes. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $9.95 $7.95

4889585 GETTING IT. Widescreen. After being dumped by his cabaret partner boyfriend, Jamie angrily shuts out the world. Next door, Ben, a poet whose mother has passed away, can’t seem to shake his depression. When a friend asks Jamie to reach out to Ben, two hardened souls come together to hopefully begin healing. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95 $7.95

★ 810300 THE GO-GO BOYS: The Inside Story of Cannon Films. Widescreen. The story of two Israeli-born cousins, Menahem Golan and Yoram Globus, who brought the American dream, turned the Hollywood power structure upside down, producing over 300 films and becoming the most powerful independent film company in the world. 89 minutes. PRICE CUT to $14.95 $9.95

★ 3841057 BEAUTIFUL AND GAY, VOLUME 1. Two touching stories of true love and the struggle for happiness. In Fall Away the lead singer of a country folk band Home 95 Home* dies violently in a back alley, causing friends and lovers to come to terms with his death. In 1 Last Chance at Paradise Kai and Tobi spend one last night together before the end of the world. 180 minutes. PRICE CUT to $14.95 $9.95

★ 2824630 SCOTTY AND THE SECRET HISTORY OF HOLLYWOOD. Widescreen. The deliciously scandalous story of Scotty Bowers, a handsome ex-mariner who landed in Hollywood after WWII and became confidant and lover to many of Hollywood’s greatest male and female stars. This three DVDs Celebrate the career of one of presents eye-opening takes on icons like Cary Grant, Katharine Hepburn, Spencer Tracy, Ava Gardner and many more. 97 minutes. Kinotrober. At $29.95 $19.95

★ 4797647 007: For Your Eyes Only. A worldwide box office sensation from the first feature film to the highly anticipated No Time to Die, this film will allow viewers to get to know all the actors who have embodied 007, the gadgets, watches, planes, and most of all, the cars used throughout filming in a more intimate way than ever before. 45 minutes. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

★ 4887771 A WOMAN LIKE EVE. Widescreen. Focusing on a married woman’s affair with another woman. Stars Monique Van De Ven. Not Rated. In Dutch with optional English subtitles. 103.5 minutes. Cult Epics. At $29.95 $17.95
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**4773578**

**Scooby-Doo Goes Hollywood.** With the help of his “manager” Shaggy, Scooby-Doo sets out to be a big-time producer by starring in a series of screen tests including “Scooby Days” and “Scooby’s Angels” to show off his acting talents. But Fred, Daphne, Velma and children around the world want to see Poochy back! DC. 49 minutes. Warner Home Video. **$5.95**

**4774434**

**Dr. Seuss’s the Cat in the Hat and Friends.** Fullscreen. It’s a rainy day at home and siblings Dick and Sally have nothing to do. So their veterinarian, Dr. Seuss, gives them a very special gift. A cat and his messy sidekicks, Thing One and Thing Two, bust onto the scene, bringing with them adventure and chaos, much to the dismay of a worried yet goldenhearted English SDH. 85 minutes. Warner Home Video. **$5.95**

**3865291**

**An Ultimate Gulliver Collection.** Numerous film adaptations of Jonathan Swift’s 1726 classic have been produced over the years, but none as beloved as this classic animated version by the creators of Popeye and Betty Boop. Then, Gulliver’s Travels Beyond the Moon is an early animated film produced in Japan, telling the story of a young orphan who joins Gulliver on his adventures–in outer space! Over 3 hours. American Pop. Pub. at $15.98. **$1.95**

**386564X**

**The Adventures of Aquaman: The Complete Aquaman.** Fullscreen. When fandish foes and marine menaces threaten the peaceful undersea world of the lost city of Atlantis, Aquaman dives to the rescue! He’s aided by teen hero Aqualad and their aquatic friends Tusky, Storm and Imp. Plunge into all 36 action-packed cartoons from the fantastic TV series. Over 4 hours on four DVDs. MGM. **$7.95**

**4825586**

**SOLD OUT: Batman.** Widescreen. With his son in tow, Batman wages war against the villain Deathstroke and the League of Shadows, while all teaching his headstrong boy that one can’t fight crime by becoming a criminal. With help from Gotham’s finest, including Commissioner Gordon and Nightwing, Batman will soon discover that his son and most trusted ally are one and the same. English SDH. 74 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$4.95**

**4681827**


**4654232**

**Justice League Triple Feature.** Join forces with a member of the Justice League in these three action-packed features: Superman vs. the Elite; Superman: Unbound, and All-Star Superman. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. **$9.95**

**3722929**

**Tom and Jerry Spotlight Collection.** Collects 40 restored and remastered shorts (along with fabuluous celebratory bonuses) and includes nine Academy Award nominations and five winners. CC. Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. **$6.95**

**4759788**

**Hatched.** Widescreen. Even the smallest creatures can make a big difference in this eggs-ceptionally funny adventure! Young chicks, Cluck Norris, Chickpea and Tiny SchwarzENegger are determined to stop the Skunk Hornet which really can fly, but when their tiny alien pal, Magic is in danger, this young feathered trio will join the efforts of their neighbors to save their home. CC. 71 minutes. Cinedigm. **$3.95**

**3943292**

**The Huckleberry Hound Show: Season 1, Volume 1.** Rediscover one of the most beloved good “hounds” ever in this collection of 26 original episodes from a true animated classic. The cool canine charmed early TV audiences with his unique personality, a show-business Scarface who’ll win you over every time. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$7.95**

**4661141**

**Super Friends: The Legendary Super Powers Show–The Complete Series.** With the aid of Brainiac, Mr. Mxyzptlk, and their alien friends, Batman, Superman, and Wonder Woman must all to defeat evil and preserve peace in 19 classic cartoon adventures. English SDH. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Home Video. **SOLD OUT**

**4741633**

**Balto.** Fullscreen. Balto embarks on his most exciting journey ever in this high-flying adventure! When an airplane pilot claims he can deliver mail and supplies faster than the sled dog team, Balto and his pals rise to the challenge. Voices include Maury Chaykin, Jean Smart, and Kathy Najimy. CC. 79 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $19.98. **$5.95**

**4878760**

**Tom and Jerry’s Greatest Chases, Vol. 3.** Fast, furry and funny, Tom and Jerry take care of business in this collection of 14 classic cartoons: The Two Mousketeers and Touche. Punche shows off their swashbuckling side. Also on hand is a holiday favorite The Night Before Christmas, a touch of romance Shitten Kittens, and ten more fleet-footed examples of the funny feline. Over 79 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$4.95**

**4790014**

**Tom and Jerry’s Greatest Chases, Vol. 5.** The chase continues with Tom and Jerry in 14 animated adventures full of outrageous antics and laughter when Cowboy Tom wrangles up a frisky Jerry in Posse Cat; Capture chuckles when Jerry the photographer snaps photos of Tom with his hand in the cookie jar; and, more. English SDH. 95 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$4.95**

**4661001**

**Pinkie and the Brain, Volume 3.** The two genetically warped Acme characters, as they take on the continued battle between good and evil. Gingka, our proud warrior race of Amazons, is called the Dark Nebula. Everything starts and ends with Gingka as he struggles to find the strength to defend his world and the honor of Beyblade. Collects 51 episodes from CC. Over 18 hours on five DVDs. Cinedigm. **SOLD OUT**

**4602093**

**Batman vs. Harley Quinn.** Widescreen. When a break-in at S.T.A.R. Labs leads to a secret dossier being stolen by Two-Face, a duo of Poison Ivy and Floronic Man, it’s green light for crime and mayhem. The Dark Knight and Nightwing are on the case in this action-packed animated movie. English SDH. 74 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

**4660315**

**Batman: Gotham Knight.** Widescreen. Acclaimed screenwriters including David Goyer, Josh Olson and Alan Burnett join forces with revered animation filmmakers to chronicle Batman’s transition from novice crime fighter to The Dark Knight. These globe-spanning animated adventures pit Batman against the fearsome Scarecrow, the freakish Killer Croc, and the unerring marksman Deadshot. English SDH. 76 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

---
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`468744 TOM AND JERRY’S MUSICAL MAYHEM`. The cutest feline troublemakers of all time make a trip to the world of music, from classical music to the biggest hits of all time in a musical Mayhem. English SDH. 50 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

`46893X WACKY RACES`. Start Your Engines! Wacky Rides Inspired by the classic 1960s TV Series, these 10 Wacky Rides are jam-packed with fun.英語,五人冒険ユニットに。 railroad tracks, so there's no Spanish in this side. faces for many perils on the quest to Mount Doom. Will Frodo resist the ring’s ominous power and defeat the Dark Lord Sauron? Revisit the Rankin/Bass animated classic in this remastered edition. English SDH, 97 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

`3849120 HEAT GUY J: Limited Edition Collector’s Box 1`. After being transported to the Himalayas in a blink, Ryo encounters the monster from his nightmare: Demon Lord Dante, who has been sealed in ice by God for 2,000 years. Hideous murders, Satanists’ black mass, the secrets of the Utsugi family and theay lies are all transfigured. Includes four episodes and extras. 100 minutes. Adults only. Pioneer. $4.95

`474736 SPIDER-MAN: The Mutant Menace`. With three Spider-Man adventures, Tight Squeeze, where three ex-KGB agents take a group of people hostage; Law of the Jungle, where Peter’s professor, Doc Conners, injects himself with reptilian DNA, which slowly changes him into an angry Lizard, and Sword of Shikata, where the master martial artist Shikata is sent to CC. 64 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

`3840256 SABRINA THE TEENAGE WITCH: The Complete Animated Series`. Follows the enchanting adventures of an ordinary teenage girl with a extraordinary secret. Follows all of Sabrina’s magical adventures, as she changes from high school with the help of her witch aunts Hilda and Zelda, and her cat Salem. Collects all 317 storytelling episodes. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub at $9.95. $19.95

`474191 SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONS 1970s, VOLUME 2`. If it was Saturday, that meant it was time to watch cartoons! This collection brings together many of your favorites, including Bugs Bunny, Road Runner, Shazman, the Har Bear Bunch, and others. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub at $29.98. $7.95

`4729781 TOM AND JERRY’S WINTER WACKINESS`. No matter how many friends they make, Tom and Jerry will always be their best buddies—but even better enemies. Snuggle up for a snowstorm of fun for the entire family. Collects seven cartoon adventures. English SDH. 51 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

`4660587 FREEDOM FIGHTERS: The Ray`. Widescreen. Led by the Ray, a group of heroes known as the Freedom Fighters battle selfishly against tyranny. But when the Ray is transported to our Earth to save his life, he passes his powers to his unsuspecting counterpart on our Earth. The Ray vs. Tale: Sammy’s Adventures; A Turtle’s Tale: Sammy’s Escape from Paradise; and Back to the Sea. CC. Over four hours on three DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.95

`4591350 DENNIS THE MENACE: The Complete Series`. Your favorite neighborhood pest unleashes animated mischief with this beloved ’80s series based on Hank Ketcham’s classic comic strip. Every side-splitting misadventure is here across 78 episodes, each featuring Dennis, the mischievous troublemaker around. Nearly 30 hours on nine DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub at $29.98. $21.95

`3958033 WHEN THE WIND BLOWS`. Fullscreen. The animated classic about an elderly couple, voiced by Sir John Mills and Dame Peggy Ashcroft, attempting to survive the aftermath of a nuclear war. Features an original score by Roger Waters with title song by David Bowie. Not Rated. CC. 86 minutes. Sevenir. Pub at $19.95. $14.95

`3972992 UNDERDOG: Complete Collector’s Edition`. When the lights go out in Marcella’s bedroom, Underdog and his Ukranian sidekick Ding-a-ling decide to shop a series of villains, including the evil Simon Bar Sinister and Riff Raff. Enjoy the entire series with this collection includes all episodes. Over hour and a half on nine DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub at $49.97. $39.95

`3961443 THE ADVENTURES OF REGGITY ANN & ANDY: The Complete Collection`. When the lights go out in Marcella’s bedroom, Underdog and his Ukranian sidekick Ding-a-ling decide to shop a series of villains, including the evil Simon Bar Sinister and Riff Raff. Enjoy the entire series with this collection includes all episodes. Over hour and a half on nine DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub at $49.97. $39.95

`468172X THE JETSONS: The Complete First Season`. The Jetsons were the very first family, animated or not, to have a big-screen home entertainment system depicted in a reality. They also had flying cars, floating cities and androids. Now, this beloved series tele transports onto this two-DVD set with all 24 hilarious Season One episodes. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub at $39.98. $9.95

`4729587 THE JETSONS & WWE ROBO-WRESTLEMANIA`. Widescreen. Blast off to adventure in this animated tribute to the iconic Space-age family. The Jetsons, meet the superstars of WWE, including Sheamus, Alicea Fox, Roman Reigns, Seth Rollins and the Usos brothers. English SDH. 81 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

`4653548 GARFIELD AND FRIENDS: Season 3`. Widescreen. This hilarious collection features classic episodes centered around the world’s most lovable feline, Garfield, along with his pal Odie, and gullible human Jon in 13 fun filled stories from the very first season of this series. Learn all about everything Garfield, the cynical cat who dreads Mondays, but is always ready to eat his favorite food, lasagnal English SDH. DVDs. Shiptepe. Pub at $14.99. $11.95

`3985445 UNDER THE SEA COLLECTION`. Widescreen. Dive into adventure and fun with Sammy the sea turtle as he swims the oceans of the world with his best pal Ray in this “under the seas” collection of seven exciting adventures. Pub at $21.95. $17.95

`4729765 TOM AND JERRY: HiJinks and Shrinks`. Join the original cat and mouse team for all-out antics and after-dark adventures in this collection of crazy cartoons! Collects seven hilarious episodes and fun. 45 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT TO $3.95
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**Bible Revelations: The Sacred Codes.**

- **SOLD OUT**

- **3815110 JOURNEY INTO BUDDHISM.** Widescreen. Pub. at $14.95

- **4680047 DISCOVERING JESUS.** Widescreen. Pub. at $11.95

- **4758356 DOWSING: The Complete Survival Guide.** Utilized for millennia, dowser is a type of divination used to locate ground water, buried metals and ores, gemstones, oil, and currents of earth radiation which increase crop yields and livestock viability and health. The incredible skills and experiences of expert dowsers come together in this fascinating documentary. 120 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95

- **3880664 BIBLE REVELATIONS: The Sacred Codes.** Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99

-- **"Who Were the "Rivals of Jesus"?"**

- **4758285 THE SEARCH FOR HEAVEN.** We all know we are not meant to stay in this earthly domain forever. But what will happen to us afterward? Prepare to uncover the prophetic vision of the Prophet David of the Bible. In this compelling program we explore the meaning and existence of the afterlife as never before. Open your heart and mind and discover the possibility of Heaven from both a spiritual and scientific perspective. 90 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95

- **4888456 7 SIGNS OF CHRIST'S RETURN.** "The Seven Signs" explains the prophetic visions of the Prophet David of the Bible. In this compelling program we explore the meaning and existence of the afterlife as never before. Open your heart and mind and discover the possibility of Heaven from both a spiritual and scientific perspective. 90 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95

**Bible Mysteries.**

- **3896645 MYSTERY OF THE SACRED SHRUB.** Fullscreen. This fascinating documentary explores the mysteries behind the Shroud of Turin, believed by millions of Christians to be the burial cloth of Jesus. The program features many interviews with scientists, scholars, religious leaders, and theologians who have examined and tested the Shroud. Narrated by Richard Burton. 85 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93

- **389659X WHO WERE THE "RIVALS OF JESUS"? Who was Jesus "Rival Jewish Christ"? Why did the Mediterranean world of 1 AD seem to create so many Messiahs, and why did the faith of Jesus win out over similar sects? This documentary examines New Testament and the historical rivals of Jesus to learn what makes a Messiah, and how a religion is born. 45 minutes. Total Content.

- **3891399 COULD IT BE A MIRACLE?** Stories featuring angelic interventions and amazing rescues come alive with dramatic recreations and the experts' insights as to how these miracles work. Hosted by Robert Culp with explanations by miracle experts like Joan Westerman Paul, and other writers in the field of miracles. Six hours on 2 DVDs. Questar.

- **4087561 REVIVE US/REVIVE US 2.** Widescreen. In both the original Revive Us and Revive Us 2, Kirk Cameron points us toward how we can help revitalize our country in these darkening days. With insights, teaching, prayer and worship, you're bound to find the courage we all need today. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Provident.

- **4758761 THE TWELVE APOSTLES.** This series examines the lives, legends, and heritage of the first twelve men chosen by Jesus. From witnessing His life, death, and resurrection and proclaimed rulership of the earth. Engaged in a crucial race to ensure the survival of Christianity. Four hours. Total Content.

- **4758153 COUNTDOWN TO ARMAGEDDON.** Includes five complete programs covering many aspects of Biblical prophecy: The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse; Apocalypse: Now, Later or Never; False Messiahs; Jerusalem: At Peace or in Pieces?; and Inside the Middle East. 79 minutes. Total Content.

- **4811054 SPIRITUAL AWAKENING.** Produced for those seeking an enlightened orientation to the mysteries of the spiritual world. This fascinating program takes viewers down the path of empowerment and self-exploration, and is sure to supercharge viewers down the path of empowerment and self-exploration. 82 minutes.

- **4844602 RAM MANTRAS.** Widescreen. Ram is a sacred utterance, the basis of all religious traditions, scriptures, and prayers. Vedic; Schlumberger; and Oates company by veteran television and film dowsers come together in this incredible skills and experiences of expert dowsers come together in this fascinating documentary. 120 minutes. Reality Entertainment.

- **3683595 BILLY GRAHAM: American Experience.** Widescreen. Examines the evangelist’s extraordinary influence on American politics and culture, intertwining the stories of Jesus, Billy, his family, and Graham himself, to create a kaleidoscopic portrait of a singular figure in the American experience. English SDH. 110 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

- **3846168 SHIVA MANTRAS.** Widescreen. Shiva Mantras: A sacred unification, the basis of all religious traditions, scriptures, and prayers. This DVD presents a collection of Mantra songs with lyrics devoted to the sound vibration Shiva. 60 minutes. Wovonow Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95

- **4835058 ERIC BROWN: A Pilot's Story.** Widescreen. Captain Eric “Winkie” Brown, one of the most accomplished aviators of the 20th century, recalls his amazing life. In addition to his legendary career as a test pilot, he was at the 1936 Berlin Olympics, internationally acclaimed, helped liberate the Belsen concentration camp, and sang with the Glenn Miller Band. 80 minutes. Shelter Island. Pub. at $14.98

**Religion and Spirituality**

- **3726677 BIBLE MYSTERIES.** Widescreen. Historical documents and dramatic re-enactments capture the dusty world of first-century Judea and the ancient times and the compelling stories of its exploration of the origins of Christianity. Three riveting programs tell the stories of Mary Magdalene, Peter, and the Crucifixion. English SDH. 147 minutes. BBC.

- **3896463 SHIVA MANTRAS.** Widescreen. Shiva Mantras: A sacred unification, the basis of all religious traditions, scriptures, and prayers. This DVD presents a collection of Mantra songs with lyrics devoted to the sound vibration Shiva. 60 minutes. Wovonow Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95

- **3880675 YOSEMITE: NATURE.** Widescreen. Utilizing scientific and spiritual perspectives, and the authors as they explore the past, present and future of the Sierra Nevada’s most precious resource, its water. Glimpse over the Yosemite Valley, climb trees as tall as buildings, and see how critters both great and small survive through drought, wildfires and mountains of snow.

- **3880679 YOSEMITE: NATURE, CELEBRITIES AS THEMSELVES.** 82 minutes. Vanguard.

- **3896121 BIBLE MYSTERIES: Mysteries of Jesus.** Fullscreen. Using stirring dramatic re-enactments and CGI graphics supported by fresh insights and expert analysis, this program offers a comprehensive exploration into the Bible’s most intriguing figures and stories. Over three hours. Total Content.

- **3896221 IRON MAN: Marvel Animated Series.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures.

- **4713939 THEATRE OF MR. & MRS. KABAL.** Fullscreen. Widescreen.

- **4681614 TOM AND JERRY: Once Upon a Tomcat.** Warner Home Video.

- **4773330 MAGILLA GORILLA AND FRIENDS.** Fullscreen.

- **4741951 UNIKITY! The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter.

- **4688089 ANCIENT EVIDENCE: Mysteries of Jesus.** Fullscreen. Using stirring dramatic re-enactments and CGI graphics supported by fresh insights and expert analysis, this program offers a comprehensive exploration into the Bible’s most intriguing figures and stories. Over three hours. Total Content.

- **3873881 THE HOBBIT: 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION.** Fullscreen. Widescreen. 7 discs.

- **4758791 THE SEARCH FOR THE HOLY GRAIL.** With a companion book. 55 minutes. Total Content.

- **4758285 THE SEARCH FOR HEAVEN.** We all know we are not meant to stay in this earthly domain forever. But what will happen to us afterward? Prepare to uncover the prophetic vision of the Prophet David of the Bible. In this compelling program we explore the meaning and existence of the afterlife as never before. Open your heart and mind and discover the possibility of Heaven from both a spiritual and scientific perspective. 90 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95

- **3880664 BIBLE REVELATIONS: The Sacred Codes.** Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99

- **4877778 SUPERMAN: VOLUME ONE: The Animated Series.** Your Spirits Will Soar. 4741951

- **4689383 HEATHCLIFF: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Featuring the legendary voice talent of Mel Blanc, this beloved animated series follows Heathcliff, the cunning kitty who thrives on mischief. From his untiring love for food to his for-flying confrontations with bulldog Spike and his regular raids of the local fish market, every classic Heathcliff moment is brought together for this 89-episode box set. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98


- **4665380 GOOF TROOP VOLUME 2.** Fullscreen. Disney. Pub. at $7.95

- **3811263 GARFIELD AND FRIENDS: Season 2.** Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $14.99

- **3940098 POPEYE THE SAILOR: 24 Classics Cartoons.** Echo Bridge.

- **4682122 IRON MAN: Marvel Animated Series.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures.

- **3901399 THEATRE OF MR. & MRS. KABAL.** Fullscreen. Widescreen.


- **4661214 TOM AND JERRY: Once Upon a Tomcat.** Warner Home Video.

- **4773330 MAGILLA GORILLA AND FRIENDS.** Fullscreen. Warner Bros. Enter.

- **4741951 UNIKITY! The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. PUB. AT $3.95

- **4666089 ANCIENT EVIDENCE: Mysteries of Jesus.** Fullscreen. Using stirring dramatic re-enactments and CGI graphics supported by fresh insights and expert analysis, this program offers a comprehensive exploration into the Bible’s most intriguing figures and stories. Over three hours. Total Content.
3716023 THE HISTORY OF FORD TRUCKS. The Ford F-150 is the best-selling truck on the planet. To find the answer we go back to Ford's first truck produced in the Ford factory, the Model T one-ton in 1917, then the first factory-built pickup in 1925. Also covers Ford's Model A, B, and C through the late 1930s. The theme of the story is through the Era of the 1930s, WWII, and 13 generations of the legendary F- Series. 70 minutes. TM Books & Video. $7.95

3848140 A WALK THROUGH THE BRONX. With unbridled enthusiasm and extensive knowledge of their subject matter, David Hartman and historian Barry Lewis take a walk through the Bronx. Through tenacious grassroots efforts, the borough’s residents have reclaimed their home, cleaning up the Bronx River, creating community gardens, preserving buildings and rebuilding neighborhoods. 90 minutes. Thirteen. $2.95

3986837 JAMES DEAN: The First American Teenager. Fullscreen. In this documentary narrated by actor Stacy Keach, the tragic screen icon James Dean is remembered. Footage from early TV appearances, stills from his life, and clips from his career are interwoven with interviews with his co-workers. Includes a bonus documentary, 139 minutes. Sprocket Vault. $3.95

4669215 THE ADVENTURES OF ERROL FLYNN. This documentary traces Flynn’s film career, from his Tasmanian childhood to the heights of Hollywood celebrity. Features film clips, home movies, interviews, and commentary by regular Flynn co-star Olivia de Havilland. In Color and B&W. 87 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

596169X UNDERBELLY: Beneath the World’s Most Famous Metropolis. A story that explores the current state of the U.S. film business, exploring the trials and tribulations of dozens of top female performers in the industry as they share their stories of success, failure and stardom. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3855953 CRUISE MEXICO. This program takes you on a cruise with a dozen locales and a thousand memories. Your itinerary includes Acapulco, Cabo San Lucas, Cancun, Cozumel, Hualtoco, La Paz, Loreto, Mazanillo, Mazatlan, Santa Rosalia, Zihuatenejo and Mazunte Park. 92 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

4774329 BEST OF BRITISH. Immerse yourself in the full sweep of Britain’s celebrated history with this forty-four part program. Britain in the 40s, 50s & 60s; 50 Events That Changed Britain; The Battle of Britain; and Coronation Britain--The Making of a Queen. Then, dig even deeper with an array of unprecedented access, re-created from original materials at the National Archives in London. Nearly six hours on 4 DVDs. Go Entertainment. $5.95

3803767 OPUS DEI AND THE DA VINCI CODE. Granted exclusive and unprecedented access, British journalist and former friar Mark Dowd goes inside Opus Dei to untangle fact from fiction. Tackling Propaganda, Bribery, the Empire Home: The Greatest Film in the World; London’s East End 1900s-1970s. This collection of rarely seen archival films captures 70 years of a bygone era. Includes: Bringing Home the Empire: Home; The Greatest Film in the World; London’s East End 1900s-1970s; London’s East End 1940s-1970s; Europe’s East End at War. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on 4 DVDs. $13.95

4774302 THE APOLLO CHRONICLES. Participants, family members, historians, and other experts paint a rich portrait of one of the most fascinating achievements in history. This definitive four-part documentary provides a nuanced understanding of this daring tale—a story about the people, the events, and the obstacles that comprised one of humans’ greatest triumphs. Over three hours. Steve Rotfeld Productions. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4677595 MADE OUT. Takes viewers on a journey deep inside the American style of debt, where things that cost nothing have the minimum payment arrives on time. The film shows how the modern financial industry really works, explains the true definition of “preferred customers” and calls out the poverty of getting poorer while the rich keep getting richer. 90 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

380366X MODERN MARVELS: Motorcycles. This installment of Modern Marvels chronicles the history and development of motorcycles, specializing in racing motorcycles, and heavily-customized choppers. In Color and B&W. 50 minutes. History Channel. $3.95

3757544 FLOCK OF DODOS. Evolutionary biologist and filmmaker Dr. Randy Olson along with jargon-impared scientists and jargon-rebrading intelligent designers as they engage in the comic theatrics that erupt over science and religion clash over the origins of life. This enlightened, fun film is a must-see for anyone who cares about the issues of our time. 85 minutes. Docusara. $1.95

4660676 IN MEMORIAM: New York City, 9/11/01. Draws on unprecedented access to City Hall and Keny Lasko’s staff as well as visual material—much of it never before seen—from still and video cameras of more than 100 people in and around New York City, everyday citizens who were eyewitnesses to the tragic events of the day. 60 minutes. HBO. $5.95

3986691 WOODY ALLEN: A Documentary. Beginning with Allen’s childhood, filmmaker Rosemary Wier chronicles the trajectory and longevity of Allen’s career, from his work as a TV scribe, stand-up comedian and frequent TV talk show guest, to a writer-director averaging one film per year for more than 40 years. CC. Over 100 people in and around New York City, as well as visual material—much of it never before seen—from still and video cameras of more than 100 people in and around New York City, everyday citizens who were eyewitnesses to the tragic events of the day. 60 minutes. HBO. $5.95

3856002 FALLEN IDOL: The Yuri Gagarin Conspiracy. On April 12th, 1961, the Soviet Union received the successful launch, orbit and reentry of the first man in space, Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, pushing the Cold War into a space duel. But recent access to documents in the Kremlin archives reveal a story intended to be buried forever. Hosted by Elliot Gould. 90 minutes. Indican Pictures. $3.95

3848132 A WALK THROUGH QUEENS. As David Hartman and Barry Lewis traverse New York City’s largest borough, they find a vast array of vibrant cultural and geographic communities, each with its own character and history. Tackling Queens’ 112 square miles, Hartman and Lewis encounter neighborhoods as diverse as the people who inhabit them. 90 minutes. $4.95

3757722 NOAM CHOMSKY ON THE WORLD: The Chomsky Sessions. One of the most respected intellectuals of the 20th century, Chomsky has had a prolific career as an linguist, philosopher and political activist. Undoubtedly, though, he is best known as the quintessential American dissident. This film profiles the critical thinking of a man who has dedicated his life to advocating for the underdog. This documentary shines a spotlight on both the high and low points of the tycoon’s ultimate, to liberate. 70 minutes. Docusara. $2.95

3803554 LONDON’S EAST END, 1900S-1970S. This collection of rarely seen archival films captures 70 years of a bygone era. Includes: Bringing Home the Empire: Home; The Greatest Film in the World; London’s East End 1900s-1970s; London’s East End 1940s-1970s; and London’s East End at War. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on 4 DVDs. $13.95

3801349 TURKEY: Rudy Maxa’s World. Explore the festive Grand Bazaar, where more than 4,000 shops and two mosques are spread across sixty streets in Istanbul. Then, journey to charming Ayvansaray, the Turquoise Coast to discover the enchanting Greek and Roman ruins. 56 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

3919332 SCARY STORIES. Widescreen. Explore the history of one of the most controversial works of modern children’s literature: the best-selling classic Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark, which scared a generation of young readers and sold over a million copies. Based on the best-selling books of all time. The truth behind the horror hallmark of a generation. Not Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.99 $2.95

3733577 RICHARD PRYOR: Omit the Logic. For twenty years, Richard Pryor, his road manager and others recount the culture-defining influence of Richard Pryor—one of America’s most brilliant comic minds—in this documentary. A sinpiration to many, a man who broke taboos, provoked change and propelled himself through his life as a result of sheer force of personality. Rated PG. $6.95

4830503 LAST STAND OF THE 300: The Legendary Battle at Thermopylae. The battle of Thermopylae is still acknowledged today for its brilliant military maneuvers and well-trained and fearless soldiers who fought to the death, particularly the 300 Spartan soldiers who held off the colossal Persian military for seven full days. A detailed account of the battle unfolds here. History Channel. $3.95

4669027 NAZI HUNTERS: The Heroes Who Defeated Hitler. Widescreen. Here are the never before told stories of the 5th Royal Tank Regiment’s D-Day revolt and other historical battles. Watch over 5 hours of archival film footage of the celebrated “Desert Rats,” and take an in-depth look at how German technology, expertise and leadership gave the ordered forces the fight of their lives.

4726650 CHURCHILL’S FIRST WORLD WAR. Widescreen. At the outbreak of WWI, Britain’s First Lord of Admiralty, Winston Churchill writes a winning fame and glory. But when the disastrous Battle of Gallipoli brings him disgrace and resignation, he dreams of redemption instead. His tale unfolds in this dramatic BBC documentary. English SDH. 93 minutes. Pub. at $20.98 $5.95

3869016 1 NATION UNDER TRUMP. Widescreen. Delves into the zeitgeist of the unstopong revolution, from the ground floor all the way to the pinnacle of the 2016 American political landscape. An unforgetable look at what could be the most important election of the 21st century, this documentary shines a spotlight on both the high and low points of the tycoon’s life.

3974065 SPEAKING FREELY, VOLUME 1: Ray McQuvern on the Corruption of U.S. Intelligence. Disgusted by the lack of integrity exhibited by members of the intelligence community and U.S. government, Ray McGovern—a CIA analyst for over 27 years –co-created VIPS (Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity) dedicated to exposing the mishandling of important intelligence, with regard to the War on Terror. 92 minutes. Go Entertainment. $1.95

3803759 NOSTRADAMUS: Beyond the Prophecies. Nostrodamus’ writings share the screen with dramatic archival footage of the very events that have made the man so famous—and controversial—he left us hold great relevance today, especially in light of current events such as the war on terror: 52 minutes. Quality Special Products. $4.95

4758869 MCQUEEN. Widescreen. A personal look at the extraordinary life, career and artistry of Alexander McQueen. Through exclusive interviews with his closest friends and associates, this riveting film gives us an in-depth look at how his groundbreaking visuals and music, McQueen is an authentic celebration and thrilling portrait of an inspired yet tortured fashion visionary. English SDH. 111 minutes. Vertical. $5.95
***481200X ZUBIN MEHTA: Good Thoughts, Good Words, Good Deeds.*** Widescreen. Mehta’s leading conductors, born and raised in India in a Parsi family, he moved to Vienna to continue his musical studies. At the age of 25 he was already conducting the world’s greatest orchestras. Director Bethina Erhardt creates a tender homage to this exceptional artist. In German with English subtitles. 120 minutes. Arthaus Musik. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

***477985X GOREGARAT ATWOOD: A Word After a Word After a Word is Power.*** Widescreen. The film explores Atwood’s early days in the Canadian wilderness and as a shining star of the CanLit scene. Atwood’s novel, *The Blind Assassin*, including excerpts from the *Testaments*, the highly anticipated sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale. Stories are shared by family, friends, colleagues and the author herself. 93 minutes. White Pine. Pub. at $19.95

***4738616 ISLES OF THE QUEEN: Season 1, Volume 2.*** Widescreen. In these three episodes, viewers will visit the fascinating British islands. You’ll see the rocks that make up the treeless landscape of the Shetland Islands, the Isle of Man which lies in the midst of the Irish Sea between Ireland and England, and finally, the channel island of Jersey. 104 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

***3988295 CASSETTES GO HI-FI.*** The cassette tape, as we know it, was originally released in 1968, and was the perfect combination of versatility, high quality and small size. Surprisingly cassette tape sales have been making a comeback. This is the story of the compact audio cassette tape, both past, present and remarkable future. 60 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

***3987183 PIZZA: A Love Story.*** Marinara sauce runs through the streets of New Haven in this completely unfootageable and delectable documentary which profiles three pizza restaurants—Pepe’s, Sally’s & Modern—which together stand as the cornerstones of the town’s Italian-American heritage and connoisseurs of the tastiest incarnations of America’s favorite comfort food. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

***4780395 GESTجبهة QUE COMERCIOS PARA LA POLICÌA.*** Teaches everything needed to prevail on the ground. All tactics in this DVD are combat proven and usable by officers wearing full uniform and on foot. 60 minutes. LOT. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

***4780559 ACTIVE SHOOTER: Assault Procedures.*** Make no mistake, the active shooter wants you and as many as possible dead for no apparent reason and he must be neutralized ASAP and without hesitation—many lives hang in the balance. This in-depth program features battle tested tactics and includes how to put together a quick and strong patrol officer offense for the active shooter. LOT. Group USA. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

***3955832 TRIUMPH OF THE WILL.*** A historically significant and, at times, horrifyingly manipulative exercise in propaganda for the Nazi regime, this film, originally dismissed by Allied military experts as propaganda to be disregarded, has become a classic that is popular among critics and film buffs. Directed by Leni Riefenstahl, the film is made to manipulate imagery and seduce the mind. In B&W. 120 minutes. Synapse. $29.95

***4658651 UNIVERSALITY AT ALL COSTS.*** Widescreen. Told through the lens of the filmmaker’s lifelong friendship with his college roommate Emad, a Yemeni refugee, Andrés Bromann examines the subject of human rights and how different cultures and individuals—each with varied topics as climate change, colonialism, neoliberalism, globalization, identity politics, wealth gaps, terrorism and the media—90 minutes. Indiepix. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

***4840941 WHAT MAKES A GREAT JEWISH LEADER? From Moses to Modern Israel.*** Widescreen. Jewish history is full of men and women who have made an incredible impact on the world. Join Professor Lawrence Hajooff as he explores some of the characteristics we see displayed among the greatest Jewish leaders of world history. Not Rated. In English with Hebrew subtitles. 72 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

***4819012 STONE TIME TOUCH.*** Widescreen. Award-winning Armenian-Canadian experimental filmmaker Garine Tonossian weaves together a poetic collage of memory, loss, and expectation in this essay documentary. Conducted in Armenia. This diary-like exploration is layered with religious iconography, ritual, and contemporary struggle, and the burden of history. Not Rated. In Armenian with English subtitles. 72 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

***4797612 TIME CAPSULE 69.*** Widescreen. The year 1969 was a polarizing year that changed the world forever. With unforgettable footage from the Woodstock Festival, The Beatles’ last performance, Pele’s 1000th goal, and the first man to set foot on the moon, the year was a turning point in history. This film chronicles these events and discusses how influential they are today. 120 minutes. Indiepix. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

***4780828 GARRY WINOGRAND: All Things Are Photographic, Widescreen.*** The first cinematic treatment of Winogrand’s work. From the thousands of rolls of film still undeveloped upon his unexpected death in 1984, interviews with Ted Papageorge, Matthew Weiner and more attest to Winogrand’s incredible influence both as artist and chronicler of culture. In Color and B&W. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

***4853999 FIGHTING FOR FERTILITY: Nova.*** Widescreen. In the United States, some ten percent of people who wish to have children struggle with the inability of people facing barriers to fertility, from social to the biological, and navigating assisted reproductive technologies. The pain and joys of each story highlight the complexity of infertility in America. English SDH. 95 minutes. PBS Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

***4844718 PICTURE A SCIENTIST: NOVA.*** Widescreen. Science has provided humanity with invaluable technologies, lifesaving medicines, and awe-inspiring discoveries. But there is also a dark reality to the field: gender and racial discrimination that have persisted for generations. Here, scientific visionaries provide new perspectives on how to make science more diverse. 90 minutes. PBS, Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

***4789058 REQUIEM FOR MY MOTHER.*** Chronicles the personal journey of prolific Hollywood film score composer Stephen Edwards as he is forced to deal with the sudden loss of his mother, Rosalie Edwards, whose passion for music transformed his life and who was his constant inspiration. He channels his grief into a major work that he debuts at the Dreamlands Ballpark, Richmond County Saving Bank Ballpark, and the waterfront Stahr murals of Staten Island history, the people around him. Not Rated. CC. 76 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

***3953251 1 BILLION ORGASMS.*** Widescreen. Follows the creator of a device that helps trigger female ejaculation, to Las Vegas to promote his invention at the world’s largest adult novelty expo. The story that unfolds reveals a man at odds with what he says he wants and the consequences of both his work and the people around him. Not Rated. CC. 76 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

---
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these films were really addressing distinctly Italian issues like the violent Italian "poliziotteschi" cinematic movement of the 1970s, '80s and B&W. 54 minutes. Docurama.

EUROCRIME! 465 minutes. Flatiron.

interview at the Clinton Correctional Facility, this film presents a rare look into the lives of dozens of professional dancers as they prepare for the Prix. This documentary follows six enter one of the world's most prestigious annual dance competitions, the Prix de La Danse. 95 minutes. Widescreen. Jack Smith is hailed as the godfather of performance art. In this film, director Mary Jordan combines Smith's rare and unseen films and other rare audio recordings, acting appearances and other relics squeezed from Smith's vaulted archives. The film pays homage to the original King of the Underground. New Video.


3974014 PALESTINE BLUES. Tells the story of a village's confusion and desperation when they are told that in less than 24 hours, the Israeli army will confiscate their lands for the construction of "the West Bank Barrier." With an insider's access to Palestinian-American filmmaker, Nida Sinnokrot, this film humanizes the struggle of the Palestinian people who are torn between their desire to return to their roots and their desire to proceed with their lives. 54 minutes. Widescreen.

3970014 CYLINDER HEADS. 44 minutes. Cinema Libre Studio.

4545702 BREAD OF THE LOST. This affectionately observational documentary captures the violent Italian "poliziotteschi" cinematic movement of the 1970s, '80s and B&W. 54 minutes. Docurama.

457775 QUESTIONING FAITH. All his life, award-winning filmmaker Macky Alston has believed in a merciful and benevolent God. The untimely death of his wife, a close friend and fellow seminary student, however, challenges Alston's deepest convictions. He initiates his film with the pressing question: how does one believe in God in the face of so much human suffering? 84 minutes. Docurama.


4713095 TOUCHING THE ASTEROID: The Mission of Spacecraft OSIRIS-REx. After four years of traveling, NASA’s OSIRIS-REx is 200 million miles from Earth, and it’s ready to do what it came for: reach out and grab a piece of an asteroid, Bennu. If the sample is successfully returned to Earth as planned, scientists could gain great insight into our planet’s own origins. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS.

3914577 MY BIG GAY JEWISH CONVERSION. Is Judaism the one mainstream religion that accepts homosexuality? Meet Simon, a gay Catholic man who must decide on a quest to find out. Simon has never truly felt accepted by his own church, something his Jewish boyfriend has never had to face. Simon begins a journey to find if the grass may be greener if he converted. 47 minutes. DVD. Vipper. Pub. at $24.95.

3953317 NAJOLO, Fullscreen. In the title role, a seven-year-old Najojo boy, Francis Kee Teller, receives a Golden Globe Special Award for his performance in this docudrama. Teller played a Najojo boy known as "Son of the Hunter," who stoically endures hardship, hunger and the death of his family with courage. 76 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

2985896 CHATEAUX OF THE LOIRE: Royal Visit. Widescreen. The Loire Valley has been the playground of kings and noblemen for three centuries, spurring the construction of countless castles, each more opulent than the last. The result is a collection of architectural treasures spread across a beautiful natural setting. 77 minutes. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Cinematography Media. Pub. at $24.95.

3956856 THE FIRST VCR. The release of this spectacular device spawned years of improvements in video technology and has led to an explosion of today, with the success of digital streaming on sites like YouTube, Vimeo, Netflix, Hulu, iTunes, Amazon and countless others. If it wasn't for the VCR, the world could have been a much different place. 64 minutes. Vision Lab. Pub. at $24.95.

4570620 YOU ARE LOOKING AT ME LIKE I LIVE HERE AND I DON'T. Widescreen. This documentary challenges preconceptions of illness and aging and is a total immersion into the fragmented reality of a fourteen-year-old with cancer. 54 minutes. Widescreen.

3887655 PERU: Inca Sun. Widescreen. Peru offers a whole panorama of attractions. The best known and most spectacular Inca site is Machu Picchu, a city perched in the mountains northwest of the former capital Cuzco. Beyond thisimiters, there are countless other landscapes and other panoramas of other landscapes, all on display in this wonderful film. 74 minutes. Widescreen. Indepex. Pub. at $24.95.

4713095 TOUCHING THE ASTEROID: The Mission of Spacecraft OSIRIS-REx. After four years of traveling, NASA’s OSIRIS-REx is 200 million miles from Earth, and it’s ready to do what it came for: reach out and grab a piece of an asteroid, Bennu. If the sample is successfully returned to Earth as planned, scientists could gain great insight into our planet’s own origins. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS.

4713095 TOUCHING THE ASTEROID: The Mission of Spacecraft OSIRIS-REx. After four years of traveling, NASA’s OSIRIS-REx is 200 million miles from Earth, and it’s ready to do what it came for: reach out and grab a piece of an asteroid, Bennu. If the sample is successfully returned to Earth as planned, scientists could gain great insight into our planet’s own origins. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS.
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Documentaries

**4700678** ULTIMATE OFFICER SURVIVAL. Shows you how to develop the defensive and survival skills that are paramount to survival. You’ll learn the best tactics to retain hand guns and out of the holster. See why some commonly taught methods can get you killed in a real situation. LOTI Group. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4674863** LATEX 2. Latex: Fashion or Rocked the world and shocked the world by exposing an underground fetish community that relies on this rubberized fabric that so many people love to touch. In Latex II, you’ll delve even deeper into the fascinating and erotic world of latex. Not Rated. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**4700120** MYSTERIES OF CHINA. Widescreen. This film captures one of the most extraordinary events in modern times by telling the story of ancient China, the First Emperor, and the literal led to a mass burial. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4713480** MYSTERY OF THE NILE. Widescreen. Investigates the use of African-Americans in camps within the prison’s walls in this relentless action–feet on the ground, as he travels into landscapes devastated by war and fires reporting back home to reach an audience of millions. Not Rated. 95 minutes. . **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**4775600** HOT HOUSE. Widescreen. Israel detains over 10,000 Palestinian prisoners deemed “security prisoners” by the Israeli government, but to many in the Palestinian world, they are viewed as leaders and martyrs for the crimes they have committed against innocent people. Many are creating virtual terrorist training camps within the prison’s walls. This candid and unflinchingly documentary, 89 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

**4676319** TARGET: ST. LOUIS/TARGET: Philadelphia. Fullscreen. These two films investigate the use of African-Americans in low income neighborhoods as unwitting subjects of testing by the U.S. government, and the rise of police militarization within the context of Black nationalism. 123 minutes. Indiepix. Pub. at $34.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**3914712** YOU ARE NOT ALONE. Paul J. Boggia and Mariella Dantonio-Fryer embark on a journey through healing when they became part of the “You Are Not Alone” turtle mural project—a 6x6 foot turtle-shaped sculpture. You will be present to experience the therapeutic process of how art and collaboration of teamwork help. 45 minutes. Snowflake Video. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**3803415** JAMES JACQUELINE HIDDEN TREASURE: History Made Every Day. New Video. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4963594** BECOMING EVIL: Cult of Personality. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**3988938** 10 MOST EVIL SERIAL KILLERS. Widescreen. The Source. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**


**3720713** THE DEATH STAR. Widescreen. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4693212** VOYAGER: To the Final Frontier. Widescreen. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**4867200** OVER FLORIDA. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**4757777** THE GREAT GATSBY: Midnight in Manhattan. Widescreen. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4609218** RUSIA/UKRAINE: A Musical Journey. Fullscreen. Naxos. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3761029** 20TH CENTURY TIMELINE: 100 Years. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3972348** SWITZERLAND: A Musical Visit to the Abbey of Einsiedeln. Fullscreen. Naxos. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3896524** I AM BRUCE LEE. Widescreen. Shout Factory. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3972312** SPAIN: A Musical Journey. Fullscreen. Naxos. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3882383** ART & COPY. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3971100** CONQUERED BY POLONIUM: The Lvitvenko File. Mongrel Media. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**3882896** WE LIVE IN PUBLIC. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**4707222** CREEM:: America’s Only Rock ’n’ Roll Magazine. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3945634** LEGENDS OF FLIGHT. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4738462** ESCAPE FROM ROOM 18. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


**469077X** HUA MULAN. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3960733** CROMWELL’S HEAD. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**4689976** MEXICO: Experience Mexico Like Never Before. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3958549** ANGEL MAKER: Serial Killer Queen. Sector 5. Pub. at $17.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**4707168** BORN TO BE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4687623** BORN TO BE. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4689968** MCLAUGHLIN’S BAR. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**3865999** MEMORY AFTER Belsen. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**468995X** MA’ MURPHYS BAR. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3947432** TARGET: Philadelphia. Indiegogo. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**4707397** IN CASE OF EMERGENCY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4786521** TINA BARNEY: Social Studies. Fullscreen. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3829749** BORN TO BE. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3972305** BORN TO BE. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**3972309** RUSSIA. Focus Features. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**470597** COR CLEANSING TACTICS FOR FIRST RESPONDERS. This tutorial addresses the tactics needed to prevail in a crisis situation; using angles & architecture, how to traverse households, weapon manipulation, barricade shooting, lighting, negotiating hallways, using cover and concealing. LOTI Group. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4657470** THE TRAVONY HOAX. Filmaker Joel Gilbert exposes in detail what he believes is the most consequential film in recent world history and reveals how the Travony Hoax was ground zero for the downward spiral of race relations in America. Unrated. 120 minutes. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**
**UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries**

- **2874431** TOP 20 MINDBLOWING UFO CASES. Explore suppressed and hidden information about the strangest and most fantastic UFO incidents in history. Learn about the deception and cover up of the UFO phenomenon. Everything you’ve been told about aliens and UFOs is a lie. Learn the facts they don’t want you to know. Over 4 hours. Sector 5 Pub. at $19.98 $14.95
- **3881488** THE UFO CONCLUSION. Widescreen. What is the alien agenda? And why have government leaders across the globe gone to such great lengths while the overwhelming evidence that otherworldly creatures exist? Delve into the truth behind this massive cover-up with some of the world’s leading authorities on extraterrestrial activity, supported by numerous eyewitness accounts. 47 minutes. Vision Films. $5.95
- **4694651** UFO’S AND THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL THREAT: Battlefied Earth. Overturns common theories about extraterrestrial visitors, providing evidence that a war between man and alien—a secret battle that the government will do all it can to hide from the public eye. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. WMM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4758959** THE VIKING SECRET. What do the three most evil symbols for Christianity—666, the pentagram and the snake—have in common? Quite possibly one of the most amazing discoveries of all time, this film reveals an ancient and incredible legacy placed upon the landscape of Norway. Prepare to be stunned by the ramifications of this incredible find. 80 minutes. Reality Entertainment. $14.95
- **4782976** UFO’S OVER AMERICA. This comprehensive two-DVD set features several top authorities on the UFO phenomenon revealing information about the alien agenda that the masses were never to know. Revealed in this collection is suppressed and hidden information about the strangest and most fantastic UFO incidents in recent history. 66 hours. Sector 5 Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4784290** COVID-19: Inside Job. This film explores the work being done on developing a vaccine for Covid-19. The filmmaker investigates the “controversial” development of the vaccine and unfolds its origin through research and interviews. 70 minutes. Alice in Arms Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
- **4787237** CONSPIRACY: Top Secrets Revealed. This intricate and fascinating DVD series moves along the shadowy boundary between fact and fiction—truth and lies—life and death. From UFOs to ancient Hollywood’s secrets and scandals, this film connects the dots through some of history’s greatest conspiracies including: assassinations, alien encounters, and more. Intrigue and more. 90 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
- **4786704** A RACE OF GIANTS: Our Forbidden History. Legends throughout the world testify that giants once walked the Earth. The fact is, there are many credible accounts of such giants, including over 1,500 newspaper reports. Explore the history, the mounting evidence, and the theories about this amazing chapter in our forbidden history. 65 minutes. Reality Entertainment. $14.95
- **4809300** ATLANTIS: The Future of Mankind. Today we are finding lost cities, strange structures and more with new technology that may also prove once and for all that Atlantis might not be a myth. Explore Atlantis in a new light that encapsulates the legacy of humans from the cataclysms, to alien intervention and beyond. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4877222** THE CONSPIRACY TO RULE THE WORLD: From 9-11 to the Illuminati. A forces directing the world we live in as this film presents shocking and unique evidence supporting the existence of a real New World Order. From the deceptions of 9-11 to the truth behind the moon landings, this is your chance to open your eyes once and for all. 48 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4876990** ALIEN MUMMIES OF PERU. A non-human alien mummy was recently found in Peru that could be the greatest discovery of all time. Are we looking at the remains of the “Gods” that according to many ancient texts descended from the heavens or are we looking at the Gnostics and the stuff that existed on Earth long before humans existed? Here, you will explore this mystery. 95 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4875528** BIGFOOT IS REAL! Collects hours of aerial and ground footage of Bigfoot from all corners of the earth. Is this creature real? Listen to riveting testimony of those who have encountered the beast firsthand—from reports of family units to unexplained objects and decide for yourself. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Reality Entertainment. $14.95
- **4892176** TESLA: Born in Light. This remarkable man, Nikola Tesla, who claimed to have communicated with alien intelligence, was ultimately prevented from pursuing his greatest inventions by a ruling elite scared he would detail their systems of mass energy manipulation. Learn about the genetic engineering political and corporate masters will not relinquish easily. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4882829** ALIEN COLONY EARTH: Human Harvest. Now we know why they are here—they want Earth’s resources, our knowledge, our power, and our bodies, and they are colonizing the sea and certain strategic energy sources. Join the filmmakers as they dig deep into the world’s greatest secret and learn the truth. 90 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4881020** 9/11: Ten Years of Deception. In 2011, scientists and students from around the world gathered in Toronto, Canada to present and establish evidence that questions the official version of 9/11. This film is presented to a distinguished panel of experts and through their analysis they hope to spark a new investigation into the attacks of 9/11. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Sector 5 Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4881039** UNEXPLAINED HISTORY: What Historians Still Don’t Understand. Widescreen. Who were the first Americans, and when—and how—did they arrive? How did the first animal to need fire, the dolphin, develop and why? Explore the stories behind one of the greatest mysteries of all time. Over 5 hours. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
- **4880270** ALIEN ARTIFACTS: The Outer Dimensions. From the massive blocks in Lebanon, to the dogo, small humanoid figures found in Japan resembling aliens, to the floating stonework at Puma Punku and much more. Explore the artifacts that continue to confound scientists and archaeologists alike. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4880319** KNIGHTS TEMPLAR: Clandestine Rulers. Templar Knights were the most skilled soldiers of the crusades and they were protected from further dangers and protected by a dark secret that enabled them to build a vast empire. This powerful film explores the secret that remains hidden to this day. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4880297** ALL THE PRESIDENTS ALIENS. Examines the alien/UFO phenomenon during the Eisenhower era and the events that lead to the establishment of the industrial military complex. From UFO research projects and top secret operations with Larry Holcombe, author of the best-selling book, The Presidents and UFOs, 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4880850** ALIEN AGENDA. Aliens and UFOs are visiting Earth as evidenced by numerous eyewitness accounts. We don’t know what the extraterrestrials want and why they are here. Some believe they continue to keep a watchful eye over mankind and others believe their intentions are more sinister. This film provides shocking insight into their agenda. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
- **3784243** ALIEN ARTIFACTS: The Lost Artifacts of the Gods. An unexplained origins of UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries. ATLANTIS: The Future of Mankind. This is your chance to open your eyes once and for all. 48 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4856249** CORONAVIRUS: Prophecy Whose. What if the Coronavirus was planned long ago by the ruling elite to manipulate the internet and the media to control our minds, our spirits and our lives to create a “new normal” that aligns with an Orwellian nightmare of grand design? Not Rated. 70 minutes. Eyes Wide Open. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
- **4758579** MYSTERIES OF THE ANCIENT WORLD. A trio of jaw-dropping programs pull back the curtain on the secrets of our ancestors. Secrets of the Serpent reveals humanity’s connection to the Serpent Belt, and how Thoth unveils a secret instrument, locked within the great pyramid for over 4,000 years, that could change our world. And The Real Bloodline explores the realbloodline of Jesus Christ and the lineage. Three hours. UFO’s over America. 2874431 $14.95
- **4814130** 3RD REICH: Hitler’s UFOs. After being captured, many top scientists and psychiatrists of the elite Nazi regime, admitted that an outside force assisted them, and that the Third Reich’s ultimate mandate was to create “the most powerful weapon.” Hitler’s UFOs is the story of the Nazis and outer space. Includes Dark Secrets of the Nazis and Alien Contact: Nazi UFOs. 150 minutes on two DVDs. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **4758544** EGYPT: Origins and Aliens. New evidence of highly advanced, precision machining on Egypt’s Giza Plateau gives credence to the ancient alien hypothesis. This is further supported by glyphs of futuristic vehicles, bizarre ly shaped structures and monuments cut with laser precision. Includes Egypt Exposed and Aliens in Egypt. 150 minutes. Sector 5 Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- **3910128** THE DA VINCI CODE BLOODY TRUTH: They Don’t Want You to Know. Facts that for centuries the truth about the bloodyline of Jesus Christ and Christianity has been suppressed by the ruling powers because it would be a major blow to the materialism around the globe. If you have been intrigued by The Da Vinci Code, this program will overwhelm you with new insights. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
- **4670391** ALIEN GODS. The film we’ve been talking about in the UFO genre differs from the doctrine we’ve been told for millennia and that the truth is stranger than fiction. Our pantheon of gods may be made up of descendants from alien beings and it’s clear now that our history goes back thousands of years more than previously thought. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
- **4787769** THE REAL BLOODLINE. Key to understanding deep knowledge of the hidden truths of Roslyn, the Knights Templar, Sacred Geometry and Rex Deus, Tim Wallace-Murphy talks here about the real Bloodline of Jesus Christ and Mary Magdalene, the secret Brotherhoods, and beyond, to reveal the spiritual and controversial truths held sacred for centuries. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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controlled, manipulated and cajoled into action or inaction. 70 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99

★ 470442 A FALSE REALITY. From the very moment we are born, the powers and institutions of the planet own us. From television to the internet, books to music, groceries to energy, politics to religion, our lives are not our own. It’s time to rip our minds away from the shadowy Illuminati and live for ourselves. 60 minutes. WWM. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

3892172 E.T. CONTACT: They Are Here. Widescreen. This stunning film documents the jaw-dropping personal on-camera experiments on human DNA. viewrs will find themselves pondering the nature of their own reality and the true origin of the human species. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vision Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 470393 ALIENS AND UFOs: Legend of Planet X. Astronomers have been searching the cosmos for a large unknown body to explain how a large force seems to be affecting the motion of the planets and causing them to send to space. See the latest evidence in the search for Planet X, with new data about our binary solar system having two suns and more. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

★ 4739692 ALIEN AGENDA PLANET EARTH: Rules of Time and Space. In this documentary about the alien presence on Earth you will see amazing UFO photos and footage as well as how firsthand contactees, experiencers and abductionists as they share their amazing and riveting testimony that lead to only one conclusion—we are not alone. 90 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 471616 SECRET SOCIETIES: Widescreen. Secret Societies—What are they? What do they do? Are they real, or are they the figment of our overactive imagination? Get ready to delve straight into the unmentioned world. A world where shadows whisper to and where things may or may not be what you think. 60 minutes. Ruthless. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 467090X ANCIENT WORLD ALIENS. May have been the aliens of the ancient world. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 PRICE Cut to $9.95

★ 471731 ANTIQUE ALIENS: Majestic 12. A series of never-before-seen evidence and classified data which no return address reveals the most mind-blowing contents about true alien encounters systematically cover up by the government. If true, it will explode the greatest mystery of the history of the world. 70 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE Cut to $9.95

★ 471720 ANIEN CHRONICLES. Top UFO Encounters. Aliens and UFOs are more real than you think. This film reveals how highly credible witnesses worldwide cannot be denied. The Big Question is not whether the aliens are here among us, but why is the government and military still denying that the fact are not alone? Included here are the sightings that defy description. 70 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE Cut to $9.95

★ 470469 PROJECT BLUE BOOK EXPOSED: The Truth Beyond the Cover. This film exposes the most important document of the modern UFO era: the famous but little known official declassification of the original Project Blue Book files. This film uncovers the shocking truth about this phenomona. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE Cut to $9.95

★ 4758161 THE DEEP STATE PROPHECY. This film escorts you on a 360 degree journey through the history of the deep state, from the historic to the prophetic. It’s a tool of divine laser light cutting away the mental debris of misguided tradition and misguided religious dogma, and lifts to the heights of eagle vision. 60 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95 PRICE Cut to $9.95

★ 4717269 EMPIRE: Rise & Fall. From Babylon to Rome, the greatest empires of the ancient world. Witness what had one thing in common--their demise. This well-researched work will show what can be learned from history and how we can use these lessons to become more in touch with our true selves. 70 minutes. Alchemy. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 389357 ANGEL, ALIEN AND UFO ENCOUNTERS FROM ANOTHER DIMENSION. 14.95


★ 3993594 ALIEN CONTACT: Secret Societies. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE Cut to $11.95

★ 4738257 ANCIENT WORLDE EXPLORED. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE Cut to $7.95

★ 398353 ANCIENT CHRONICLES: Masters of Deception. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE Cut to $5.95

★ 2901179 UFO CHRONICLES: Pilot Encounters and Underground Bases. Reality Entertainment. PRICE Cut to $7.95


★ 384109X CROSSFIRE: The Plot That Killed Kennedy. Fifty years after the event that rocked the nation and shook the world, Jim Marrs, the man whose words informed Oliver Stone’s hit film JFK, takes you into thespiracy of John F. Kennedy’s untimely death with never before seen maps, photos, newspaper articles, government documents, and more, pretfully disproving the lone nut theory and exposing the inner workings of the assassination conspiracy. 85 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE Cut to $14.95

★ 477864 THE INDIAN WARS: A Change of Worlds. Widescreen. Before Christopher Columbus kicked off a wave of exploration and immigration to the New World, the indigenous people of America had long lived on the lands that would become settled by Europeans. As disease ravaged the indigenous population and resources became scarce, the conflicts arose between tribes, settlers, and the government that scarted the continent. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

489939 THE SPEECHES COLLECTION, VOLUME 1. This two-DVD set contains the powerful and famous speeches of John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Jr., Gerald Ford and Ronald Reagan. Approximately four hours. MPI. $7.95

★ 4818903 NATIONAL SECURITY VS. PRIVACY: The Inside Story of the Pentagon Papers. This classic film is the gripping true story of a conflict in the highest echelons of the US government. A conflict over whether the American people have the right to know the truth about the Vietnam War. The Pentagon Papers were the top-secret account of the origins of the Vietnam War. Nearly five decades later, these issues are evaluated again, 81 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 4816687 THE CONSTITUTION: Beyond the Rhetoric & Hidden Truths. Widescreen. Amid the heat of a Philadelphia summer in 1787, the delegates of the Constitutional Convention gathered to save a fledgling republic whose very existence was in doubt. How much do we actually know about what transpired in Independence Hall? What myths were later invented and accepted as law? 70 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

American History

★ 384109X CROSSFIRE: The Plot That Killed Kennedy. Fifty years after the event that rocked the nation and shook the world, Jim Marrs, the man whose words informed Oliver Stone’s hit film JFK, takes you into the conspiracy of John F. Kennedy’s untimely death with never before seen maps, photos, newspaper articles, government documents, and more, pretfully disproving the lone nut theory and exposing the inner workings of the assassination conspiracy. 85 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE Cut to $14.95

★ 384109X CROSSFIRE: The Plot That Killed Kennedy. Fifty years after the event that rocked the nation and shook the world, Jim Marrs, the man whose words informed Oliver Stone’s hit film JFK, takes you into the conspiracy of John F. Kennedy’s untimely death with never before seen maps, photos, newspaper articles, government documents, and more, pretfully disproving the lone nut theory and exposing the inner workings of the assassination conspiracy. 85 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE Cut to $14.95

★ 384109X CROSSFIRE: The Plot That Killed Kennedy. Fifty years after the event that rocked the nation and shook the world, Jim Marrs, the man whose words informed Oliver Stone’s hit film JFK, takes you into the conspiracy of John F. Kennedy’s untimely death with never before seen maps, photos, newspaper articles, government documents, and more, pretfully disproving the lone nut theory and exposing the inner workings of the assassination conspiracy. 85 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE Cut to $14.95

★ 384109X CROSSFIRE: The Plot That Killed Kennedy. Fifty years after the event that rocked the nation and shook the world, Jim Marrs, the man whose words informed Oliver Stone’s hit film JFK, takes you into the conspiracy of John F. Kennedy’s untimely death with never before seen maps, photos, newspaper articles, government documents, and more, pretfully disproving the lone nut theory and exposing the inner workings of the assassination conspiracy. 85 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE Cut to $14.95

★ 384109X CROSSFIRE: The Plot That Killed Kennedy. Fifty years after the event that rocked the nation and shook the world, Jim Marrs, the man whose words informed Oliver Stone’s hit film JFK, takes you into the conspiracy of John F. Kennedy’s untimely death with never before seen maps, photos, newspaper articles, government documents, and more, pretfully disproving the lone nut theory and exposing the inner workings of the assassination conspiracy. 85 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE Cut to $14.95
met closes its doors indefinitely. Then, in the wake of the killing of increased partisanship has when adjudicating cases. 98 minutes.

local police chief savagely beat him, leaving him permanently blind. The sergeant on his way home to South Carolina after serving in WWII, was taken off a Greyhound bus after a heated exchange with the driver. The

destroyed what remained of the American public policy. 61 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

★ 484002 FREE SPEECH REVISITED: Provocative Views of the First Amendment. Widescreen. Everyone speaks about the First Amendment, but few actually understand exactly how it works and what it is meant to protect. The course will offer a quick first Amendment jurisprudence, a summary of essential First Amendment doctrine, and some examples of contemporary First Amendment puzzles. 53 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95


English SDH. In Color and B&W. 106 minutes. Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $19.95

★ 486383 THE DECADES THAT BUILT AMERICA, Mill Creek. Pub. at $25.99


★ 4864582 HURRICANE ON THE BAYOU. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT TO $9.95

★ 4670558 MY LIFE WITH ROSIE. Widescreen. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95

★ 4715799 BLACK GOLD RUSH. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

★ 4758537 QUEEN & COUNTRY. Widescreen. In 2012 all eyes were on Queen Elizabeth II as Britain marked her Diamond Jubilee. In this 48-minute film, viewers will witness the weight of the evidence suggest Hamilton's life has remained submerged for centuries: the weight of the evidence suggest that he was in fact Jewish. Drawing on untapped sources in the West Indies, Professor Gash makes the case for Hamilton's Jewish ancestry and explores his ongoing relationships with Jews throughout his lifetime. 47 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

★ 4807537 QUEEN & COUNTRY. Widescreen. In 2012 all eyes were on Queen Elizabeth II as Britain marked her Diamond Jubilee. In this 48-minute film, viewers will witness the weight of the evidence suggest Hamilton's life has remained submerged for centuries: the weight of the evidence suggest that he was in fact Jewish. Drawing on untapped sources in the West Indies, Professor Gash makes the case for Hamilton's Jewish ancestry and explores his ongoing relationships with Jews throughout his lifetime. 47 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

★ 480495 THE SUPREME COURT: How Did We Get Here, and Where Are We Headed? Widescreen. In this series, Mark Tushnet discusses the hard-fought confirmation of Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court and whether the politics of the Kavanaugh and his other recent Court nominations may weaken or erode the “checking” capacity of the Court. She will also touch on the implications this increased partisanship has when adjudicating cases. 56 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

★ 4663996 THE BLINDING OF ISAAC WOODARD: American Experience. Widescreen. In 1946, Isaac Woodard, a black army sergeant on his way home to South Carolina after serving in WWII, was taken off a Greyhound bus after a heated exchange with the driver. The local police chief savagely beat him, leaving him permanently blind. The sergeant on his way home to South Carolina after serving in WWII, was taken off a Greyhound bus after a heated exchange with the driver. The local police chief savagely beat him, leaving him permanently blind.

★ 481875X FIVE TURNING POINTS IN AMERICAN HISTORY. Widescreen. With commentary on the Civil War, Progressive reform, foreign policy during the Cold War, and the Cold War, this study of the history of the United States. 56 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $17.95

★ 481857I AMERICAN IMMIGRATION: Fear, Myth, and Reality. Widescreen. From colonial days until the present, depictions of immigration help define who Americans are, what they believe their country has and should be, and reveal most of all how each generation’s politics and priorities. Do we welcome immigrants in because of or despite their economic impact on the United States? 56 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $17.95

★ 4744993 FROM THE HOLOCAUST TO HOLLYWOOD: The Robert Clary Story. Widescreen. Robert Clary began his career with a close-knit, loving family followed by the horrors of war, genocide, two years in forced labor camps, and three concentration camps, but the result was not only liberation but an ultimate victory over the enemy–Clary even made it to Hollywood, best known as Corporal Louis LeBeau on "Hogans' Heroes." This is his story. 49 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $17.95

★ 483679X JOSHDUB: Voice of the People. Widescreen. The personal story of JoshDUB’s fascinating journey on the American Dream narrative. Arriving as a // and eventually became the subject of his own time for the outsized financial success of his newspaper and his outspoken, canterkine editorial voice. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.95

★ 3911445 PRINCIPLES OF THE PALACE. Widescreen. The first documentary to capture the lives of the British Royal Princes: Philip, Charles, William, Harry and the young Prince George, who has been front and center during the longest serving monarch of Great Britain. 85 minutes. VisionFilms.

★ 3797457 LEGEND OF BRUCE LEE: Volume One. Widescreen. Bruce Lee was not interested in studying and is obsessed with martial arts. After losing a street fight, he resolves to master kung fu under the tutelage of Master Yip Man. A series of incredible performances at a national karate championship launches Bruce, his film career, and his kung fu school on a path to fame. Includes 10 episodes. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Cinedigm. Pub. at $24.95

★ 4751717 ELVIS: Rare Home Movies. Hidden in a closet for decades, the discovery of this rare 8mm color home movie footage is akin to striking gold for every Elvis fan. Deluxe DVD set includes scenes from Elvis’ musical career, and his kung fu school on a path to fame. Includes 10 episodes. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Cinedigm. Pub. at $24.95
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4824624 LOVE EXPRESS, Widescreen. The debut documentary feature from Polish critic and author Kazi Maurovicz investigates the work of Walientz Borowycz, a director of unparalleled creativity and sensitivity, revered in the 1970s for creations including Goto; Island of Love; The Beast; and Immoral Tales. In English and Italian with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT to $17.95

4735617 THE CODEBREAKER: American Experience. Widescreen. The fascinating story of how Allen G. Jacobs, working with Friedman, the groundbreaking cryptanalyst whose painstaking work decoded thousands of messages for the U.S. government, would send infamous gangsters to prison and bring down a massive, near-invisible Nazi spy ring in 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

4637568 INSIDE THE MIND OF AGATHA CHRISTIE/AGATHA CHRISTIE'S ENGLAND. Widescreen. Combining access to Agatha Christie’s family, her personal archive and speaking to those who knew her best, we discover what made the world’s most successful crime writer tick in Inside the Mind of Agatha Christie. Retracing Agatha’s footsteps across England, we discover how the stories she surrounded her most famous crimes are the source of some of the most influential women in history. CC. 395 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $49.95 PRICE CUT to $39.95

4678000 QT8: The First Eight. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. $11.95

4713052 LAURA INGALLS WILDER: Prairie to Page. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

4703081 MEAN MAN: The Story of Chris Holmes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

4731354 WHAT SHE SAID: The Art of Pauline Kael. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

471301X INSIDE THE MIND OF AGATHA CHRISTIE/AGATHA CHRISTIE'S ENGLAND. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

Sports


4773764 WWE: The World’s Greatest Wrestling Managers. Six hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. $9.95

4677676 WASHINGTON REDSKINS: Super Bowl Champions. Three hours on two DVDs. $9.95

4763742 WILDFIRE TOMMY RICH, VOL. 1. Widescreen. Relive the highest scoring pillows of the late Tommy Rich with walks against the Dolphins in Super Bowl XVII; Doug Williams’ record-breaking touchdowns in Super Bowl XXII; and the Redskins’ victory in Super Bowl XXVI over the Bills. Over three hours on two DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. $9.95

4707443 JIMMY CARTER: Rock & Roll President. Widescreen. Charts the mostly forgotten story of how Carter, a lover of all types of music, forged a tight bond with musicians Willie Nelson, the Allman Brothers, Bob Dylan and others. Low on campaign funds and relying on support from these artists to give him a crucial boost in the Democratic primaries. Once elected, the musicians became frequent guests in the White House. English SDH. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

4707370 HARRY CHAPIN: When in Doubt, Do Something. Widescreen. The inspiring story of Grammy Award-winning singer/songwriter Harry Chapin. Chapin sold over 16 million albums and was one of generation’s most beloved artists and activists who spent his fast declining fortune trying to end world hunger before his tragic passing. English SDH. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $11.95

4701318 VAN GOGH: Brush with Genius. Widescreen. Follow the lives of three main characters, this film follows in the artist’s footsteps, traveling from the Netherlands to Auvers-sur-Oise and passing through Arles, Saint-Remy, and Paris. From the dazzling yellow of the artist’s famous cornfields to the deep blue of his famous night sky, audiences will rediscover the source of some of the most influential women in history. CC. 395 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $49.95

4687000 QT8: The First Eight. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. $11.95

4091791 THE STORY OF DIANA. Widescreen. She was beloved by millions, but plagued by hidden turmoil. People presents comprehensive interviews with those who knew her best. Includes archival footage of the Princess of Wales. English SDH. 166 minutes on two DVDs. People. $5.95

3948781 WILLIAM KUNSTLER: Disturbing the Universe. Filmmakers Emily and Sarah Kunstler explore the life of their father, the late radical civil rights lawyer. In the tradition of his career, they focus on the life of William Kunstler. Two volumes that surround the career stories of Kunstler, whose life and experiences are brought to life through interviews with the Kunstler family. $31.95

4713222 KINGDOM OF BRUNEL. Widescreen. His architectural projects would serve as testament to the ingenuity of mankind and would stamp his legacy upon the landscape. But his legacy endures in more than his constructions and inventions. Here is the life and times of Isambard Kingdom Brunel. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95

4752777 QUEENS OF NASHVILLE. Widescreen. Featuring country’s top personalities in rare form, as they cut loose and let rip. From Austin beer bashes to hilarious improv and some good old-fashioned fun with the WWE Universe, get the full WWE experience right in your own living room every Saturday night on TBS and TruTV. $4.95

4741994 WRESTLING’S HIGHEST FLYERS. Widescreen. Relive the most memorable moments from Waaawoff’s Super Bowl victories: their fourth quarter heroics against the Dolphins in Super Bowl XVII; Doug Williams’ record-tying four touchdown passes in Super Bowl XXII; and the Redskins’ victory in Super Bowl XXVI over the Dallas Cowboys. Over three hours on two DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. $9.95

4790416 THE CHICAGO BEARS: A Tradition of Defense. The Emmy Award-winning storytellers of NFL Films reveal the greatest defensive players in Chicago Bears history. The games from the “Greatest Game of All Time.” 165 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

4785684 NFL GREATEST GAMES: 1987 AFC Championship Game. One year after John Elway and the Denver Broncos shocked the Cleveland Browns with “the drive” in the 1986 AFC Championship game, Denver cooked up another thriller. Now, the original network broadcast is yours to own. Relive this one of the greatest games played in Super Bowl. 150 minutes on two DVDs. $9.95

4728287 BEST OF VANCOUVER, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. The story of the Vancouver Canucks 1971-1973. NHL’s first professional hockey team, the Canucks, looked to dominate the NHL. For the first time in franchise history, the team qualified for the playoffs. 2969416

4783888 NFL’s BEST MATCHES: 1960’s. Includes two matches that changed the course of history: the Dallas Cowboys’ first Super Bowl victory of 1960, and the Buffalo Bills’ first Super Bowl victory of 1969. 150 minutes on two DVDs. $9.95

4783888 NFL’s BEST MATCHES: 1960’s. Great rivalries. Great heroes. Great plays. The stories behind the history of one of the most storied rivalries in sports. The Dallas Cowboys and the Pittsburgh Steelers, plus the New England Patriots. 150 minutes on two DVDs. $9.95

4783888 NFL’s BEST MATCHES: 1960’s. Great rivalries. Great heroes. Great plays. The stories behind the history of one of the most storied rivalries in sports. The Dallas Cowboys and the Pittsburgh Steelers, plus the New England Patriots. 150 minutes on two DVDs. $9.95

4783888 NFL’s BEST MATCHES: 1960’s. Great rivalries. Great heroes. Great plays. The stories behind the history of one of the most storied rivalries in sports. The Dallas Cowboys and the Pittsburgh Steelers, plus the New England Patriots. 150 minutes on two DVDs. $9.95

4783888 NFL’s BEST MATCHES: 1960’s. Great rivalries. Great heroes. Great plays. The stories behind the history of one of the most storied rivalries in sports. The Dallas Cowboys and the Pittsburgh Steelers, plus the New England Patriots. 150 minutes on two DVDs. $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/860
4773314 LEGENDS OF MID-SOUTH WRESTLING. One of the 1980s' hottest territories, MID-SOUTH was the national attention for its revolutionary storytelling and brassing, athletic matches orchestrated by none other than promoter "Cowboy" Bill Watts. Now, the legends and Hall of Famers who cut their teeth in Mid-South share their tales of the tabled proving grounds and, powered with over 20 Six hours on 3 DVDs. WWF. $9.95

★ 4728432 LEGENDS OF THE SQUARE CIRCLE, VOL. 1. Collects 22 action-packed matches. Featuring the Tennessee wrestling Among the matches is a rare Jerry Lawler world title match against Tommy Rich. Other wrestlers include Randy Savage, Jimmy Hart, Ric Flair, Lanny Poffo, Mike Sharp, and more. 121 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 4767955 LEGENDS OF THE SQUARE CIRCLE, VOL. 2. Hawaii. Features Kerry Von Erich, Bruiser Brody, Superfly Tila' Te, Lars Anderson, Rick Martel, Savio Vega, Hall of Fame. $7.95

4789784 TROJANS: The History of USC Football. Fullscreen. With a championship tradition like no other, the mighty USC Trojans have won eleven national championships, six Heisman Trophies, and have been home to All-Americans in their illustrious 116 year history. Relive this dynasty's long and glorious march on this historic DVD. 102 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95

2647098 THE BEST OF WCW–CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING. Here is a collection of two dozen of the greatest matches from the golden era in sports entertainment that you can relive. Over seven hours on three DVDs. WWF. $7.95

381517X STEELERS: The Ultimate Collection. This box set compiles some of the greatest moments in the team's illustrious history. The Road to XL takes viewers through the greatest Super Bowl run in NFL history. Super Bowl XL presents highlights from the entire season, including the big game itself. The Complete History celebrates the team's full story. And Super Bowl Collection revisits the most celebrated moments from the Steelers' Super Bowl triumphs. All five games presented in HD. There are nearly 7 hours on four DVDs. $9.95

3998959 PRO FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME: 85 Years of Greatness. Fullscreen. For the first time ever, experience an up close and personal look at the immortal stars of NFL history. In this landmark set, discover the players, coaches and owners as they share first hand accounts of the most glorious moments in the game. Over eight hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95

★ 4770942 THE BIG CAT ERNIE LADD. Collects 13 action-packed matches, including a cage match and many more! Over three hours. Donrock Films. Pub. at $7.95

486765X NFL FILMS–LEGENDS OF AUTUMN. VOLUMES I-III. Fullscreen. Hosted by Steve Sabol, this three-volume set takes us through the history of NFL Films—from their launch as a small group called Blair Motion Pictures to becoming the present-day home of professional football. Witness the history of the greatest filmmakers in sports. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $9.95.

4009990 SCREWBALL. Widescreen. Recounts the exciting true story of the wrestling promotion run by Ale Rodriguez, Manny Ramirez and other stars. Not Rated. English SDH. 105 minutes. MEX. $9.95

4703922 THE ROLLER DERBY CHRONICLES. From its beginnings to the Great Depression through its peak in the early 70s as a touring and TV sensation, the history of the Roller Derby often parallels that of America—its culture, its--equal parts innovation, salesmanship and hard work. This special set brings that story to life, reliving archival material in documents, footage, and more. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. VSC. $9.95

4717498 PACERS GREATEST GAMES, VOLUME ONE. Go back in time with all your favorite Pacers—relive Reggie Miller’s phenomenal 25-point fourth quarter against the Knicks; the All-Star Game popping points in 8.9 seconds against the Knicks in 1995; the classic 1998 playoff battle with Chicago; and the Pacers’ first-ever Eastern Conference championship victory. All four of their entirety. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. WideScreen. $9.95

3996586 STEELERS GREATEST GAMES. Super Bowl Victories. For the first time, the original narration from all five classic Pittsburgh Steelers games are collected in this thrilling 5 DVD set: Steelers Vs. Vikings January 1975; Steelers Vs. Cowboys January 1976; Steelers Vs. Cowboys January 1979; Steelers Vs. Rams January 1980; and Steelers Vs. Seahawks February 2006. CC. Ten hours. Warner Home Video. $7.95

★ 4773748 WWE: The History of the World Heavyweight Championship. Highlights the glorious lineage of athletes and entertainers from the early National Wrestling Alliance, to World Class Wrestling through the current WWE in this never before seen documentary. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. WWF. $9.95

4775894 SIGNATURE SOUNDS: The Music of the WWE. Getting to the biggest dances takes style and grace, and only those who are pure of sound and rhythm are fit to enter the grand stage. And if your sincere in love with the game, the sound of screaming fans, a signature sound makes all the difference. Now count down the greatest 25 entrance themes of all time with the WWE.

★ 6938795 HOUSTON’S WRESTLING SPECTACULAR. Fullscreen. A compilation of the best of Paul Boesch’s Houston wrestling culled from three hours of rare master tapes from the 1970s. The Fabulous Ones, Bruiser Brody, Dusty Rhodes, Jimmy Snuka, Johnny Valentine, Ken Patera, Nick Bockwinkel, and many more. Over four hours. Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3983994 HISTORY OF THE SAN DIEGO CHARGERS. Fullscreen. Drawing upon dozens of interviews with stars, coaches and players’ wives’ and coaches’ memories and vintage radio accounts, this complete history gives you a 50-yard line seat for 50 years of fun as well as the inside story behind hours of bonus features highlighting the best players and games from the men in blue and gold. CC. $7.95


4089599 FREE TO RUN. Widescreen. With insight and propulsive energy, director Pierre Moreau takes us back to the 1960s, examining how the liberation movements that defined the era took the sport out of the stadiums and onto the streets, and how legends like Steve Prefontaine, Fred Lebow, and Katherine Switzer redefined running as a populist phenomenon. English SDH, 104 minutes. $5.95

★ 4753822 THE BEST OF THE FABULOUS ONES. The Fabulous Ones were one of the most iconic teams in wrestling history. Steve Keirn and Stan Lane won 22 major titles in the time they tagged together. So sit back and watch Jerry Jarrett tell you how this great team started, changed the game, and earned their spot on the front pages of the greatest teams of all time. Over 3 hours. Donrock Films. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 4746384 THE BEST OF THE SHIEK, VOLUME 1. The first of three volumes of action packed of the Lion of the Capitol Clutches' career. See the first stages of hard core wrestling. Some of the victims include Bobo Bruiser, Bruiser Brody, Dory Funk Jr., and more. Over three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

★ 3990485 THE LOST LEGACY: Continental Championship Wrestling. Collects nearly 15 hours of action with the likes of Flame, Tommy Rich, Johnny Rich, the Armstrongs, the Fullers, Stud Stable, Jimmy Golden, the Nightmares, Adrian Steel and many more! Over 60 matches, interviews, bonus footage and a special interview with Ron Fuller. Five hours on four DVDs. $24.95

4779297 THE MONDAY NIGHT WAR, VOLUME 1: Shots Fired. Takes you onto the network's frontlines with key moments and matches from both WWE and WCW. This set features the first ten episodes from the WWE Network series and contains over eleven hours of live shows from Eric Bischoff, Vince McMahon, The Rock, Hulk Hogan, Stone Cold Steve Austin, Ric Flair and more. Nearly 7 hours on four DVDs. SOLD OUT

★ 3899173 THE DICK CAVEY SHOW. Baseball's Greatest Hits–Pitchers. In this six hour collection, Cavey talks with legendary pitchers from baseball's Golden Age, including Satchel Paige, Dizzy Dean, Bob Feller, Whitey Ford, Denny McLain, Vida Blue and many more! Special guests include Mickey Mantle, Paul Simon, Salvador Dalí and Robert Altman. Nearly 5 More Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★ 4774922 BASEBALL: A Film by Ken Burns. The extraordinary saga spanning the best for racial justice, the clash of labor and management, the immigrant experience, the transformation of popular culture and the enduring appeal of the national pastime. The strike In 1919, the steroids scandal, the rise of the Yankees and the triumph of the Red Sox—through it all, baseball remains a mirror of America. English SDH. Over 22 hours. Price $79.95

★ 4728254 BEST OF CONTINENTAL WRESTLING, VOL. 1. Collects 13 action-packed matches, including a cage match with the Steelies’ special guest, Donald Trump. $7.95
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**ROLLS ROYCE BABY.** Widescreen. Lina Romay at her most sexually uninhibited as stars as Lisa, a curvy nymphomaniac who prowls the countryside in her classic, chauffeur-driven Rolls Royce, picking up any man she can find and engaging in all manner of explicit sexual acts. Rated. 87 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

**MARSHA THE EROTIC HOUSEWIFE/FOR SINGLE SWINGERS ONLY/HER ODD TASTES.** Collection of short leather, satin, and laten-60s and early-70s erotica. Marsha the Erotic Housewife, out to stick it to her cheating husband by taking up with some sexcapades of her own. Step into an apathetic complex designed for Single Swingers Only, and get to know just how erotic Her Odd Tastes can truly get. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.98 $13.95.

**AMOROUS SISTERS.** Widescreen. Swinging Jenny and Juliet attend an elite finishing school run by the comely Miss Brown. Though presumably more classes are on the curriculum, the sisters are specifically interested in Miss Brown’s sex education lessons and enjoy putting their saucy teacher’s canal knowledge to the test. Stars Brigitte Lahale and Flore Soller. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95.

**THE YOUNG LIKE IT HOT/SWEET YOUNG FOXES.** Widescreen. The beautiful and talented Hayapatia Lee stars as the “loop” who helps her subjects in their raw and natural state, but will her curiosity get the better of her and land her new friend in the hot seat? Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

**PRIVATE PLACES.** Widescreen. Features art naive at this apartment complex that’s packed with peeping Toms. Jeanie (Mia Zatoll) is an aspiring videographer who makes a sexual discovery. 176 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.


**FLESH & LACES: PART I & II.** Widescreen. Luscious old Harry (Jamie Gillis) is dying in the hospital. He makes a wager with his four children to challenge them to engage in the wildest and most erotic sexual escapades they can think of, with the winner being the sole beneficiary of his fortune. Not Rated. 189 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $25.95 $14.95.

**FLIGHT ATTENDANT: SCANDAL.** Widescreen. Have you ever wondered what airline pilots and flight attendants do on their off days when traveling the world together? Four female flight attendants embark on some filthy misadventures and get into some demented and sometimes funny adventure. In Japanese with English subtitles. Not Rated. 67 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95.

**SUMMER HEAT.** Widescreen. A steamy double feature of ’80s erotica by director Carlos Tolabina. Inexperienced Leslie gets an education in carnal fulfillment in Boiling Desires. Then, Love Champions welcomes you into a sex therapy camp where unsatisfied couples can live out their fantasies. With titles like Passion, Bunny Jerky, Crystal Breeze and others. Not Rated. 165 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95.

**FLIGHT ATTENDANT: SCANDAL.** Widescreen. Have you ever wondered what airline pilots and flight attendants do on their off days when traveling the world together? Four female flight attendants embark on some filthy misadventures and get into some demented and sometimes funny adventure. In Japanese with English subtitles. Not Rated. 67 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95.

**The beautiful and talented Hyapatia Lee stars as the “loop” who helps her subjects in their raw and natural state, but will her curiosity get the better of her and land her new friend in the hot seat? Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

**PRIVATE PLACES.** Widescreen. Features art naive at this apartment complex that’s packed with peeping Toms. Jeanie (Mia Zatoll) is an aspiring videographer who makes a sexual discovery. 176 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.
Adult DVD

★39561X 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #33. Fullscreen. A new, continuing series of salacious 8mm shorts, re-mastered from original film prints. This collection features starting stars "Pops" with titles like The Dressing Room; Two in a Tub; Young and Hot; and more. Stars include Loni Sanders, Linda Shaw and Mai Lin. 103 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95

★39596X 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #41. Fullscreen. A new, continuing series of salacious 8mm shorts, re-mastered from original film prints. This collection features fifteen classic "loops" with titles like Rub a Tub Tub; School Report; Wet Bar Girls; and more. Stars Leslie Winston, Pat Manning and more. 103 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. Unrated.

★478206 SEXOCRIST'S DEVIL GRINDHOUSE TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Showcasing some of the most rare, explicit and shocking movies from Micro-Budget to Full Moon. Featuring: Sexocrat's Devil; Fire Down Below; and Debbie Tuelove Strikes Back. Not Rated. Three hours. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. Unrated. 3 DVDs. Adults only. Full Moon.

★293757 DEVILANT DUNGEON PACK. You will be transported back in time with these three erotic classics, full of beautiful women and pent-up passion--medieval style. Films include Dungeon of Desire; Lurid Tales; and Hidden Beauties. Over three hours on 3 DVDs. Adults only. Full Moon.

★295090 JULIA. Sylvia Kristel, the actress that became synonymous with sex and eroticism in the Emmanuelle series stars here. A beautiful young woman tries desperately to escape her virginity while on vacation in summer in Switzerland. The only thing hotter than the weather are the situations she gets into. 83 minutes. Adults only. Obihiro.

★394252 PASSIONS OF THE LOST IDOL 2: Fullscreen. It’s another round of fertility based lust and sin! Our model students unEarth unbibed passions and suffer the carnal consequences. Will the erotic energies be contained, or will the undergarment clad underdogs apply the passions of the lost idol? 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

★474641 DIRTY DETECTIVE! GRINDHOUSE Triple Feature. Fullscreen. This collection features three absolutely ribald detective films starring Suzanne Ledy (The Hard Action; Harry Hard; and The Dick and I). Three hours. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. Unrated.

★661605 TOO NAUGHTY TO SAY NO. Widescreen. For the beautiful, young Catholic schoolgirl Betty (Angel), a fun-filled weekend with a friend transforms into a nightmare of sexual depravity. As she stumbles from one encounter to the next, Betty is ensnared in the lustful grasp of everyone from a Nun (Lisa De Leeuw) to a perverted undertaker (Harry Reems). 79 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

★66160X PRETTY PEACHES / PRETTY PEACHES 3. Alec defrenzy doubles down with another ribald collection! In Pretty Peaches II, a curious young girl hits the road to her uncle Howard’s to learn the ins and outs of sex. Following the advice of her lesbian doctor, she sets out to find the web of a sex-obsessed Evangelist in San Francisco. 175 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98

★661603 THE RIBALD TALES OF CANTERBURY. Widescreen. Collects two of the last big-budget X-rated films from the Ribald Tales of Canterbury. 15th-century British knights share their fantastic and absurd stories of sexual conquest. Then, in Tasty, a struggling DJ realizes that what listeners really want to hear are the sounds of sex! 157 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $14.99

★2859386 CALENDAR GIRLS 2. Widescreen. Also known as The Bed Hostess and Hostess in Heat, this film stars the comely Karin Hoffmann baring all in a typically explicit array of tasteful vignettes. In this film, held together by the tale of a sex-crazed window washer who regales a sleazy producer with hot stories he hopes the mogul will make into movies, 78 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95.

★661271 SERENA: An Adult Fairy Tail. Sold into prostitution by her stepfather, Serena is forced to cook, clean and perform sex acts wherever her masters please. There’s a party for the President happening and everyone will be having fun except her. Perhaps China Leigh can help with her powers of nude teleportation 69 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95.

★371261 WHEN WOMEN HAD TAILS. After a fire ravages all the vegetation on the island, seven coven members live. They try to prevent a strange creature and discover that they have trapped an attractive woman who introduces them to new feelings and a new political system. This prehistoric Italian sex comedy. Dubbed in English. Rated R. 98 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

★674382X PURELY PHYSICAL/CATHOUSE FEVER. A double feature with two of the most ribald and raunchy erotic films ever made. Purely Physical: A young woman accepts a job as the night clerk of a seedy motel—a job that entails almost exclusively to sexual deviants. Cathouse Fever follows college coeds who turn to prostitution in order to pay their tuitions. 158 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $22.98. Unrated. Full Moon.

★475644 THE GIRLS OF EXCELSIOR ELITE. Fullscreen. Britannie is the secretary at Las Vegas’s premiere modeling agency, Excelsior Elite. But being surrounded by beautiful people doing scandalous things all day is taking a toll on her. So she recruits her nosy neighbor, star model Erika Elainia to get her in on the real action. Stars Amanda Auclair. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

★394700 GIRLS OF THE GOLDEN ISLAND. Widescreen. 1970’s European film superstars Sandra Julien, Elyvone Scott and Alice Amo star in this notorious and ribald tale about a young white stalker who studies the lives of women who work in the notorious brothel, the Golden Saloon. Unrated. Dubbed in English. 81 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

★485794 GORGEOUS BLONDES & STRIPTEASE: VOLUME 1. Blondes have always been special, especially throughout adult cinema history. This film features the hottest blondes from the golden age of porn, including Jaye Wells, Amber Lynn, Gina Carrera, Susanna Blvd and Heather Young. 69 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Fix. Pub. at $14.99. Unrated. 3 DVDs. Adults only. Full Moon.

★554616 PUSSYCAT RANCH/HERE COMES THE BRIDE. Widescreen. Two erotic classics from one of the maverick filmmakers of NYC’s sexploitation scene, John Christenson. In Pussy Cat Ranch, a band of filmmakers take up menial jobs to try and pay the rent. All three brothers get more than they bargained for in an explosion of wild sexual encounters and plenty of crazy madcap humor. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95.

★681577 RAID ON PASSION PLANET. Fullscreen. In the depths of sexy space, orbiting the hottest star in the galaxy, is a planet of space babes and astro nymphs who crave a close encounter with the like of their own. The creature's mates have nothing to do all day but bicker in the company of the other nude natives of the passion planet. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $17.95.

★477108 EMANUELLE AND THE WHITE SLAVE TRADE. Widescreen. The stunning Laura Gemser plays an incarnation of the famous globe-trotting model/reporter as she travels to Egypt to escape from the lusty Pussycat Ranch. In Here Comes the Bride, a virgin bride-to-be finds her purity challenged in a barrio brothel. Not Rated. 189 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.95. Unrated. 3 DVDs. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $29.95.

★999341 UP IN FLAMES. Fullscreen. An erotic oddity from the last of the exploitation era, the Fabulous Funny Peak Brothers take up menial jobs in an attempt to pay the rent. All three brothers get more than they bargained for in an explosion of wild sexual encounters and plenty of crazy madcap humor. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. Unrated.

★664271 MY MASTER MY LOVE/TEENAGE MUSSELSE/MORE. Fullscreen. Three erotic classics from the 1970’s featuring a young hooker pays her rent with some sexual encounters and plenty of crazy madcap humor. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95.

★669352 THE SINFUL PLEASURES OF REVEREND STAR/KINKY TRICKS/CHINA LUST. Fullscreen. Three adult films from 70s erotic director Charles De Scall release for a theatric release! In Sinful Pleasures of Reverend Star; a young hooker pays her rent with some Kinky Tricks; and the erotic powers of a strange woman in China Lust. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.
**HOTTIES HIDEOUT.** Fullscreen. In a secluded mountain valley stands a ramshackle country brothel where working girls service the lonely mountain men, and all is right in the world. Until one day, when this hotspot is discovered by all the wrong people. The women vanish. Features Ushi Digard and Rene Bond. 74 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**6734845** KUNG-FU/ORIENTAL BLUE: Drive-In Collection. Two Timid Square classics of undergroundexploitation and sleaze! After being brutally assaulted by a group of men, a young prostitute is taken in by a sex-crazed Sprint-Fu master in The Vixens of Kung-Fu. Madame Blue runs an underground white slave trade in operation in a Chinese restaurant in Oriental Blue. 155 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95

**595783** NURSE GIRLS DORM: Shamed Angel. Widescreen. Yukari is so excited to move into the female dorm at Shirkany General Hospital and is even more exhilarated when the doctor that all the girls report to takes an interest in her. She pursues a relationship even as his behaviors become increasingly frightening. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 63 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95

**6898905** NAUGHTY GIRLS...NEED LOVE TOO! Widescreen. In an apartment complex in the exclusive Los Angeles community, Marina Del Ray, many lusty adventures are occurring. As tensions rise, the entire complex falls in and out of bed with each other in a lusty competition to see who can bed the superstar? The story comes to life in this intimate and revealing film, following one of the largest and raunchiest of Joel Chicago Schoolgirl who is an insatiable slutty woman in big screen sensation. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**597055X** THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE/I AM ALWAYS READY. Widescreen. A double feature of sin-tillating exploitation cinema from the ‘70s. In The Ultimate Pleasure, a faltering couple visit a psychiatrist to rekindle their sex life. In I Am Always Ready, a wealthy woman fulfills her widest fantasy: to appear in X-rated films with John Holmes. 140 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**6809189** REINVENTION. Widescreen. A beautiful Black Widow killer. 160 minutes.

**5753317** THE LITTLE BLUE BOX. Widescreen. Classic 70s erotica, newly remastered! A seductive temptress (Jennifer Bartlett) with her malevolent mother (John Leslie) do a to sell him a "Little Blue Box"; this new technology is an adult home movie system that can show him anything his "heart" desires! Purchasing the box is the only way he'll be able to finally unlock the mystery of "Channel 69." 94 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**5973965** BIKINI APOCALYPSE. Fullscreen. Every summer, hot bodied young singles flock to a hidden, hedonistic island where anything goes. But when a mad scientist sets up shop at one of the resorts to test new drugs, a bloody struggle ensues for our horny heroes and heroines. Stars Monica Olympia. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**5973939** VENUS HIGH/SUMMERTIME BLUE. Widescreen. Two forgotten gems of ‘70s and ‘80s erotica. Venus High follows the "sextopists" of a beautiful schoolgirl (Misty Regan) as she embarks on an erotic adventure. Then, Arcadia Lake and John Holmes lead SummerTime Blue, as two friends who explore their deepest desires on the last day of summer vacation. 140 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.95

**5993931** HONEY BUNNS. Widescreen. Harry works at the "Internally Yours" feminine hygiene company. Afraid he will die alone, Harry meets "The Magician," a man who knows how to get what he wants. He gives Harry a red pill—and mysteriously, women suddenly start to do his bidding! But there's a catch: as soon as Harry gets aroused, the women vanish. Features Ushi Digard and Rene Bond. 74 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**5995775** NUNS DIARY: Confession. Widescreen. Young Miki’s marital happiness is shattered when her honeymoon is interrupted by devilish predators. So great is her shame that Miki is forced to leave her husband or nurse. But as Miki settles in, she discovers that these nuns are part of a secret brothel and she is to be sold off to the highest bidder. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 70 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95

**5993933** ROCKY 4. Widescreen. Sylvester Stallone is the man the world has been waiting for, the world’s greatest detective gets a beautiful Black Widow killer. 160 minutes.

**6650584** LADIES NIGHT/HER WICKED WAYS. Widescreen. The Lewis brothers present two hot and heavy标题 capers starring the biggest names in underground, a wild night on the town in Ladies Night. Then, when Ruby’s billionaire husband dies, she finds herself bombarded with the erotic tracts of cash-hungry visitors in Her Wicked Ways. Not Rated. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**5971284** SHERLOCK HOLMES/REUNION. Widescreen. The film that are tricked into a weekend of sexual revenge. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95

**5818366** SESSIONS OF LOVE THERAPY/101 ACTS OF LOVE. Fullscreen. In Sessions of Love Therapy, a psycholgist has created an educational film featuring four young and attractive couples with sexual problems. Dr. Ann Foster demonstrates the beauty and variety of erotic stimulatation in sexual demonstion on in 101 Acts of Love. Not Rated. 157 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**4726405** A TOUCH OF GENIE 2-DVD COLLECTION. Widescreen. Full Melvin his mission is making himself the real hero: He reliably is the cover attendees he spends at New York’s notorious Times Square porn theaters. One day, Melvin discovers a genie in a bottle. What does he wish for? To become his favorite porno superstars and indulge in wild sexual adventures. Directed by Joe Sarno. 83 minutes. Adults only. Also includes a bonus DVD. Fullscreen. Hours Cinema. Pub. at $39.99

**6896905** FULL EXPOSURE. Fullscreen. Whether in the bustling confines of her studio or in the serene majesty of the great outdoors, Julia’s lens captures the raw and carnal nature of human sexuality. When she demands she come out from behind the camera to become the subject of her own work, can she put her raw talent on display and give us a full exposure? Not Rated. 101 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**6615996** ALL NIGHT LONG/TAPESTRY OF PASSION. Widescreen. Groove to sexy mid-’70s erotica with this scalding double-dip. In All Night Long, John Holmes and Rick Latzlo are locked in a lusty competition to see who can bed the most women in a single evening. In Tapestry of Passion, Private detective Johnny Wadd hunts a beautiful Black Widow. Widow Killer. 117 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98

**6899500** YOUNG GIRLS DO. Widescreen. Erica Boyer was one of the biggest names in underground. But where did she come from, and how did she find her way to becoming a sex superstar? The story comes to life in this intimate and revealing film, following her sensational transformation from prudish college girl to insatiable lusty woman in big screen sensation. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**597054X** NUN’S DIARY: Confession. Widescreen. A depraved killer kidnaps schoolgirls and takes them to an abandoned freight container. He covers his captives with paint and shaving cream then violently tortures and brutally murders them. The killer’s game is turned upside down after one girl flips the killer off and game to play. In Japanese with English subtitles. Not Rated. 63 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95

**5990312** SALON KITTY. Widescreen. Berlin, 1939: At the dawn of WWII, power-mad SS Officer Wallenberg (Heimut Berger) is ordered to round up the most beautiful women to work in the opulent brothel of Madame Kitty (Ingrid Thulin). When an innocent prostitute (Teresa Ann Savoy) uncovers the conspiracy, her revenge ignites a holocaust of pain, pleasure, and sexual desire. 133 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95

**6743781** DIXIE RAY HOLLYWOOD STAR. Widescreen. Private investigator Nick Popodopolis (John Leslie) has a problem: there’s a corpse of a beautiful woman (Juliet Anderson) on the crime scene. As he explains the case to an alcoholic lieutenant (Cameron Mitchell), a strange story of blackmail unfolds as Nick tracks the mystery of Dixie Ray Hollywood. (Lisa Deleuwe). Rated R and Rated X versions. 101 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6923929** NAUGHTY NIGHT. Widescreen. Featuring sex-up parodies of some of TV’s top shows, such as The Mary Tyler Moore Show, Family Ties, and The Cosby Show, this film is a raunchy, and often hilarious erotic vignettes features the talents of Nicole Black, Laurie Smith, Loni Sanders, Mike Ranger, Kevin James and more. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6923929** VENUS HIGH/SUMMERTIME BLUE. Widescreen. Two forgotten gems of ‘70s and ‘80s erotica. Venus High follows the "sextopists" of a beautiful schoolgirl (Misty Regan) as she embarks on an erotic adventure. Then, Arcadia Lake and John Holmes lead SummerTime Blue, as two friends who explore their deepest desires on the last day of summer vacation. 140 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.95

**5999814** VOYEUR: Jessica & Heidi. Fullscreen. Jessica and Heidi differ for different shifts, but once home they’re both kinkily shameless virgins. They both love trying on lots of different outfits and you’ll watch as they step in and out of various clothing. Lots of lovely flesh on show in this voyeuristic yet tasteful film. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Adults only. Live Wire Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

**5973939** VENUS HIGH/SUMMERTIME BLUE. Widescreen. Two forgotten gems of ‘70s and ‘80s erotica. Venus High follows the "sextopists" of a beautiful schoolgirl (Misty Regan) as she embarks on an erotic adventure. Then, Arcadia Lake and John Holmes lead SummerTime Blue, as two friends who explore their deepest desires on the last day of summer vacation. 140 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.95

**5973939** VENUS HIGH/SUMMERTIME BLUE. Widescreen. Two forgotten gems of ‘70s and ‘80s erotica. Venus High follows the "sextopists" of a beautiful schoolgirl (Misty Regan) as she embarks on an erotic adventure. Then, Arcadia Lake and John Holmes lead SummerTime Blue, as two friends who explore their deepest desires on the last day of summer vacation. 140 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.95
Adult DVD

★ 479077 EMANUELLE AND FRANCOISE. When a cold hearted stud drives her sister to suicide, Emanuelle plots a seduction that includes sodomy, torture, J&B, lesbianism, cannibalism, meat cleavers and a super groovy 70's soundtrack. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Italian with English Subtitles. 98 minutes. Adults only. Sevín. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 479022 VIOLENCE IN A WOMEN'S PRISON. When Emanuelle (Laura Gemser) goes underground in a penitentiary, she will endure a nightmare of sadistic, voracious lesbians, rat attacks, feces fights and enough graphic mayhem for a dozen women in prison trash epic. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Adults only. Sevín. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 47908X LADY LIBERTINE. Fullscreen. A cross-dressing teenage orphan named Frank (Jennifer Inch) is adopted by a handsome robber (Christopher Ryan) with his own strange urges. When the sultry virgin's gender-bending is revealed, it unleashes a shocking torrent of voyeurism, violation, sadism and submission. Also stars Sophie Face, Betsy. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 485799X SEXUAL CUSTOMS OF SCANDINAVIA. A sex education film encompassing the entire kama sutra. Wall to wall sex in an exciting "how to" format. Starring Tina Russell and Jamie Gillis. 77 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 476425 JUSTINE DE SADE. Widescreen. Innocent Therese seeks her fortune in a wicked world where no virtue goes unpunished. While she strives to preserve her precious virtue, Therese finds every inch of her flawless form systematically sullied as she runs afloat of depraved young nobles whose honours have been cutaneous. Stars Marcella McCormack, Perrin and Alice Arno. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 4745353 TRUE STORY OF A WOMAN IN JAIL: Hell of Love. Widescreen. Hitomi Kousaka returns as Mayumi in the third chapter of this production trilogy. Mayumi is sent to jail after brutally attacking her mistress. When Mayumi recognizes a new inmate, all hell breaks loose, culminating in a fierce and explosive New Year’s Eve battle! Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 68 minutes. Adults only. Impulse! Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4857984 WISH YOU WERE HERE. How does Rhonda satisfy her burning desires? Do she and Tajah go all the way when they’re all alone? What fantasies drive Heather in her self-fulfillment? They’ll gladly show you, all while the three will be wishing you were there! Stars Rhonda Jo Petty and Susan Hart. 81 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4857976 THAT LADY FROM RIO. Vanessa is the leader of an international organization of white slave traders who supply women to nightmares of sadistic lust? Stars Vanessa Del Rio and Jamie Gillis. 76 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 485798X TEENAGE COWGIRLS. A real shoot-em-up, pomo western with a shoot-out at the end. Stars Amanda Blake, Jane Wiesten, Sally Wilbers, Ted Armstrong and Johnny Holmes. 63 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

Television

★ 3986497 LOCKUP—RAW: Season One. America’s most haunted prison has a story world unto themselves: a realm of chaos and danger where long stretches of monotonity are interrupted by explosions of sheer terror. This groundbreaking series goes inside the gates to provide the most high drama, inside interviews with all episodes of Season One. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. New Video. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 47473X LARRY KING LIVE: The Greatest Interviews. Larry King’s talk show has changed the face of cable news and remains the most fascinating moments from CNN’s popular Larry King Live. Features over 300 of his guests, from legendary Hollywood stars and broadcast icons to some of today’s presidents and their wives. Over nine hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

★ 4773403 MUMMIES ALIVE: Season 1. Widescreen. Mummies are everywhere, and they are turning up in the most unexpected places. Stars Kari Skogland and Andrew Prine. Includes Germanium and Cree. The second part is a panel grouping with Norman Mailer, Anthony Quinn, Maureen Stapleton and Truman Capote. In Color and DVD. B&W. 11 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

★ 377877 LEOPARD! An Inside Look at America’s Favorite Quiz Show. Fullscreen. Celebrating 30 years of America’s favorite quiz show, these five episodes plus goes behind the scenes and see what really makes the show tick. Have your questions and many more answered directly from the writers, producers, and the regulars. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

★ 466473X SPECTACLE—ELVIS COSTELLO WITH... Season One. Conceived to provide a unique perspective into the music and performance with the most interesting artists and personalities of our time, Spectacle: Elvis Costello With fuses the best of talk and music television. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. Over ten hours on 5 DVDs. DVD Visual. Pub. at $19.98 $6.95

★ 4542959 JERRY LEE LEWIS: Greatest Live Performances of the ‘50s, ‘60s and ‘70s. In 1957, Jerry Lee Lewis made his first TV appearance on The Steve Allen Show, and rock and roll was never the same again. This collection includes that performance as well as appearances on Dewey Phillips’ Pop Shop, The Dick Clark Show, and Pop Goes the Country. Color and Time-Life. Pub. at $19.98 $6.95

★ 3885097 THE BARBARA MCNAIR SHOW. In 1969 Barbara McNair made history as the first African-American woman to host her own TV variety show, featuring an all-star guest cast of some of the best singers and performers of the time, including B.B. King, Johnny Mathis, the Righteous Brothers, Della Reese, and Dion and the Belmonts. Stars Barbara McNair in three hours on four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

★ 3993892 THE BARBARA MCNAIR SHOW. In 1969, Barbara McNair made history as the first African-American woman to host her own TV variety show, featuring an all-star guest cast of some of the best singers and performers of the time, from B.B. King and Johnny Mathis to the Righteous Brothers and Della Reese. Packed here are over 14 hours of ground-breaking TV Classic. Four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

★ 4545287 CAPTAIN & TENNILLE: The Ultimate Collection. Captain & Tennille “do that to you one more time” with this look back at theirIsrael '76-'77 TV variety show filled with rare and incredible music performances, laughs, guest stars, and yes, that pizza! Some of the guests include Ron Howard, Lady and the Tramp, Ernie’s hilarious interviews with Mel Brooks, Harry S. Truman, a mafia killer, and Candida Royalle. 79 minutes. Adults only. Cult Epics. PRICE CUT to $19.98 $5.95

★ 3918197 CAMILLE 2000. Widescreen. A child of the sixties’ sexual revolution, beautiful, sensuous Marguerite (Danielle Gaubert) is an expendable pin-up. When she falls in love with the handsome bachelor Armand (Nino Castelnuovo), he insists on absolutely, rigidly, 119 minutes. Adults only. Cult Epics. PRICE CUT to $9.95


★ 3979361 DIRTY ANGELS, CHAPTER 2: Get Wet. Fullscreen. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. $14.95 $11.95

★ 3931927 SCORE. Widescreen. Adults only. Cult Epics. PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 4744977 A SCREAM IN THE STREETS. Adults only. Sevín. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 4541142 DARK SHADOWS: DVD Collection 24. With its alluring tales of Gothic mystery and supernatural intrigue, Dark Shadows became one of the most popular daytime series of all time. This collection contains 40 tales of vampires, witchcraft, a skeletons in the closet (literally), and more. Stars Jonathan Frid, Joan Bennett, David Selby, Nancy Barrett, and many others. 14 hours on four DVDs. MVD Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95 $11.95

★ 3655719 MARIAH’S WORLD: Season One. Widescreen. This revealing docu-series takes viewers backstage and into the private life of one of the greatest pop divas of all time. This season follows the pop superstar as she travels to the United Kingdom, Europe and Africa for her “Sweet Sweet Fantasy” tour. English SDH. Over five hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 3981872 DAVE SISKIND: 25th Anniversary. This two-part special has Siskind and his wife, Joyce, reminiscing and playing clips from past shows. Includes footage with Mel Brooks, Harry S. Truman, a Mafia killer, and Candida Royalle. Includes Germanium and Cree. The second part is a panel grouping with Norman Mailer, Anthony Quinn, Maureen Stapleton and Truman Capote. In Color and DVD. B&W. 11 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95
**Television**

**472934X BLACK OMINOUS.** This is the complete 13 episode, four DVD set recorded in 1973 featuring live performances and conversations with the day’s most prominent African-American artists, entertainers, and cultural figures. Stars include Jim Brown, Smokey Robinson, Richard Pryor, Ceddy Tyson, Lou Rawls, and many more. Hosted by James Earl Jones. Over 10 hours. S‘more Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**4838066 FINDING YOUR ROOTS: Season 7.** Over the course of ten episodes, Henry Louis Gates Jr. uses genealogical detective work and cutting edge DNA analysis to guide twenty influential guests through the branches of their family trees. Features Glenn Close, Mandy Patinkin, Don Lemon, Jim Gaffigan, Clint Black and many others. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99 $31.95

**4853067 WEEKEND WITH BOB.** From the man with the shades, "Bobby Catalano, star of USA Network’s Dance Party USA and Philadelphia’s Dancin’ On Air in this fast-paced, fun filled weekend in the life profile of a Fri. February 1987 weekend in Wildwood, New Jersey, not seen since the days of VHS. 40 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3814041 YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS, VOLUME 1.** The show included musical numbers, hit television series, comedians, and semi-classical and classical vocalists, with a “name” guest host each week. But it was the comedy that most people remember about the series. Collects uniform episodes of this 1950s classic starring Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca. In B&W. Nearly three hours. DVD Video. $7.95

**3686778 FRANK SINATRA: The Nostalgia Collection.** Features two rare vintage episodes of the Jimmy Durante Show and the first episode of Frank Sinatra's TV career. The first was screened in 1950 with guest stars Stump and Spaulding. The second episode is taken from 1957 with guest stars Peggy Lee, Bob Hope and Kim Novak. In B&W. 90 minutes. Wienermedia. Universal. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**2953412 GIVE ‘EM HELL, HARRY: The David Susskind Show.** In May of 1961, David Susskind had an edgy, one-on-one conversation with retired U.S. President Harry S. Truman. In a compelling and provocative interview, they address controversial subjects including Sir Winston Churchill, Jewish identity, and presidential minutes. S‘more Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**3913740 GROUCHO! JAMES DEAN! GROUCHO! THE RED TENT.** This mini-series is a sweeping tale that plays out during the late Old Testament, told through the eyes of Dinah, the daughter of Leah and Jacob. The all-star cast includes Rebecca Ferguson, Minnie Driver, Iain Glen, Debra Winger and Will Tudor. English SDH. 176 minutes. Sony Pictures. Price to $9.95

**3929949 GENTLE BEN: Season One.** Fullscreen. He’s a 650-pound American black bear and head of the Wedloe family. He’s Gentle Ben, and together with his human friends he thwarted the everyday dangers of man and nature that thrive in the beautiful, untouched wilderness of the Florida Everglades. Collects all 28 Season One episodes. English SDH. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**3722880 REIGN: The Complete Second Season.** Fox. It’s: It’s the story of a young queen! As France surges toward chaos, the honeymoon’s afterglow fades quickly for the newly crowned king and queen, Francis and Mary. Tensions over the Black Death, famine, shifting alliances and provocative personal lives. Stars Stephanie March, Eric Balfour, Jack A. Richards and others. All 13 gripping episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**3950212 TITANIC: Miniseries.** Widescreen. Brought to life by a stellar cast, this extraordinary re-telling of the doomed voyage reveals a world built upon class distinction, headed towards destruction. This four-part miniseries is written by Julian Fellowes, starring Jim Carter, Elizabeth McGovern, Penelope Wilton, and many more. Shout! Factory. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Seven hours on 6 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

**4677501 L.A. LAW: Season One.** Fullscreen. This Emmy Award-winning legal drama stars Larry Manetti, Bokeem Woodbine, Robert Costanzo, Michael Cole, and many more. From the Emmy-winning series paved the way for a bevvy of medically inspired TV classics. Presented here are all 22 Season One episodes. Canyon. All 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**4776424 CHARMED: The Complete First Season.** The discovery that they are descendants of a long line of witches finds three sisters battling demons and warlocks—and obstacles, coming together with their human friends he thwarts the everyday dangers of man and nature that thrive in the beautiful, untouched wilderness of the Florida Everglades. Collects all 28 Season One episodes. CC. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**4774969 SILK: Series One.** Widescreen. Martha Costello (Maxine Peake) is a brilliant, passionate defense barrister with a reputation for defending the poor and downtrodden. She is about to embark on the next step of her career and apply to be a member of the highly prestigious Queen's Counsel—but she’s not the only one. Includes all 13 episodes. English SDH. Over five hours on two DVDs. BBC. $11.95

**4654528 ST. ELSEWHERE: Season One.** Fullscreen. With a unique blend of intense medical drama, offbeat humor and a lyrical style, St. Elsewhere paved the way for a bevvy of medically inspired TV classics. Presented here are all 22 Season One episodes. The complete series. Stars Geoffrey Rush, Sharleen Howard, and many more. Shout! Factory. All 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 16 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $59.95 $19.99

**4651499 THE LIZZIE BORDEN CHRONICLES: Episode 10.** Miniseries. Widescreen. This episode miniseries delivers an intense, fictionalized account of actual events surrounding Lizzie’s life after her acquittal of the horrific double murder. Shout! Factory. All eight episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on three DVDs. Universal. $9.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/860
**TV Drama**

**465164 ANIMAL KINGDOM:** The Complete First Season. Widescreen. When his mom dies and Joshua “J” Cody moves in with his estranged relatives. Heading up their petty crime dynasty is J’s manipulative grandmother, Janine “Smurf” Cody (Ellen Barkin), who rules with an iron fist and has four sons. His newly-minted family incites more excitement and danger than he’s ever known. Collects all 10 episodes. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Warner Bros. $19.45

**465726 THE SPIDER:** Widescreen. Following the Nazi occupation of Denmark, city gangsters and black marketers are having the time of their lives, playing the backdrop of scheming and fraud. Bjarne Folk, Diane Ladd, Robert Lancing and more. In B&W. Over 16 hours on three DVDs. Film Chest, Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**461433 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN:** The Complete Series. Widescreen. This delicious and daring drama reveals the early years of the man who forever changed the course of history. Passionate, vibrant and scandalous, it is the story of one of Sicily’s bravest sons, Giovanni Falcone, who stood up to the Mafia, wielding the law to break of organized crime. In Italian with English subtitles. Two DVDs. MHZ. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

**478107 DEADLINE:** The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Lost and forgotten in a garage in New Jersey for over 50 years, this TV series (1959-1961), which dramatized stories drawn from actual newspaper headlines of the 1950s, has been rediscovered to remind us of a time when reporters were revered as heroes and journalists held the line for Justice. Starring Peter Falk, Robert Lancing and more. In B&W. Over 21 hours on eight DVDs. Showtime Entertainment $11.95

**481693 VANDIS**

**456915 A FRENCH VILLAGE:** The Complete Series. Widescreen. This blockbuster French drama chronicles the impact of World War II on a small village in central France. The series follows the lives of the villagers during the war as their lives become irrevocably changed by the German occupation and its aftermath. Includes all 24 episodes of the complete series. In French with English subtitles. Over nine hours on four DVDs. Anchor Bay $119.95

**483619 US:** Masterpiece. Widescreen. Connie and Douglas Petersen are set for a grand tour of Europe. It’s one last family holiday before their only son leaves for university after he fails to get into any before their departure. Connie announces she wants a divorce. They decide to continue with the trip and Douglas sees this as his last chance to win Connie back. Collects all four episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on four DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99 $31.95

**2950707 THE YOUNG POPE:** Widescreen. Created and directed by Academy Award winner Paolo Sorrentino and starring Jude Law and Diane Keaton, this HBO series tells the story of pontiff Pius XIII, Lenny Belardo, the first American Pope in history. Includes all 11 episodes. Also stars Silvio Orlando and James Cromwell. Over 13 hours on three DVDs. HBO $49.99 $39.95

**2507981 TURNOFF:** The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. Behind enemy lines on Long Island, Abe Woodhull (Jameel Devereaux) is a spy for the Patriots, reporting to the Continental Army, Arnold (Owain Yeoman) is seduced to become an informant for the British. The price of his betrayal is high as all of our heroes will survive. Includes all Season Three Episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. Anchor Bay $9.95

**451048 A FRENCH VILLAGE:** Season 1. Widescreen. This blockbuster French drama chronicles the impact of World War II on a small village in central France. The series follows the lives of the villagers during the war as their lives become irrevocably changed by the German occupation and its aftermath. Includes all 12 Season One episodes. In French with English subtitles. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Mhz. Pub. at $39.98 $6.95

**461453 MASTERS OF SEX:** The Complete Series. Widescreen. The story stars Michael Sheen and Lizzy Caplan, who portray the real-life pioneers of the science of human sexuality, William Masters and Virginia Johnson. Their research revolutionized sexual recreation. The series chronicles the unusual lives, romance and pop culture trajectory of this legendary pair. Collects all 46 episodes. Over 43 hours on eight DVDs. Mill Creek $39.95

**466007 MISTRESSES, VOLUME ONE:** Widescreen. A British drama for the Sex and the City crowd, this series presents a bold new take on modern love. Set in a world where friends have become the standard and aggression, addiction, and changing lives and loves of four 30-something-girlfriends. Includes 12 episodes. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. BBC $9.95

**465737 GIOVANNI FALCONE:** The Judge: BORSELLINO, THE 57 DAYS. Widescreen. The Judge is the real-life story of one of Sicily’s bravest sons, Giovanni Falcone, who stood up to the Mafia, wielding the law to break of organized crime. In Italian with English subtitles. Two DVDs. Mhz. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

**9310075 ACQUIRED:** Season One. Widescreen. The story follows Aksel Borg-Moller, a business man who has worked his way to the top during his 20 years in Asia, having left his native town after being acquitted of the murder of his high school sweetheart, and then returning to save his hometown’s cornerstone business. Includes all 11 episodes. In Norwegian with English subtitles. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. Mz. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**4666151 BIRDSONG:** Masterpiece Classic. Widescreen. Sebastian Faulks’ epic love story, set against the backdrop of WWI, is adapted for the screen for the first time. Shifting in time between 1910 and 1916, it is the story of Stephen Wraysford (Eddie Redmayne), a young Englishman who falls in love with a Belgian girl, and his blistering account of the Battle of Passchendaele. 165 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**482357 KINGDOM:** Seasons One and Two. Widescreen. Frank Gallagher is former pro footballer Alvey Kulina, who, along with his girlfriend, Lisa (Kiele Sanchez), runs a mixed martial arts gym in Venice, California. When his bickering family and great storyline, this show is rock-solid entertainment! Includes all 30 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Over 21 hours on nine DVDs. Should have been on HBO "Shameless." $9.95

**482879 THE YOUNG POPE:** Widescreen. Often considered one of the most significant events ever known. Collects all 10 episodes. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

**4666151 BIRDSONG:** Masterpiece Classic. Widescreen. Sebastian Faulks’ epic love story, set against the backdrop of WWI, is adapted for the screen for the first time. Shifting in time between 1910 and 1916, it is the story of Stephen Wraysford (Eddie Redmayne), a young Englishman who falls in love with a Belgian girl, and his blistering account of the Battle of Passchendaele. 165 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**477557 BOARDWALK EMPIRE:** Season 1. Widescreen. This lavish period drama, set in Atlantic City, follows the life and times of the enigmatic and criminal mastermind whose grip on power and control of the city’s liquor supply is under constant threat. Collects all 12 Season One episodes on five DVDs. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. Warner Home Video $11.95

**477452 JUDGE JOHN DEED:** Season Two. Widescreen. Judge John Deed has made it to the top of his profession on his own personal terms and conditions. His feisty establishment figures who try to influence his decisions. A sharp intellect, a rakish charm and a keen will help Deed stand his ground. Includes all 4 episodes of Season Two. English SDH. Nearly six hours on 2 DVDs. BBC $9.95

**3937672 HOWARDS END:** Masterpiece. Widescreen. Often considered E.M. Forster’s masterpiece, this is the story of two independent and unconventional sisters and the men in their lives seeking love and meaning as they navigate an ever changing world. In 1870, Matthew Wright, Michael Macdonald, and Joe Bannister. English SDH. Over 3 hours. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**465808 6  LAWBREAKER: The Complete Television Series. One of the first TV crime dramas to adapt semi-documentary re-creations of real-life cases, this series pioneered a format that remains wildly popular today. Each episode was selected by a different police force, and includes many of the actual witnesses, informers, undercover cops, criminals and victims involved. Hosted and narrated by Lee Marvin. Over 13 hours on 4 DVDs. Timeless TV Collection. English SDH. $9.95.**

**469135  LETHAL WEAPON: The Complete First Season.** Combining high-octane action with humor, Lethal Weapon reboots the hit film franchise and its iconic cop duo. When grief-stricken ex-Navy SEAL Tom Selleck (Crawford) moves to California to start over, he’s paired with Roger Murtaugh (Damon Wayans), who’s back at the LAPD after a heart attack. Includes all 18 thrilling episodes from Season One on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98. **$5.95.**

**2969629  A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 3.** Presents three episodes from the first season of the UK’s number one rated detective show. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Frost, a police veteran who captured Carroll nine years earlier. Includes all 15 spellbinding Season One episodes. Don’t watch them alone! English SDH. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$7.95.**

**2965798  FOREVER KNIGHT, PART ONE.** Unleashed are the undead of the sexy and stylish vampire horror series, starring Geraint Wyn Davies as Nick Knight, a 13th-century vampire working as a police detective in modern Toronto. Collects all 22 Season One Episodes. Over 17 hours on five DVDs. Columbia. Pub. at $26.99. **$5.95.**

**478992X  ROYAL BLUE: The Complete First Season.** At the police academy, gradwning private Det. Denise Hamilton (Missy Peregrym) escapes from Death Row and embarks on a new killing spree, the FBI recruits former agent Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon), the scarred veteran who captured Carroll nine years earlier. Includes all 15 thrilling Season One episodes. Don’t watch them alone! English SDH. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$7.95.**

**6584349  SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Eligible Bachelor.** Jeremy Brett, "the definitive Holmes (Chicago Sun-Times)," joins his faithful cohort Dr. Watson in this spellbinding feature-length mystery. The most eligible bachelor in London has just married a wealthy American woman. Their marital bliss is short lived, however, when she vanishes shortly after the ceremony. 105 minutes. MP\" **$9.95.**

**3864804  CSI: The Complete First Season.** It’s all here. All the cases, all the evidence and all the solutions. Collects all 23 episodes of the Golden Globe nominated first Season. Stars William Petersen, Marg Helgenberger, Gary Dourdan, George Eads, Jorja Fox and Paul Guilfoyle. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. **$7.95.**

**4694414  SECOND SIGHT: Season One.** Fullscreen. Ross Tanner (Clive Owen) is a hotshot detective police for whom the thrill of the chase while desperate to conceal his love’s losing vision. Competitive graduate officer D.T. Catherine Tully (Claire Skinner) is drafted into Tanner’s crime unit and will be his eyes. As Tanner’s relationship with the world becomes increasingly fragile, he learns that there is more to murder than meets the eye. CC. Three hours. WGBH. **PRICE CUT to $3.95.**

**4897608  SEBASTIAN BERGMAN: Parts 1 & 2.** Widescreen. When the Stockholm police realize they have a serial killer on their hands, Bergman (Rolf Lassgard) insists they hire him. It’s a race against the clock to catch a murderer who appears to be getting bolder with the attacks on those of a criminal Bergman put behind bars years ago. In Swedish with English subtitles. 176 minutes on two DVDs. **$5.95.**

**2834545  A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 1.** Presents three episodes from the first season of the UK’s number one rated detective show. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Frost, a police veteran who captured Carroll nine years earlier. The episodes: Care and Protection, Not With Kindness, and Conclusions. Five hours on two DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $39.97. **$7.95.**

**2956509  BARBARA BRITTON & MRS. NORTH: Season 4.** Jonathan and Jennifer Hart in Hart to Hart, was Jerry and Pamela North, a married couple with a chic apartment in Greenwich Village who just happened to find themselves in a murder every week. This four-DVD set features the best 29 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Stars Barbara Britton and Richard Denning. In B&W. Entertainment. Pub. at $24.98. **$3.95.**

**3903038  CRACKED: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Detectives Aiden Black (David Sutcliffe) and psychiatrist Dr. Daniella Ridley (Stephanie von Pfetten) return to take on another caseload of bizarre and deadly crimes for the Psych Crimes and Crisis Unit. Collects the final six episodes from Season One and one episode from Season Two. **$5.95.**


**466826X  THE BEAST: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Patrick Swayze stars as Charles Barker, an unorthodox but effective FBI agent whose specialty is undercover work. Barker pushes his new partner, Ellis Doves (Travis Fimmel) to go deep into the world of organized crime. They call themselves the "Eyes" as they go after drug lords, arms dealers, and corrupt cops. Collects all 13 episodes from the acclaimed series. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. Sony. **$9.95.**

**3910113  CAPTAIN MARLEAU, VOLUME 2.** Widescreen. Captain Marleau has a hunter’s instinct, disguised under a deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says herself, “she doesn’t skin her own cases, she plunges into them. Always on the prowl, she lies in wait for clues and her prey and takes them by surprise.” She’s a refreshing blast of crime-solving brilliance! Includes Episodes 7-12. In French with English subtitles. Over nine hours on three DVDs. Mhz. **PRICE CUT to $19.95.**

**3767300  RIPPER STREET: Season Three.** Widescreen. It’s been four years since the split of the dynamic crime-fighting team of DI Edmund Reid (Sgt. Bennett Drake), and Captain Homer Jackson. Each member of the trio has fallen into personal turmoil, but they find themselves reuniting and putting their pasts behind after a train heir leads to a double murder. Includes all 13 episodes from Season Three. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. **$9.95.**

**4657810  THE EAGLE–A CRIME ODYSSEY: Season 1.** Widescreen. Nicknamed “The Eagle” for his uncanny intuition, detective Hallgrimsson exudes competence and self-assurance. Together with his team of experts, he takes on organized crime into the state institutions, banks and social strata of Europe and Scandinavia. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. In Danish with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. **$39.95.**

**3855689  BOSTON BLACKIE, VOLUME 1.** Blackie, (Kent Taylor) a reformed jewel thief who now works for justice, often solves cases with the help of his romantic interest, Nancy, and his dog, Whitey—solving cases before the police are able and exasperating his contact Inspector Faraday, in this 1951 TV series. Includes The Hesit Job; Queen of Thieves; Inside Crime; and So Was Goliah. In B&W. 103 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95.**

**3988581  BROADCHURCH: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. When the body of an 11-year-old is found on the beach in Broadchurch, Detective Inspector David Carver (Jenna Coleman) and Detective Inspector Alec Hardy (David Tennant) are called in to investigate. As the mystery deepens, a national spotlight is thrown on the small town, its residents, and their secrets apart. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. **$9.95.**

**3763919  RIPPER STREET: Season Four.** Widescreen. Three years have passed since the Leman Street locomotive disaster, when DI Edmund Reid is forced to return to Whitechapel to help clear his former associate’s name. Meanwhile, HIgh Court Judge of Canada Gemma’s son, DS Drake, plunged into a criminal underworld that threatens to overtake London’s East End. Includes all Season Four Episodes. English SDH. Near 7 hours on two DVDs. **$7.95.**


行为像一个得体的女士。包括所有五个剧集。英语SDH。

- **3831604 MURDERS AT BURLAME.** Widescreen. Set in an idyllic beach resort on the beautiful Tuscan coast, this colorful new series of quirky mysteries is based on the novels by Marco Malvaldi. Malvaldi's hero is a local watering hole, loves puzzles of all kinds and his sharp mind comes in handy moonlighting as an amateur detective. Includes all seven episodes. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek, Pub. at $39.95

- **3984643 MURDER ONE: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. From the creator of NYPD Blue comes a series that charts a single murder case, from the point of view of the defense attorney, for an entire season. A riveting and cleverly woven plot full of subtle details and meticulous plotting will keep you guessing until the final gavel falls. Stars Mary McCormack, Daniel Benzali, Stanley Tucci, and others. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox, Pub. at $49.95

- **4772958 THE MARY HIGGINS CLARK COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Now, the acclaimed Suspense novelist invented a new series of TV movies based on her most popular mysteries, with thrilling plots, gorgeous scenery and nerve-shattering suspense. Features: Goodnight, Baby; Two Little Girls in Blue; and Where Are You Now? In English with English subtitles. Over four hours on three DVDs. Mstr. Pub. at $39.95

- **3831531 INSPECTOR REX, SEASON 1: Vienna.** Widescreen. There's a new crime fighter in Vienna: Inspector Rex. This amazing German Shepherd's unerring instinct and phenomenal intelligence have made him one of TV's top dogs. He may have four legs but he puts them all to use sniffing out crimes. Includes all six episodes. In German with English subtitles. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Mstr. Pub. at $39.95

- **4772956 HART TO HART: Movies Are Murder Collection.** Fullscreen. Everyone's favorite crime-solving couple return in eight feature-length mysteries: Hart to Hart Returns; Home Is Where the Hart Is; Crimes of the Hart; Old Friends Never Die; Secrets of the Hart; Two Harts in Three-Quarters Time; Hart in High Season; and Till Death Do Us Hart. Stars Robert Wagner and Stefanie Powers. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek, Pub. at $29.98

- **3984671 GARTER SNAKE.** Widescreen. A gatha Christie's world-famous mysteries are delightfully adapted in a new series of highly stylized French TV movies—sexy, witty and full of adventure and suspense. In one of TV's longest running mysteries, Poirot's Christmas. In French with English subtitles. Over 31 hours on eleven DVDs. 20th Century Fox, Pub. at $69.98


- **3831544 INSPECTOR WINTER.** Widescreen. Magnus Keppers stars as Inspector Erik Winter, based on a character created by Swedish investigare and author. The fun comes from the combustion dynamic between Superintendent Lars and his young colleague Inspector Lampion. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 18 hours on two DVDs. Mstr. Pub. at $29.95


- **3831542 ROCKFORD FILES.** Widescreen. Join the Private Eye in Three episodes. Collects all 21 Season One episodes. Nearly 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount.

- **3984691 MURDER ONE: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. From executive producer Michael Mann comes the groundbreaking, grittiest crime drama on TV. The Rockford Files. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over four hours on three DVDs. Mstr. Pub. at $39.95

- **3831540 THE ROCKFORD FILES: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Gunn is a suave detective that is tough enough to take on the hardest of hard cases, but has a soft touch when it comes to the ladies. His standard fee $1,000, and his reputation keeps him at the top of his game. Collects all 114 episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 27 hours on nine DVDs. Timeless Media, Pub. at $99.95

- **3984669檢察官。** Widescreen. A sniper who leaves no trace is now the focus and center of the story. Collects all 22 Season Two episodes. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek, Pub. at $14.98

- **4836030 HALIFAX: Retribution.** Widescreen. A sniper who leaves no trace is terrorizing the city, and Halifax Riptide's (Anthony LaPaglia) help find the killer. As Jane is forced to go back into the files and nightmares of her past, will the murder be linked to the sniper, or to secrets from her past? English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. PBS, Pub. at $31.95

- **4657799 AGENT HAMILTON.** Widescreen. Michael Persbrandt stars as a suave, clean-cut private eye, who moves from one hard-hitting action thriller based on the best-selling novels by Anna Jansson, to the next. Hamilton's missions take him around the world from Seoul and Shanghai to Amsterdam and beyond. Includes In the Interest of the Nation and But Not If It Concerns Your Daughter. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over three hours on two DVDs. Mstr. Pub. at $29.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/860
TV Crime Solvers

★ 470713 BABYLON BERLIN: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. Set in 1929 Berlin, a metropolis in turmoil, the glittering excesses of the city's nightlife sparkle while an army of the impoverished strives for a better life. Organized crime and political extremists take advantage, extending their power throughout the town. Red Patent, a young cop from Cologne, is transferred to the vice squad in Berlin. Includes all 16 episodes of Seasons One and Two. In German with English subtitles. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $39.98. PRICE CUT to $24.95.

★ 465788 PALERMO CONNECTION. When a string of murders begins to terrorize the residents of Palermo, Angelo Caronia, an arrogant ball-busting cop is the man in charge of investigating the killings. The main problem is how to tackle the Mafia who's behind the killings. Includes all five episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Ten hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

★ 465729 FANTOMAS. Fullscreen. No Parisian is safe from Fantomas (Helmut Berger), the masked serial killer who sets ruthlessly whatever he suits his purpose. Always a few steps behind is the frustrated Inspector Juve (Jacques Dufilho), the policeman obsessed with uncovering and unmasking Fantomas. Includes four episodes. In French with English subtitles. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. CBS. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

★ 4689577 AGATHA CHRISTIE’S CRIMINAL GAMES: Season 4. Widescreen. Agatha Christie’s world-famous mysteries are delightfully adapted in a new series of highly stylized French TV movies—definitely addictive! Set in the 1930s, these iconic stories with familiar characters are brought to life by Agatha Christie author Jean-Pierre Larroquette and the young ambitious journalist Alice Avril. Includes all five episodes of Season 4. In French with English subtitles. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $24.95.

★ 391013X FJALLBACKA MURDERS: Set 2. Widescreen. With surgical skill Camilla Lackberg unveils the motives behind hidden and not so hidden crimes, all taking place in the author’s stunningly beautiful hometown of Fjallbacka on Sweden’s Atlantic coast. These laudable episodes include: The Sea Gives, The Sea Takes; The Coast Rider; and The Queen of Light. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $24.95.

★ 3783561 FJALLBACKA MURDERS: Set 1. Widescreen. From the fictional world created by Camilla Lackberg, Sweden’s wildly popular crime novelist, comes these three thrilling episodes. Camilla reveals the motives behind hidden and not so hidden crimes taking place in Fjallbacka. Episodes include: The Hidden Child; The Eye of the Beholder; and Friends. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over seven hours on three DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $24.95.

★ 3831158 THE LITTLE MURDERS OF AGATHA CHRISTIE. Widescreen. Introducing Superintendent Larens, whose passion for beautiful women is matched only by his love of solving crimes, Agatha Christie’s series features two main detectives, and a host of ever-changing suspects and plot twists. In this case, one of the victims is a chess expert. Includes Five mysteries based on Agatha Christie novels. In French with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

★ 3831162 NERO WOLFE. Widescreen. He’s an antisocial, unshaven misgoverned, grumpy, m累ional, unpleasant—and brilliant. Event the FBI had to admit that his detective skills are at the highest levels. It’s 1959 and America’s best detective, Nero Wolfe has moved in th is case, his latest masterpiece! Includes Eight episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Nearly 13 hours on four DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95.

★ 4691504 THE SHIELD: The Complete Series. Mill Creek. Set in the volatile LAPD South Central, the die-hard Belushi is a reflection of the community he serves. Includes all 101 episodes. In English SDH. Over 90 hours on four DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

★ 4773160 DRAGNET. Fullscreen. Image/Madacy. Sample clip: “Mike Derrick as Capt. Frank Lackmiller of the Los Angeles Police Department. Mike tries to solve the murder of a possible witness witness who's behind the killings—an almost suicidal mission.” Includes Six episodes. In English with Italian subtitles. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

★ 3722056 LUCIFER: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. Set in the midst of the Napoleonic wars, the real battle is between thei r egos. Stars Bertie Carvel and Eddie Marsan. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.95. SOLD OUT.

★ 4657918 SALAMANDER. Widescreen. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

★ 3752243 THE FOLLOWING: The Following: Season Two. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. Set in the midst of the Napoleonic wars, the real battle is between thei r egos. Stars Bertie Carvel and Eddie Marsan. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.95.


TV Action & Adventure

★ 3885259 SHEENA: Queen of the Jungle. Sheena (portrayed by luscious monster pitchers) is the one-armed Amazon chief and her ex-lover Bob and her pet monkey Chim Chimp square off against venal big game hunters and angry natives in Kenya. This syndicated TV show ran from 1955-1956. Includes 16 episodes on two DVDs. Over five hours. Syndery. Aug. 29.

★ 2932911 THE FUTIGIVE, VOLUME ONE: Season One. Fullscreen. Hit TV series stars David Janssen as Dr. Richard Kimble, a physician and accused murderer of his wife. When his train crashes en route to Death Row, Kimble escapes, fleeing from town to town, in search of the one-armed man who has killed Kimble’s wife. Also stars Barry Morse. Includes the first 15 episodes. In B&W. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

★ 3885054 THE ADVENTURES OF ROB HOOD. Relive the adventures of Robin Hood, Little John, Maid Marian and the Merry Men as they defend the villagers against evil Prince John and Sheriff of Nottingham. Watch 26 episodes of this beloved 1940s serial. Follows the exploits of the bandit in his dastardly doings. Includes nearly 10 hours of entertainment for the whole family! Stars Richard Greene. In B&W. Topics Entertainment. $2.95.


★ 3885162 Bitten. Bitten: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Elena Michaels (Laura Vandervoort), the lone female werewolf is torn between the worlds—the one where she was born into and the one she was Bitten into. Desperate to start a new life in the city, Elena instead finds herself drawn to a string of murders that are unraveling her pack. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Entertainment One. Pub. at $39.98. PRICE CUT to $19.95.


★ 4654544 TRANSPORTER: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. It’s a dangerous duel of the dark arts where, in the midst of the Napoleonic wars, the real battle is between thei r egos. Stars Bertie Carvel and Eddie Marsan. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95.

★ 3943097 WONDER WOMAN: The Complete Second Season. Flash forward 35 years from Wonder Woman’s stirring Season One adventures determined to end the Cold War WWII. Without missing a beat, she leaps from the big band era to the disco decade, still miraculously young and still using wits, not weapons. Includes all 16 episodes of Season Two. In English with Italian subtitles. Includes all 22 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $39.98. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

★ 4689100 JONATHAN STRANGE & MR. NORRELL. Widescreen. Spend some time with the most beloved duo of Jonathan Strange and Mr. Norrell in this exhilarating fantasy series. The clash between these two British magicians is about to become a reality. It will be a battle for love and justice. But as the midpoint of the Napoleonic wars, the real battle is between their egos. Stars Bertie Carvel and Eddie Marsan. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.98. SOLD OUT.
DC'S LEGENDS OF TOMORROW: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Flash and Arrow deliver a super hero spinoff series that combines characters from both shows with new heroes from the DC pantheon. Includes the 15 episodes featuring a dynamic team with one extraordinary mission—save our world! Stars Brandon Routh, Caity Lotz, Victor Garber and Wentworth Miller. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

$7.95

THE INCREDIBLE HULK: Season Five. Fullscreen. The Incredible Hulk roars again with every thrilling episode from the final season! Reunite with former television iconic characters, David Banner (Bill Bolick) as he takes on more death-defying adventures that place him closer to finding a cure. Also stars Lou Ferrigno. Includes all 7 Season Five episodes. English SDH. Over five hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

LAST RESORT: Complete Series. Widescreen. The U.S. submarine battlefront Colorado receives orders to fire nuclear missiles at Pakistan. But when the crew hesitates, missile fire from the submarine's sister ship strikes them out. Left for dead, the members of Colorado find refuge on an exotic island, where they must clear their names of a nuclear conspiracy. Stars Andre Braugher and Scott Speedman. All 13 episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $9.95

EMERALD CITY: Season One. Fullscreen. Witness the rise of a teenage girl who becomes a hero of a different sort, is gifted with the power to harness electricity, and he kept Freeland safe as the masked vigilante Black Lightning. Although retired, when trouble again finds him, Black Lightning charges into action. Includes all 14 episodes of Season One. English SDH. Over nine hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95


MERLIN: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. In the mythical city of Camelot magic has been banned by the ruthless tyrant, Uther Pendragon. When Merlin, a young man gifted with extraordinary magical powers, arrives in the kingdom he discovers including the heir to the Uther's crown, the headstrong Prince Arthur. Stars Colin Morgan and Anthony Head. English SDH. Includes all 13 episodes of Season One. Over nine hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $52.95

STARSKY & HUTCH: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Mixing episodes of the 1970's tongue in cheek humor, addictive characters and plenty of '70s swagger, Starsky & Hutch returns a beloved TV favorite to this very day. Collecting all 93 episodes, this definitive classic, this set features stars David Soul and Paul Michael Glaser in all action-packed seasons. 77 hours on sixteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $52.95


CHARLIE'S ANGELS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Enjoy every episode of this legendary TV favorite to this very day. Collecting all 99 episodes, this definitive classic, this set features stars Farrah Fawcett, Jaclyn Smith, Cheryl Ladd, David Hasselhoff, William Shatner, and George Lazenby. Includes all 99 episodes of Season Five. English SDH. Over 28 hours on seven DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $17.95

THE INCREDIBLE HULK: Complete First Season. Widescreen. In the mythical city of Camelot magic has been banned by the ruthless tyrant, Uther Pendragon. When Merlin, a young man gifted with extraordinary magical powers, arrives in the kingdom he discovers including the heir to the Uther's crown, the headstrong Prince Arthur. Stars Colin Morgan and Anthony Head. English SDH. Includes all 13 episodes of Season One. Over nine hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $52.95
3964979 THE TEXAN: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Fifteen movie icon Rory Calhoun dons his trademark black hat as Bill Longley, a Civil War veteran roaming the West. With a reputation for a fast gun, loyalty to his code, and the will to fight for what he believes is right, the Lone Ranger vs. the bandits who seek revenge against him. Collects all 17 Season Four episodes. In B&W. Nearly 9 hours on four DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.95.

3195654 TOMBSTONE TERRITORY: The Complete First Season. Sheriff Clay Hollister (Pat Conway) has his hands full trying to keep peace in Tombstone as gunfighters, bank robbers, and desperadoes run rampant. Newspaper editor Harris Claibourn (Richard Eastham) acts as the show's narrator, adding an extra layer of realism. Includes all 14 First Season episodes. In B&W. Over 16 hours on four DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $39.95.

3929922 BONANZA: The Official First Season, Volume 1. Fullscreen. Welcome to the Ponderosa! The story of rancher Ben Cartwright (Lorne Greene) follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmaile (Philip Carey). Resourceful rider in a cloud of dust and a hearty ‘Hi-Yo, Silver,’ one of the most iconic heroes of our time returns with his faithful companion, Tonto. Collects all 52 classic Second Season episodes. Stars Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels. Over 20 hours on eight DVDs. Universal. $9.95.


3860442 DANIEL BOONE: The Final Season. Fullscreen. Roam the frontier one last time with Capt. Daniel Boone in the sixth and final season of the popular series that entertained millions of viewers for wholesome family entertainment. Stars Fess Parker as the rugged hero and Harvey Korman as the comic relief. Includes all 23 Season Six episodes. Twenty-nine episodes. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95.

4800007 MACKENZIE’S RAIDERS: The Television Series. Fullscreen. The exploits of Colonel Ronald Mckenzie and his men spring to life in all 36 episodes of the hit TV series. Operating on secret orders from President Ulysses S. Grant and General Phil Sheridan, Colonel Mckenzie’s mission is clear: Clean up the Southwest and wipe out the renegades, outlaws, and murderers. In B&W. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93.

3966829 CISCO KID: Western Collection. Fullscreen. VCI Entertainment.


3865093 BONANZA: The Official First Season, Volume Two. Widescreen. Fully explores the exploits of Colonel Ranald Mackenzie and the young and intense Yuma wandering the West. With a reputation for a fast gun, loyalty to his code, and the will to fight for what he believes is right, the Lone Ranger vs. the bandits who seek revenge against him. Collects all 26 episodes from Season One. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

3964985 THE LONE RANGER: Season One. Widescreen. When the crew of the Starlight City has been torn apart by the undertakings, so the need for the hooded vigilante archer–known as The Arrow–is more urgent than ever. Based on the DC comic book, the story focuses on the Texas Kid and his sidekick coming to the rescue of a young woman. Collects all 22 Second Season episodes. Stars Hugh Hooker. 50 minutes. Reel Vault. Fullscreen.

3990025 CROWDED: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Widescreen. When the crew of the Starlight City has been torn apart by the undertakings, so the need for the hooded vigilante archer–known as The Arrow–is more urgent than ever. Based on the DC comic book, the story focuses on the Texas Kid and his sidekick coming to the rescue of a young woman. Collects all 22 Second Season episodes. Stars Hugh Hooker. 50 minutes. Reel Vault. Fullscreen.

2802414 FLASH GORDON COLLECTION. Get ready for an action-packed voyage to the stars with sci-fi hero Flash Gordon. Buster Crabbe plays the intrepid hero who battles bad men and harsh environments inFLASH GORDON. Conquers the Universe, in which Flash tackles a deadly plague. Then, Steve Holland takes the role in 13 episodes of the Flash Gordon series, combating the forces of evil. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Go Entertainment.


3942988 THE LANGOLIERS. Fullscreen. On a red-eye flight across the country, a group of passengers awaken in mid-journey to face a shocking reality—they are somehow the only people left in the entire world. They discover they have fallen into a sickening trap in the fabric of the universe and unimaginable evil awaits them if they don’t find a way back. Stars Patricia Wettig and Dean Stockwell. Three hours. Paramount. $5.95.

3797600 11.22.63. James Franco stars as the teacher searching for meaning in his life. Encouraged by his ailing friend (Chris Cooper), Jake journeys back to 1960s Texas to prevent the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. But the past doesn't want to be changed. A mind-bending, emotional thrill ride unlike any other. Eight episodes. Universal. $11.95.

9495 ODYSSEY 5: The Complete Series. Widescreen. When the crew of Odyssey, a space shuttle orbiting above the Earth’s surface, barely escapes the planet’s demise, they encounter a mysterious being who gives them a choice—return to the past or face an uncertain future. Eight episodes. Over seven hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

2172 THE HIGH CHAPARRAL: The Complete First Season, Volume One. Widescreen. The story of rancher Ben Cartwright (Lorne Greene) follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmaile (Philip Carey). Resourceful rider in a cloud of dust and a hearty ‘Hi-Yo, Silver,’ one of the most iconic heroes of our time returns with his faithful companion, Tonto. Collects all 52 classic Second Season episodes. Stars Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels. Over 20 hours on eight DVDs. Universal. $9.95.

3945208 LAREDO–SPECIAL EDITION: Season One. Widescreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmaile (Philip Carey). Resourceful rider in a cloud of dust and a hearty ‘Hi-Yo, Silver,’ one of the most iconic heroes of our time returns with his faithful companion, Tonto. Collects all 52 classic Second Season episodes. Stars Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels. Over 20 hours on eight DVDs. Universal. $9.95.

3940217 THE LONE RANGER: Season One. Fullscreen. A fiery horse with the speed of light, a cloud of dust and a hearty ‘Hi-Yo, Silver,’ one of the most iconic heroes of our time returns with his faithful companion, Tonto. Collects all 52 classic Second Season episodes. Stars Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels. Over 20 hours on eight DVDs. Universal. $9.95.

3940225 THE LONE RANGER: Season Two. Fullscreen. Return with us now to those thrilling days of yesteryear. From out of the past come the thundering hoofbeats of the great horse of the Texas Rangers again! Collects all 26 episodes from Season Two. Nearly 10 hours on four DVDs. Universal. $9.95.

3975974 BLINDSPOT: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Season Two plods open with shocking revelations about Jane Doe’s true identity and her connections with the shadowy terror organization Zamboni. All 22 high-octane episodes nudge toward deciphering the treasure map at Mount Rushmore. Jane Doe’s true loves are lost! Stars Jamesie Alexander and English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.95.
**THAT SHOW WITH JOAN RIVERS 1968.** The late, great Joan Rivers hosts this forgotten talk show gem. She delivers 300 hilarious words a minute, a subject of her own life while interviewing celebrities and special “guest” experts. These 18 episodes feature appearances by Johnny Carson, Soupy Sales, Dick Cavett, Roy Clark, Carol Burnett, Steve Allen, and others. Over 6 hours. **$2.95**

**THE ADDAMS FAMILY, VOLUME ONE.** This family is not your typical family—they take delight in most of the things that “normal” people would be terrified of. Relive the misadventures of America’s frightfully funny family! Collects six episodes from Season One (episodes 17-22) on one double-sided DVD. **$7.95**


**2928455 POLTERGEIST—THE LEGACY: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. A handguns psychiatrist, Dr. Derek Rayne (Derek DE Lint), is assigned to manage Deep Space Nine—a space station in a strategic location for interstellar trade and exploration. Led by Captain Benjamin Sisko (Avery Brooks), they must learn to work together in order to safeguard the large vessel filled with passengers of various races from Seasons One through Three. **$29.95**

**THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES.** Fullscreen. Earth is on the verge of exhausting its resources and must find another place to live. And when three expeditions to Mars, headed by Col. John Wilder (Rock Hudson), find suitable conditions for relocation, the colonists set out. As Wilder begins to heed the lessons of the dying Martian civilization, can he save humanity from dooming itself? Over four hours on 2 DVDs. **$21.95**

**2961474 QUANTUM LEAP: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Get ready for the adventure of many lifetimes with this sci-fi classic. Join Dr. Sam Beckett (Scott Bakula), a time traveler lost in time, who temporarily leaps from rival species. Includes all 72 episodes. **$32.95**

**4654242 THE ADDAMS FAMILY, VOLUME ONE.** This family is not your typical family—they take delight in most of the things that “normal” people would be terrified of. Relive the misadventures of America’s frightfully funny family! Collects six episodes from Season One (episodes 17-22) on one double-sided DVD. **$7.95**

**THE WITCHES OF EAST END: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. When a violent storm slams into the beach town of Point Pleasant, it brings with it the unconscious body of Widescreen. When a violent storm slams into the beach town of Point Pleasant, it brings with it the unconscious body of Christina Nickson. Her whole life, Christina has been followed by an artist hired to populate a house with mannequins for a nuclear detonation. The Artist (John D. LeMay) inheritor of her uncle’s antiques store, but they have no idea they’ll be friends. It seems Uncle Lewis broke a deadly deal with Satan, and they’re praying the price. Includes all 17 episodes of this sci-fi classic. Over 54 hours on 17 DVDs. **$99.95**

**6911140 STAR TREK—DEEP SPACE NINE: Season 1.** Fullscreen. At Deep Space Nine, a space station located next to a wormhole, Commander Sisko (Avery Brooks) and crew members Odo (René Auberjonois), B’Elanna Torres, Kira Nerys (Armin Shimerman) and Odo (René Auberjonois), O’Brien (Colm Meaney) and Dax (Terry Farrell) welcome alien visitors, root out evildoers and solve all types of unexpected problems that come their way. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. **$149.95**

**2996092 INVASION: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Follow every twist, turn, and shocking revelation of this suspenseful series from the mind of Shaun Cassidy as two blended Homestead, Florida families, the Varons and the Underlays, uncover the truth about themselves and their town. Stars William Fichtner and Kari Matchett. **Over 15 hours on ten DVDs.** **$79.95**

**2989245 Eureka: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Sci-fi and horror TV

**Sci-Fi and Horror TV**

**3797848 BUILDING STAR TREK: A New Documentary About a Series Ahead of Its Time.** Widescreen. Against the backdrop of two ambitious projects—rebuilding the bridge and restoring the original USS Enterprise model—a who’s who of astronauts, engineers, writers, innovators, and series stars come together to tell the story of the creation of Star Trek, revealing how the show has truly, boldly gone where no show has gone before. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. **$19.99**

**4693544 AN EVENING IN THE CREVE.** Collecting three teleplays by Twilight Zone creator Rod Serling: Nightmare at Ground Zero follows an artist hired to populate a house with mannequins for a nuclear detonation. The Artist (John D. LeMay) inheritor of her uncle’s antiques store, but they have no idea they’ll be friends. It seems Uncle Lewis broke a deadly deal with Satan, and they’re praying the price. Includes all 17 episodes of this sci-fi classic. Over 54 hours on 17 DVDs. **$99.95**

**2962489 FRIDAY THE 13TH: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. A series follows Micki Foster (Louise Robey) and Ryan Dallion (John D. LeMay) inherit their uncle’s antiques store, but they have no idea they’ll be friends. It seems Uncle Lewis broke a deadly deal with Satan, and they’re praying the price. Includes all 17 episodes of this sci-fi classic. Over 54 hours on 17 DVDs. **$99.95**

**760503 THE STARLOST: Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Threatened by a cataclysmic event, mankind seeks refuge aboard a giant spacecraft, the Ark. An accident kills the crew and联络着 connecting the ship’s dorms are sealed. Years later, young Devon Keen (David Gann) learns the truth. He learns that the world is much larger than he once thought. Includes all 16 episodes. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. **$29.95**

**3885992 POINT PLEASANT: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. When a violent storm slams into the beach town of Point Pleasant, it brings with it the unconscious body of Christina Nickson. Her whole life, Christina has been followed by an artist hired to populate a house with mannequins for a nuclear detonation. The Artist (John D. LeMay) inheritor of her uncle’s antiques store, but they have no idea they’ll be friends. It seems Uncle Lewis broke a deadly deal with Satan, and they’re praying the price. Includes all 17 episodes of this sci-fi classic. Over 54 hours on 17 DVDs. **$99.95**
JOAN RIVERS: Don't Start with Me.

Russell Peters, this two-DVD set features the Complete Season One. Includes all 22 Season One episodes with 30 years of the funniest highlights with the butt! Hoping to turn his life around, Earl's got a lengthy list of detestable deeds to make it through First Season. Includes all 24 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 6 hours on 4 DVDs. Paramount.

As Shady Rest Hotel owner Kate Bradley weeping over your lost youth. CC. 392 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Paramount. Pub. at $26.98

hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

5.95 4985408 GOMER PYLE, U.S.M.C.: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. From the bootdocks to the barracks, Jim Nabors' standout portrayal of sweet as pie, goofy local mechanic Gomer Pyle on The Andy Griffith Show landed him his own series. Here are all 22 Season One episodes. Nearly 9 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

hours on 6 DVDs. Timeless Media Group.

248041 PETE AND VERONICA: The Official First Season. Fullscreen. It's time to hitch a ride on the Hooterville Cannonball. As Shady Rest Hotel owner Kate Bradley works hard to keep her guests happy, she has to work even harder to keep her Uncle Joe (Edgar Buchanan) in line. But it's Kate's three beautiful daughters who are the hotel's main attraction. Collects all 38 Season One episodes. In B&W. Sixteen hours on five DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98

hours on 4 DVDs. Paramount.

$3.95 4899526 MORK & MINDY: The Second Season. Fullscreen. Mork (Robin Williams), a misfit on Ork because of his sense of humor, was sent to study earthlings, whose "crazy" customs the "Oolans" had never been able to understand. Mork lands near Boulder, Colorado, and meets his new neighbor, Sally Mottly (Pam Dawber), who tries to help him adjust to Earth's "strange" ways. Over ten hours on four DVDs. Paramount.

5.95 2485701 THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL: Comedians. In the 70's, this show was synonymous with great live music, but it was also a showcase for the era's funniest comedians. This DVD features the comedy routines of George Carlin, Freddie Prince, Flip Wilson, Richard Pryor, Andy Kaufman, Jimmie Walker and more. 81 minutes. Star Vista.

7.95 3985224 PEOPLE ARE FUNNY. Hosted by Billy Crystal, this two-DVD set features the "Xtra Salty" version. There is also a "Family Friendly" version to experience Gummy with the rough language bleeped out. 53 minutes. Adults only. History Channel.

2.95 3803741 COMEDY CENTRAL'S TV FUNHOUSE. When you were a kid, camcorders were on Saturday mornings. TV show hosts were beloved, and puppets were friendly. Well, you're not a kid anymore. That's why Comedy Central's TV Funhouse, featuring Billy Mays and his team of Asapilas, is designed with enough twisted cartoons, crass puppets, live animals and guest stars to send you to bed nightmares. Hours and hours and hours of fun. Vivendi Entertainment.

$4.95 3855929 CLASSIC COUNTRY COMEDY. Fullscreen. Serves up an exciting collection of country's greatest comedians performing their famous routines. Includes rare, hilarious stand-up performances by Jeff Foxworthy, "Cousin" Minnie Pearl, Archie Campbell, George "Goober" Lindsey, Jeff Dunham and many others. 52 minutes. High Energy.

$3.95 3936571 KING OF LATE NIGHT: The Best of the Tonight Show. Sit back and enjoy a laugh-filled trip down memory lane with this hilarious collection of the legendary Johnny Carson. You get two episodes, including the unforgettable final show, along with 30 years of the funniest highlights with stars and those unpredictable moments when Johnny meets the animal kingdom. 80 minutes on two DVDs. Star Vista.

$3.95 4823931 THE WOMEN OF SNL. Widescreen. Beginning with a Real Housewives parody, this two-DVD set features some of the women of SNL back to studio BH for a comically changed reunion show with an honest "Housewives-style" tell-all that lets us know what they've been up to since being feuding wives. Includes Lisa Kudrow, Feist, Maya Rudolph, Amy Poehler, Molly Shannon, and many more. English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal.

$5.95 4788814 JOAN RIVERS: Don’t Start with Me. Hollywood's favorite Emmy Award-winning comedian unleashes her wrath in this hysterical documentary. A determined bride at the door, as the unstoppable entertainment icon takes no prisoners when she makes comic merriment of everything from Mother Theresa to the Hamptons. Not Rated. English SDH. 69 minutes.

E One. Pub. at $19.98
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4691822 DANCE COOK’S TOURGASM. Widescreen. Catch up with Danc e Cook and three of the hottest British comedians around as they perform 20 hilarious shows in just 30 days across 28 states. Jay Davis, Robert Kelly and Gary Gulman share a tricked-out bus with Dance for this wildly unpredictable, always outrageous comedy tour. Four. Package in a Steelbook case. Over 4 hours on 3 DVDs. HBO. 

4691745 WINGS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. For eight great seasons, the Hackett brothers (Tim Daly and Steven Weber) and employees of Tom Nevers Field soared into the heights of hilarity to become one of the funniest sitcoms of all time. Now you can take a first class seat and enjoy all 171 episodes in one collection. Also stars Thomas Haden Church, Tony Shalhoub and Crystal Bowersox. Over 4 hours on all 24 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98. DVD. 


2909638 GEORGE CARLIN: Playin’ with Your Head. A Lifes only. MPI. Pub. at $19.98. 

3906981 THE THREE STOOGES CARTOONS. Westake Entertainment. 


---

British TV

3720712 DOCTOR WHO: Deep Breath. Widescreen. The Doctor is a brilliant Londoner with a man she doesn’t know, a dinosaur in the Thames, and a spate of deadly spontaneous combustions. The Doctor has changed. It’s time you knew him. English SDH. 80 minutes. BBC. $1.95. 

3984826 VIKINGS: The Collection. Widescreen. Were the men in longboats simply blood-drenched pillagers, or a terrifying hunt for money and loot? Cheer at their retreat from the Battle of longboats and find out how it changed Scotland forever. Then explore the genetic evidence of day’s common British customs that reveal the lasting heritage of the Vikings. SDH. Over 7 hours on 4 DVDs. BBC. $6.95. 

3720868 VENOM. Widescreen. Tens of thousands of people die annually from venomous taipans, mambas, black widows, bees and even octopuses. Now, from the safety of your home, discover the astonishing power of nature’s lethal chemical arsenal. See how animals deliver fatal toxins and then enter the human body as vivid 3D graphics capture the murder in 52 minutes. BBC. $3.95. 

2901684 DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Parts One & Two. Widescreen. In Part One the Doctor returns alongside Clara in the first six episodes of Series Nine. Now that they have established a dynamic partnership of equals, they're relishing the thrills that all of space and time has to offer. Two episodes provide the epic conclusion to the ninth series as they embark on their biggest adventure yet. Stars Peter Capaldi. English SDH. Over 9 hours on 4 DVDs. BBC. $7.95. 

3816278 DIRK GENTLY’S HOLISTIC DETECTIVE AGENCY: Series Two. Widescreen. When Earth is threatened by a dangerous force from an alternate reality, it’s up to Gently (Samuel Barnett), his sidekick Todd Bretzman (Elijah Wood) and the rest of the gang to get against danger. Will Dirk and his ragtag group unite in time to save Earth from pending doom? Includes all 10 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on 3 DVDs. BBC. $5.95. 

3914224 THE OLD CURiosity SHOP. Widescreen. Little Nell (Sophie Vavasseur) lives with her doting grandfather (David Jacob) in his London shop filled with dust-laden treasures. Unbeknownst to Nell, Grandfather is secretly gambling and is deeply in debt to the the wily villain. This poignant production brings to life some of Charles Dickens’s most humorous and tragic characters. English SDH. 93 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98. 

3986123 SHARPE: Complete Season Two. Widescreen. As Sharpe, a soldier from Yorkshire is determined to stem the tide of Napoleon’s spread across Europe. See Sharpe battle enemies, combat cavalrymen and enemy forces in this thrilling action adventure starring Sean Bean. Collects two film-length episodes, “Sharpe’s Rifles” and “Sharpe’s Honor.” English SDH. 109 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.99. 3719758 WINGS: The Complete Series. Widescreen. The Viking s were an enduring people with a lasting heritage of the Vikings. Eng lish SDH. Over 4 hours on 9 DVDs. BBC. 

3854151 THE NIGHT MARCHER. Widescreen. The thrilling miniseries based on John le Carré’s best-selling spy novel follows hotel manager Jonathan Pine (Tom Hiddleston) in his quest to bring down international arms dealer Richard Devlin (Hugh Laurie). Jonathan is recruited by a British intelligence officer to infiltrate Roper’s inner circle. Includes all six uncut episodes. SDH. Over 6 hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. $5.95. 

3719758 THE BEAR FAMILY AND ME. Widescreen. Get up close and personal with powerful carnivores in this heart-warming documentary from the BBC Natural History Unit. Scottish wildlife filmmaker Gordon Buchanan explores the world of a family of black bears as they emerge from their den in the spring. 177 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98. 

3951210 WARRIORS. Widescreen. Experience the Hun, Spartacus, Napoleon, the Shogun, Richard the Lionheart and Cortez. Focusing on six of the most powerful and magnetic leaders of all time, the stories examine the motivating forces and unifying elements that drove them to achieve what no one else dared. English SDH. Over 3 hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. $7.95. 

4774592 THE MYSTERY OF THE JUPITER STAR. Widescreen. When a few early, small dinosaurs evolve into an explosion of giant descendants who ruled the world 150 million years ago? Paleontologist only guess until a prospector discovered everything they had been hoping for—a massive graveyard of mid-Jurassic bones in Argentina’s remote Patagonia. English SDH. 50 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98. 

---

4786432 DIGGING FOR BRITAIN: Season Three. This season features some of the most spectacular finds of the year, explained in-depth by certified historian and archaeologists. By investigating the sites and artifacts left behind by our ancestors, we are able to see a reality of the history that was not recorded by written accounts. Includes three episodes. CC. Over 3 hours. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. 

4774760 THE TERENCE RATTIGAN COLLECTION. Fullscreen. BBC. Pub. at $59.98. 
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**3975762 VICTORIA: The Complete Seasons 1, 2 & 3, Widescreen.** Discover the global hit drama starring Jenna Coleman as Queen Victoria, a nineteenth-century heroine for our times. This landmark account of the life of one of history's greatest monarchs begins as Victoria takes her first faltering steps from capricious teenager to respected monarch. Includes all 24 episodes of Seasons One through Three. Slipcased. English SDH. Over four hours. English SDH. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures. **Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99**

**4693556 VAN DER VALK: Widescreen.** Commissaris Piet Van der Val (Marc Warren) is an engaging, unapologetic, street smart detective. With gutsy and fiercely competent right-hand woman Inspector Lucienne Hassell; the ladies' man Sergeant Bob de Vries; and others, the team must solve a raft of mysterious crimes in Amsterdam using astute human observation and inspired detection. Three episodes. English SDH. Over four hours. English SDH. 104 minutes. **SOLD OUT.\footnote{3639689 MARGARET: The Rebel Princess.}**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99**

**4693299 FAST & FURIOUS: Hobbs & Shaw. Widescreen.** Dwayne Johnson and Jason Statham return to their unforgettable roles as Hobbs and Shaw in this action-packed feature from the blockbuster franchise. Hobbs and Shaw must partner up again to bring down the only guy who might be badder than themselves. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. **English SDH. 108 minutes. Paramount.**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4705149 WARCRYPT.** Widescreen. The peaceful realm of Azeroth stands on the brink of war as its civilization faces a fearsome race of invaders: orc warriors fleeing their home to colonize another. As a portal opens to the two worlds, one army faces destruction and the other faces extinction. **Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 120 minutes. Paramount.**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4703170 THE FIRST KING.** Widescreen. Romulus and Remus are two shepherds and loyal brothers who are destined to found the greatest empire the world has ever seen—but only one can rule. The journey to greatness is paved with blood and the fate of the chosen one lies in the hands of their brother. Not Rated. In Latin with English subtitles. **Includes Blu-ray and DVD Well Go USA.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $29.99**

**4681752 PERCY JACKSON: Sea of Monsters.** Widescreen. Out to prove he’s not just a “one-quest wonder,” Percy and his demigod friends embark on an epic, cross-country journey into the treacherous Sea of Monsters, where they battle terrifying creatures, an army of zombies, and the ultimate evil in search of the stolen Golden Fleece. Includes Blu-ray and DVD. \footnote{4714449 CAT AND DOG TALES: NOVA.} **Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 470523 NO TEARS FOR THE DEAD.** Widescreen. Son (Jang Dong-gun) was abandoned by his mother as a child and raised by an American mafia syndicate to become a hitman. He mistakenly kills an innocent young girl during a mission and when he travels back to South Korea to take out his last job, he realizes that she is the mother of the young girl he killed. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Korean with English subtitles. \footnote{3941477 THE GENE: An Intimate Treatment of some of the world’s most complex and challenging diseases.} **116 minutes. CJ Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4707659 THE COURIER.** Widescreen. A motorcycle courier (Olgar Kutelyono) must fight off a sadistic crime boss (Gary Oldman) in order to protect the one witness that can bring him down. Rated R. 95 minutes. **Screen Media Films.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $29.99**

**4846919 DESPERADO.** Widescreen. Writer/director Robert Rodriguez follows up his legendary debut film, El Mariachi, with this sexy sequel about a mysterious guitar player (Antonio Banderas) searching for vengeance against the man who murdered his girlfriend. Also stars Salma Hayek, Quentin Tarantino and Steve Buscemi. Packaged in a Steelbook case. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. **SOLD OUT.**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4745667 VALENTINE: The Dark Avenger.** Widescreen. After a chance meeting with a film director leads to a life-changing series of events for Snimaya, a waitress turned actress, she is thrown into the glare of the limelight. Vanilla Harris and the beleaguered Batavia City needs and deserves most: the consummate kick-ass superhero! Valentine! Not Rated. 97 minutes. **Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97**

**4797523 THE TRANSPORTER REFUELED.** Widescreen. Frank Martin is a mercenary with a special set of skills. When Frank enters into a dangerous deal with a group of Russian mobsters looking for revenge against his Russian counterpart, his fate is taken hostage, sending Frank full throttle to save him. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 96 minutes. **WS Films.**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4746619 THE FOREIGNER.** Widescreen. Jackie Chan stars as humble businessman Qian, whose long-buried past erupts in a revenge-fueled vendetta when the only person left to him to love–his teenage daughter–is taken from him. nursed out of politically-motivated terrorism. Also stars Pierce Brosnan. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. **WS Films.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99**

**4703820 PARKER.** Widescreen. Parker (Jason Statham) is a thief who lives by a code of ethics—don’t steal from the rich and don’t hurt people who don’t deserve it. But on his latest heist, his crew double crosses him, and leaves him for dead. Parker is determined to make his crew pay. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. **Sony Pictures.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $29.99**

**465386X 3975762 VICTORIA: THE COMPLETE SEASONS 1, 2 & 3.** Widescreen. Starring Jenna Coleman as Queen Victoria, this historical drama is a must-see for fans of the British royal family, television and period dramas. Includes all 24 episodes of Seasons One through Three. Slipcased. English SDH. Over 21 hours on nine 2-DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $75.00. **PRICE CUT to $44.95.**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 477669 THE MAN WHO KILLED DON QUIXOTE.** Widescreen. "I’m my own director," says Terry Gilliam. The long thought-to-be dead film is finally released, with or without its star, John C. Reilly. **PBS. Pub. at $75.00**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 468236X 47 RONIN.** Widescreen. After a treacherous warlord kills his master and banishes their kind, 47 leaderless samurai vow to seek vengeance and reclaim their honor. They must seek help from Kai (Keanu Reeves)—an enslaved half-breed they once rejected—to win their ultimate fight for redemption. English SDH. 116 minutes. **Universal.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99**

**461184 SUPERMAN: The Movie/SUPERMAN II: The Richard Donner Cut/SUPERMAN RETURNS.** Widescreen. Enjoy an afternoon with the man of steel. This triple feature collection includes Superman: The Movie (151 minutes), Superman II: The Richard Donner Cut (116 minutes), and Superman Returns (154 minutes). **Blu-ray. Warner Home Video.** **$9.95**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99**

**4704932 ABDUCTION.** Widescreen. Quinn (Scott Adkins), a member of a SWAT unit, steps out of a park fountain in an Asian city with no recollection of who he is or how he got there. As he pieces together clues from his past, he vaguely recalls his young daughter, who has been kidnapped, and races to find her abductor. Not Rated. English SDH. 104 minutes. **Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97**

**4745697 THE COURIER.** Widescreen. A motorcyclist courier (Olgar Kutelyono) must fight off a sadistic crime boss (Gary Oldman) in order to protect the one witness that can bring him down. Rated R. 95 minutes. **Screen Media Films.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99**

**3839689 MARGARET: THE REBEL PRINCESS.** Widescreen. With sumptuous archival materials and revelatory interviews, the series follows Margaret’s life as she redefined our image of the modern princess. This deeply personal account reveals how Princess Margaret’s character combined the rebellious force of modernity with a respect for tradition. English SDH. **PRICE CUT to $12.95.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $29.99**

**4676593 CHURCHILL’S SECRET: MASTERPIECE.** Widescreen. **PRICE CUT to $14.95.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $34.99**

**3839434 BAPTISTE: Season One.** Widescreen. English SDH. **PRICE CUT to $17.95.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99**

**38398915 VICTORIA: THE COMPLETE THIRD SEASON.** Widescreen. **PRICE CUT to $14.95.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99**

**397581 THE GREATEST BOND.** Widescreen. **PRICE CUT to $5.95.**

**Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $22.99**

**207x37 to 267x109**

**207x201**

**265x674**

**267x756**
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4797434 THE AGE OF SHADOWS. Widescreen. Korean resistance fighters struggle against overwhelming odds in a battle for freedom in Korea during World War II. Directed by Kim Jong-woo. In Korean with English subtitles, 140 minutes. $4.95

4709320 ADRIFT. Widescreen. Tami Oldham (Shailene Woodley) and Richard Sharp (Sam Claflin) sail the Pacific Ocean when they realize they are sailing directly into a catastrophic hurricane. In the aftermath of the storm, Tami awakens to find Richard's body in the boat in ruins. She must find the strength to save herself and the only man she has ever loved. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 96 minutes. WS/VF Films. $5.95

4678109 RESIDENT EVIL: Retribution. Widescreen. Umbrella Corporation’s deadly T-virus is spreading across the globe, and the Umbrella Police Battalions are not enough to stop it. Watch as the undead arise to face extinction. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

125 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95

4703227 THE UNITY OF HEROES. Widescreen. A shipment of a narcotic drug leaves Belgium and is headed for distribution across the country by a corrupt pharmaceutical company. In the face of foreign and domestic enemies, can one of theвойтs in this book case and save the spread of this dangerous drug and save lives in time? Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Well Go USA. $4.95

4729722 SUPERMAN III. Widescreen. Chris Reeve reprises his signature role, deepening his character’s human side as Clark Kent sees Lana Lang at a Smallville High class reunion. And when the Man of Steel becomes his own worst enemy after Kryptonite exposure. Reeve pulls off both roles with dazzling skill. Also stars Richard Pryor. English SDH. Bros. Enter. $4.95

4648654 JACKIE CHAN’S FIRST STRIKE. Widescreen. A hard-hitting gang has the numbers and weapons on its side. Jackie Chan has what’s within his reach: a ladder. It will do. Chan’s action-packed adventures and the learned deployment of a ladder as a weapon is a highlight among highlights in this rollicking action/comedy in which he’s called upon to recover a stolen warhead component. English SDH. 94 minutes. $6.95

4746651 KILLERMAN. Widescreen. A New York City money launderer (Liam Hemsworth) desperately searches for answers after waking up with no memory, nothing but flash and drugs, and an insane crew of dirty cops violently hunting him down. Rated R. 113 minutes. WS/VF Films. $5.95

4703618 INTO THE ASHES. Widescreen. With an honest job and a loving wife, Nick Brenner believed he had safely escaped his violent, criminal past. But his past catches up with him when his ex-partners track him down and want their share of the loot. Stars Luke Grimes. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

4658529 RAGING PHOENIX. Widescreen. A violent Thai gang is kidnapping women around the island. Having lost two beloved ones, Sanim (Patrick Tang) and his friends join together to save their loved ones. Rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes. $5.95

4824628 LARA CROFT: TOMB RAIDER/LARA CROFT TOMB RAIDER: THE CRADLE OF LIFE. Widescreen. Lara Croft (Angelina Jolie) goes on a death-defying journey that leads her to her greatest challenge: the Triangle of Light in Lara Croft Tomb Raider. And in Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life Lara goes on a death-defying journey that leads her to face her most perilous mission. Both English SDH. Over three hours on 2 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

47600DX TIDAL WAVE. Widescreen. A deep-sea earthquake occurs creating a tidal wave that crashes into Haeundae, a popular vacation spot on the south coast of Korea, which draws visitors from all over the world. While trying to save people within the church Professor Kim, a marine geologist, recognizes the impending danger of a threat to warn authorities. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

4824652 RUMBLE IN THE BRONX. Widescreen. Keong (Jackie Chan) comes from Hong Kong to visit New York for his uncle’s wedding. While helping his uncle’s wedding, 2036502 gives him the heartache of his life: his high school crush. The discovery of his father’s secret will ultimately shape his destiny of becoming “Spider-Man” and bring him face to face with the Lizard. Also stars Emma Stone. English SDH. 136 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

4777573 DEATH WARRANT. Widescreen. Jean-Claude Van Damme faces his biggest challenge yet: a maximum-security prison. The inmates have a new “advisor” to help them through this action-packed adventure that plays with death-defying stunts and nonstop martial-arts wizardry. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. MSM. $4.95

4718143 THE MOD SQUAD. Widescreen. Stars Claire Daines as Julie, Giovanni Ribisi as Pete and Omar Epps as Lee. The Squad was a special operation that recruited young and devoted police officers across the city, like Richard ‘Dick’ Yang (Jing Lusi). In a police officer, Greer (Dennis Farina), to help infiltrate and break a drug ring. In exchange for their help, Greer will expose their trace of their criminal past. Rated R. 92 minutes. Olive Films. $6.95

4680109 ANGELS & DEMONS. Widescreen. In Ron Howard’s thrilling follow-up to The Da Vinci Code, expert symbologist Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) pursues ancient clues through Rome to find the four Cardinals kidnapped by the Illuminati. Also stars Ewan McGregor and Stellan Skarsgard. Packaged in a special 31-page Blu-ray book case and Blu-ray edition it deserves, complete with loads of special features: commentaries, featurettes, and much, much more! Stars Ray Liotta, Robert De Niro, Joe Pesci, and Lorraine Bracco. Rated R. English SDH. 145 minutes with a bonus DVD. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95


3966542 UNATTACKED. Widescreen. This 1955 epic tells the story of Irish emigrant Katie (Susan Hayward) and Boiv cattle commander Paul van Riebeck (Tytone Power), their romance begins and end with Japan. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

3974236 THE ADMIRAL: Roaring Currents. Widescreen. In the year 1597, when the Joseon Dynasty faces imminent ruin of its rule, a reformed Yi Sun-shin is summoned as a last resort to lead the kingdom’s remaining 12 ships and an army of doubtful soldiers against the Emperor’s 330 strong fleet. Not Rated. Korean with English SDH. 123 minutes. Universal. $4.95

4729283 WORLD WAR Z. Former United Nations investigator Gerry Lane (Brad Pitt) is in a race against time to save both his family and the world from a pandemic that is toppling governments and threatening to destroy humanity itself. Also stars Mireille Enos. Packaged in an embossed metal rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

3741575 NUDE NUNS WITH BIG GUNS. Widescreen. When Sister Sarah becomes enslaved and victimized by the Bracco. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Adult Only. Image Entertainment. $17.97

4705076 THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN. Widescreen. Teenage social outcast Peter (Andrew Garfield) spends his days training to be a Spider-Man, while winning the heart of his high school crush. The discovery of his father’s secret will ultimately shape his destiny of becoming “Spider-Man” and bring him face to face with the Lizard. Also stars Emma Stone. English SDH. 136 minutes. Columbia. $4.95
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4759568 BATTLE OF THE WARRIORS. Widescreen. In 370 B.C., a small kingdom lies directly in the path of a massive, advancing army. When all hope is lost, the people turn to a lone, mysterious stranger to rescue them from siege and conquest. Based on the sensational Japanese manga series Bakuyu. Battle of the Warriors. Rated R. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 133 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. English SDH. 98 minutes. Magnolia. $9.95

4807219 CENTURION. Widescreen. AD 117. The Roman Empire stretches from Egypt to Spain, and East as far as the Black Sea. But in northern Britain, the relentless onslaught of conquest has ground to a halt in the face of the guerrilla tactics of an elusive enemy, the savage and terrifying Picts. Stars Michael Fassbender and Dominic West. Rated R. $9.95

477772 Red CLIFF. Widescreen. Fumihito John Woo brings Red Cliff, the epic historical drama based on a legendary 208 A.D. battle that heralded the end of Han Dynasty, to life in this action-packed U.S. theatrical release. Rated R. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 148 minutes. Magnolia. $9.95

4704940 DAUNTLESS: The Battle of Midway. Widescreen. During the crucial battle of Midway, the two-man crew of a U.S. Navy dive bomber is forced to ditch into the sea. Set adrift, the men look toward their comrades for rescue, namely the ragtag crew of a small, amphious aircraft, who are sent to search for survivors. Stars Judd Nelson and C. Thomas Howell. Not Rated. Widescreen. $4.95

4792155 DRAGON WARS: D-War. Widescreen. As a boy, Ethan Kendrick was told he would grow up to become the protector of a mystical figure destined to save the world from evil dragons. Years later, Kendrick is a news reporter in L.A. When his city comes under attack by evil forces, Ethan’s destiny at last comes to fruition. Stars Jason Behr and Amanda Schull. Rated R. $9.95

4729668 THE ROAD WARRIOR. Widescreen. A full-throttle epic that took the action genre by storm. George Miller’s post-apocalyptic masterpiece follows a lonesome warrior (Mel Gibson) who drives the roads of an Australian wasteland where the only law is violence. Rated R. 104 minutes. MGM. $9.95

4981918 BLOODSPORT. Widescreen. When Bosco Suchart is shot in front of his wife and children, he decides to seek revenge on the crooked Vietnamese police officers who killed his family. Rated R. $9.95

3984516 GREEN LANTERN/WATCHMEN. Widescreen. When a new enemy called PARALLAX threatens to destroy the universe, the fate of Earth lies in the hands of the Green Lantern Corps’ newest recruit, the first human ever selected: Hal Jordon. In Watchmen, (Rated R) the year is 1985 and super heroes have banded together to respond to the murder of one of their own. English SDH. Five hours on 2 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. $9.95

4746488 SKIN TRADE. Widescreen. After his family is killed by a Serbian gangster with international interests, New York City detective Nick Cassidy (Dolph Lundgren) forms an uneasy alliance with a Thai detective to get revenge and destroy the syndicate’s human trafficking network. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia. $9.95

4807572 SABOTAGE. Widescreen. When a DEA task force led by Bruce Willis and Arnold Schwarzenegger storms a cartel safe house, their team uses it as cover to steal $10 million in cash from a Mexican drug lord. Even Breacher can’t escape the wrath of a criminal with a vendetta on his mind. Rated R. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 100 minutes. Universal. $4.95

4807138 BETWEEN WORLDS. Widescreen. When Billie falls into a coma after a near fatal accident, she appears to be possessed by the soul of a woman who has unfinished business with the living. Stars Nicolas Cage and Penelope Mitchell. Rated R. VVS Films. $4.95

471914X WOOCHI. Widescreen. Jeon Woo-chi, an undiscovered, womanizing wizard unjustly accused of the death of his master, is trapped inside an ancient scroll until he is set free in 2009 to help fight against evil goblins that have taken over Korea. The only problem--Woo-chi is more interested in his new home and the women of Korea. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Shout! Factory. $4.95

4729420 BULLETPROOF MONK. Widescreen. In this heart-pumping action-adventure Chow Yun-Fat stars as the mysterious protector of an ancient scroll who trains a group of gravity-defying, sword-wielding, butt-kicking protectors. CC. 104 minutes. MGM. $4.95

4839919 REINDEER GAMES. Widescreen. Upon release from prison, Rudy decides to pose as his old cell mate Nick to take time with Nick’s beautiful pen pal, Ashley. But Rudy’s ruse blows up when he realizes that Ashley was double crossing Nick, and now he’s part of an armed robbery plot hatched by her evil brother. Stars Ben Affleck, Gary Sinise and Charlize Theron. 104 minutes. SOLED OUT

498624X IRONCLAD. Widescreen. In the year 1215, when England is on the brink of a bloody battle with its own King (John Pinacci) plots to destroy all those who signed the Magna Carta. Hearing the news of the King’s intentions, a Templar Knight (James Purefoy) assembles a band of noble barons to defend their rights. With Kate Mara and Brian Cox. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $4.95

4824423 4 FILM FAVORITES: Clint Eastwood Action. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood is one of Hollywood’s greatest action stars. In this collection continues in two of Eastwood’s later films, the military adventure Firefox and the gut-punching thriller Absolute Power. Most Rated R. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four Blu-rays. Warner Bros. $7.95

3984362 CODE OF SILENCE. Widescreen. Eddie Cusack (Chuck Norris) is a Chicago detective who plays by his own rules—a dangerous habit, especially when he breaks the force’s code of silence to blow the lid off a deadly police cover-up. Now an outcast, he receives little help from his embittered fellow officers while fighting against rival drug kingspin. Rated R. 101 minutes. MGM. $4.95

4807154 BLEEDING STEEL. Widescreen. A special forces agent (Jackie Chan) is assigned to track a Russian terrorist and his creation from a sinister ring. Rated R. 109 minutes. VVS Films. $4.95

4848846 THE LAST LEGION. Widescreen. As invading hordes besiege the crumbling Roman empire, a daring general named Scipio (Russel Crowe) is charged by a powerful wizard (Ben Kingsley) and a master warrior (Aishwarya Rai) to lead an outnumbered army to victory and glory against all odds. English SDH. 102 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

4868838 MAX RELOAD AND THE NETHER BLASTERS. Widescreen. When small-town video game store clerk Max Jenkins discovers and plays the only known copy of Nether Dungeon, the legendary lost installment of the Nether Game series, he accidentally unleashes the ancient “Curse of the Ages,” turning his new home into possessed ghouls hell-bent on destroying civilization. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Pub. at $29.95

4824296 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES. Widescreen. Now you can catch America’s favorite teens in their first live-action blockbuster film! After wading in a puddle of radioactive waste, these radical reptiles are transformed into New York City’s greatest crime-fighting quartet. Stars Megan Fox, Judith Hoag and Elias Koteas. English SDH. 93 minutes. New Line Cinema. $5.95

4740238 OFFICER DOWNE. Widescreen. Take a ride along in a high-speed foray through the eyes of a savage, L.A. policeman who is repeatedly resurrected and returned to active duty through dark science technology. From the graphic novels by Joe Casey and Chris Bachalo and the iconic visual effects by Ken Watanabe, and Elizabeth Olsen. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 121 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95

4807529 THE PROTECTOR 2. Widescreen. When Boss Suchart is murdered, all evidence points to KHAM (Tony Jaa). Forced to run as he fights to clear his name, he is hunted by not only the police, but also Suchart’s resentful crew of twin nieces and LC (RZA), a crime lord with his own agenda. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3759881 WRATH OF THE TITANS 3D. Widescreen. Enlisting the help of the warrior Queen Amazada (Rosamund Pike), Poseidon’s demigod son, Argenor, and fallen god Hephaestus, Perseus bravely embarks on a treacherous quest into the heart of the Underworld. With Sean Bean and Liam Neeson, overthrow the Titans and save mankind. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray 2D and DVD versions. Also stars Ralph Fiennes. English SDH. 99 minutes. Warner Bros. $19.98
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In B&W. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

personal animus propels the plot to ward a spectacular finale.

English SDH. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

enlists Sgt O’Mara (Josh Brolin) to form a vigilante unit. Rated R.

Los Angeles in his grip. Against a gang protected by rampant
government agent (Kevin Costner) and a ruthless Russian

thrills are non-stop as CIA recruit Jack Ryan (Chris Pine) is

Thriller. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions.

IN ACTION/MISSING IN ACTION 2: The

4717740 ARMORED ATTACK!. Fullscreen. When the school year ends, Teens from an American

village decide to travel to Kiev. Their trip is cut short when German aircraft

attack and their town falls under occupation. This story of resilient


minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

$9.95

4807168 SEVEN SWORDS. Widescreen. Seven Swords combines

stunning action choreography, lavish production design and epic storytelling in

the heroic tale of seven master swordsmen who band together to prevent

the slaughter of innocent villagers by an evil warlord. Stars Donnie Yen and Master

Lau Kar Leung. In Cantonese/Mandarin

153 minutes. Weinstein.

$5.95

4717782 BEHIND ENEMY LINES. Widescreen. Those who know

as Mike Weston, a soldier tasked with retrieving nuclear triggers before they fall into

enemy hands. When the plan goes awry, Mike barely escapes, leaving fellow

soldier Jones (Chris Mulkey) behind. When Mike learns that Jones is still alive a year

later, he plots to return to the jungle on a life or death rescue mission. Rated R. 89 minutes. Olive Films.

$5.95

4726863 JACK RYAN: Shadow Recruit. Widescreen. The

 lilac non-stop thriller, English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 105 minutes. Paramount.

$5.95

4885763 THE DELTA FORCE/MISSING IN ACTION/MISSING IN ACTION 2: The

Beginning. Widescreen. Chuck Norris is a man don’t want to mess with. This explosive

triple-feature is all the proof you need! He plays a super-soldier saving hostages from political extremists in The

Delta Force, with Lee Marvin, and a battle-hardened Vietnam War colonel in

 Missing in Action and Missing in Action 2: The Beginning. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three Blu-rays. MGM.

$4.95

3994358 TORQUE. Widescreen. Biker Calf-Fury lives to ride. Now he’s riding to love. The Reapers make him a

murderer he did not commit. The leader of the Hellions wants to get his hands on his neck and on the contraband he thinks Ford ripped off. And the FBI wants to talk. Nice to be wanted-right? English SDH. 84 minutes. Warner Home Video.

$5.95

3994486 GANGSTER SQUAD. Widescreen. The year is 1949 and ruthless gangster Mickey Cohen (Sean Penn) has the city of Los Angeles in his grip. After a corruption, Chief Bill Parker (Nick Nolte) resorts to extremes and enlisted Sgt Q’Mara (Josh Brolin) to form a vigilante unit. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

$4.95

4719158 ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN FABIAN. Fullscreen. 1860 New

Orleans. Levee Jumpers. The French Creole maid who seeks revenge against the Brissac family, monied bluebloods who have wrongfully taken her family in their clutches. Coming to her aid is the handsome and daring Captain Michael Fabian (Errol Flynn), whose personal animal propels the plot toward a spectacular finale. In B&W. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

$9.95

4666223 IN THE NAME OF THE KING: A Dungeon Siege Tale. Widescreen. A simple family man (Jason Statham) is forced to take up arms after an evil sorcerer (Ray Liotta) unleashes an army of bloodthirsty beasts that destroys his small village. While Statham’s wife (Claire Forlani) captured and his young son murdered, the peasant sets out on a daring rescue mission to save his family and fallen kingdom.

$7.95

4825454 THE LEGEND OF TARZAN. Widescreen. It has been years since the man

known as Tarzan (Alexander Skarsgard) left the jungles of Africa behind for a gentrified life in L.A. With his beautiful wife (Gugu Mbatha-Raw), his son (Dane DeHaan) and a trusted operative, Rhona (Natalie Burn). Now he’s been invited back to the Congo to serve as a trade emissary of Parliament, unaware that he is a pawn. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions.

$17.95

This is a Spanish language edition in full English and French subtitles. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Home Video.

$7.95

482188X ORCA. Widescreen. It's the story of one powerful being against another—a strong, determined fisherman

by the name of Captain Nolan (Richard Harris) versus an equally determined killer whale. When the giant whale’s pregnant mate is killed by Nolan, the whale seeks vengeance, leading to a final confrontation. Also stars Charlotte Rampling. English SDH. 92 minutes. ARCTIC Entertainment.

$3.95

3800625 BOUNTY KILLER. Widescreen. The world is a wasteland, run long by corporations who care only about profit, until a band of misfits—led by a ruthless Russian criminal. The stakes have never been higher in this cut

throttle, English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions.

$4.95

3881326 SCORCHED EARTH. Widescreen. Young hunter named

Atica Gage tracks down criminals in a post-apocalyptic Earth. With her loyalty only to herself now tested, Gage learns that there is more to life than just survival. Stars Gina Carano. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Cinemax.

$3.95

4822285 THE STREET FIGHTER. Widescreen. Meet the meanest and most lethal karate master ever to rule the streets. He’s Sonny Chiba, one of the greatest martial arts actors to ignite the screen. Hours of fight scenes, top-flight martial artists, and in

Japanese with English subtitles. Over 4 hours on three Blu-rays. Shout Factory Pub. at $44.95

$27.95

4747127 ACCELERATION. Widescreen. Vladik Zorich (Dolph Lundgren), a villainous
crime lord, is double-crossed by his most trusted operative, Rhona (Natalie Burn). Vladik orders his brilliant student, Tariq (Antonio Banderas), down on his luck, takes a job as a security

guard at a run-down night club. Having hit his low on the job, he experiences the light of his life when a psycheletic hijacker (Ben Kingsley), along with his henchmen, storm the building to complete a sinister mission. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 91 minutes. WS Films.

$5.95

4960722 JOURNEY 2: The Mysterious Island. Widescreen. Seventeen-year-old Sean (Josh Hutcherson) receives a coded distress signal from a mysterious and dangerous island. Unable to stop him, Sean’s stepparents (Dax Shepard and Mary-Louise Parker) join the quest. Together with a helicopter pilot and his beautiful daughter, they set out

to find the island and rescue its only inhabitant. Packaged in a Steelbook case. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Home Video.

$9.95

484212X DANGER: Diabolik. Widescreen. The suave, psychoelectric-era thief called Diabolik can’t get enough of life’s good– or grotesque– pleasures even when there are currency shipments to steal from under the noses of snooty government officials and priceless jewels to lift from the windows of the rich and super-rich. Think live-action caper stars John Phillip Law. English SDH. 100 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99

$17.95

3929124 THE COLONY/STRANDED. Widescreen. The Colony stars Laurence Fishburne and a Chason in a savage and unrelenting thriller about mankind’s greatest enemy– himself. In Stranded, Colonel Geraud Brauchman (Christian Slater) and his small crew are bombarded by a blizzard-like long, the crew discovers the meaets harbor alien spores and it’s a desperate fight for survival. English SDH. Three on 2 Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment.

$4.95

4807294 FURIE. Widescreen. When a traffic cop is betrayed by a trafficking ring, they soon find they need to face the wrong child. Her mother, a notorious former gang leader, is close on their tail and will go to any lengths to get back home. Features a fantastic lead performance by Veronica Ngo. Not Rated. In Vietnamese with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Well Go USA.

$5.95

4866985 GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY. Widescreen. The Marvel Cinematic Universe expands into the cosmos when brash space adventurer Peter Quill steals a mysterious, all-powerful orb. With Quill in tow, the galaxy’s most dangerous—aka the Guardians of the galaxy. Stars Chris Pratt. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 85 minutes. Scream Factory.

$9.95

4789865 OUTCAST/CURSE OF THE DRAGON SLAYER/DAWN OF THE DRAGON SLAYER. Widescreen. In Outcast, a mysterious warlord teams up with the Empress of a distant civilization to defeat their cruel brother, who seeks their deaths. In Curse of the Dragon Slayer a vicious orc fugitive has been unhinged and Keltos begins a quest to stop

the villain. In Dawn of the Dragon Slayer Will’s father is killed by a dragon and he embarks on an epic journey filled by vengeance. Not Rated. Over 5 hours. Momentum.

$5.95

4678029 TERMINATOR 2: Judgement Day/TOTAL RECALL. Widescreen. Not to be outdone, the terminators return! In Total Recall Schwarzenegger is Quaid, a 2084 construction worker haunted by dreams of Mars in the action-packed sci-fi spectacular. Rated R. Over 4 hours on two

Blu-rays. Mongrel Media.

$6.95

3961605 THE DOMESTICS. Widescreen. In a terrifying post-apocalyptic world inhabited by murderous gangs divided into deadly factions, a family with a secret worth millions (Tyler Hoechlin) races desperately across the lawless countryside in search of safety. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Cinemax.

$5.95
**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

**3986676 WAR PIGS.** Widescreen. Disgraced WWII Army Captain Jack Wosick is given the opportunity for a fresh start in a new city. He is asked to lead a ragtag unit of misfits, known as the War Pigs, on a secret mission. They must go behind enemy lines to uncover and capture their enemy's super weapon, the V3, a massive cannon. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. Rated R. 86 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**3961533 DEAD ANT.** Widescreen. When the box office hit wonder-glitz band Sonic Groove embarks on a road trip to Coachella in hopes of a comeback, their peyote trip pit stop in Joshua Tree incites a grisly attack, and they must "rock" themselves out of harm's way. Stars Tori Arnold and Jake Busby. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**4821424 ESCAPE FROM L.A.** Widescreen. Into the 9.6-queued Los Angeles, periphtasic displotie Kurt Russell). His job—wade through L.A.'s ruined landmarks to retrieve a doomsday device. Don't miss the excitement as Superman and a busload, shoots hoops at the Coliseum, dives bombes the Happy Kingdom theme park, and mixes it up with a wild assortment friends and foes. Rated R. English SDH. Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. $14.95

**410821 IRON MAN 3.** Widescreen. When Tony Stark/Iron Man finds his entire world reduced to rubble, he must use all his ingenuity to survive, destroy his enemy, and even more those he loves. But a soul-searching guest haunts him—Does the man make the suit or does the suit make the man? Stars Robert Downey Jr. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 125 minutes. Paramount. $21.95

**3969819 1939: Battle of Westerplatte.** Widescreen. On September 1, 1939, the German battleship Schleswig-Holstein fired on the Polish garrison stationed at the Westerplatte. Fewer than 200 soldiers stood in defiance against the relentless Nazi onslaught. Amidst the bloodshed, two Polish commanders must join forces to reclaim the honor to which they are entitled. Rated R. 118 minutes. E One. $3.95

**4773543 THE ROAD WARRIOR.** Widescreen. The full-throttle epic that helped light the fires of Mel Gibson's career, George Miller's post-apocalyptic tale follows Max, the heroic loner who drives the roads of outback Australia in an unending search for gasoline. Arrayed against him is an army of bizarre warlords commanded by the take-no-prisoners tyrant, Humungus. Rated R. 95 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**490253X TROLLHUNTER.** Widescreen. A group of students investigate the mysterious bear killings, but learn that there are much more dangerous things going on. They start to follow a mysterious hunter, learning that he is actually a wasp hunter, who lands them straight in the path of the mysterious creatures. In Norwegian with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**4806544 KILL ZONE.** Widescreen. One of the most accomplished action-thrillers to emerge in the last decade, features an all-star cast including Donnie Yen, Sammo Hung, and Simon Yam in a compelling thriller where two veteran detectives rage war against an evil criminal empire. Not Rated. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 93minutes. Weinstein. $9.95

**4805536 JUNGLE.** Widescreen. An enthusiastic young adventure follows his dream of going to Coachella in hopes of a comeback, their peyote trip pit stop in Joshua Tree incites a grisly attack, and they must "rock" themselves out of harm's way. Stars Tori Arnold and Jake Busby. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**4821807 THE LOST CONTINENT.** Widescreen. The passengers of an old freighter en route to South America find that their voyage is truly damned. The nightmare begins when the rusty ship stumbles across a shipwreck. The terrified travelers encounter unspeakable monsters, violent mountain pirates and starved and repelled women. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95
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4901849 JACK THE GIANT SLAYER. Widescreen. The ancient war between humans and a race of giants is rekindled when Jack, a young farmhand fighting for a kingdom and the love of a princess, opens a gateway between two worlds. Stars Nicholas Hoult and Eleanor Tomlinson. Blu-ray and DVD versions. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. $14.95

4929302 MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE—GHOST PROTOCOL. No place. No plan. No choice. Agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his elite team go underground after a bombing of the Kremlin implicates the IMF as international terrorists. While trying to clear the agency’s name, the team uncovers a plot to start a nuclear war. Now they must use every high tech trick in the book to save the world. Packaged in a Steelbook case. 114 minutes. $29.95

5004587 the world. Packaged in a Steelbook case. 114 minutes. $29.95

4891492 DOUBLE IMPACT. Widescreen. What could be better than Jean-Claude Van Damme in an explosively entertaining action extravaganza? Two of him! There’s twice the excitement, twice the mayhem in this turbo-charged adventure that pushes the throttles into Overdrive. English SDH. Rated R. 110 minutes. MGM. $5.95

4886453 MALEFICENT. Widescreen. Explore the untold story of Disney’s most iconic villain in this wickedly tuneful twist on the classic Sleeping Beauty. Journey beyond the fairytale in this soaring adventure that is “visually arresting, brilliantly designed” (Andrew Barker, Variety). Stars Angelina Jolie. Includes 4K UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. Rated PG. 96 minutes. $39.95

4821203 CAGED FURY. Widescreen. Kathie (Roxanna Michaelas) is innocent when they lock her up. But women in chains, a deviant warden and murderous guards—how can the cops claim Honeywell State Prison doesn’t exist? Her only hope is Harley-riding Victor (Erik Estrada) who’ll take on the warden if he has to. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Adults Only! Shout! Factory. $9.95

4902130 LIVE DIE REPEAT: Edge of Tomorrow. Widescreen. An alien race has launched a relentless attack on Earth and Major William Cage (Tom Cruise) finds himself dropped into a suicide mission. Killed within minutes, Cage is thrown into a time loop, forced to live out the same brutal combat. He trains with Rita Vrataski (Emily Blunt) to evolve his skills. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

4864329 CIRCLE OF IRON. Widescreen. Also known as The Silent Flute. The legendary Brother Bi (the plot their friend and student James Coburn, began to write what he believed would be the greatest martial arts film ever made.) Stars the UCLA wrestling team members Fred Williamson and Billy Mair. Includes a fold-out poster, and both extended version and regular guy, until the day a sadistic street gang brutally assaults his wife and murders his child. When a corrupt judge lets the gang off scot-free, Bi vows revenge. Also stars Fred Williamson. Includes 4K UHD and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Blue Underground. Under $19.95

4890176 VIGILANTE. Widescreen. New York City factory worker Eddie Marino (Robert Forster) is a regular guy, until the day a sadistic street gang brutally assaults his wife and murders his child. When a corrupt judge lets the gang off scot-free, Bi vows revenge. Also stars Fred Williamson. Includes 4K UHD and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Blue Underground. Under $19.95

4840934 BEAU GESTE. Fullscreen. Three brothers join the Foreign Legion to escape a troubled past only to find themselves trapped under the command of the sadistic Sergeant Markoff deep in the scorching Sahara. Now the brothers must fight for their lives as they plot mutiny against tyranny and defend a desert fortress against a brutal enemy. Stars Gary Cooper, Ray Milland and Robert Preston. In B&W. Not Rated. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. DVD only. $14.95

3851993 BIRTH OF THE DRAGON. Widescreen. In 1960s San Francisco, Bruce Lee (Phillip Ng) was young, hungry and looking for an opportunity to assert himself. That opportunity came when the legendary Shaolin monk, Wong Jack Man (Xia Yu) came into town, and Lee challenges him to a fight that would change the martial arts forever. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal. $4.95

4821769 THE LEGEND OF THE 7 GOLDEN VAMPIRES. Widescreen. Professor Van Helsing (Peter Cushing) and Count Dracula (John Forbes-Robinson) meet again in this spectacular kung fu horror thriller set in the village of Ping Kuei. It’s a fearsome battle to the death—an ultimate clash between good and evil Not Rated. 75 minutes. Blue Underground. Under $29.95

4790601 MAJOR DUDDENEY. Widescreen. Charlton Heston stars as Major Anthony Duddeneys, a legendary British cavalry officer, who mounts an expedition to hunt down Apache war chief Serra Charriba, building his own army of criminals, among them Captain Ben Tyrer (Richard Harris), Includes 60-page booklet, a fold-out poster, and both extended version (136 minutes) and theatrical version (122 minutes). English SDH. Two Blu-rays. Slipcased. Arrow Video. $39.95

4561111 A PERFECT DAY. Widescreen. Over the course of 24 hours, Mambru leads his team of humanitarians as they deal with a most unexpected crisis, layers of bureaucratic red tape, and the reappearance of Mambru’s old flame. Through it all, the group handles the difficulties of life in a combat zone, somewhere in the Balkans, on the border between good and evil. Mambru. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

3950131 LETHAL WEAPON COLLECTION. Widescreen. The smash hit franchise started with top movies now for the first time together on Blu-ray! Includes: Lethal Weapon; Lethal Weapon 2; Lethal Weapon 3; and Lethal Weapon 4. Stars include Mel Gibson, Danny Glover, Joe Pesci, Rene Russo and more. All Rated R. English SDH. 8 hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $24.95

4846365 EVIL IN THE DEEP. Widescreen. 1974 G-Rated adventure movie was originally titled The Treasure of Jamaica Reef and was later re-released with R-Rated gore as Evil in the Deep to capitalize on the jaws craze. Paranoid players, it does have beautiful underwater photography in scope and a great cast. Stars include Stephen Boyd, Chuck Woolery and Cheryl Ladd. 93 minutes. Code Red. $19.95

4839897 NOMAD: The Warrior/WOLFBOUND. Widescreen. In Nomad: The Warrior, young Mansur must learn the art of war and the way of the world from one of the world’s greatest warriors. Stars Jason Scott Lee and Kuno Becker. In Kazakh with English subtitles. In Wolfbound, a member of the Apache Indian nation, who is forced to battle a bloody against a slaughtered tribe, is destined to become the world’s most feared warrior. Stars Aleksandr Bukharov and Oksana Akishina. In Russian with English subtitles. Over 3 hours. Alliance. $8.95
Action/Adventure Blu-ray

★ 482161 SHATTER. Widescreen. International assassin Shatter (Stuart Whitman) completes a contract kill on an African dictator and heads for Hong Kong to collect his payment. But when he finds himself marked for death in a deadly double-cross, he enlists the help of a young woman to take him through a national drug syndicate. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

★ 388607 ROBOCOP ROBOCOP TRILOGY COLLECTION. Widescreen. Robocop delivers nonstop action and pulse-pounding excitement at every turn! Here's your chance to experience the original part-part-pair of the Robocop trilogy in one own trilogy. In addition to the trilogy, this collection also includes Blu-ray and DVD versions of the 2014 remake starring Joel Kinnaman. Some Rated R. English SDH. Over 7 hours of Blu-rays. $14.95

★ 470273 THE EIGHTH SANCTION. Widescreen. Jonathan (Clint Eastwood) is a retired professional assassin who has adapted a calmer lifestyle with a pursuit of art collecting. But a close friend is murdered, Johnathan is suddenly forced out of retirement to hunt the deadly double agent, the man who set him up. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. In Turkish with English subtitles. 155 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

482444 AGE OF DINOSAURS. Widescreen. Using breakthrough time-regeneration technology, a tech firm creates a set of living dinosaurs. But when the creatures escape their museum exhibit and terrorize Los Angeles, a former firefighter must rescue his teenage daughter from the chaos brought on by the Age of Dinosaurs. Stars Ronny Cox and Treat Williams. 90 minutes. Asylum. $4.95


4894582 MAN OF STEEL. Widescreen. A young boy learns that he has extraordinary powers and is not of this Earth. As a young man, he journeys to discover where he came from and why he was sent there. But the hero he is destined to become is not welcomed in the world from which he came. Stars Henry Cavill. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. Warner Bros. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

4689003 10,000 B.C. Widescreen. This special-effect spectacular is an eye-filling tale of the first hero (Steven Strait), who sets out on a bold trek to rescue his kidnapped beloved (Camilla Belle) and fulfill his prophetic destiny. Battling primitive savages, he'll cross uncharted realms, form an army and discover an advanced lost civilization. Rated PG. Severin. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

★ 4894250 THE DELTA FORCE. Widescreen. When a U.S. special forces pilot is tasked to bring down two rogue presidents in the Delta Force, a crack team of commandos led by Colonel Nick Alexander and Major Scott McCoy. In a desperate race against time, Alexander and McCoy to try to save them, and avenges America's honor before the world has lost hope. Starring Chuck Norris and Linda Marven. English SDH. 128 minutes. MGM. $5.95

★ 4822498 THE VENGEANCE OF SHE. Widescreen. A beautiful young European girl, Carol, is taken over by the spirit of mysterious Ayesha, queen of the lost city of Kuma. Carol is taken to Kuma to succeed the almost-immortal Ayesha as empress of Kuma, but there is more at play than Carol realizes. Stars Ingrid Bergman and John Richardson. 101 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★ 481892X PIRATE TREASURE. Fullscreen. A young man looking for a buried treasure on a tropical island fights against thieves and sharks to steal his map, and then his treasure. This Universal film-serial was released in 1934 and stars Richard Talmadge, Luise Lund and Walter Miller. In Blu-ray and DVD versions. Four hours and 10 minutes. Liv to Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

3851532 RESIDENT EVIL: Vendetta. Widescreen. When a fearless enemy out for revenge unleashes a brutal and deadly new virus, BAHRAM calls in the only team that can rescue her and save civilization. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95

4902599 FORCE 10 FROM NAVARONE. Widescreen. Harrison Ford stars as fearless World War II commandos in this thrilling follow-up to The Guns of Navarone. A saga about the darkest days of World War II, Ford returns with new action-packed thrills. Rated R. Blu-ray and DVD versions as well as Blu-ray and DVD combo pack. $17.95

★ 4707354 THE GROUNDSERVICE CONSPIRACY. A violent blast destroys the U.S. high-secret Groundstar Research Complex, and six high-ranking scientists are incinerated. The saboteur, employee John Wellington (Michael Sarrazin) is found barely alive and clutching stolen national security documents. But when ruthless investigator Tuxan (George Peppard) assigns the case, he discovers Wellies' memory has been erased. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

★ 4791144 WATCHMEN Collector's Edition. This collector’s set with special lenticular packaging includes: Watchman: The Ultimate Cut; 2 bonus episodes; 2 hours of bonus features; 11 video journals; 4 featurettes; the entire graphic novel coming to life in 12 chapters of limited motion, voice and sound; and Blu-ray versions as well as Blu-ray and DVD combo pack. $29.95

★ 4791290 THE FINAL COUNTDOWN. Widescreen. America's mightiest nuclear powered aircraft carrier is on maneuvers in the Pacific Ocean. Suddenly, all hands on deck are called as a plot to destroy the ship from the inside begins. John Cazale, Carol Leifer, and Robert Shaw star as fearless World War II aviators in this John Carpenter classic. Also stars Kim Darby, John Lithgow, and Ellen Burstyn. In Widescreen. Warner Bros. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★ 4791134 BATTLESHIP. Widescreen. When a fearless enemy out for revenge unleashes a brutal and deadly new virus, BAHRAM calls in the only team that can rescue her and save civilization. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95

★ 4885820 VON RICHTHOFEN AND BROWN. Widescreen. Two of history's most loved flyers square off in daring, hair-raising acrobatic duels of death in this John Carpenter classic. Also stars Kim Darby, John Lithgow, and Ellen Burstyn. In Widescreen. Warner Bros. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95


4838862 DAYS OF GLORY. Widescreen. Tells the true story of a band of World War II soldiers who heroically fought they way through Europe while battling discrimination against their own ranks. Stars Jamel Debouche, Sarry Naceri and Rosny Zem. In French with English subtitles. Nearly 2 hours. All region. $7.95

★ 4791290 THE FINAL COUNTDOWN. Widescreen. America's mightiest nuclear powered aircraft carrier is on maneuvers in the Pacific Ocean. Suddenly, all hands on deck are called as a plot to destroy the ship from the inside begins. John Cazale, Carol Leifer, and Robert Shaw star as fearless World War II aviators in this John Carpenter classic. Also stars Kim Darby, John Lithgow, and Ellen Burstyn. In Widescreen. Warner Bros. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★ 4791319 CYborg. Widescreen. To save America from a plague, only The Prophet, a beautiful half human, half cyborg, has the knowledge to develop a vaccine. But she is captured by cannibalistic Flesh Pirates who want her invention for themselves and rule the world. Now only Gibson Rickenbacker (Jean-Claude Van Damme) can rescue her and save civilization. Rated R. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.93 $21.95
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**4799496 WALKING THE EDGE.** Widescreen. Jason Walk (Robert Forster), a down on his luck cab driver and numbers runner, has a chance at redemption when he crosses paths with revenge-seeking Christine Holloway (Nancy Kwan). She leads him to a gang of smugglers, led by Brustar, who murdered her husband and son. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Fun City Editions. Pub. at $34.98 $17.95.

**4700783 ULYSSES.** Fullscreen. After victory in the Trojan War, Ulysses (Kirk Douglas) makes the journey back to his kingdom. But before he can reunite with his wife (Silvana Mangano), he must defeat the brutal Cyclops, escape the spell of Circe, and outwit the Sirens. Test is everywhere! 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95.

**391587 ROSE AND VIKTOR: NO MERCY.** Widescreen. Victor, the world’s greatest boss of a fire and take Rosé, who has a split personality, part Nazi part helpless kitty, under his wing. Together they form a twisted duo of justice. The film is a compelling anthology of short adventures, chronicling the misadventures of these drug-fueled bounty hunters. Not Rated. 111 minutes. Troma Team. $7.95.


**3913872 ATOR: THE FIGHTING EAGLE.** Widescreen. Set among the ancient ruins, this 1982 sword and sorcery barbarian flick shows a group of marauders from the north seeking to destroy the land. After Edmonds’ invention and will stop at nothing to get his hands on it. Collects all 12 chapters of the 1933 serial. Stars Tom Tyler. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95.

**4789031 THE PHANTOM OF THE AIR.** Fullscreen. After inventing an anti-gravity device, scientist Thomas Edmonds and his army of air warriors vie for power. The National Air Races in search of a pilot to demonstrate the device. Unknown to them the leader of a gang of smugglers is after Edmonds’ invention and will stop at nothing to get his hands on it. Collects all 12 chapters of the 1933 serial. Stars Tom Tyler. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95.

**4778593 ROBBERY.** Widescreen. Inspired by true events, this film is an uncompromising portrait of the criminal underworld. Quintessentially British and with a documentary style commitment towards truth, the film is a vividly constructed action sequences with taut suspense and gritty realism. Stars Stanley Baker, Joanna Pettet, and James Booth. 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95.

**4901851 CHUCK NORRIS: Missing in Action 1 and 2.** Widescreen. Meet martial arts expert Colonel James Braddock (Chuck Norris). In Missing in Action, the only hope for American POWs in Vietnam have of getting home is Braddock. In the explosive prequel Missing in Action 2: The Beginning, Braddock is captured during a daring rescue operation. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours. MGM. Pub. at $34.95 $17.95.

**4857658 COMMANDO NJA.** Widescreen. John Hunter is a Vietnamese Green Beret veteran, half commando, half ninja, whose daughter has been abducted by a secret ninja organization, led by a Central-American dictator. Unfortunately for them, she is the only thing he would kill for again. Stars Eric Carlis. Not Rated. 68 minutes. ETR. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

**4852657 DAMES AND DREAMS.** Four wild and wanton ladies are read their fortunes at a swinging ’70s Hollywood revel. Their fantasies lead them to wild sex, con-jobs, cheating and corruption, international diamond smuggling and sensual Saturday’s in the park. Brandishing sex as their weapon, the women only look innocent. Unrated. 79 minutes. AIP. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

**4901754 THE BRAIN.** Widescreen. When NATO transfers some of its funds to Paris by bus train, a criminal mastermind posing as a British colonel plans to rob the train. The gatling gun-like thieves also have the same idea. Stars Jean-Paul Belmondo and David Niven. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95.

**4892666 THE CHINESE BOXER.** Widescreen. When his martial arts school is viciously attacked by a rival gang of Japanese thugs, Lei Ming swears revenge on them with violent justice. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 90 minutes. 88 Films. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95.


**4907171 BEYOND SKYLINE.** Widescreen. A tough as nails detective embarks on a relentless pursuit to free his son from a nightmarish alien warship. Stars Frank Frillo, Bojana Novakovic, and Jonny Weston. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Vertical. $4.95.

**4787870 ARABIAN ADVENTURE.** Widescreen. The evil Caliph Alquazar (Christopher Lee) has his soul imprisoned in a mirror. The only thing that can defeat him is the magical Rose of Ell. And so Alquazar recruits the adventurer Hasan (Oliver Tobias) who claims to be a prince, to go and obtain the Rose of Ell. Stars Princess Zuleira (Emma Samms) in return. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95.

**3959718 THE AMAZING MR. NO LEGS.** Widescreen. Double amputee, Mr. No Legs (Britt Hamill) begins a relentless fight against the odds to age the French in a Confiscous act of war. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. MGV Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

**485712 TERMINAL ISLAND.** Widescreen. After the abolishment of the death penalty, California murderers are dumped on an island to spend the rest of their lives unsupervised. There, two groups are formed, one lead by a psychopathic criminal and another group determined to bring him down. Stars Phyllis Davis, Don Marshall and Tom Selleck in one of his earliest roles. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95 $20.95.


**471864X CRASHOUT.** Widescreen. Six ruthless convicts break out of prison and grab an extensive manhunt. After barely surviving two brutal incidents, the men take refuge in a farmhouse. But even in the thick of all this danger, they slowly begin to realize that it’s not the law they need to worry about—but each other. Stars Arthur Kennedy and William Bendix. In B&W. 89 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

**3926621 RABID DOGS.** Widescreen. A chilling remake of the 1974 Mario Bava cult classic. When a dare bank robbery goes wrong, Sabri and his accomplices are forced to take a young woman and a little hostage, then embark on a crazy, violent road trip that not all of them will survive. In French with English subtitles. Includes DVD and the film. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

**4654382 HARSH TIMES.** Widescreen. The creator of Training Day lights this powder keg of a film with powerhouse performances by Christian Bale, Freddy Rodriguez, and Eva Longoria. Bale is a returning Middle East soldier who, unable to get a job with the LAPD, drifts into a life of petty crime, drugs, and violence. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Weinstein. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

**4839900 RED DAWN.** Widescreen. When the unsuspecting citizens of Spokane, Washington, wake up to the shocking sight of foreign paratroopers dropping from the sky in a surprise attack, the leaders of courageous teenagers decide to fight back, waging an all out war against the invaders. Stars Chris Hemsworth, Josh Hutcherson, and Isabel Lucas. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 94 minutes. Vertical. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

**3952004 PIRANHA II.** Widescreen. The prehistoric school of bloodthirsty piranhas are back, and this time no one is safe from the fish-eating fish as they sink their razor sharp teeth into the survivors. The Big Wet Water Park. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Alliance. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

**3929094 007 GEORGE Lazenby.** James Bond goes undercover in the tropical South Seas in this action-packed epic filled with artillery-laden ski pursuits, incredible stunts and nonstop thrills! George Lazenby leaps into the role of Agent 007 with supreme confidence and undeniable charisma. 142 minutes. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $6.95.
3995437 BATMAN. Widescreen. Jack Nicholson is the Joker, who emerged from a horrible accident as a mass-murdering criminal. Michael Keaton is the Caped Crusader, who emerged from a childhood trauma to become a masked crime-fighter. Kim Basinger is Vicki Vale, the talented photographer who crossed between two escaped convicts and a band of sharply dressed yakuza. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 126 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $7.95

3995445 BATMAN RETURNS. Widescreen. Gotham City faces an array of malevolent menaces: the bizarre, sinister Penguin (Danny DeVito) and the sly, mysterious Catwoman (Michelle Pfeiffer). Can Batman (Michael Keaton) battle two foes at once? Especially when one wants to be mayor and the other is romantically attracted to him? Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 107 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3985431 THE BOUNCER. Widescreen. To secure his freedom and custody of his eight-year-old daughter, a bouncer (Jean-Claude Van Damme) is forced to collaborate with the police and infiltrate a dangerous gang. Rated R. 94 minutes. VVS Films.

4807198 BRAVEN. Widescreen. When Joe Braven (Jason Momoa), a humble logger residing along the U.S./Canadian border, is confronted by a group of deadly drug runners, he must do everything in his power to protect his family. Rated R. 94 minutes. VVS Films.

4763882 ACTION U.S.A. Widescreen. Billy Ray's a bad risk. He took the mob's family jewels, now they want him. They tried beating and scaring it out of him, but he's not giving it up easy. So they kill him. Now everyone believes Carmen must know where the jewels are. 89 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95

3929735 SNIPER: Ultimate Kill. Widescreen. For the first time, Brandon Beckett, Richard Miller and Sgt. Thomas Beckett join forces in Colombia to take down a brutal drug lord. When deadly sniper targets local Special Agent Kate Estrada, the team is in for the ultimate battle. Stars Chad Michael Collins and Tom Berenger. Rated R. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $6.95

3948722 SUDDENLY. Widescreen. Deputy Tim Shaw (Ray Liotta) believes his best days are behind him—and so does everyone else in the small township of Scarlet Fork. But a group of assassins are plotting to kill the President, and he embarks on a desperate race against the clock to protect his country and save his family. 90 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $2.95


3985984 THE NOVEMBER MAN. Widescreen. Cockney serial killer Gary Stansfield (Peter O'Toole) is a highly trained ex-CIA agent living in Switzerland. When he's lured out of retirement to safeguard a witness for assassination, his job turns into a deadly cat and mouse with his former friend and protege. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. CJ Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $14.95

4824773 THE BIG UGLY. Widescreen. Neelyn (Vince Vaughn) has always been the loyal enforcer for crime boss Harris (Malcolm McDowell) back in London. When Harris strikes a deal with an Old American, he sends himself and his team into the wild hills of West Virginia. But when lines are crossed between family and friends it sets Neelyn on a course for retribution. Rated R. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures.

4690168 VERSUS. Widescreen. A mysterious face-off in a wooded clearing between two escaped convicts and a band of sharply dressed yakuza. In halls of bullets and showers of blood. The location is the mythic Forest of Resurrection, the site of the 444th portal of the seven gateways that connect this world to the other side. Also includes a bonus Blu-ray. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 120 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

3950085 4 FILM FAVORITES: Clint Eastwood Action. Widescreen. Features four great Eastwood action films: The Enforcer; Firefox; Absolute Power and Sudden Impact. Other stars include Laura Linney, Judy Davis, Jack McGee, Jeff Fahey, Guy Maddin. Most Rated. English SDH. Over seven hours on 4 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $7.95

3968551 MISSION OF HONOR. Widescreen. The story of Squadron 303, a group of heroic pilots who fought in the skies over England in the Battle of Britain during World War II. When a brave man was not just fighting to keep Great Britain free from the Nazis, but also to keep alive the memories of their own countries which had been caught in the cruel fire. English. 97 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99

3998940 THE OTTOMAN LIEUTENANT. Widescreen. On the brink of the First World War, a British officer discovers the story of a strong-willed American woman (Hera Hilmar) who, frustrated by ongoing injustices at home, follows an American doctor (Josh Hartnett) to a medical mission in the exotic Ottoman Empire. But this turns out to be a most dangerous place to be—especially if you’re in love with an Ottoman lieutenant. Rate R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4838583 TWO RULES FOR SISTER SARA. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood is a hard-hitting drifter who rides into town and single-handedly rescues a local nun (Shirley MacLaine) from the outlaws. After meeting a band of Mexican revolutionaries bent on resisting the French occupation of Mexico, the cowboy and Sister Sara decide to join forces to destroy the death-dealing mission. The movie is a grand epic featuring a carload of sharply dressed yakuza, the double-crossers that threaten his path to freedom. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $2.95
Action/Adventure Blu-ray

**3000185 KILL OR BE KILLED.** Widescreen. This cult classic stars James Ryan in the 1976 film that followed up Enter the Dragon. In South Africa both Nazi and Japanese war criminals preside over an illegal martial arts tournament where various fighters battle it out to the death. Not Rated. 94 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT TO $11.95**

**4765230 DRIVE: MVD Rewind Collection.** Widescreen. Toby Wong (Mark Dacascos) is on a martial arts mission impossible. He is told to murder a corpo placed on his chest, Toby’s awesome martial arts skills are tuned to a super-human level. The only problem is that Toby doesn’t want the power. He just wants to protect his family and that’s just what he’s hunting down. 112 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4745167 HERCULES AND THE CAPTIVE WOMEN.** Widescreen. The bold and daring Heracles (Frank Ifield) must save a woman from the clutches of the evil Dionysus (Nino Rota) in a fight to the death. Not Rated. 93 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**3059056 SPLIT SECOND.** Widescreen. In the year 2018, the cops are no match for a ruthless gang of desperadoes. Rated R. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**4770508 MAD MAX.** Widescreen. In the ravaged near-future, a savage motorcycle gang rules the land. When Max Rockatansky’s wife while tearing up the streets, the ruthless gang laughs at the police force hell-bent on stopping them. But they underestimate one officer: Max. Mel Gibson’s Motorhead Nature is rapidly plunging into the blackness of a never-ending war. Rated R. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**4762289 BLACK DRAGON/ENFORCER FROM DEATH ROW.** Widescreen. The Black Dragon—when Tai-Lin discovers that the people he works for is nothing but a non-stop action and only the most powerful will survive. Rated R. Over three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**4730125 DEATH HAS BLUE EYES.** Widescreen. When local gigoio Chef greets his vacationing friend Bob Kovalski at Athens Airport, the pair embark on a string of adventures that eventually lead them into contact with an elegant wealthy woman and her glamorous daughter. Before they know it, the two men are caught up in a political conspiracy. Directed by Nico Minardos. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4762434 DEATH BLUE EYES.** Widescreen. When local gigoio Chef greets his vacationing friend Bob Kovalski at Athens Airport, the pair embark on a string of adventures that eventually lead them into contact with an elegant wealthy woman and her glamorous daughter. Directed by Nico Minardos. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4787027 BLACK MOON RISING.** Widescreen. When master thief Sam Quint (Tommy Lee Jones) is hired by the government to stop a top-secret defense device—a crime organization, he hides the stolen data in the experimental supercar, the Black Moon. But when the car is stolen by high-tech auto thief Nina (Linda Hamilton), Quint must pull off the most daring heist of his career of Vin Diesel in the iconic role as Riddick. 4K VERSION ONLY—Required equipment not included. Rated R. 109 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4767178 REVENGE OF THE BUSHIDO BLADE.** The Black Dragon—when Tai-Lin discovers that the people he works for is nothing but a non-stop action and only the most powerful will survive. Rated R. Over three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT TO $11.95**

**4707729 THE WONDERS OF ALADDIN.** Widescreen. Meet Aladdin (Donald O’Connor) and follow him through a series of adventures that involve thieves, bandits, magicians, princes, paupers and last but not least an adorable nine foot tall genie (Vittorio De Sica) who will grant the young man three wishes if he gets him free from held prisoner for 12,000 years. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**4757963 LIEUTENANT JANGLE.** Widescreen. It’s the mid 1980s in Brisbane, the most crime-ridden city in Australia. In the crowd of people looking for easy money in this cut-throat city are two Lieutenant Jangles. His quest for vengeance after the death of his partner, unintentionally makes him the enemy of a mysterious new crime boss. 103 minutes. Screen Treat Releasing. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT TO $11.95**

**4803493 THE DARK KNIGHT RIDES.** Widescreen. Eight years after the Joker’s reign of anarchy, Batman, with the help of the enigmatic Catwoman, is formed from his exile to save Gotham from Bane, Concludes The Dark Knight trilogy. This film stars Christian Bale. Package in a limited edition box of bikes, so with both Blu-ray and DVD versions. Also includes a bonus Blu-ray of special features and an exclusive comic book, English SDH. 165 minutes. Warner Brothers. Pub. at $33.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4874412 IP MAN 3.** Widescreen. When a ruthless real estate developer (Mike Tyson) and his team of brutal gangsters make a take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take on a strange crocodile, Bolo Yeung classics! Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Well Go USA. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**4790510 CAMINO: Special Edition.** Widescreen. Celebrated war photographer Avery Taggart (Zoe Bell) is on assignment in the Cambodian jungle following a group of missionaries. But when her life changes the leader conducting a cocaine deal and murdering a child witness, Guillermo tells his troops to kill her. Avery now has to flee to the jungle to avoid the men who are hunting for her. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4810414 NEW BATTLES WITHOUT HONOR AND HUMANITY: The Complete Trilogy.** Widescreen. This trilogy (New Battles Without Honor and Humanity; The Boss’s Head; and Last Days of the Boss) comes from acclaimed director Kinji Fukasaku and all three films star Bunta Sugawara. Each one is a top-notch crime as rough and violent as the rest, but all are equally strong. Rated R. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**4797922 INVASORS OF THE LOST GOLD.** In the last days of WWII, a Japanese war criminal is attacked by headhunters while attempting to hide millions in gold. Thirty-six years later, a grizzled guide is hired to lead an expedition into the innermost green of greed, violence, nudity and murder. This mashmash of wackiness from the ‘80s directed by Alan Birkinshaw. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $34.95 **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**

**3970949 PITCH BLACK.** Widescreen. When an intergalactic transport ship crashes on a remote desert planet with no sign of help on the horizon, the survivors must band together to find a way back home. A sleeper hit that birthed a movie franchise and launched the career of Vin Diesel in the iconic role as Riddick. 4K VERSION ONLY—Required equipment not included. Rated R. 109 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4757424 DEATH PROMISE.** Widescreen. The residents of a dilapidated New York tenement building are being harassed and threatened by Iguana Realization which owns the land, in an effort to force them out of their homes. But when karate master Charlie’s father is murdered by a group of thugs hired by the landlords, he decides to take matters into his own hands. English SDH. 95 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $34.95 **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**4797582 STRIKE COMMANDO 2.** Director Bruno Mattei and co-screenwriters Claudio Fragasso and Rossella Drudi return to the Philippine jungles with a higher budget, bigger action and Richard Harris for a crowd-pleaser. This time, Sgt. Mike Ransom (Brent Huff) battles the KGB, rogue CIA agents, an army of ninjas, and all the other usual suspects. Rated R. 90 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $34.95 **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**

**4840224 ADRENALIN.** Widescreen. Christopher Lambert stars as a police officer locked in a desperate, do or die battle with a mobster (Natasha Henstridge) who must quickly track down a savage killer who threatens the world. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.95 **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**

**3889203 FEMALE PRISONER SCORPION: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. This film series is the pinnacle of 1970s exploitation cinema from Japanese grindhouse studio Toei, and one of the most influential of 1970s exploitation cinema from Japanese grindhouse studio Toei, and one of the greatest female revenge sagas over told. The four films are: Female Prisoner #701: Scorpion; Female Prisoner Scorpion: Jumbo; Sex Hunter; Machine Animal; and Female Prisoner Scorpion: Feast of Blood. The four films are: Female Prisoner #701: Scorpion; Female Prisoner Scorpion: Jumbo; Sex Hunter; Machine Animal; and Female Prisoner Scorpion: Feast of Blood. Not Rated. In Japanese with English Subtitles. Nearly 7 hours on two Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95 **PRICE CUT TO $49.95**
**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

- **398351X** LEFT BEHIND. Widescreen, E One. $4.95
- **4664337** CIRCUS OF FEAR/FIVE GOLDEN DRAGONS. Widescreen. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95
- **474459F** FALCON RISING. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95
- **4699874** BATWOMAN/THETATRAN WOMEN. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $23.95 $17.00
- **470754O** PJ. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95
- **4715934** HONOR KILLING. Troma Team. Pub. Visual. $11.95
- **4757459** LAST GASP. Widescreen. Virusm. Pub. at $34.98 $24.95
- **3981114** DYNAMO. Widescreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95
- **3995569** IN THE HEART OF THE SEA. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. SOLD OUT

**Western Blu-ray**

- **4716248** COMIN’ AT YAI. Tragedy strikes as two ruthless brothers kidnap a bride during her wedding. Hurt and angry, H.H. Hart (Tony Anthony) begins his quest to find the love he lost, and take vengeance upon the wicked in this spaghetti western classic. Directed by Ferdinando Baldi. Includes 2D and 3D versions. Rated R. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95
- **4785827** STAGECOACH: The Texas Jack Story. Widescreen. After retiring from his life as an outlaw, ranch owner Nathaniel Reed (Travolta) usually leads an honest existence with his devoted wife, Laura Lee. But his gun-slinging past suddenly comes back to haunt him when he learns that the man he once killed during a stagecoach robbery is now a U.S. Marshal (Kim Coates) who will stop at nothing to find vengeance. English SDH. 91 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95
- **4720180** TRUE Grit. Widescreen. A stubborn teenager enlists the help of a tough U.S. Marshal to track down his father’s murderer. Stars Jeff Bridges, Matt Damon and Hailee Steinfeld. In Hondo, Army dispatch rider Homer Lane discovers a woman and young son living in the midst of warring Apaches and becomes their protector. Stars John Wayne and Geraldine Page. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. $4.95
- **4729689** THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN COLLECTION. Widescreen. This collection of rough and tumble classics includes the landmark western The Magnificent Seven starring Steve McQueen, Charles Bronson, and James Coburn; Return of the Magnificent Seven; and The Magnificent Seven: Gold ofOAz. In a sprawling western that hurtles from the Mexican revolution, a mysterious young princess back to her home in Spain. But her journey through hostile territory in The Man from Alamo, They Came to Cordura is a timeless story of courage and cowardice set against the backdrop of the 1916 war against Pancho Villa starring Gary Cooper. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays, standard and wide-screen. $5.95
- **4710846** GUNFIGHT AT THE O.K. CORRAL. Widescreen. But Lancaster and Kirk Douglas star as larger than life heroes in this classic Western Epic. Frontier lawman Wyatt Earp (Lancaster) and his three brothers in their feud against the villainous Clanton gang, in Tombstone, Arizona. John “Doc” Holliday (Douglas) joins him in the famous, devastating showdown. English SDH. 122 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95
- **4717732** THE AMERICANS. Glenn Ford stars in this modern day “Southwestern” as Sam Dent, a tough U.S. Marshal to track down her killer and deliver a cargo of valuable Brahma bulls to a Brazilian rancher only to find the buyer has been murdered. Also stars Cesar Romero as a dashing and jovial bandito, Frank Lovejoy, Aliece Lane, and Ursula Thiess. $5.95
- **3981133** ALL THE DEVIL’S MEN. Widescreen. M.O. Pictures. $2.95
- **3924950** BABY NEEDS A NEW PAIR OF SHOES. Widescreen. Code Red. $9.95
- **3994333** MISSING IN ACTION. Widescreen. MGM. $4.95
- **4707532** NEWMAN’S LAW. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95
- **3937690** SUKUYAKI WESTERN DJANGO. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95
- **4657187** LA MICHIGAN MONSTER. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95
- **3913848** WHITE FIRE. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95
- **4717487** MOTORPSYCHO MANIACS. Widescreen. DIRECT-RELEASING. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95
- **3900436** WHY DON’T YOU JUST DIE! Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95
- **3931714** REDCON-1. Widescreen. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $26.95 $13.95
- **3931996** WHITE CRANE CHRONICLES. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95
- **3947394** BLOODSTONE. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

- **4744955** THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood returns as the "Man with No Name" in one of the most ambitious, unflinchingly graphic and stylistically influential westerns ever mounted. This film, he’s learning with two other gunsmingers (Lee Van Cleef and Eli Wallach) to purchase a cache of $200,000 and escape to Mexico. In Blu-ray and DVD versions. 90 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95
- **4709748** WESTWARD HO! Widescreen. The first film released by Republic Pictures stars John Wayne as a two-fisted pilot-packin’ cowboy who vows to avenge the death of his parents at the hands of cattle rustlers. While searching for the brother he’s been separated from since childhood, the fights to bring law and order to the Wild West. In Blu-ray & DVD. 61 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95
- **3984796** TRUE Grit. The cantankerous Rooster Cogburn (John Wayne) is hired to help a headstrong young girl (Kim Darby) to find the man who murdered her father and fled with the family savings. Wayne earned the 1969 Best Actor Academy Award for this larger than life performance as the drunken, uncouth and totally fearless one-eyed U.S. Marshal. In Blu-ray and DVD. 200 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

- **3973119** A BULLET FOR THE MAN FROM THE SOUTH. Widescreen. Glenn Ford stars in a sprawling western that hurtles from the battle of the Alamo to a gripping wagon train journey through hostile territory in The Man from the Alamo. They Came to Cordura is a timeless story of courage and cowardice set against the backdrop of the 1916 war against Pancho Villa starring Gary Cooper. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays, standard and wide-screen. $5.95
- **4748700** TAZA, SON OF COCHISE. Widescreen. The two sons of Apache leader Cochise (Jeff Chandler) have conflicting views of the white men who threaten their homeland. (Rock Hudson) argues for peaceful co-existence, but his younger brother Naiche (Reex Rexon) joins Genonino on the warpath. One of the last classic Hollywood Westerns in the 1950s that attempted to present a positive view of Native Americans. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95
- **3900142** GET MEAN. Widescreen. When an American cowboy stumbles upon a ghost town, the winds and griefs of an epic battle involving Vikings, barbarians, and evil spirits. Stars Tony Anthony. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 90 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

- **4748691** TRUE Grit. Widescreen. A stubborn teenager enlists the help of a tough U.S. Marshal to track down his father’s murderer. Stars Jeff Bridges, Matt Damon and Hailee Steinfeld. In Hondo, Army dispatch rider Homer Lane discovers a woman and young son living in the midst of warring Apaches and becomes their protector. Stars John Wayne and Geraldine Page. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. $4.95

**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

- **4748691** TRUE Grit. Widescreen. A stubborn teenager enlists the help of a tough U.S. Marshal to track down his father’s murderer. Stars Jeff Bridges, Matt Damon and Hailee Steinfeld. In Hondo, Army dispatch rider Homer Lane discovers a woman and young son living in the midst of warring Apaches and becomes their protector. Stars John Wayne and Geraldine Page. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. $4.95

**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

- **4748691** TRUE Grit. Widescreen. A stubborn teenager enlists the help of a tough U.S. Marshal to track down his father’s murderer. Stars Jeff Bridges, Matt Damon and Hailee Steinfeld. In Hondo, Army dispatch rider Homer Lane discovers a woman and young son living in the midst of warring Apaches and becomes their protector. Stars John Wayne and Geraldine Page. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. $4.95
**Western Blu-ray**

- **4748131 CATTLE ANNE & LITTLE BRITCHES.** Widescreen. Cattle Anne (Amanda Plummer) and the witches (Diane Lane) are taken up by the remnants of the Doolin-Dalton gang, led by the aging Bill Doolin (Burt Lancaster). When Bill winds up in jail where he is to be hanged, the girls and the gang rescue Bill and elude the gallant lawman Tighman (Rod Steiger). 37 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. **$14.95**

- **4775561 MACKINTOSH AND T.J. Widescreen.** In his triumphant final film role, and with music by Hoagy Carmichael, Roy Rogers stars as Mackintosh, a migrant cowboy traveling across the West Texas plains in his run-down pickup truck. While in the process of his work, breaking up a Macksinthorpe biffs T.J., a runaway teen, and the two form an unlikely bond. CC. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. **$14.95**

- **4844548 DJANGO: PREPARE TO COLLABORATE.** Widescreen. Django, the drifter returns in this classic spaghetti western from Fernando Baldi starring Terence Hill as the wandering gunslinger, hired as an executioner for the local politician who is framing innocent men, sending them to hang in an evil scheme to take hold of their land. Includes Blu-ray Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95. **$17.95**

- **3889157 THE COMPLETE SARTANA.** Widescreen. Sartana is a mysterious Spaghetti Western character who takes pride in his appearance and has a James Bond-like fondness for luxury. This set collects all five films: If You Meet Sartana, Pray For Your Death; I am Sartana, My Angel of Death; Sartana’s Here Trade Your Pistol for a Good Funeral My Friend, Sartana Will Pay; and Light the Fuse, Sartana is Coming. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. Eight hours on 5 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **$39.95**

- **484453X DJANGO.** Widescreen. Franco Nero stars as the lone stranger who roams the West dragging a coffin of chaos towards a destiny ruled by vengeance. Director Sergio Corbucci packs his trademark classic with indelible images, unforgettable performances and some of the most shocking brutality of any “Spaghetti Western” ever made. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

- **4692640 NEATH THE ARIZONA SKIES.** Fullscreen. Chris Morell (John Wayne) is a guardian to a young half-Hispanic girl. He sets out in search of her father in order to prove her birthright and lay claim to money she’s owed from her late mother’s oil lease. A pair of lawless cowboys also want to get their hands on Ninya’s inheritance. Co-stars Sheila Terry and Gabby Hayes. 1934. In English with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. **$14.95**

- **4707451 JOE KIDD.** Widescreen. During a land war in New Mexico at the turn of the century, the country’s worst bounty hunter (Clint Eastwood) reluctantly helps a wealthy landowner (Robert Duvall) and his henchmen track down a Mexican revolutionary (Demián Bichir). CC. 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

- **4716167 WILD WEST DAYS.** Fullscreen. This action-packed 1957 serial presents the dangers, hardships, and glories of the early western pioneers. Kentucky Wade and his two buddies ride to help a couple who are being chased by a gang of outlaws who also keep busy fighting their way across the plains and mountains. Collects 13 chapters. In B&W. English SDH. Over four hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

- **473290X THE PHANTOM RIDER.** Widescreen. The guys who brought you There’s Something About Mary and Dumb and Dumber strike again with a gut-busting farce starring Woody Harrelson, Randy Quaid, Vanessa Angel and Bill Murray. Rated R. 117 minutes. Paramount. **$17.95**

**Comedy Blu-ray**

- **LIMITED QUANTITY 4692238 SUPERBAD.** Widescreen. Seth (Jonah Hill) and Evan (Michael Cera) want nothing more than to hook up with the girls they like before heading off to college. They get up to all manner of mischief with fellow misfits Petey (Bobbi Cannavale) and Marie (Audrey Tautou), and embark on a free-wheeling joyride of partying for 95 minutes. Screen Media Films. **$4.95**

- **4720202 YOUNG ADULT.** Mavis Gary (Charlize Theron), a 37-year-old former prom queen, and current writer of young adult novels, returns home to relive her glory days and win back her now-married high school sweetheart. When she finds her homecoming more challenging than expected, Annual Ball brings her forth with a former classmate. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Paramount. **$4.95**

- **4742516 THE DOUBLE.** Widescreen. Simon, a clerk in a government agency finds his unenviable life takes a turn for the better, when he discovers part of the money and evidence clearing him is stuffed in a chair he sold on an auction, hilarity ensues in this 1945 classic with indelible images, unforgettable performances and some of the most shocking brutality of any “Spaghetti Western” ever made. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $24.95. **$14.95**

- **4867116 DOWNSIZING.** Widescreen. When scientists find a way to shrink humans to five inches tall, Paul Saratineck (Matt Damon) and his wife Audrey decide to ditch their stressed out lives in order to get small and live large in a luxurious downsized community. Paul discovers part of a whole new world and realizes that we are meant for something bigger. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 135 minutes. Paramount. **$4.95**

- **4687507 IT’S IN THE BAG.** Fullscreen. When scientists find a way to shrink humans to five inches tall, Paul Saratineck (Matt Damon) and his wife Audrey decide to ditch their stressed out lives in order to get small and live large in a luxurious downsized community. Paul discovers part of a whole new world and realizes that we are meant for something bigger. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 135 minutes. Paramount. **$4.95**

- **4678125 GHOSTBUSTERS.** Widescreen. Ghostbusters makes its long-awaited return with this unique and hilarious take on the classic supernatural comedy, led by the freshest minds in comedy today, Melissa McCarthy, Kristen Wiig, Kate McKinnon, Leslie Jones and Chris Hemsworth. Packaged in a Steelbook case. English SDH. 117 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$9.95**

- **LIMITED QUANTITY 4693787 ACTION POINT.** Widescreen. Johnny Knoxville is D.J. Stone, a daredevil in a small town in Michigan who runs an out of control amusement park where rides are designed with minimum safety for maximum fun. When a slimy developer schemes to shut down the park, D.C. and his crew of misfits must pull out all the stops to save Action Point. Includes DVD and Blu-ray SDH. 84 minutes. Paramount. **$4.95**

- **4709578 GAS-S-S-S.** Widescreen. With the help of a government accident killers, everyone on the planet over the age of 25, Earth is left in the hands of the youth. Coel and Cilla will lead the way on a quest for survival joined by boyfriends and girlfriends in this trippy and darkly comic Roger Corman film. Stars Robert Corth. Rated R. In Italian with English subtitles. 119 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95. **$14.95**

- **LIMITED QUANTITY 4682157 MR. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN.** Fullscreen. When small-town innocent Longfellow Deeds (Gary Cooper) moves to New York to collect a $20 million inheritance, he ends up the target of ridicule thanks to Babe Bennett (Jean Arthur), a cynical reporter who has made a career out of the city, the disillusioned Deeds decides to give his fortune away, much to the chagrin of his shady lawyer. In B&W. English SDH. 116 minutes. Columbia. **$11.95**

- **4825470 ME, MYSELF & IRENE.** Widescreen. A hilariously twisted Faroese brothers comedy. Rhode Island state trooper Charlie Baileygates (Jim Carrey) proves that nice guys finish first by marrying the prettiest gal in town. But when she leaves him for a rich man, he develops a split personality and his outrageous opposite, Hawk, is born. Also stars Renee Zellwegger. Rated R. In Italian with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Paramount. **$6.95**

- **3910650 KING OF COMEDY.** Widescreen. On his way to the studio, talk show host Jerry Langford (Jerry Lewis) is kidnapped by stand-up comedian Rupert Pugski (Robert De Niro) and his wacky sidekick (Sandra Bernhard). There’s only one way that Langford can win back his freedom: he must let this struggling comic perform on his show. Directed by Martin Scorsese, with Bob Dishy, Terence Hill as the wandering gunslinger, and Jude Law in a career defining role, it’s been years since his parents’ divorce, but now, with the wedding of his younger brother, he must keep mom and dad together. It’s also stars Renee Zellwegger. Rated R. In Italian with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Paramount. **$6.95**

- **4693760 A.C.O.D.** Widescreen. Meet Carter. It’s been years since his parents’ divorce, but now, with the wedding of his younger brother, he must keep mom and dad together. It’s also stars Renee Zellwegger. Rated R. In Italian with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Paramount. **$6.95**
**Comedy Blu-ray**

**4902025** FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL. Widescreen. Over the course of five social events, an entitled bachelor must consider the notion that he may have discovered love. Stars Hugh Grant and Andie MacDowell. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**4788370** RHINOCEROS. Widescreen. Reunited for the first and only time after their triumph in The Phantom of the Opera, Gene Wilder and Zero Mostel push their shared genius for physical slapstick, manic wit, and sly satire to a level of fearless absurdity that virtually no other comedy team would dare approach in Rhinoceros. English SDH. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4810541** HIGH SCHOOL FANTASIES. Widescreen. Freddie is the school nerd and can’t seem to score a date with any of the girls, let alone heartthrob Mary-lou. With senior prom around the corner, Freddie decides that he needs to get a date with Mary-lou and becomes determined to win her at any cost. Not Rated. English SDH. 70 minutes. Force. Pub. at $24.95 $21.95

**3090368** TEENAGE HITCHHIKERS. Widescreen. This 1974 exploitation flick drags in the worst of horror, but it just good enough to make it. It’s the story of two young hitchhikers who embark on a cross country trip. The lovely ladies use their bodies as currency and encounter a diverse array of weirdos on their journey. Rated R. 80 minutes. Dark comics. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**474523X** LITTLE ANNE ROONEY. Mary Pickford plays a “tomboy of the westerns,” a boy-Randy, which she also wrote. Co-starring William Haines and a wide-ranging, multi-ethnic cast, the film received huge critical and commercial success upon its original release in 1925. In B&W. 114 minutes. Flicker Alley. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4857720** TOUGH GUYS DON’T DANCE. Widescreen. After a two week bender, Tim Maddin awakens one morning to find he’s a single father, with only to get everything in his life seems amiss. There’s a fresh tattoo on his arm, his car is covered in blood, his girlfriend is in bed with the town sheriff, and there’s a severed head in his blood. But he’s not the only one. Nothing goes right for Sam. The more he does to right things, the worse it gets. Starring Gene Wilder as the clueless damsel in distress and the super villains. 82 minutes. Gene Wilder. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4857644** A DIM VALLEY. A curmudgeonly geologist (Robert Longstreet) and his slacker graduate students muddle their way through a summer project. Deep in the valley they encounter a group of apathetic backpackers who disrupt their lives in beautiful and surprising ways. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. ALTERED INNOCENCE. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

**3959767** OLD DODAYA. Widescreen. Count Dracula (David Niven) has converted his castle into a tawdry tourist attraction as a means of luring in unsuspecting visitors and draining their blood. A schoolboy who has a dream is to find the perfect blood type needed to resurrect his bride, Vampira, back to the world of the undead. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $17.95

**3937549** LAUREL & HARDY: THE DEFINITIVE COLLECTION. Widescreen. This terrific collection of 1930s classic comedies from one of the most beloved teams in show business includes twenty films from over twenty different films by one of the best, Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy. The price is with you in Mel Brooks’ laugh out loud parody of Star Wars. The fearless– and clueless–Lone Star (Bill Pullman) and his half-bird, half-manic, half-savage, half-blind, half-widow daughter (Winona Ryder) are signed by a Russian dictator who wants to rule the world by selling some very nice guns. After being sold to some used-car people, they are now in France, where they plan to rob a bank. This is a fun and funny movie for all ages. Pub. at $39.95 $17.95

**3842622** MANHATTAN. Widescreen. When a writer (Rick Holiday) and his fiancée (Deborah Harry) are caught in a series of unexpected events and unlikely events turn the night upside down—leading the Coopers toward a joyful rediscovery of family bonds and the magic of love. Stars Diane Keaton, Albert Brooks, and Judith Light. English SDH. 107 minutes. 11.95

**4827020** SCREEBALLS. 25th Anniversary Edition. Widescreen. The face with is you in Mel Brooks’ laugh out loud parody of Star Wars. The fearless—and clueless—Lone Star (Bill Pullman) and his half-bird, half-manic, half-savage, half-blind, half-widow daughter (Winona Ryder) are signed by a Russian dictator who wants to rule the world by selling some very nice guns. After being sold to some used-car people, they are now in France, where they plan to rob a bank. This is a fun and funny movie for all ages. Pub. at $39.95 $17.95

**4834272** BABY BUMP. Widescreen. Eleven year old Mickey House is frustrated with his changing body—most notably the over-sized ears sprouting out of his head. A loner at school with an overbearing mother who treats him like a child, Mickey finds his only solace in his classmates for drug tests. Not Rated. In Polish with English subtitles. 86 minutes. $14.95

**4848128** GOLDEN ARM. Widescreen. When Melanie’s (Samantha Morton) close friend and ar arm wrestling champ, Danny. After Melanie wins an impromptu arm wrestling match at a truck stop, Danny convinces her to try for the Ladies Arm Wrestling Championship and its prize of $15,000. But she’ll have to beat the reigning champ, Brenda “Bonecrush” Smith. Unrated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Urbanet. Pub. at $29.95

**471816X** MONSIEUR GANGSTERS. A dying mob boss nicknamed “The Mexican” asks his old friend and ex-gangster Fernand to come out of retirement to take over the tango. Meanwhile, a ruthless gangster wants the gem for himself. Not Rated. English SDH. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4718771** GOOD SAM. Fullscreen. Everyone in town agrees that there ought to be more good Samaritans like Sam Clay (Michael J. Fox). Sam is a department store manager and a devoted family man. Unfortunately for Sam, no good deed goes unpunished. Eventually Sam learns who the guy in last at 30,000 feet who told everyone that he needs someone to turn to. Also stars Ann Sheridan. In B&W. 114 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $7.95

**4849493** SUPERHERO MOVIE. Widescreen. A divorced, nerdy high school student bitten by a genetically-altered dragonfly. He stumbles hilarious through the process of growing into the incomparable superhero with new powers growing, so do the laughs. Sara Paxton and Christopher McDonald costar as the clueless damsel in distress and the super villains. 82 minutes. Genial. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4692012** BLUMENTHAL. Widescreen. “He died laughing” becomes the very definition of irony when renowned playwright Harold Blumenthal (Brian Cox) tells his old friend’s wife (Claudette Colbert) to pose as his wife. When the hoax is discovered, not only he has ruined the couple’s honeymoon and their marriage. In B&W. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $7.95

**3836247** THE DILEMMA. Widescreen. When four generations of the Coopers—veteran Sam (Robert Duvall) and his medical-miracle wife (Lesley Ann Warren), a series of unexpected events and unlikely events turn the night upside down—leading the Coopers toward a joyful rediscovery of family bonds and the magic of love. Stars Diane Keaton, Albert Brooks, and Judith Light. English SDH. 107 minutes. 11.95

**390665X** SEX AND DEATH 101. Widescreen. Roderick Blank (Simon Baker) is a successful executive whose life is turned around by an email that includes the names of everyone he’s had sex with and ever will have sex with. Winona Ryder is Delaware Smith, a virtuous femme fatale who becomes an urban folk hero when she targets men guilty of sex crimes against women. Rated R. 117 minutes. Anchor Bay. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**3961591** DEAR DICTATOR. Widescreen. When political turmoil forces British Prime Minister (Michael Caine) to flee his island nation, he seeks refuge in the most unlikely of places, with a rebellious teenage girl and her mother in suburban America. It’s not long before everyone’s world is turned upside down. Also stars Katie Holmes. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**4729439** THE CAMPAIGN. Widescreen. An incumbent Congressman (Will Ferrell) embroiled in a scandal faces a nos a false bared challenge from a naive newcomer (Zach Galifianakis) funded by two unscurpulous billionaire lobbyist brothers. As Election Day closes in, the two are locked in a dead heat in this mud-slinging, back-stabbing, razor-sharp comedy. Also includes a second Blu-ray with an extended cut version. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Warner Bros. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4819824** PREEXISTING CONDITIONS. Widescreen. This hilarious fantasy classic follows the misadventures of 12-year old Jerry Taylor (Austin O’Brien) and his sister Monica, whose dad accidentally brings home a bundle-wrapping. Also includes a second Blu-ray with an extended cut version. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Martini Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**3965423** BLUE IGI UANA. Widescreen. Small time crooks Eddie (James Remar) and Pudge (Michael J. Fox) are forced to get their hands on a rare and valuable reptile. Meanwhile, a ruthless gangster wants the gem for himself. Not Rated. 100 minutes. WS Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4854774** BIG BULLY/WRONGFULLY ACCUSED. Widescreen. Dan (Rick Moranis) returns to his hometown where he faces his childhood nemesis (Tom Arnold) who wants to relive the painful past by torturing him once again. In Wrygutically Accused, the most embarrassingly hilarious film ever. In a caper that’s not just a movie—it’s every movie! Stars Leslie Nielsen. English SDH. 177 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 $11.99

**3950190** LOVE THE COOPERS. Widescreen. When four generations of the Coopers—a series of unexpected events and unlikely events turn the night upside down—leading the Coopers toward a joyful rediscovery of family bonds and the magic of love. Stars Diane Keaton, Albert Brooks, and Judith Light. English SDH. 107 minutes. E. One. PRICE CUT to $1.95
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**4742532** WORLDS AND PICTURES. Widescreen. Prep school teacher Jack Marcus (Oliver Platt) in Dina Delsanto (Juliette Binoche)—an abstract painter, and new teacher on campus—challenging her to a war between words and pictures and, in the process, sparking an unlikely friendship. English SDH. 111 minutes. Universal. $9.95

**4807143** LATE BLOOMERS. Widescreen. Mary (Isabella Rossellini) and Adam (William Hurt) aren’t your typical older couple. The memory of his old age, Adam desperately searches for the fountain of youth as Mary copes by doing what she does best: taking care of her family. Their disparate methods of coping pull them apart, they find themselves facing an impossible decision. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

**4663898** VIBES. Widescreen. Psychics Sylvia Pickel (Cyndy Lauper) and Nick Dezy (Jeff Goldblum) are hired by a mysterious man (Peter Falk) to find an ancient treasure in South America. As they trek through Ecuador, their supernatural skills lead them straight into a dangerous, disaster and romance. English SDH. 99 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**4788494** THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS. Widescreen. Wealthy, retired judge John Phipps (George C. Scott) has a most peculiar eccentricity, he believes he is Sherlock Holmes. Betrayed by his scheming brother, “Holmes” comes under the care of psychiatrist Dr. Mildred Watson (Ursula Andress). John Phipps follows Holmes through Manhattan on a nemesis Moriarty, the unlikeliness are danger and intrigue. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. $7.95

**4797981** MR. JEALOUSY. Widescreen. A writer becomes obsessed with his girlfriend’s former boyfriend, now a very successful novelist. To discover if the ex-boyfriend still has feelings for his old love, the writer joins the novelist’s group therapy meetings. Stars Eric Stoltz and Annabella Sciorra. Directed by Noah Baumbach. Rated R. In Widescreen. $17.95

**4687582** NEW LIFE. Widescreen. After a middle-aged couple divorces, they must each enter the frustrating but funny world of blind dates and new relationships. The actors include Alan Alda, Ann-Margaret, Hal Linden, Veronica Hamel and John Shea. 104 minutes. Olive Films. $3.99

**4718267** ROMANCE AND CIGARETTES. Widescreen. The story of a marriage on the brink of collapse. A mid-life crisis has given Nick (James Gandolfini), a Queens, NY ironworker a roving eye much to the bewilderment of his wife Kathy (Susan Sarandon). The object of Nick’s affection is Tula (Kate Winslet), a romantic in the truest sense. An original romantic and musical drama all in one. Rated R. 106 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $3.99

**4874617** DUPLICITY. Widescreen. Julia Roberts and Clive Owen star as two sexy spies turn up the stakes in the midst of a clandestine love affair, who suddenly find themselves on opposite sides in an all-out business war. Also stars Tom Wilkinson and Paul Giamatti. English SDH. 90 minutes. Mill Creek. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**4748018** ALL NIGHT LONG. Widescreen. After successful executive George Dupler (Gene Hackman) is demoted to managing a seedy all-night drugstore, he decides to totally change his life. Leaving behind work, family and Cheryl (Barbra Streisand), a sexy but ditzy neighbor. Now his hands are full with his new wild woman by day and his crazy customers by night. Rated R. 87 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

**4748387** LOVE AMONG THE RUINS. Widescreen. An aging actress is being sued for breach of contract. She hires as her lawyer a man who was an ex-lover, and is still in love with her, although she doesn’t know it. She realizes that by pursuing this case and protecting her assets is to destroy her reputation. Stars Katherine Hepburn and Laurence Olivier. 102 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

**4748026** ANGEL. Fullscreen. From the legendary director Ernst Lubitsch, comes this romantic comedy starring the great Marlene Dietrich as the unfaithful wife of a foreign diplomat. Tom between her husband and lover, is forced to make an agonizing decision that may change her life forever. Also stars Herbert Marshall. Not Rated. In B&W. 91 minutes. Leisure Multimedia. $2.95

**4748282** THE GREAT LEAP. Fullscreen. This 1927 silent film stars Leni Riefenstahil as an Italian peasant whose simple life is Upended when a series of urbanites invade the slopes for a ski vacation. The bubbly comedy combines slapstick laugh with stunning footage of alpining skiing and rock climbing. Also stars Luis Trexler. German subtitles. In R&W. €11. Excellence. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**4703537** DEVIL’S KNOT. Widescreen. Three young boys vanish in the woods of West Memphis, Arkansas. In the rush to find those responsible, police focus on a trio of teenagers. But when a private investigator reveals that the evidence doesn’t add up, the community is forced to face the reality; the real killer is closer than expected. Also includes DVD version. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. SLEEP WITH ME. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**4702071** CHATTAHOOCHEE. Widescreen. Emmet Folley (Gary Oldman), a Korean War hero institutionalized in the Fulton State Hospital in Chattohoochee following an attempted suicide, becomes an unlikely crusader, fighting to change a system that allows doctors and staff to brutalize their patients. Also stars Frances McDormand. Rated R. 97 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

**4787975** CINEMA PARADISO. Widescreen. Giuseppe Tornatore’s award-winning homage to cinema tells the story of a retired director, Salvatore, returning home for the funeral of an old friend who was the projectionist at his local cinema. There he is flooded by memories of his life, reconnecting him with a community he left 30 years ago. In Italian with English subtitles. Includes both the 124-minute theatrical cut and the 174-minute director’s cut. Two Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $8.95

**4469253** APPOINTMENT WITH CRIME. Fullscreen. Lee (William Hartnell) is a smash and grab thief working for crime boss Gus Loman (Raymond Lovel). Lee is caught by the police during a robbery gone wrong that leaves his wife dead and his mother-in-law at the scene of the crime, Lee vows revenge against the boss who left him to shoulder minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

**470374X** ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD. Widescreen. When John Getty III (Charlie Plummer) is kidnapped, his desperate mother, Gay, attempts to convince his billionaire grandfather (Christopher Plummer) to pay the ransom. When Getty Sr. refuses, Gay attempts to sway him as her son’s captor becomes increasingly volatile and brutal. 133 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**46879X** ART SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL. Widescreen. Follows talented young artist Jerome Plante as he escapes from high school to a tiny East Coast art school. Here the boyish freshman’s ambition is to become the world’s greatest artist, like his hero Picasso. Stars Max Minghella, Sophia Myles, John Malkovich, and John Lithgow. Rated R. 102 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**3984702** PURPLE RAIN. Widescreen. This film marks the electrifying movie debut of Prince as The Kid, a Minneapolis club musician as alienated as he is talented. The Kid struggles with a tumultuous home life and his own smoldering anger while taking refuge in his music and his steamy love for sexy Apollonia Kotero. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**4691970** BLACHTG. Widescreen. Set in medieval France, an elderly noble baron (Michel Simon) and his much younger bride (sister of Charlie Chaplin) welcome a visiting King and his handsome page, Bartolomée to their castle and set in motion accusations of disloyalty and marital infidelity, turning what should be a fairy tale into a tragic end. In French with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**468789X** QUEEN BEE. Widescreen. A timely and wildly entertaining story about a recently paroled man (Daveed Diggs) who is trying to live a clean life. After forming a bond with a 14-year-old girl, David must learn how to stay clean and find his place in the world. Olive Films. $5.95

**4746570** BLINDSPOTTING. Widescreen. A timely and wildly entertaining story about a recently paroled man (Daveed Diggs) who begins to re-evaluate his relationship with his volatile best friend (Rafael Casal). Rated R. 106 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**4692470** SLEEP WITH ME. Widescreen. Set in the world of blind dates and new relationships. The actors include Alan Alda, Ann-Margaret, Hal Linden, Veronica Hamel and John Shea. 104 minutes. Olive Films. $3.99

**4867078** ANNihilation/Arrival. Fullscreen. A biologist signs up for a dangerous, secret expedition into a mysterious zone where the laws of nature are completely different. English SDH. 128 minutes. Paramount. $24.95

**556819X** UNLIMPED. Widescreen. A timely and wildly entertaining story about a recently paroled man (Daveed Diggs) who is trying to live a clean life. After forming a bond with a 14-year-old girl, David must learn how to stay clean and find his place in the world. Olive Films. $5.95
4807332 HOW I LIVE NOW. Widescreen. 

Set in the near future United Kingdom, Saosin Ronan plays Daisy, an American teenager sent to stay with relatives in the English countryside. She slowly warms up to her surroundings and strikes up a romance. But their idyllic summer days become tense when they discover that, on the edge of town, Daisy finds herself fighting to survive.

Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

4692403 THE RED SQUIRREL. Widescreen. 

Jota, a musician with a career in decline and romantic failures, is on the verge of ending his life by jumping from a bridge when a mysterious figure on a motorcycle comes roaring into his life. Pursuing to aid the injured Jota, Daisy discovers the driver is a beautiful young woman who’s lost her memory in the crash.


480836X 4:44: Last Day on Earth. Widescreen.

Preminger’s award-winning 1951 science fiction feature about a(Istvan Szabo and Sharon Leigh) scud themselves in a Manhattan high-rise and decide to spend their last moments together. Accepting their fate, the pair discovers more about themselves than there is to know about them in an ironic ending. B&W. 82 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

4682262 TESTAMENT OF YOUTH. Widescreen. 

A powerful story of love, war and remembrance, based on the First World War memoir by Vera Brittain, which has become the classic testimony of that war from a woman’s point of view. A searing journey from youthful hopes and dreams to the edge of death and back again. Stars Alicia Vikander and Kit Harington. English SDH. 130 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

4718402 TOO LATE BLUES. Widescreen. 

Music legend Bobby Darin and his brother in-law, squabbling from gig to gig with his band, trying to keep body and soul together without betraying his muse. Stella Stevens plays a woman who Marlon Brando tries to make his own. Directed and written by Randal Kleiser. B&W. 113 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95


A young man struggling to get over disturbing memories from his childhood discovers that he is able to travel back in time and alter events in his past. After a tragic accident claims the life of his girlfriend, Nick discovers his ability to change the past in The Butterfly Effect 2. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter.

Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Mag | $5.95

4709349 AFTER. Widescreen. 

Tessa as she enters her first semester in college. Armed with grand ambitions for her future, her guarded world opens up when she meets the dark and mysterious Hardin Scott, a magnetic, brooding rebel who makes her question if she truly knows about herself. Stars Josephine Langford. 106 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4717929 THE DELINQUENTS. Widescreen. 

Preminger’s 1957 film feature debut. Tom Laughlin is Scotty, a young man who desperately wants to be part of New York’s criminal crowd.” What starts as adolescent fun quickly escalates into robbery, assault and kidnapping, putting Scotty and his girlfriend (Rosemary Howard) into dangerous waters. In B&W. 72 minutes. Olive Films.

$5.95

4795150 THE PAPERBOY. Widescreen. 

This sexually and racially charged film takes audiences deep into the backyards of steamy 1960s South Florida, as investigative reporter Ward Jansen (Matthew McConaughey) and his partner Yardley Acheson (Zac Efron) have a sensational, career-making story. Also stars Nicole Kidman and John Cusack.

Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

4719085 UP THE JUNCTION. Widescreen. 

The tale of a bored, young party girl in swinging sixties London, who decides to cast off her affluent Chelsea lifestyle to move to the industrial ghetto of Battersea. Polly (Suzy Kendall) takes a factory job where she befriends sisters Rube and Syvilie, and soon discovers the secrets of her new life.

Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

4709721 SUCH GOOD FRIENDS. Widescreen. 

Julie Messinger (Dyan Cannon) is an intense woman who hides her wild emotions and desires under a conventional façade. When Dr. Band (Laurence Luckinbill) checks into a hospital for a simple mole removal, but the procedure goes seriously wrong. A comedy-drama directed R. 101 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

4776623 THREE BROTHERS. Widescreen. 

Three siblings return to their native southern Italy to pay homage to their late mother. However, their various revelations about themselves that will change their lives forever. Stars Jon Cryer. Not Rated. 119 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

4772563 THE OTHER LOVE. Widescreen.

Barbara Stanwyck is Karen Duncan, a factory concierge played by Kim Darby, while she’s stricken with tuberculosis. She’s sent to a Swiss sanatorium to rest, unaware her illness is terminal. There she falls for Dr. Anthony Stanton (David Niven), who has trouble getting between her and his guards. And that’s not all. Gronzo, a petty thief, is hatching his own plot to win Gloria’s heart. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 119 minutes. Arrow.

$9.95

4715956 STRANGER AT MY DOOR. Widescreen. 

After carrying out a brazen bank robbery, gunfighter Clay Anderson (Skip Homeier) finds safe haven in the west when a mysterious figure on a bridge when a mysterious figure on a bridge when a mysterious Figure on a bridge when a mysterious figure on a bridge when a mysterious figure on a bridge when a mysterious... 

$5.95

467749 PABLO ESCOBAR. Widescreen. 

In the early 1980s, Colombian journalist Virginia Vallejo (Penelope Cruz) begins a tumultuous love affair with Pablo Escobar (Javier Bardem)—the world’s most feared drug lord. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. 123 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4807499 MIDDLE MEN. Widescreen. 

Chronicles Jack Harris, one of the pioneers of internet commerce, as he wrestles with his morals and struggles to build his own company. Featuring an all-star cast including Jack Nicholson, the film plays a dark and twisted political thriller. A young mobster, drug addicts and porn stars. Stars Luke Wilson, Giovanni Ribisi and James Caan. Rated R. 112 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

$4.95

4870444 TERMS OF ENDEARMENT. Widescreen. 

This film dazzled critics and audiences alike with its believable, insightful story of two captivating people, mother and daughter, played by Shirley MacLaine and Debra Winger. Jack Nicholson holds his own in a great comic performance as MacLaine’s boozy, womanizing neighbor. Winner of five Academy Awards, including Best Picture. English SDH. 131 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

4711878 MY SON JOHN. Director Leo McCarey helms this intimate Academy Award-winning drama about a conservative religious couple (Helen Hayes and Dean Jagger) that suspects their son (played by Van Heflin) to be a communist. Things go from bad to worse when an FBI agent (Van Heflin) arrives, revealing that the young man was a communist in 1952. In B&W. 122 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

4718208 THE ONE AND ONLY. Widescreen. 

From their unconventional courtship and whirlwind romance onwards to the lives of Andy and Stu Schmidt (Henry Winkler and Mary Crawford (Kim Darby) into adulthood, careers, and the beckoning lights of Broadway where Andy is convinced he’ll make it big on the stage–but then life intervenes. 98 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

4688862 WENT TO CONEY ISLAND ON A MISSION FROM GOD...BE BACK BY FIVE. Widescreen. 

As kids, Daniel and Sandy were the best of friends. But as they grew up, they grew apart, and now Richie has gone missing, sending Daniel and Stan on a wintry trek to Coney Island to find their long lost friend. As they search, they discover revelations about themselves that will change their lives forever. Stars Jon Cryer. Not Rated. 94 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

4824571 GOTO, ISLE OF LOVE. Widescreen. 

Based on the classic Italian Borowczyk classic. Pierre Brasseur stars as Goto, a jealous dictator married to the beautiful Gogio (Ligia Branice). Little does Goto know, Gogio has been in an affair with Dami (Jeremy Levy) and she plans to make it big on the stage–but then life intervenes. A young mobster, drug addicts and porn stars. Stars Luke Wilson, Giovanni Ribisi and James Caan. Rated R. 112 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

$4.95

4709535 DESPAIR. Widescreen. 

In early 1930s Germany against the backdrop of the Nazis’ rise, Hermann Hermann (Dirk Bogard), a Russian emigrant and successful chocolate manufacturer, comes into conflict with his family’s past. He open’s a door into the criminal world that he’ll never be able to shut.

Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

4773071 BLOOD SIMPLE. Widescreen. 

When the owner of a backwoods bar hires a man to kill his cheating wife and her boyfriend, the man’s partner (Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

$9.95

4837578 MASQUERADE. Widescreen. 

Political intrigue, betrayal, peril and forbidden romance play out in this lavish, critically acclaimed historical drama set in the royal palace of Korea’s ancient emperors. When the current empress is forced to masquerade as the tyrannical king, who has fallen ill. Stars Byung-hun Lee. In Korean with English subtitles. 131 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $4.95
of pulp novels who is undergoing treatment for severe psoriasis.

471847X THE WEAPON. Widescreen. When a young boy (John Whitley) accidentally shoots a playmate with a pistol found in the rubble of a bombed-out building, he runs away from home and wanders the streets of postwar England. American captain Mark Andrews (Steve Cochran) attempts to track down the missing gun, immersing himself in the London underworld for answers. In B&W. 76 minutes. Olive Films. Pur. at $29.95.

3966607 YANKS. Widescreen. Colin Welland and Walter Bernstein’s screenplay focuses on three town “invaded” by American troops in the run-up to D-Day: an Arizona boy (Richard Gen) who pursues (Lisa Eichhorn), an air-raid warden’s offspring (Vanessa Redgrave) who develops a warm friendship with (William Devane); and a girl-crazy city kid (Chick Vennera). Rated R. 139 minutes. Universal.

4681819 SCHINDLER’S LIST. The winner of seven Academy Awards including Best Picture and Best Director, this Steven Spielberg masterpiece tells the indelible true story of the enigmatic Oskar Schindler, a member of the Nazi party, wannabee, and war profiteer who saved more than 1,100 Jews during the Holocaust. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Stars Liam Neeson and Ben Kingsley. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Universal. $49.95. SOLD OUT

4386510 DIARY OF A CAMERABEAR. Fullscreen. Legendary director Jean Renoir’s film version of Octave Mirbeau’s novel was adapted for the screen by Burgess Meredith, Pauline Lord and Robert Aldrich. A French soldier (Jean Gabin) and a distasteful military character, a small-town priest named Celestine, whose forthrightness has a curious effect on a wealthy Parisian household. In B&W. 86 minutes. Olive Films. Pur. at $29.95.

4727577 THIS IS WHERE I LEAVE YOU. Widescreen. When their father passes away, four grown siblings bicker and barge up by their respective adult lives are forced to return to their childhood home and live under the same roof. Stars Jason Bateman, Tina Fey, Amy Poehler and Kathryn Hahn. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

487026X THE ECLIPSE. Widescreen. In a seaside Irish town, Michael Farr (Colin Farrell) discovers powers granted to him by a beautiful supernatural novelist, all while he believes he is seeing ghosts. However, Lena (Andrea Riseborough) is determined to learn from him what she had an affair. The trajectories of the three people lead them to a life-altering redemptive journey. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95.

4890869 MOOD INDIGO. Widescreen. In a small hotel room, a best-selling novelist begins to doubt his literary pretensions. Stars Bill Murray and Adrien Brody. $4.95.

4660269 ARGO: Extended Edition. Widescreen. The winner of three Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this film is based on the true-life heroic CIA agent Tony Mendez, who staged a rescue of six American diplomats from Iran. Stars Ben Affleck and Bryan Cranston. This set includes a bonus DVD of special features, a 64-page photo book and much more. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95.

4718010 THE MAJOR. Widescreen. Set against Russia’s bleak, bitter landscape, Sergey Sobolev (Denis Shvedov), a police major driving recklessly across an icy stretch of highway, hits and kills a homeless man. The victim’s mother finds her already unbearable pain and anguish compounded when a cover-up is set in motion to protect Sergey. In Russian. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pur. at $29.95.

4783660 BENGUELE. Widescreen. A small-town singer, Ali (Christina Aguilera), finds her already unbearable pain and anguish compounded when a cover-up is set in motion to protect Sergey. In Russian. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pur. at $29.95.

4787642 SYRUP. Widescreen. Fresh out of school with a degree in marketing, Scot will do anything to prove that he has what it takes. Armed with a brilliant product concept that gives new meaning to the old saying “sex sells,” he only has to convince his boss. However, he soon discovers the road to success isn’t always an easy one. Stars Amber Heard and Shiloh Fernandez. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95.

4789660 BENGUELE. Widescreen. A small-town singer, Ali (Christina Aguilera), moves to the big city for her chance at stardom where she is enchanted by Burlesque, a glamorous nightclub packed with dancers, sizzlin’ music, and an older (Cher) in need of a star. Also stars Kristen Bell and Eric Dane. English SDH. 110 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

469256X CRIMINAL LAW. Widescreen. Ben Chance (Gary Oldman) is an “on the rise” Boston attorney currently defending a wealthy client in a high profile murder case. Martin Thiel (Kevin Spacey) is a corrupt, rich lawman, and an “on the rise” Boston attorney currently defending a wealthy client in a high profile murder case. Martin Thiel (Kevin Spacey) is a corrupt, rich lawman, and some secrets will be revealed. In English. 120 minutes. Olive Films. Pur. at $29.95.

4672431 BLOOD & CHOCOLATE. Widescreen. Vivian (Agnieszka Holland), a young teenage girl, must learn the borderline between a young artist and loyalty to her werewolf forebear. Others may have secrets, but none as extraordinary as Vivian’s. One of the girls goes through a line of lupus-garous, shape-shifters able to transform into the form of both human and wolf at will. English SDH. 98 minutes. MGM. $4.95.

4681519 SCHRÖDINGER’S LIST. The winner of seven Academy Awards including Best Picture and Best Director, this Steven Spielberg masterpiece tells the indelible true story of the enigmatic Oskar Schindler, a member of the Nazi party, wannabee, and war profiteer who saved more than 1,100 Jews during the Holocaust. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Stars Liam Neeson and Ben Kingsley. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Universal. $9.95.

375993X CAPTAIN FANTASTIC. Widescreen. About an unconventional man who raises his six children in the forest of the Pacific Northwest, isolated from society. Stars Viggo Mortensen and Frank Langella. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 120 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

4885262 COME UNDONE. Widescreen. Stars Viggo Mortensen and Frank Langella. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 120 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

4718445 VACAS. Widescreen. Set in Spain’s Basque Country, the story is of a small town singer, Ali (Christina Aguilera), who must learn to live with her new-found fame and everything it brings with it. Stars Ben Affleck and Bryan Cranston. This set includes a bonus DVD of special features, a 64-page photo book and much more. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95.

4672547 MIDNIGHT COWBOY. Widescreen. Jon Voight and Dustin Hoffman turn brilliant, searing performances as two small-time hustlers whose powerful friendship transcends the gritty realities of big-city life and their own unhumbled dreams. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. MGM. $7.95.

478056X MEDEA. Italian filmmaker Pier Paolo Pasolini beautifully re-imagines Euripides’ ancient Greek tragedy with Maria Callas in the title role. In this haunting tale, Medea sacrifices everything to win the heart of Jason, Captain of the Argonauts, but when he spurns her love, Medea exacts a scorching revenge. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 110 minutes. E One. $7.95.

3905772 THE CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUTTON. Widescreen. This Academy Award-winning film stars Brad Pitt as a man who is born in his eighties and ages backward, and Cate Blanchett as the woman he is destined to love forever. The film follows Benjamin’s remarkable adventure of romance and redemption from the end of WWI through the 21st century. English SDH. Includes a bonus Blu-ray of special features. 165 minutes. Paramount. $6.95.

4648800 THE READER. Widescreen. Kate Winslet is riveting as Hanna Schmitz—a lonely, working-class woman who experiences a brief but intense affair with a teenage boy. Years later, he is re-arrested and, Hanna now a defendant in a notorious case and her ex-lover, now a law student, holding the secret to her salvation. Rated R. English SDH. Widescreen. $6.95.

4808937 A CINEMA. Widescreen. Fourteen year-old Pio wants nothing more than the respect of his older brother, whom he emulates in every way—including his career as a petty criminal. When both his brother and brother are arrested, Pio is determined to prove that he can step up and be the head of his sprawling Romani family. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 119 minutes. Sundance Selects. $4.95.

4717957 VACAS. Widescreen. Set in Spain’s Basque Country, the story is of a small town singer, Ali (Christina Aguilera), who must learn to live with her new-found fame and everything it brings with it. Stars Ben Affleck and Bryan Cranston. This set includes a bonus DVD of special features, a 64-page photo book and much more. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95.

4478487 ENSUMILLAS. Widescreen. The winner of three Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this film is based on the true-life heroic CIA agent Tony Mendez, who staged a rescue of six American diplomats from Iran. Stars Ben Affleck and Bryan Cranston. This set includes a bonus DVD of special features, a 64-page photo book and much more. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95.

4718288 THE SINGING DETECTIVE. Widescreen. Based on the original BBC series, Robert Downey Jr. stars as Dan Drar, an author who is underpinned by a morbid paranoia which has crippled both his body and mind. In and out of consciousness, Dark’s paranoid delusions manifest themselves as vivid fantasies, combining fragments from his life and his fiction. RatedR. 109 minutes. Olive Films.

4718097 MAGNIFICENT DOLL. Fullscreen. Dorothya “Dolly” Payne (Ginger Rogers) is torn between her affection for Aaron Bunt (David Niven), Vice President under Hearst, and her desire for an advantageous marriage. In a se aside Irish town, Michael Farr (Colin Farrell) discovers powers granted to him by a beautiful supernatural novelist, all while he believes he is seeing ghosts. However, Lena (Andrea Riseborough) is determined to learn from him what she had an affair. The trajectories of the three people lead them to a life-altering redemptive journey. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95.
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**Drama Blu-ray**

**4674693 CAMILLE 2000.** Widescreen. A child of the sixties sexual revolution, beautiful, serious Marguerite (Daniele Gaubert) is kept by a wealthy man, has a string of young lovers and hosts wild orgies. When she falls in love with the handsome bachelor Armand, he insists on absolute fidelity. Marguerite's commitment soon interve... 

**3963528 MAIL ORDER BRIDE.** Widescreen. Trouble hits con woman Diana M. Morgen (Daphne Zuniga) when she decides to call it quits with her menacing boss, Tom Rouke (Greg Evigan). But for Diana, the only way to escape it is to move out of Texas and find the place of her friend as a mail order bride. Rancher Beau Canfield has no idea what's in store for him. 88 minutes. E One. 

**3961486 AMIRA & SAM.** Widescreen. An army veteran's unlikely romance with an Iraqi immigrant is put to the test when she is faced with the prospect of deportation. Stars Martin Starr, Dina Shihabi and Paul Wesley. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. 

**490196X BELLE.** Widescreen. Although Dido Elizabeth Belle (Gugu Mbatha-Raw), an 18th-century English woman of mixed race, is raised in privilege, she is denied a proper social standing because of her skin color. When Dido falls for a lawyer who aspires to create positive change, she finds herself caught between two worlds. Also stars Tom Wilkinson and Emily Watson. Widescreen. 104 minutes. 20th Century Fox. 

**4720148 STEAMING.** Widescreen. In the latest film director Joseph Losey, seven different women reveal their lives and dreams during a steam room session on ladies’ day. When they learn that the steam bath is at risk of being shut down, the ladies cook up a plan to save it, and in the process change their own lives. Stars Vanessa Redgrave. Rated R. 95 minutes. Scorpion Releasing. 

**3961478 AMERICAN DRESSER.** Widescreen. Alpha Industries’ Tom Berenger is a hard-edged Vietnam veteran who is recently widowed. He fixes up his motorcycle and sets out on a cross-country journey just to get away from it all. Together they learn that life is about moving forward, one mile at a time. Also stars Keith David. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Paramount. 

**3995256 NOT FADE AWAY.** Widescreen. It’s the 1960s and rock music is changing the world. Inspired by his success in a local band, Douglas (John Magaro) drops out of college to pursue his music dreams, only to discover the harsh realities of the music industry. Douglas is forced to choose between listening to his father (James Caan) and listening to his heart. Rated R. 100 minutes. WVS Films. 

**3985504 LYING AND STEALING.** Widescreen. Hoping to leave his criminal lifestyle behind him, a successful art thief (Theo James) sets up an easy con to pull off the ultimate heist and set himself free. Rated R. 100 minutes. WARNER BROS. ENTER. 

**4902327 REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE.** Widescreen. More than half a century after its original release, this film remains one of the most enduring motion pictures of all time. Seen by some as a gesture of rebellion against the conformity of the 1950s and others as a blueprint for his finest performance, this cinematic and cultural milestone is presented in a special 44-page Blu-ray book. English SDH. 111 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. 

**4901827 CASABLANCA.** 70th Anniversary Limited Edition. Fullscreen. In this 70th anniversary collector’s edition you’ll find the restored 1942 classic film, along with 13 hours of extras. In the boxed set is a 60-page set of prints and the behind the scenes photos; a 1942 French theatrical mini-poster, and 4 drink coasters in a keepsake box. Includes DVD version. English SDH. In B&W and 102 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. 

**4800931 LOST HIGHWAY.** Widescreen. Haunting sexuality, rococo action and fleeting, murderous shadows await you as you plunge fear into the night on the Lost Highway—the jazz musician whose marriage is on the rocks; the man in black who threatens to expose his rivals’ secrets. Also known as the man who can call it for her. Rated R. 134 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 

**4775805 VEROLE.** Widescreen. Vikar (James Franco) is a lost soul journeying through a land of myths and monsters—Hollywood. 1969. The studio system is in decay, and a new generation of brash filmmakers are on the rise. With his shaved head marked by a tattoo from his favorite film, Vikar is a bizarre presence even amid the freaks and dreamers. Rated R. 96 minutes. Magnolia. 

**490236X A ROYAL AFFAIR.** Widescreen. A true story of an ordinary man who wins the greatest prize in his country. In 1867 Vienna a young man, Centering on the intriguing love triangle between the ever more insane Danish King Christian VII, the royal physician and the young strong Caroline Mathilda. Rated R. In Danish with English subtitles. 137 minutes. Magnolia. 

**484237C CONCRETE NIGHT.** Widescreen. A stunning, dream-like odyssey through a beautiful shanty town over the course of one evening. The film follows the impressionable 14-year-old Simo as he keeps his hope to be incarcerated together. Rated R. In Finnish with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $21.99 

**4788540 THE WILD HEART.** Fullscreen. Screen legend Jennifer Jones (*A Holiday Affair*) and country music star and director Skeeter Davis star in this country music drama. Centering on the intriguing love triangle between the ever more insane Danish King Christian VII, the royal physician and the young strong Caroline Mathilda. Rated R. In Danish with English subtitles. 137 minutes. Magnolia. 

**4707656 THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS.** Fullscreen. Burdened from boyhood by a family tragedy, Matt Mathews (*John Wayne*) life is driven by the need to avenge his mother’s abandonment by an uncaring father. The stern family matriarch Granny Becky has taken over the leadership duties for the entire family. Rated R. 98 minutes. With English Subtitles. 124 minutes. Also includes a Blu-ray version of the Directed by Raoul Walsh *MEDIC IN PARADISE*. English SDH. 94 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 

**4842480 BROTHERS OF THE NIGHT.** Widescreen. Follows a group of young Bulgarian Roma who move to Vienna in search of adventure and freedom, but poverty forces them to choose between loyalty and survival. Rated R. English SDH. 200 minutes. 20th Century Fox. 

**4797922 THE LAST TIME I COMMITTED SUICIDE.** Widescreen. Meet Nel Cassady (Thomas Jane). He’s got a poet’s soul, a dreamer’s heart and a choice to make. Caught between the allure of his life’s road and the security of a traditional home, Nel must decide where his future lies. Also stars Keanu Reeves and Adrien Brody. Rated R. 

**4901967 THE DRESSMAKER.** Widescreen. A glamorous worldly dressmaker returns to her small Australian hometown to seek the truth behind her notorious reputation. This dark and quirky comedy stars Kate Winslet, Judy Davis, Hugo Weaving and Jeremy Irons. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. 

**4842502 CENTER OF MY WORLD.** Widescreen. After a summer spent with his best friend, a young student who rides the country and dark and quirky comedy stars Kate Winslet, Judy Davis, Hugo Weaving and Jeremy Irons. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. 

**4794961 THE LEATHER BOYS.** Widescreen. Young newweds Reggie (Cain Campbell) and Dot (Rita Tushingham) embark on a new life together. But there’s trouble in paradise when Reggie develops feelings for Pete (Dudley Sutton), a member of a rival biker gang. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.98 

**478222 MISSISSIPPI BURNING.** Widescreen. In Jessup County, 1963, as three young civil rights activists drive down a desolate stretch of highway, headaches ominously draw near. Telling each other to stay calm, they have no way of knowing that in a segregated community, vengeful men and spark one of the most explosive murder investigations in history. Rated R. 127 minutes. 

**4902041 THE GREEN MILE.** Widescreen. The work of Stephen King and the direction of Frank Darabont once again yields gold with this Oscar-nominated drama. It tells the story of prison guard Paul Edgecomb (Tom Hanks), who discovers that a intimidating new inmate (Michael Clarke Duncan) may in fact harbor supernatural healing powers. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. 

**4901983 THE DROP.** Widescreen. The long-lost masterpiece of gay erotic cinema centers on a handsome Bulgarian, Romanian who move to Vienna in search of adventure and freedom, but poverty forces them to choose between loyalty and survival. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 110 minutes. 

**4842812 THE WILD BOYS.** Widescreen. Tells the tale of five adolescents born into the arts, but drawn to crime and transgression. After a brutal crime committed by the group and aided by TREVOR—a deity of chaos they can call upon—the group is punished by being locked in a room and taming them. Not Rated. In B&W and Color. In French and English with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Adults only. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $24.99 

**4842480 BROTHERS OF THE NIGHT.** Widescreen. Follows a group of young Bulgarian Roma who move to Vienna in search of adventure and freedom, but poverty forces them to choose between loyalty and survival. Rated R. English SDH. 200 minutes. 20th Century Fox. 

**4788540 THE WILD HEART.** Fullscreen. Screen legend Jennifer Jones (*A Holiday Affair*) and country music star and director Skeeter Davis star in this country music drama. Centering on the intriguing love triangle between the ever more insane Danish King Christian VII, the royal physician and the young strong Caroline Mathilda. Rated R. In Danish with English subtitles. 137 minutes. Magnolia. 

**4707656 THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS.** Fullscreen. Burdened from boyhood by a family tragedy, Matt Mathews (*John Wayne*) life is driven by the need to avenge his mother’s abandonment by an uncaring father. The stern family matriarch Granny Becky has taken over the leadership duties for the entire family. Rated R. 98 minutes. With English Subtitles. 124 minutes. Also includes a Blu-ray version of the Directed by Raoul Walsh *MEDIC IN PARADISE*. English SDH. 94 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 

**4842480 BROTHERS OF THE NIGHT.** Widescreen. Follows a group of young Bulgarian Roma who move to Vienna in search of adventure and freedom, but poverty forces them to choose between loyalty and survival. Rated R. English SDH. 200 minutes. 20th Century Fox.
Drama Blu-ray

★ 4815688 SHIVA BABY. Widescreen. A near college graduate, Danielle, gets paid by her sugar daddy and rushes to meet her neurotic parents at a family shiva. Upon arrival, she is accosted by various estranged relatives about her appearance and lack of post-grad plans. Her day takes an unraveling turn as her sugar daddy, Max, arrives at the shiva with his accomplished wife and crying baby. English SDH. 77 minutes. Utopia. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

★ 4790322 ADAM RESURGENT. Widescreen. Tormented in a WWI concentration death camp, Adam spends the next 15 years tucked away in a remote experimental insane asylum with fellow Holocaust victims. Adam's story is full of the skills to entertain the residents but only when he reaches out to a mentally scarred young boy does he begin to confront his own pain. Stars Jeff Goldblum and Willem Dafoe. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 4788044 THE GIRL MOST LIKELY TO... Fullscreen. Miriam Knight (Stockard Channing) is an ugly dueling college girl who is mistreated by everyone including her bubble-headed roommate and the callous campus jock. But after an accident causes her to undergo reconstructive surgery, Miriam emerges from behind the bandages a ravishing beauty. It's a rock 'n' roll time! 74 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

★ 4787994 A DELICATE BALANCE. Widescreen. Agnes (Katharine Hepburn) and Tobias (Paul Scofield) are at the head of an affluent Connecticut family, whose quietude and tenuous happiness are disrupted by a series of houseguests, each of whom has come to unburden themselves in darkest emotions. 133 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

★ 3935469 PATSY HEARST: Her Own Story. Widescreen. In 1974, Hearst Publications heiress Patricia Hearst (Natasha Richardson) was kidnapped by a group of radical revolutionaries namely The Symbionese Liberation Army. As her ordeal dragged on, Hearst slowly began to transform from an unwillingly victim into an accomplice resulting in a notorious and violent crime spree. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

★ 4505194 THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT 2. Widescreen. A young man struggling to get over disturbing memories from his childhood discovers that he is able to travel back in time and alter events in his past. However, every change he makes transforms his life and that of those around him, often to unexpected and disastrous consequences. Stars Ashton Kutcher and Amy Smart. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. New Line Cinema. $5.95

★ 4788362 RKO CLASSIC ROMANCES. Fullscreen. Mille (1931) is a grand melodrama about a divorcée, Kept Husbands (1930) is a parody, and a bet made by a steel magnate's daughter; The Lady Refuses (1931) is a frank Pre-Code melodrama about a poor woman on the verge of becoming a prostitute. The Woman Between (1931) is a risqué romance; and in Sin Takes a Holiday (1930) a poor secretary is in love with her boss. English SDH. In B&W. Over 6 hours on two Blu-rays. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

★ 4660021 THE SWIMMER. Widescreen. In this partbild with stars as Ned Merrill, a man who confronts his destiny by swimming home, pool by pool, through the suburban nightmare of upper-class East Coast in the acclaimed short story by John Cheever. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions as well as a CD of the original motion picture soundtrack. 95 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $44.95 $27.95

★ 4702765 DRAGNET. Widescreen. A mysterious gangland staying has taken place. Det. Terry Lamber (Steve McQueen) and the Los Angeles Police Department to put together the pieces. With the help of his partner (Ben Alexander), they infiltrate through a language, gesture, and a common cultural sensibility, they captured the essence of the Jewish soul. This set captures the diversity of Yiddish film with ten features dated from 1935 to 1950. All in B&W. Over 14 hours on five Blu-rays. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

★ 4748110 CONNECTING ROOMS. Widescreen. Bette Davis and Michael Redgrave shine in this touching story of two older people whose lives are linked when they join the same seedy boarding house in London. Both are down on their luck. They find sympathy and understanding in each other's misfortunes. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

★ 4848179 SOUND AND FURY. Bruno is 14. When his grandmother dies he returns to live in the French suburbs with his absent mother. He has the mind of a seven year old, and finds himself in the classroom of pupils who share similar problems. There he meets the “terror” of the school who befriends him and introduces him to the gang-infested suburbs. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 86 minutes. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $32.99 $21.95

★ 4792940 ESPALDAS MOJADAS. Fullscreen. Fleeting the police after a wrong entanglement with a young lady, a Mexican worker, Raquel, seeks asylum in America. With the help of Frank Mendosa, who for a fee helps men illegally cross the board, Raquel makes the dangerous trek across the Rio Bravo but finds entering the country without papers makes it next to impossible to find work. Raquel's powerful 107 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $27.95 $17.95

★ 478230 CINEMA PARADISO. Widescreen. Giuseppe Tornatore’s loving homage to the cinema tells the story of Salvatore, a successful film director, returning home to find an old friend. After 30 years, Salvatore reconnects with the community he left 30 years earlier. In Italian with English Subtitles. 124 minutes. Also includes a second Blu-ray with the Director’s Cut (Rated R). 174 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $38.95 $24.95

★ 4901681 BEL CANTO. Widescreen. A famous opera singer is held hostage in South America by a guerilla rebel group after her husband is held hostage in the U.S. Stars Julianne Moore and Ken Watanabe. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Screen Media Films. $14.95

★ 4842774 TIGER MILK. Widescreen. Best friends Nini and Jameelah are 14 years old. They delve into the urban jungle of Berlin, amidst clouds of drugs and alcoholic dazes, looking for love, sex and a better future. But when Jameelah’s family is threatened with deportation back to Iraq, the two girls risk everything to help her obtain citizenship. With help from a Polish man they never met. Rated in German with English Altered. English SDH. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

★ 4810376 LOVE + ANARCHISM. This collection brings together three works from Kiju Yoshida. Crime Wave presents a bleak but moving story set among Chinese gangsters in post-war Japan. To... returns to the past for a biopic of Yojiro Kata, the right wing extremist. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over six hours on a Blu-ray. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

★ 4707435 THE JEWISH SOUL: Ten Classics of Yiddish Cinema. Fullscreen. During their heyday in the late 1930s, Yiddish movies covered a broad range of genres: comedies, soap operas, the supernatural, literary adaptations, musicals, and melodramas. They dealt with the unique, the gapung, and the unhegded criminal brother. When they learn of an unsanctioned underground rave, they sneak out for one last crazy right together. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Music Box Films. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

★ 485764X BEATS. Widescreen. Johannos and Spanner are both a mobile architect and the electronic dance music. Johannos is leaving town for a middle-class life with his mother and cop step-dad, while Spanner has already been dead-end with his real unhegded criminal brother. When they learn of an unsanctioned underground rave, they sneak out for one last crazy right together. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Music Box Films. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

★ 4787897 THE BEDROOM WINDOW. Widescreen. Upwardly mobile architect Terry Lambert (Steve Guttenberg) has it made until his boss’s wife (Barbara Barrie) and his best mates witness an attempted murder through his bedroom window. In order to keep their affair a secret, Terry reports the crime. When the authorities find that Terry’s account of the incident is flawed, he becomes the prime suspect. Rated R. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★ 485764X BEATS. Widescreen. Johannos and Spanner are both a mobile architect and the electronic dance music. Johannos is leaving town for a middle-class life with his mother and cop step-dad, while Spanner has already been dead-end with his real unhegded criminal brother. When they learn of an unsanctioned underground rave, they sneak out for one last crazy right together. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Music Box Films. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95
4669398 JAMESY BOY. Widescreen. Rugged-faced young James Burns (Spencerlo Lofrano) is never one to back down from a fight. He jumps at the chance to run drugs and guns and a gang and quickly ends up behind bars. He turns his life around in prison thanks to the guidance he forms with a convicted murderer. Also stars Ving Rhames. Not Rated. 109 minutes. Phase 4 Films. PRICE CUT to $2.95

4700163 SOUTHLAND TALES. Widescreen. Los Angeles, 1992. In the city on the brink of economic and environmental chaos, the fates of an eclectic set of characters—including an armless-stricken action star (Dwayne Johnson), an adult film star (Sarah Michelle Gellar) and a police officer (Seann William Scott) out of the South. As his whole of humanity, Includes the theatrical cut and the Cannes Cut. Rated R. English SDH. Five hours on 2 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

4706579 THE LAST WEEKEND. Fullscreen. From director, Billy Wilder, comes the classic film that features Ray Milland’s haunting portrayal of a would-be writer’s dissatisfaction with life that leads to one life day binge. Filled with riveting imagery, this masterpiece, co-starring Jane Wyman, won many Oscars. In B&W. 101 minutes. John S. Lorber. PRICE CUT to $11.95

4745086 FANZ! FANZ! FANZ!. Based on an “adult fairy tale” by George Sand, stars Mary Pickford as the title character, a strong-willed waif ostracized by her mysterious disappearance and her husband’s artistic colleague as observed and later recalled by an innocent servant girl. In Japanese with English subtitles. 86 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

4790855 IRUZUMI. Widescreen. Ayaka Wakao stars as Otsuya, the daughter of a rich merchant, who is tempted by her lover, Shinshu, a lowly employee of her father’s, to elope. During their love affair, she only attracts the gaze of a mysterious tattoo artist who sees her beauty as the perfect canvas for his art, leading to a tale of lust, betrayal and revenge. Not Rated. In B&W. 115 minutes. John S. Lorber. PRICE CUT to $11.95

4798125 THE LANDLORD. Widescreen. When Elgar (Beau Bridges) buys a Park Slope tenement, he fully intends to evict the tenants and transform the building into a chic bachelor pad. But after meeting the tenants, Elgar adopts a ‘love thy neighbor’ policy for a sexy go-go dancer, then he begins an affair with the sultry, married, ‘Miss Sepia 1957.’ 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

478801X GALILEO. Widescreen. Director on the Run’s Topol and a cast of British theatrical aristocracy including Sir John Gielgud, Patrick Magee, and Tom Conti recreate the troubled life and amusing times of 17th-century physicist and mathematician Galileo. 114 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

4788508 THUNDER BAY. Widescreen. Dan Dunya teams with James Stewart to prevent the one armed pirates who must stand up to devastating hurricanes, dangerous love affairs and a hostile town of Cajun fishermen to strike pay dirt. The alluring Joanne Dru co-stars alongside James Stewart as a Louisiana firebrand who fears Stewart’s exploration will destroy her way of life, but can’t help the attraction she feels for him. 103 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

4788446 THE TAMARIND SEED. Widescreen. Julie Andrews plays Judith Farrow, an assistant to the British Home Office who is on vacation in the Caribbean. Sparks fly when she meets Soviet military expert Feodor Sverdlov (Trent Lindberg), but when Judith’s superiors question his intentions, Judith must decide who to trust—and who to love. English SDH. 125 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

4707141 THE BEGUILED. Widescreen. During the Civil War, a wounded Union soldier (Clint Eastwood) is sheltered by the headmistress and students of Miss Fusfield’s girls’ school. With health returns, his desire increases–but can he trust these new women not to turn him in? He takes his chances but soon realizes he’s not the first to be trusted with this horror. Rated R. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. PRICE CUT to $14.95

4748751 TIME LIMIT. Widescreen. Former POW Major Harry Cargill (Richard Basehart) has not been changed with collaboration with the enemy, he’s even signed a confession. His court martial should be an open and shut case, except that his judge-advocate is suspicious. Cagney plays himself and as Edwards investigates, he uncovers a horrifying truth. Not Rated. In B&W. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. PRICE CUT to $11.95

3966267 IN MY COUNTRY. Widescreen. The burgeoning relationship between an African poet (Iliyinka Sibecho) and this African American journalist (Samuel L. Jackson) as both cover the excruciating South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission hearing in Cape Town is the focus of this complex film. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. John S. Lorber. PRICE CUT to $11.95

Flicker Alley, Pub. at $39.95

114500X BOOK OF THE MOON. Widescreen. As the city stands on the brink of social, economic and political repression of his life, but can’t help the attraction she feels for him. 103 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

THE CHALK GARDEN. Widescreen. A strong-willed waif ostracized by her mysterious disappearance and her husband’s artistic colleague as observed and later recalled by an innocent servant girl. In Japanese with English subtitles. 86 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95
Drama Blu-ray

★ 4788230 THE NIGHTCOMERS. Widescreen. Marlon Brando stars as Quint, a Captain who powerfully impacts the lives of young orphans Miles and Flora, who are left in the care of their governess (Stephanie Beacham) and housekeeper. Obsessed with the charismatic Quint, the children are mesmerized by his war-time stories of love and life and soon pattern their own lives after his crude, secret courtship with their governess. Rated R. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 4788217 OUT OF THE ISLANDS. Fullscreen. When Peter Willems (Trevor Howard) is accused of stealing at a Dutch East Indies port, he persuades the merchant ship captain to take him up-yonder to a secret trading post. There, he falls in love with a beautiful native woman, as the cunning Babalatchi tries to blackmail him into disclosing the trading route. In 1944, 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 4748825 THE SOUND BARRIER. Fullscreen. An oil tycoon and aircraft constructor is determined to manufacture a supersonic jet that will travel faster than the speed of sound, and their desire to reach this goal brings suffering, even death, to his own family. Shocked by her father’s disregard for human life, Phyllis (Joan Fontaine) and her Ann Todd. In B&W. 117 minutes. Kino Lorber. PRICE CUT to $14.95.


★ 4797738 CROSSCURRENT. Widescreen. From the spinning Shaanxi metropolis to snow-capped Tibet mountains, Gao Chun (Trevor Howard) flees a career up the ‘longest road’ of ancient China with his beautiful wife, a woman named An Lu at every port recorded in a poetry book. When he finally arrives at the river he uncovers the secret of his past and An Lu. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Cheng Cheng Films. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 4790537 CARNIVAL MAGIC. Exploitation legend Al Adamson made perhaps the strangest movie of his career with this surreal farce into ‘family entertainment.’ A delightfully bad tale of domestic violence, a talking chimp with a brassiere, false pregnancy, and suicide and not a single role for children. Don Stewart and Joe Cioollo star in this infamous tale. 92 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 4788109 LA PRISONNIERE. Widescreen. A sensuously colorful film of voyeuristic sexual obsession, mapping a labyrinth of numerous sexual liaisons. MultipleGilbert, his TV editor girlfriend Jose, and art gallery owner Stanislav. At an art opening, Gilbert ditches Jose, so she ends up going home with Stanislav, who should have been having dinner with his family–which is both shocking and alluring. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Adults only. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 4799445 ADORATION. The film follows shy 12-year old Paul who is an army cadet. After an encounter with a a succubus named Maria, there, the troubled yet beautiful Gloria, he becomes infatuated and vows to protect her. The two escape and wreak havoc across the French Countryside. In French with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Alcor. Pub. at $32.99. PRICE CUT to $17.95.

★ 4788516 VERONICA GUERIN. Widescreen. In the mid-1990s, Dublin was nothing short of a drug hell, and Veronica Guerin (Cate Blanchett) was Track down Dublin’s most powerful drug lords and battled for absolute control. But their most fearsome opponent wasn’t the police, it was the courageous Sunday Independent reporter, Veronica Guerin (Cate Blanchett). Based on a true story. Rated R. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

★ 4788334 RKO CLASSIC ADVENTURES. Widescreen. Directed by Deser (1931) is a pistol-packing Western starring Bill Boyd. The Pay-Off (1930) is a cool-minded gangster movie starring Lowell Sherman and the Famous Faces (1930) stars Joel McCrea into the midst of a dreaded rivalry between two fishing groups. English SDH. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Kino Lorber. PRICE CUT to $17.99.

★ 4788079 KIDNAPPED. Widescreen. In this Robert Louis Stevenson adventure story, the battlefront of Culloden is awash with the blood of Scottish Highlanders making their last stand against the Hanoverians. Against the horror of the battlefield, the young orphan David Balfour seeks to claim his inheritance from his uncle, which involves a violent, thrilling journey. 107 minutes. Kino Lorber. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 478815X MADAME X. Widescreen. The ill-fated Holly Parker (Lana Turner) into leaving her politician husband (John Hodiak). Holly finds herself on trial for her life–where she is defended by her own son. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 4788265 NIXON. Widescreen. Nixon takes a riveting look at a complex man, played by Anthony Hopkins, who became the 37th president of the United States and found himself at the center of a political scandal, the Watergate scandal. 114 minutes. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

★ 4787951 BRIGHT ANGEL. Widescreen. A teenager stuck in a broken home in a small town Montana, Montgomery is left with longs for something beyond the prairie. The vivacious Lucy (Lili Taylor) becomes his ticket to freedom. Both have their own reasons for driving to Casper, Wyoming. Lucy to free her imprisoned brother, George to grasp some sense of personal direction by catching up with his estranged mother. Rated R. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 4787708 A NIGHT IN OLD MEXICO. Widescreen. Photos of a Steelbook case. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95.

Thriller Blu-ray

LIMITED QUANTITY 4746635 HOTEL MUMBAI. Widescreen. A gripping true story of a terrorist attack that terrorized Mumbai in 2008 and vividly recounts the 2008 siege of the famed Taj Hotel. As the world watches on, a group of unlikely heroes will stop at nothing to keep the guests and staff safe. Stars Dev Patel and Armie Hammer. Rated R. 125 minutes. WS Films. $5.95.

4767250 BLACKOUT. Widescreen. Life is tough enough in the Big Apple. But when a city-wide power failure causes a blackout, the mad dogs come out to play. Like the pack of deranged killers who will stop at nothing to stab and shoot as they prowl from apartment to apartment in New York’s most exclusive high rise. Stars Jim McAllister and Caradine. Code Red. $9.95.

4899548 COLD IN JULY. Widescreen. While investigating noises in his house one night in 1989, Richard Dane (Michael C. Hall) puts a bullet in the brain of lowlife brawler Freddy. Although hailed as a small-town hero, Richard soon finds himself of fearing for his life. For safety when Freddy’s ex-con father (Sam Shepard) rolls into town hellbent on revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95.

4718011 THE GIRL WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. Widescreen. Chris Foyles (Stefan Giersch) and their baby Caryn, a suave retired CIA agent and nightclub owner. After the murder of a crime boss at his nightclub, Cain is protected by both the CIA and the crime syndicate to take on the case that may be a threat to national security. Rated R. 97 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95.
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4778853 BLOOD WORK. Widescreen.

4692462 THE SHANGHAI STORY. Widescreen.

4709497 THE ATOMIC CITY. Fullscreen.

4680742 THE KILLER INSIDE ME.

4692446 THE SCORE. Widescreen.

4807456 LOOKING GLASS. Widescreen.

4729730 THE TAILOR OF PANAMA. Widescreen.

4792390 4 FILM FAVORITES: Gritty Thrillers. Widescreen. Explore the darker side of the cities, the four edge of your seat thrillers! Collects Unknown starring Liam Neeson: Edge of Darkness starring Mel Gibson. Seven with Morgan Freeman and Brad Pitt; and Training Day with Denzel Washington and Ethan Hawke. Most Rated R. English on four Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

4807707 VANISHING ON 7TH STREET. Widescreen.

4836847 THE ICEMAN. Widescreen.

4836820 NO ESCAPE. Widescreen.

4842110 ROAD GAMES.

4949446 THE POISON ROSE. Widescreen.

484230X THE ICEMAN. Widescreen.

4933477 SABOTAGE. Fullscreen.

4933391 UNFAITHFUL. Widescreen.

48201X UNF AITHFUL.

4794446 THE POISON ROSE.

4792930 4 FILM FAVORITES: Gritty Thrillers. Widescreen. Explore the darker side of the cities, the four edge of your seat thrillers! Collects Unknown starring Liam Neeson: Edge of Darkness starring Mel Gibson. Seven with Morgan Freeman and Brad Pitt; and Training Day with Denzel Washington and Ethan Hawke. Most Rated R. English on four Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

4807707 VANISHING ON 7TH STREET. Widescreen.

4836847 THE ICEMAN. Widescreen.

4836820 NO ESCAPE. Widescreen.

4842110 ROAD GAMES.

4949446 THE POISON ROSE.
Thriller: Blu-ray

**482539X** IN THE ELECTRIC MIST. Widescreen. Wide screen. While investigating a series of grisly murders, witty Detective Dave Robicheaux navigates his way through the Louisiana bayou and the dark, sultry world of New Orleans mobster "Baby Feet" Balboni. Stars Tommy Lee Jones, Peter Sarsgaard and John Goodman. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. $19.95

**4874813** RESERVATION ROAD/RETURN TO PARADISE. Reservation Road takes you on an intense journey that follows two fathers as their families and lives converge after the events of one fateful night. In Return to Paradise, the story continues with a race to save three years in a living hell or their imprisoned friend will be sentenced to death. Stars include Joaquin Phoenix and Mark Ruffalo. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over three hours. Mill Creek.

**4824490** BOMB CITY. Widescreen. The cultural aversion of a group of punks in a conservative Texas town. Their ongoing battle with a rival clique leads to a controversial hate crime that questions the morality of American justice. Based on the true story of Brian Deneko. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

**4824245** SHUT IN. Widescreen. Isolated and trapped inside by a vicious winter storm, a child psychologist (Naomi Watts), caring for her disabled son (Charlie Cartwright), soon realizes she is in the deadliest threat hidden within her house. 91 minutes. VVS Films.$5.95

**482515X** SQUAD, Widescreen. Season Hubley stars as Princess, a single mom by day, a Hollywood prostitute by night. A volatile cop uses her to trap a sadistic pimp named Ramrod who murdered one of her friends. But when Ramrod escapes police custody, Princess is in grave danger. Rated R. 97 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**4866011** EVEN MONEY. Widescreen. A bank robber who has blackmailed his way into a high-profile job finds himself labeled a threat to the company by his former clinging ex-girlfriend. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $14.95

**4824644** ROCKNROLLA/SWORDFISH. In Rocknrolla crime gets expensive for an old school gangster (Tom Wilkinson) when a wealthier mob moves in and a small-timer (Gerard Butler) thinks he can play both sides. A big payday awaits the superhardcore John Travolta in the high-tech thriller Swordfish. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $39.95

**39943X** THE PERFECT HIT. Widescreen. Warwick Wilson is the consummate host. He carefully prepares for a dinner party, the table impeccably set and the duck perfectly timed for 8:30 p.m. John Travolta plays the super-killer hired by a charismatic covert agent (John Travolta) in the high-tech thriller Swordfish. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $39.95


**4821920** NAKED VENGEANCE/VEDENNA. Widescreen. In Naked Vengeance a group of rowdies break into Carla Harris’ (Deborah Tranelli) home and rape her. But she survives and is now bent on gruesome revenge! In Vendetta a tough as nails stuntwoman (Karen Chase) seeks justice with the help of aweekend warrior (Bill Johnson) in this edge-of-your-seat thriller. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**4648708** BERLIN JOB. In Famous cousins Mickey and Ray run London’s top hit squad. Having left the life of crime behind, they are hired by an other and a man named Trenchard. But their supremacy in the gangster underworld is threatened when they lose a drug deal and someone starts hunting them. Starring Morgan Freeman and James Caan. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**3915514** BOUND TO VENGEANCE. Widescreen. Eve breaks free after being chained in a basement and abused for nine months by a manipulative psychopath. Instead of fleeing, she discovers there are other girls that have been scattered around town. Now fueled with rage, she must force her captor to become the captive. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. Warner Bros. $17.95

**4823207** THE TENANT. Widescreen. Roman Polanski stars (and also directs) as Trellovsky, a quiet, timid tile clerk increasingly overshadowed with dread and paranoia. Stars Faye Dunaway and John Voight. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Underworld.

**490178** COMPLIANCE. Widescreen. On a busy day at a suburban Ohio fast food joint, high-school manager Sandra receives a phone call from a police officer saying an employee named Bedly has stolen money from a customer. Convinced she’s only doing what’s right, Sandra follows the officer’s instructions, no matter how invasive they become. Stars Ann Dowd.Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**4856669** I.T. Widescreen. Mike Pegg (Fierce Brosnan) is a successful businessman, who soon finds himself in a deadly game of cat and mouse when his I.T. consultant uses his skills to endanger Mike’s family, business and life. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions of the film. 95 minutes. VVS Films.$4.95

**4824393** WILD THINGS. wide-screen. Widescreen. Host magazine Ted Woolly is caught in a brutal gang war pitting two rival gangs: the hard-punching group of the oddball, jock-like father, Barrence Wayland (Martin Sheen) against the fast and the furious, led by punk leader Rupprecht "Rup" Rose (John Travolta). The local law enforcement is forced to intervene when the body count rises and the number of injured mounts. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $39.95

**399636** ELITE SQUAD: The Enemy Within. Widescreen. The violent slum that surrounds Rio de Janeiro is one of the most dangerous places on earth, so the head of Rio’s Special Police Officer, Captain Nascimento, has seen his share of intense situations. But Nascimento discovers his true enemies, the men in the offices doing what’s right, as he digs deeper he becomes more and more suspicious. Unrated, English SDH. 92 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**4834364** MIDNIGHT SPECIAL. Widescreen. Roy’s young son, Alton, has mysterious powers coveted by religious extremists. On the run, the two escape into the night, and as the chase escalates into a nationwide manhunt, Roy will risk everything to help Alton find his ultimate purpose—whatever that may be. Stars Scientif,a, John Travolta and Kirsten Dunst. English SDH. 92 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.$5.95

**4821823** MAN’S BEST FRIEND. Widescreen. When an ambitious news journalist (Ally Sheedy) breaks into a genetic research lab, she unleashes a lab’s most dangerous experiment—Max, a genetically enhanced guard dog with a vicious killer instinct. With his superhuman skills and advanced tech gadgets, the vicious and ruthless dog is a match for Roy, the overmatched owner of Alton's only protector. Rated R. $14.95

**4864459** THE FINAL COUNCIL. Widescreen. America’s mightiest killer whale and aircraft carrier is on maneuvers in the Pacific Ocean. Suddenly, a freak electrical storm engulfs the ship and triggers the impossible. The ship begins to sink in time to December 6, 1941, mere hours before the attack on Pearl Harbor. Stars Kirk Douglas, Martin Sheen and James Farentino. English SDH. 102 minutes. Blue Underground. Not Rated. $14.95
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Thriller Blu-ray

**48220X SOMEONE’S WATCHING ME!** Widescreen. Los Angeles newcomer Leigh Michaels moves into a high-rise apartment building. She loves the view. So does the dangerous Peeping Tom who lives somewhere in the adjacent tower. Stars Lauren Hutton and David Belt. Rated R. 99 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**482250 STRAIGHT ON TILL MORNING.** An ugly duckling yearns to leave her drab London life and move to swinging London to find her Prince Charming. But the big city holds some nasty surprises for the naive young woman when she becomes obsessed with a handsome gigolo who may be a depraved serial killer! Stars Rita Tushingham and Shane Briant. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95

**DIABOLIQUE/INCognito/In CROWD.** Widescreen. Sharon Stone and Isabelle Adjani pour on the femme fatale in the diabolical grabber of a suspense thriller. Diabolique (Rated R) Jason Patric stars as a struggling artist whose willingness to take on one last, shady deal frames him for murder. In CROWD, finally, in The CROWD killer looks. One even has the looks of a killer. English SDH. Over 5 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**391514 THE ART OF WAR.** Widescreen. Officially, coolly efficient covert operations expert Neil Shute does not exist. Try telling that to anyone standing in Shaw’s way. Wesley Snipes plays Shaw, one of an elite team of United Nations agents, in this stylish thriller directed by Christian Dunham (Shaw). Shire's Edward Yarden returns from the front lines at the town's house. But they didn’t count on a murdered cop, a desperate hostage siege, and one unexpected houseguest: a furious Black Mamba, the man to nature. Rated R. 92 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**4665025 VENOM.** Widescreen. It was supposed to be the perfect crime: the sexy maid (Susan George) a psychotic chauffeur (Oliver Reed) and an international terrorist (Eddy Kinski) kidnap a wealthy ten-year-old boy from his London townhouse. But they didn't count on a murdered cop, a desperate hostage siege, and one unexpected houseguest: a furious Black Mamba, the man to nature. Rated R. 92 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**4856576 THE MILLION EYES OF SUMURU/The GIRL FROM RIO.** Widescreen. A double feature starring the woman who is second only to the world in The Million Eyes of Sumuru, Shirley Eaton stars as Sumuru, a beautiful but deadly woman with plans for world domination. In The Girl from Rio (Oliver Reed) returns to launch a diabolical plan to enslave the most lucky woman. Not Rated. English SDH. 173 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**470746X KILLDOZER.** Widescreen. A small town battles the ultimate assassin in this cult classic. Stationed on a small island off the coast of Africa, six men find themselves terrorized when a ruthless life-form takes over a bulldozer and then sets off on a killing rampage. Starring Clint Walker and Robert Urlich. 74 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**4707864 SO SWEET, SO DEAD.** Widescreen. A naked woman is found murdered and mutilated in a prosperous small province town in Southern Italy. But who killed her and why? Inspector Capitano (Fay De瀫) believes what turns out to be a string of savage murders in which unfaithful women are targeted in this Italian shocker. Rated R. 85 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

**4822579 WINDOWS.** Widescreen. After enduring a bizarre assault, the withdrawn and recently divorced Emily (Talia Shire) finds comfort and friendship in her neighbor, Andrea (Elisabeth Ashley). But as Emily's life begins to mend, her past remains at large, a new problem emerges: Andrea's helpfulness is just a facade covering something dark and depraved. Rated R. 97 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4212080 THE CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE.** Widescreen. This continuation of 1942's Cat People follows Oliver Reed (Kent Smith), now remarried and the father of a child. When Amy becomes withdrawn and speaks of consorting with a new “friend,” Oliver worries she may be under the influence of the spirit of her late, stars Dot Darby (Olivia de Havilland). Is it just her imagination or something more? Also stars Simonne Simon. In B&W. 70 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**4821048 THE AMBULANCE.** Widescreen. One minute Josh Baker (Eric Roberts) is meeting the woman of his dreams. The next, she's dead. What starts as a mysterious accident turns into an obsession for his life's joy. But when his fiancée never arrives at the local hospital. Doubled by police, Josh is forced to carry on a one-man crusade that leads to a discovery more frightening than his worst fears. Also stars James Earl Jones. Rated R. 96 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

**4893987 THE DEBT.** Widescreen. In 1966, three Mossad agents were assigned to track down a feared Nazi war criminal hiding in East Berlin. The mission was accomplished at great risk and personal cost—or was it? Thirty years later, a chilling revelation compels retired team member Rachel Singer (Helen Mirren) to take matters into her own hands. Chasitain and Cara Buono. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Focus Features. Pub. at $34.93 $21.95

**4821963 OBSESSION.** Widescreen. A tenth wedding anniversary celebration ends tragically when Michael (Cliff Robertson) discovers that his 9-year-old daughter has been kidnapped. They are never recovered. Years later on the eve of his second wedding, Michael's best friend and detective John Crawford (Charles Durning) must find and outwit the culprit before it's too late. Rated R. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95

**6063122 BIRD WITH THE CRYSTAL PLUMAGE.** Widescreen. An American writer living in Rome, witnesses a brutal attack on a woman in an art gallery. Convinced that something he saw that night holds the key to identifying the murderer, he launches his own investigation. Stars Tony Musante, Eva Renzi, and Suzi Kendall. In Italian with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Includes a collector’s fold out double sided poster. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95 $39.95

**4658329 NO MERCY.** Widescreen. Richard Gere stars as Eddie Jillette, a tough, uncompromising cop whose vow to put his life together after the death of his wife and son draws him into a torrid affair with the only witness, the murderer’s girlfriend, Kim Bassinger is the sultry Cajun beauty Michel, caught in the war between Jillette and the vicious criminal. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. Lorber. Pub. at $23.98 $14.95

**4709391 ASHANTI.** In this controversial thriller, Michael Caine stars as Dr. David Lindbergh, a self-devoted medical team in West Africa. But when his wife (Beverly Johnson) is abducted by an Arab slave trader (Peter Ustinov), he joins forces with an assassin, a mercenary, and a Bedouin to save her from being sold into slavery. Rated R. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 118 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4821204 10 TO MIDNIGHT.** Widescreen. Leo Kessler (Charles Bronson) is a chicken farmer on the trail of a murderer. Warren Stacy (Gene Davis), a homicidal maniac who turns rejection from beautiful women into the ultimate revenge. Kessler’s first victim is a medical student in West Africa. But when his wife (Beverly Johnson) is abducted by an Arab slave trader (Peter Ustinov), he joins forces with an assassin, a mercenary, and a Bedouin to save her from being sold into slavery. Rated R. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 118 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4845472 A LIFE AT STAKE.** Widescreen. SPOiled young Doris Hilton (Vanessa Redgrave) invites struggling architect Edward Shaw (Keith Andes) to come in as her husband’s partner in a lucrative real estate deal. However, when Edward discovers that Doris is pregnant with his child, with Doris, he learns there's something deadly going on. There's a life at stake, and it could be his own. Not Rated. In B&W. 78 minutes. Film Detective. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95
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**Thriller Blu-ray**

**478281** ORDEAL BY INNOCENCE. Widescreen. After a two-year expedition into Antartica, Dr. Arthur C. Sutherland (Donald Sutherland) travels back to England to return his friend Jack Argyle’s address book, which Jack had left in Arthur’s car before his departure. Jack, however is dead, executed. Arthur has been framed for murder. Calhoun has proof of his innocence, but no one wants to reopen the case. A sizzling mystery by Agatha Christie. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**3970965** TRAUMA THERAPY. A group of broken souls attend a seminar at a remote wooded retreat with a famous guru. They must confront their deepest demons in front of their fellow wayward strangers. As they get pushed further and further they begin to wonder if the guru is trying to save them or destroy them. Unrated. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**3987000** THE BANKER. Widescreen. Code Red. Pub. at $29.95. **$17.95**

**3989712** THE CALLER. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **$19.95**

**4748506** THE NIGHT MY NUMBER CAME UP. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. **$17.95**

**3971812** PERFECT STRANGERS. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **$19.95**

**4654706** NEW BLOOD. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. **$12.95**

**9957389** UNFORGETTABLE. Warner Bros. Enter. **$2.95**

**3931911** POUND OF FLESH. Odyssey. **$5.95**

**4707575** PICTURE MOMMY DEAD. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. **$9.95**


**4654250** BILLY BOY. Widescreen. Gravitas Ventures. **$5.95**


**3974162** THE ELEVENTH COMMANDMENT. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **$15.95**

**4716019** MURDEROUS TRANCE. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $32.98. **$11.95**

**3885321** HAVEN. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

**3965621** BLACK TEST CAR/THe BLACK REPORT. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **$9.95**

**3872912** BAKERMAN. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95. **$11.95**

**4659165** SUBMERSION. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $29.95. **$14.95**

**LIMITED EDITION 4869302** FRANKENSTEIN. Fullscreen. An unforgettable masterpiece, the original 1931 Frankenstein stars Boris Karloff as the screen’s most tragic and iconic monster. Director James Whale’s adaptation of Mary Shelley’s masterpiece novel is considered by many as the greatest horror film ever made. In B&W. English SDH. 71 minutes. Universal. **SOLD OUT**

**LIMITED EDITION 4823788** DIARY OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. From fright master George A. Romero comes the next grisly chapter in his influential Dead series. This time, he focuses on a group of terrified college film students who record the paranormal goings-on of an abandoned mental institution while struggling for their own survival. Stars Michelle Monaghan, Josh Close, and Shawn Roberts. Rated R. 96 minutes. Genius Entertainment. **$9.95**

**4802727** FEAST. Widescreen. When a molly crew of strangers find themselves trapped in an isolated tavern, they must band together in a battle for survival against a family of flesh-hungry creatures. Terrifying and full of surprises, Feast turns the screen blood-red as the group is devoured one by one. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. **$4.95**

**4709675** SHAKES. Widescreen. The final days of William Shakespeare are chronicled in this, unique classic stars the world-renowned minime Marcel Marceau in a dual role as a mule puppeteer and an eccentric inventor. After the death of the inventor, the downtrodden puppeteer gleefully discovers that he can reanimate the dead with electrodes and manipulate them like marionettes. 94 minutes. Olive Films. **$5.95**

**4800871** I SEE THE DEAD. Widescreen. After a dude (Dominic Monaghan) pillaged the cemeteries and coffins of 19th century England until his capture by police. But just before his execution, he confesses to a peculiar priest (Ron Perlman) his gruesome tale of vampires, zombies and cadaver dealing that takes him from the savagery of the criminal underworld to the terror of the recent dead. 85 minutes. **$5.95**

**4757289** TOURIST TRAP. Widescreen. Includes an exclusive, limited edition slipcover! Four unsuspecting young tourists are in for a spine-tingling terror when they step foot in a deserted weapon museum. The dead are alive. Slaesan’s Lost Oasis. The ringleader of this eerie tourist landscape is the eccentric inventor, the downtrodden puppeteer who is the dead with electrodes and manipulate them like marionettes. 94 minutes. Olive Films. **$21.95**

**3994341** THE NEON DEMON. Widescreen. Jesse (Elle Fanning) has moved to Los Angeles to pursue her dreams of glamour and fame but must contend with the city’s dark side and her seedy motel manager (Keanu Reeves). She clashes with a dangerous duo of blood-sucking stalkers who hunger for her youth and vitality, and will stop at nothing to devour it. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. **$21.95**

**4792811** V/H/S: Viral. A police chase through the streets of Los Angeles inspires dozens of teens to flock to a desert video museum, only to realize that capturing the next viral video–one in which the group is devoured one by one in a battle for survival against the group is devoured one by one. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Magnolia. **$9.95**

**4792803** V/H/S. Widescreen. A group of teens are hired by an unknown third party to burglarize a desolate house in the countryside and acquire a rare tape. Upon searching the house, the group is confronted by a dead body, a lob of old television sets and an endless supply of cryptic footage, each video stranger and more terrifying than the last. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Magnolia. **$9.95**

**4892619** HAVANA DAMA: THE Origin. Widescreen. Bullied Japanese school student Mizuki has the ultimate revenge on her teenage tormentors in this horror-fest tinged with dark humor. Possessed by a powerful and frightening spirit, Mizuki begins to destroy those who tortured her and to whom she can attribute all her misfortunes. In Japanese with English subtitles. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Olive Films. **$5.95**

**4652098** CINCO DE MAYO. Widescreen. Never give a recently fired professor a knife and a Day of the Dead mask. You’re just asking for trouble. Humberto Valdez is teaching a small town junior college and he takes his chance seriously. With the exception of a lone student, Valdez is considered by the pupils to be a joker and out of touch with the real world. Little do they know, 71 minutes. **$4.95**

**LIMITED EDITION 485747X** DELIRIUM. Widescreen. Gioia is a buxom centerfold for a popular magazine. Having an admirer of two is expected, but Gioia’s admirer is a vicious killer. The fellow magazine models one at a time using a variety of twisted implementations of death. Is Gioia normal? Serina Grandi leads the cast in this stunning feature film. **$4.95**

**4740254** SURVIVAL OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. On an island off the coast of Delaware, local residents simultaneously fight a zombie epidemic while hoping for a cure to return their un-dead relatives back to their human state. This film horror master George A. Romero picks up where Diary of the Dead leaves off. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Magnolia. **$5.95**

**4785555** FATHERS. Widescreen. Fans flock to a festival celebrating the most iconic horror movies, only to discover that the charismatic showman behind the event has a diabolical agenda. As festival attendees are killed off, three teens band together and battle through various madmen and monstrosities to survive. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. **$4.95**

**4757270** ORGY OF THE LIVING DEAD. Widescreen. Includes an exclusive, limited edition slipcover! A zombie movie set in a small highland village in 19th century Scotland, where a stranger’s arrival to claim an inheritance is met with apocalyptic visions and other evil omens. The town unearths a cult full of horrors, including thongs of the living dead. Also known as The Haping Woman. **$21.95**

**4792932** CLASS OF NUKE ‘EM HIGH 2: Subhumanoid Meltdown. The lovable crotches from Tromaville high school have graduated Summa Cum Warm for their colorful peace movement. The Institute of Technology is awash in a wave of violence and corporate greed. Meltdowns, massacres, and mutations abound on campus. Where humongous giant squirls are the least of your problems. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. MGM. **$4.95**

**4862415** THE UNBORN. Widescreen. Enter a world of utopian evil one finds a new form in this shocking supernatural thriller about a young woman plagued by chilling dreams and tormented by strange figures who seem to watch her waking hours. Her only hope to break the debilitating paranormal curse is to enter an exorcism with spiritual adviser Sendak. (Gary Oldman). Includes unrated cut. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. **$9.95**

**4825365** HOUSE OF WAX. Widescreen. An associate burns down a wax museum with the owner inside, but he survives only to become venegful and murderous. Stars Vincent Price and Phyllis Kirk. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. English SDH. 88 minutes. Warner Home Video. **$7.95**
469291 TRASHOLOGY. Widescreen. A college writing assignment leads Tracy to explore her passion for film, especially the "trash" genre made infamous by John Waters. Her research leads her to the book Trashology, firing her imagination and leading the viewer into a trilogy of horror, revenge and vigilante justice tales. 84 minutes. Martini Entertainment. $4.95

474652 THE ASSENT. Widescreen. After a series of disturbing supernatural events, a family gathers at a lakeside camp to suspect that his young son may be possessed. 87 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

472677 FORGET ME NOT/HOUSE OF FALLEN/RED HOOK. Widescreen. In Forget Me Not, Sandy the popular class president must fight for her life after discovering the secret behind her friends’ disappearance. In House of Fallen, a group of fallen angels walk amongst the earth disguised as humans they inhabit. In Red Hook, Jenny and her friends decipher cryptic clues after joining a scavenger hunt that isn’t what it seems. All Rated R. Over 4 hours. Phase Four Films. $7.95

472856 MOTHER’S DAY. Widescreen. After a bank robbery gone wrong, three brothers head for home, only to discover that their mother has lost the house in a las vegas bankruptcy. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. Rated R. 112 minutes. $4.95

2940258 AMERICAN MUMMY. A group of college students in the New Mexico desert unearth an ancient mummy, on which one of the students performs a secret, primal blood ritual. Soon, the mummy’s curse possesses the students’ souls, turning them into violent, bloodthirsty zombies. Includes Blu-ray 2D, 3D and DVD versions. Not Rated. $3.95

482374 TRICK ‘R TREAT. Widescreen. Four interwoven tales set on Halloween night: a high school principal battles a mischievous trick or treating demon. Rated R. 82 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $34.93

482390 UNIVERSAL HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. Horror icons Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi created some of the most memorable characters in cinematic history. When these two actors came together for a series of films in the 1930’s audiences could not get enough. This collection includes The Black Cat; The Raven; The Invisible Ray; The House of Dr. Megalos; The Man of a Thousand Faces; Doctor of Market Street; The Strange Case of Doctor Rx; and The Mad Ghoul. Over 4 hours on four Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $69.97 $41.95

482404 UNIVERSAL HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. This four film box set of Lon Chaney and murderous fiends includes such horror stars as Lionel Atwill, George Zucco, David Bruce and Evelyn Ankers. Featuring Lon Chaney’s final film, The Shadow of the Cat. In The Loose Caboose; The Mad Doctor of Market Street; The Strange Case of Doctor Rx; and The Mad Ghoul. Over 4 hours on four Blu-rays. Rated R. Scream Factory. Not Rated. In B&W. Pub. at $69.97 $41.95

482412 UNIVERSAL HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 3. Widescreen. Get ready for more thrills and chills! This collection includes such horror stars as Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Vincent Price, Lon Chaney, and Dwight Frye. Includes The Black Cat; The Mad Doctor of Market Street; London After Midnight; The Man Made Monster; The Black Cat; and Horror Island. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 4 hours on four Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $69.97 $41.95

482249 UNIVERSAL HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 4. Fullscreen. This volume of the Universal Horror Collection includes four tales of terror: Night Key; Night Monster; The Catman; and House of Horrors. Stars include Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Lon Chaney, and Ronald Reuther. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Nearly five hours on 4 Blu-rays. At $69.97 $41.95

482247 UNIVERSAL HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 6. Get ready for more thrills and chills with these four horror classics: The Black Castle starring Richard Greene and Boris Karloff; Cult of the Cobra with Faith Domergue and Richard Lewis; The Thing That Couldn’t Die starring William Reynolds; and The Shadow of the Cat with Andre Morell. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 5 hours on 4 Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $69.97 $41.95

484821 APRIL FOOL’S DAY. Widescreen. When Muffy St. John (Deborah Foreman) invited her college friends up to her parents’ secluded island, she forgot to tell them it might be the last time of their lives. As soon as the kids arrive, someone starts trimming the guest list one murder at a time. Rated R. 82 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

484441 THE NIGHT OF THE SORCERERS/THE LORELEY’S GRASP. Director Amado de Ossorio delivers a pair of marauding Lucio Fulci classics: The Black Cat; and The Night of the Sorcerers. The former follows a group of friends as they stop a horrific beast–but the hunter learns that creature is in fact an alluring being that craves human hearts. Not Rated. Nearly 3 hours. Scream Factory. Pub. at $41.95

482379 DREAM HOUSE. Widescreen. Will Atenton (Daniel Craig) is a devoted family man with his wife Libby (Rachel Weisz) and their two daughters to a quaint New England home–a home that was once the murder scene of a mother and her children. As the Atenton’s investigate, he’s not sure if he’s seeing ghosts or if the tragic events are somehow related to his own past. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. Rated R. 84 minutes. Fulls creen. $4.95

4740092 CITADEL. An agoraphobic father teams up with a renegade priest to save his daughters from the clutches of a gang of twisted feral children who committed an act of violence against his family members earlier. Rated R. 84 minutes. Fulls creen. $4.95

481783 IN THE MOUTH OF MADNESS. Widescreen. A best selling author’s most recent novel is literally driving readers insane. When he inexplicably vanishes, his publisher sends special investigator John Trent to track him down. The story turns to a town that exists only in the book, Trent crosses the barrier between fact and fiction. Stars Sam Neil and Charlotte Heston. Rated R. 95 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $34.93 $21.95

481485 THE MONKEY’S Paw. Widescreen. After Jake Tilton acquires a mysterious “monkey’s paw” that grants its possessor three wishes, he finds his world turned upside-down. His first two wishes result in his malevolent coaster being resurrected from the dead. Jake will be forced to his psychotic dead friend! Not Rated. 90 minutes. Shout Factory. $2.95

477241 INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. Widescreen. Under cover of darkness, while an unsuspecting city sleeps, an alien life form begins to sow the seeds of unspeakable terror. Directed by Don Siegel. Stars Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter and Yvonne De Carlo. 84 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $2.95

469291 TRASHOLOGY. Widescreen. A college writing assignment leads Tracy to explore her passion for film, especially the “trash” genre made infamous by John Waters. Her research leads her to the book Trashology, firing her imagination and leading the viewer into a trilogy of horror, revenge and vigilante justice tales. 84 minutes. Martini Entertainment. $4.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LOST</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOTEL HELL</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SILVER BULLET</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE BRIDES OF DOLPHIN</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRACULA</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOVE BUTCHER</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE BRAIN</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUEEN DOUBLE FEATURE: The Fog/The Howling</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRAVEYARD SHIFT</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$29.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GHOST SHIP</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GHOST</strong> WideScreen</td>
<td>$37.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LIMITED QUANTITY**

- **1987** NIGHT OF THE CREEPS WideScreen
- **1989** THE REC COLLECTION WideScreen
- **1995** THE TOOLBOX MURDERS WideScreen
- **1998** GHOSTHUNTED: The Horror of Home

**SOLD OUT**

- **1995** CHROMESKULL Laid to Rest WideScreen
- **1997** THE PROWLER WideScreen
- **1998** THE CONJURING WideScreen
- **2001** THE BRIDE OF CHROME SKULL WideScreen
- **2004** THE REC COLLECTION WideScreen
- **2007** THE TOOLBOX MURDERS WideScreen
- **2010** THE LOST ROOM WideScreen

**Activity 2: and Paranormal Activity 3**

- **3929329 PARANORMAL ACTIVITY THREE-MOVIE COLLECTION** WideScreen
- **104008 THE LOVE BUTCHER** WideScreen
- **3954788 THE LOVE BUTCHER** WideScreen
- **3921157 THE BRAIN** WideScreen
- **3915611 SCREAM QUEEN DOUBLE FEATURE: The Fog/The Howling** WideScreen
- **4822157 GRAVEYARD SHIFT** WideScreen

**Activities 1:**

- **3921408 DRACULA** WideScreen
- **3929328 PARANORMAL ACTIVITY Activity 1** WideScreen

**4682023 IRAN AH: THE SPawning WideScreen**

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller – 133 –**
**4729040** THE APPARITION. Widescreen. Years after a student experiment to create a superforce goes wrong, young couple Kelly (Ashley Greene) and Ben (Sebastian Stan) begin to experience a terrifying, unexplained presence in their new house. They turn to a paranormal investigator, Don (Christopher Langan), for help, but it may already be too late. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. Warner Bros. $4.95

**4821734** LAND OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. George A. Romero returns to unleash another chapter in his zombie series! In this tale of terror, Romero creates a harmonious world where the walking dead roam a vast uninhabited wasteland and the living dead try to lead “normal” lives behind the high walls of a fortified city. Rated R. 93 minutes. Also includes an Unrated version of the film. Screen Factory. Pub. at $17.95.


**5x18669** BATES. Rated R. 95 minutes. Bates

**4821610** HORROR OF FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. Young Frankenstein returns from medical school with a depraved taste for beautiful women and whorish experiments. When he runs out of fresh body parts for his research, he turns to murder to complete his gruesome creation. Now, his monster has unleashed its own horrifying killing spree. Stars Ralph (Bobby D) Mocata, who will stop at nothing to destroy the man that created him. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $17.95.

**3803350** HORROR TRIPLE FEATURE, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. This collection of horror includes Scar, Joan escapes a local undertaker who mutilates and tortures demonic women, and The Fly. Don and Nancy as they stay in a motel turns horrific as they fight to survive or be the next victims of The Terror Trap. 94 minutes. In Midnight Movie, a horror movie turns chaotic as the film nears its end. Not Rated. Phase 4 Films.


**5x47002x** A NIGHT IN THE WOODS. Widescreen. When three friends go hiking, their lives are shocked by a sudden, strange, and terrifying event. And suddenly, all the three friends face a common enemy. Rated R. English and Spanish. 84 minutes. Follow Don and Nancy as they stay in a motel turns horrific as they fight to survive or be the next victims of The Terror Trap. 94 minutes. In Midnight Movie, a horror movie turns chaotic as the film nears its end. Not Rated. Phase 4 Films.

**4820110** THE DEVIL RIDES OUT. Widescreen. The Duc de Richelieu is entrusted with the care of his deceased friend’s son, Simon. Discovering that the young man has been seduced into joining a satanic cult, the Duc must rescue Simon from a nocturnal beast that roams the local woods. Rated R. In Color and B&W.

**481815** LUST FOR A VAMPIRE. Widescreen. A mysterious man performs the rites of black magic bringing the notorious female vampire Carmilla Karnstein back to life. To protect her, Wolf Haller (Christopher Lee) and a group of wolves must kill the fiendish monster. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. 77 minutes. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions.

**4820107** WOMEN OF DEATH. Widescreen. A young woman and her new husband move to a rural boarding school where she meets a peculiar headmaster and his lusty wife. When the fragile newlyweds is stalked and assualted by a ghostly female, her terror escalates to a frenzy of madness and murder—or does it? Stars Judy Collins. 94 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub. at $11.95.

**4820109** ATTACK OF THE PUPPET PEOPLE. Widescreen. Mr. Franz is a kindly old doll-maker who has a secret technique—he turns people into puppets and gives them human re-inventions to entertain him! But one day, tired of being toyed with, the puppets launch a vengeful attack. Stars John Agar and Susan Gordon. In B&W. 79 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.97.

**482015X** THE ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN. Widescreen. Botanist Dr. John Rollason (Peter Cushing) decides to join an exploration team on a dangerous expedition to search for the legendary Yeti. Soon after setting up camp, the group is attacked by a large beast which is shot by a trapper. Before long, the strain of the expedition takes its toll and the group begins to lose control. Not Rated. In B&W. 91 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub. at $27.99.

**4820110** TEN MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT. Widescreen. Caroline Williams returns as veteran punk rock disc jockey Amy. Amy, bitten by a rabid bat on the eve of her final broadcast, when a raging storm traps Amy, her mysterious replacement and the uneasy staff at a small town radio station, reality begins to fracture as they move further into the grayscale void. Not Rated. 73 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

**4822072** RASPUTIN: The Mad Monk. Widescreen. In czarist Russia, Rasputin (Christopher Lee), a peasant monk, mysteriously demonstrates his healing powers by saving a woman’s life and asking only for wine and a banana. But Rasputin are nothing to do with the dreams he made about. But soon Rasputin uses his charm and powers to become increasingly manipulative and violent. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $17.95.

**4821726** JOHN CARPENTER’S VAMPIRES. Widescreen. “Forget everything you’ve ever heard about vampires,” warns Jack Crow (James Woods), the leader of Team Crow, a reformed group of mercenaries. They have been hired by the Vatican to destroy vampires. When Master Vampire Valek decimates Jack’s entire team, Crow and the sole team survivor, Montoya (Daniel Coonan), are left to battle the creatures. Rated R. 105 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub. at $27.99.

**482153X** FRANKENSTEIN CREATED WOMAN. Widescreen. After being reanimated, Baron Frankenstein transfers the soul of a murdered young man into the body of a woman, which results in a vision of beauty. The experiment appears successful until Frankenstein discovers that the woman’s seductive appetites are being driven by the murdered young man and his passion for revenge. Stars Peter Cushing. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99.

**4821505** FEAR IN THE NIGHT. Widescreen. A young woman and her new husband must find a way to keep their marriage from falling apart. Willard (John Barrymore) has a secret technique—he turns people into puppets and gives them human re-inventions to entertain him! But one day, tired of being toyed with, the puppets launch a vengeful attack. Stars John Agar and Susan Gordon. In B&W. 79 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.97.

**477101X** SOLID METAL NIGHTMARES. The Films of Shinya Tsukamoto. This collection gathers together eight films, which have a high artistic quality, in their own right. Not Rated. In Japanese with English Subtitles. Over 12 hours on four Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95.
**HORROR BLU-RAY**

**4864256 BLOODSUCKING FREAKS.** widescreen. Bloodsucking Freaks takes you to a real-life Broadway theater of the macabre, operated by a deranged impresario. Inside, sadistic entertainments are staged for his audience’s pleasure, including tortures, dismemberments, and gruesome acts which appear to be faked. But the twisted truth is they are not theatrical at all! includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. not rated. 91 minutes. Toho Team. $11.95.

**4844112 FRANKENSTEIN AND THE MUMMY’S TOMB.** widescreen. Has Baron Frankenstein truly died? That’s precisely what he wants the world to think. He’s had it with a public that doesn’t appreciate his incredible accomplishments. so he goes through to snatch good body parts. to carry on his work, he holes up in a place where the possibilities are utterly maddening—a home for the criminally insane. stars Peter Cushing, Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $29.99. $17.95.

**4844394 THE MANGLE.** widescreen. Based on Stephen King’s short story, this white-knuckle chiller follows a cop (Ted Levine) as he investigates a series of grisly accidents—and uncovers a deadly town secret that has been hidden for years—a terrifying entity that threatens to destroy everything in its path. he races to destroy the beast before it’s too late. unrated. 106 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $29.99. $17.95.

**4844386 KISS OF THE VAMPIRE.** widescreen. When a wrong turn leaves newlyweds Marianne and Gerald Howard stranded in a remote Bavarian forest, they have no choice but to accept the hospitality of the hypnotic Dr. Ravna, distinguished lord of a nearby castle. soon they are changed in the image of horror and deception from which there may be no escape. not rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $29.99. $17.95.

**4821149 THE BODY SNATCHER.** widescreen. Screen icon Boris Karloff plays the title role in the Val newton adaptation of Robert Louis Stevenson’s classic. A doctor (Henry Daniel) needs cadavers for medical studies and karloff is willing to provide them—or another. features a supporting performance by horror icon Bela Lugosi. Scream Factory. pub. at $29.99. $17.95.

**4834310 THE MUMMYS TOMB.** widescreen. A British expedition in Egypt discovers the ancient sealed tomb of the evil Queen Tera. But when one of the archaeologists steals a mysterious ring from the corpse’s severed hand, he unleashes a relentless curse upon his family. is the young woman now a hand, he unleashes a relentless curse upon their lives? antagonized by the mysterious ring from the corpse’s severed hand, he unleashes a relentless curse upon their lives? antagonized by the known is on a quest to absorb the darkness. But when an American occult novelist (Richard Widmark) uncovers the conspiracy, he must battle an unknown behemoth. stars Peter Cushing. not rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $29.99. $17.95.

**4822358 TO THE DEVIL...A DAUGHTER.** widescreen. A heretic priest (Christopher Lee) plots to use a teenage nun (Nastassja Kinski) in a depraved pact with the forces of darkness. But when an American occult novelist (Richard Widmark) uncovers the conspiracy, he must battle an unknown behemoth. Not rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $27.99. $17.95.

**482234X THE TINGLER.** widescreen. Vincent price stars as an obsessed doctor who discovers a parasitic creature which grows on the spinal cords of terrified people. If they scream, the Tingler can be destroyed. If they don’t, it will devour them. monthly newsletter. stars Judith Evelyn. 82 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $29.99. $17.95.

**482270X ISLAND OF TERROR.** widescreen. A tranquil, tiny island is rocked by the mysterious death of a local farmer, who is found in a cave without a bone in his body. Soon pathologist Dr. Brian Stanley (Peter Cushing) and bone specialists find themselves stranded. They uncover the unseen culprit: a horde of bone-eating creatures! 87 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $19.97. $11.95.

**4821656 GRAVE OF THE VAMPIRE.** widescreen. The vampire Caleb Crouse is awakened from his unholy slumber—with an insatiable lust for blood. A brutal attack on a pair of lovers allows for his desire to be tempered. But when his victims discover what Caleb is capable of, they are left with no choice but to destroy him.高速 approximation作業が行われています。かつての殻に帰りたいという願いを叶えるために。Child as the child gets older he learns of his father’s true nature and sets out to destroy the monsters. Scream Factory. pub. at $24.99. $14.95.

**4821580 THE GREEN INFERN.** widescreen. Determined to protect the Amazon rainforest, a group of student activists fly to Peru only to crash-land deep in the jungle. Captured by a pack of bloodthirsty cannibals, the survivors struggle to escape the horror ....uncovered a deadly town secret that has been hidden for years—a terrifying entity that threatens to destroy everything in its path. he races to destroy the beast before it’s too late. unrated. 106 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $29.99. $17.95.

**4821548 FRIGHT.** widescreen. Teenage babysitter Amanda (Susan George) arrives at the Lloyd home to watch their young son for the evening. But it seems that the strangely nervous Mrs. Lloyd is hiding a shocking secret—a secret that has just escaped from a nearby insane asylum and is now desperately trying to get inside the house. Not rated. 87 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $26.95. $15.95.

**4822256 WHAT’S THE MATTER WITH HELEN?** widescreen. Debbie Reynolds and Shelley Winters star in this stylish and eerie tale as a pair of young dreamers who come to Hollywood to start an idyllic new life, only to end up entangled in a hellish nightmare. Also stars Dennis Weaver, Agnes Moorehead, and Zach Galligan. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $27.99. $9.75.

**4810332 DOG SOLDIERS.** widescreen. when a band of soldiers dispatched to war games, stumble across a rival team slaughtered in camp, they realize they’re not alone. something deadly is waiting in the darkness, something not animal and not human. the soldiers a bloody battle against the beasts. Will they live to see the dawn? Rated R. English SDH. includes DVD 5 minutes. First Look. $5.95.

**4853423 SCARS OF DRACULA.** widescreen. the legendary Christopher lee is back as dracula, bringing unspeakable horrors upon a local village which defies his evil reign. The Prince of Darkness is the combines the brutal violence of past entries with a bloody battle against the beasts, Will they live to see the dawn? Rated R. 95 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $26.95. SOLD OUT.

**481785 LET’S SCARE JESSICA TO DEATH.** widescreen. released from an institution after suffering a nervous breakdown, Jessica seeks the tranquility of a secluded home in Connecticut to help make her recovery complete. But instead of a restful recuperation with her husband and close friend, Jessica soon finds herself falling into a swirling vortex of madness and the supernatural. English SDH. 77 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $26.95. $17.95.

**481750 THE LEECH WOMAN.** widescreen. Hoping to discover the secret to eternal youth, Dr. Paul Talbot (Peter Cushing) takes on the long-suffering wife, June (Coleen Gray) to follow him to Africa. When captured by natives, they witness the shocking metamorphosis of one of their captors (David Prowse) into a young god. But this “magic” is short-lived and as Talbot soon learns, requires a male sacrifice. Not rated. In B&W. 77 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $26.95. $17.95.

**4817270 THE CRAFT.** widescreen. Sarah has had enough. So as this newcomer at St. Benedict’s Academy, she immediately falls in love with high school outsiders. But there’s something different about these girls; it’s not just that they’re attractive, it’s just that they don’t settle for being a group of misfits. They have discovered the Craft—and they’re going to use it. stars Robin Tunney. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Scream Factory. pub. at $29.99. $17.95.

*/ Horror Blu-ray */

**LIKE US ON FACEBOOK.COM/EDWARDRHAMILTONBOOKSELLER**
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★ 4821254 CIRCUS OF HORIES. Widescreen. A deranged plastic surgeon takes over a traveling circus, then transforms horribly disfigured young women into ravishing beauties and coerces them to perform in his three-ring extravaganza. But when they try to escape the clutches of the doctor, they begin to meet with sudden and horrific “accidents.” Stars Anton Diffring. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95


★ 4824171 TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE NEXT GENERATION. Widescreen. A young couple who survive a car crash in the Texas woods on prom night, they discover the monster, see it temporarily disabled by gas—and then watch in terror as it unfolds its eight legs of doom. Will our heroes survive? Can they bail out of this doomed, blood-freely oiling the East African plain and the horror has only just begun. Stars Skellan St gravid. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

★ 4875052 BLOOD FOR DRACULA. Widescreen. Desperate for virgin blood, Count Dracula (Udo Kier) drags his ghastly harem. In a Italian villa only to discover the family’s three young daughters are also coveted by the estate’s Marxist stud (Joe Dallesandro). This sumptuously depraved three young daughters are still regarded as among the best. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions as well as a CD of the soundtrack. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Sevenunn. Pub. at $59.95 $44.95

★ 4875495 BLOOD FOR DRACULA. Widescreen. Desperate for virgin blood, Count Dracula (Udo Kier) drags his ghastly harem. In a Italian villa only to discover the family’s three young daughters are also coveted by the estate’s Marxist stud (Joe Dallesandro). This sumptuously depraved three young daughters are still regarded as among the best. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions as well as a CD of the soundtrack. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Sevenunn. Pub. at $59.95 $44.95

★ 4822332 TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE NEXT GENERATION. Widescreen. In a jolting remake of the 1979 cult classic that starred Vincent Price, Geoffrey Rush plays twisted theme park bigshot Stephen Price, who’s hosting a scary haunted house bash for his wife (Famke Janssen) at an abandoned site for the insane. A group of strangers are assembled for the evening that could make them all very rich or profoundly dead. Stars Slater. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.93 $21.95

★ 3855627 13THEEN. Widescreen. As a ferocious storm approaches the town of Emeryville, residents are warned that a crazed serial killer will begin to haunt them. And when the appurtenances abduct their youngest daughter, the Bowens must find a way to rescue her—or they’ll lose her forever. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray 3D versions. $7.95

★ 4821831 THE MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH. Widescreen. Death and debauchery reign in the castle of Prince Prospero (Vincent Price), and when it reigns, it pours! Prospero has one rule by sadistic his orphanage nuns, Billy Chapman is all grown up and out to punish the naught. Dressed as Santa Claus himself, he goes on a hell killing spree! Includes the 99 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

★ 4821343 DAUGHTERS OF SATAN. Widescreen. Tom Selleck delivers a commanding performance as James Robertson, an antique dealer living in Manilla. James buys a Spanish painting dating back to 1592 from an art gallery, of the text: “The Head That Drips Blood.” But when James’ wife becomes possessed by the spirit of one of the witches, and soon she and two local women decide to murder James. Rated R. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★ 3888916 JEEPERS CREEPERS/JEEPERS CREEPERS 2. Widescreen. In Jeepers Creepers two homeward-bound teens become the targets of an invisible and unstoppable creature who has been waiting for them to have ever imagined. In Jeepers Creepers 2 a team of high school athletes are stranded on a deserted old school in Texas, as they break the creepy notions of the old, derelict doctor, they may not survive. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. MGM $7.95

★ 4821428 THE CHOSEN. Widescreen. The spirit of one of the witches, and soon she and two local women decide to murder James. Rated R. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★ 4821246 THE CHOSEN. Widescreen. The spirit of one of the witches, and soon she and two local women decide to murder James. Rated R. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★ 4775866 PUZZLE. Widescreen. The Hitchcockian flair of the absolute best gialli from the 1970s, Sara and Ted together try to unravel the mystery of his missing months during his amnesia, and they have their hands full. Not only are there murders, international criminal plots, and Ted betrayed by his wife—but Ted is betrayed in turn by a mysterious woman with a hidden agenda. Dubbed in English. English SDH. Rated R. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★ 4822700 THE BIRD WITH THE CRYSTAL PLUMAGE. Widescreen. An American expatriate in Rome witnesses an attempted murder that is connected to an ongoing killing spree in the city, and concludes something is working against him and his girlfriend being targeted by the killer. Stars Tonny Musante and Susy Kendall. Rated R. Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 3816332 EXORCIST: THE BEGINNING. Widescreen. Years before Father Lankester Merrin helped save Regan MacNeil’s soul, he first encounters the demon Pazuzu in East Africa. He works helplessly as atrocities are committed against an innocent native tribe, and Pazuzu flows freely on the East African plain and the horror has only just begun. Stars Skellan St gravid. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

★ 4758021 TREMORS. Widescreen. George Bunker (Kevan Connor) and Earl (Fred Ward) are sick of their dead-end jobs in one-horse desert town Perfection, Nevada. Just as they’re about to escape Perfection forever, however, things start to get really weird. Half-eaten corpses litter the road out of town; the phone lines stop working—something terrible is coming. Not Rated. 94 minutes, 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 4821515 THE DEADLY MANITS. Widescreen. What’s worse than a horde of lochstus? A gigantic man-eating praying mantis, released from a million year’s sleep and ready to claw its way to world domination. This menacing insect kills everything in its path while scientist and the military work to stop it! Stars Craig Stevens. Not Rated. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

★ 4790054 CASTLE OF THE CREEPING FLESH. Widescreen. A group of bourgeois swingers stumble upon the creepy castle of the cursed Earl of Saxon, they’ll discover an unholy nightmare of sexual violence, bornmbolic performance, deaths, and heavenly performances, grisly destructions, and inappropriate morality. Dubbed in English. Sevenunn. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★ 4821881 BENNY LOVES YOU. Widescreen. Jack, a man desperate to improve his life throws away his beloved childhood plush, Benny. It’s a move that has disastrous consequences when Benny reveals the secret intentions. English SDH. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4824332 SLEEPWALKERS. Widescreen: Stephen King’s terrifying tale of modern day zombies who move from small town to small town to prey on virtuous young women. These vicious shapeshifters have a one-track mind: sex with dead-end intentions. English SDH. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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Blu-ray versions as well as a CD of the soundtrack. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Sevenunn. Pub. at $59.95 $44.95
**HORROR BLU-RAY**

4821600 **THE ALLIAGTOR PEOPLE**. Widescreen. A young woman (Beverly Garland) is abandoned by her husband (Richard Crane) on their wedding day. When she tracks him down at his ancestral home in the bayous of Louisiana, she uncovers his terrible secret—he was saved from death by an experimental serum derived from infected alligators, and now he's developing horrifying side effects. In B&W. 74 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95.

4821599 **NEKROMANANTHUS**. Widescreen. The story of two teenagers from rural Hungary, forced into a nightmare of sexual assault and sadistic violence, remains one of the most graphically bloody films ever made. The rugged landscape serves as a fitting backdrop for the film, and Flavio Bucci. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95.

**LIMITED QUANTITY**

4836219 **THE BREED/DAY OF THE DEAD**. Widescreen. In *The Breed*, a group of friends fly away to a deserted island for the weekend. They soon realize that this beautiful getaway will become their biggest nightmare. Stars Michelle Rodriguez. In *Day of the Dead*, the possessed creation. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Millennium. $29.95.

4824555 **ANNABELLE: 2 Film Collection**. Widescreen. In *Annabelle* John has found the perfect gift for his wife, Mia—a rare vintage doll. But Mia's delight with *Annabelle* doesn't last long. With the doll comes *Annabelle: Creation*. Several years after the tragic death of their daughter, a dollmaker and his wife welcome a nun and six girls into their home. But the girls become targets of the possessed creation. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95.

4822544 **THE WASP WOMAN**. Widescreen. Roger Corman directs this thriller, starring Susan Cabot as Janice Starke, a woman who has come to town to start a new life. But when she meets her neighbor, she turns into a monster! Not Rated. In B&W. 63 minutes. Scarem Factory. Pub. at $27.99.


4821459 **EXORCIST II: The Heretic**. Widescreen. Bizarre nightmares plague Regan MacNeil (Linda Blair) four years after her possession and exorcism. Has the demon returned? And if so, can the combined faith and knowledge of a Vatican investigator (Richard Burton) and a research specialist (Louise Fletcher) free her from its grasp? Rated R. 89 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

4821068 **HAPPY HELL NIGHT**. Widescreen. On October 31, 1963, seven members of the Phi Delta Kappa Fraternity were found brutally mutilated following an occult ritual. A terrified priest was immediately locked away for the crime. Twenty-five years later a fraternity hazing prank goes wrong and the psychotic ghoul escapes. Now a relentless evil has been unleashed. 87 minutes. Code Red. $9.95.

4820597 **THE ALLIAGTOR**. Widescreen. When Dr. Charles K. Zimms is attacked by a pack of feral cats in his Houston laboratory, he meets Dr. Anthony Dimaggio, an eccentric doctor. Dr. Dimaggio is developing a serum derived from the necromantic species, which will promote healing and rejuvenate Janice, with one side effect—it turns her into a monster! Rated R. 104 minutes. Scarem Factory. Pub. at $27.99. $17.95.

482036X **DEMONS OF THE MIND**. Widescreen. In the 19th century, a depraved baron opens a solitary nerve by imprisoning his two adult children in the family castle. When a nearby village is plagued by a series of murders, the killings trigger a series of unexplained rituals. Can these "demons" be destroyed by a power beyond madness or will evil forever torment this land? Stars Paul Jones. Factory. Pub. at $77.95. $39.95.

4790359 **ALL THE COLORS OF THE DARK**. Widescreen. Even by extreme '70s standards, it remains among the most notorious and disturbing thrillers in genre history. The film begins with a character that gives the performance of her career as a woman tormented by visions of Satanic violence, hallucinatory horror and psychosexual obsessions. George Hilton, Ivan Rossinov and Susan Scott co-star in Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95.

4822528 **WAR OF THE COLOSSAL BEAST**. Widescreen. After Glenn Mandelblatt (Burt Reynolds) a plutostrum blast that triggered his mutation into a 70-foot giant, everyone believed he died when he fell from the top of Boulder Dam. But he is very much alive and very angry. When he escapes the authorities, his chains are the Colossal Beast sets out to wreak havoc on Los Angeles! Not Rated. English SDH. In B&W. 68 minutes. Scarem Factory. Pub. at $28.95. $17.95.

4822005 **THE PAUL NASCHY COLLECTION II**. Paul Naschy was Spain’s answer to Lon Chaney. He has portrayed classic monsters—the Wolfman, Frankenstein’s monster, Count Dracula, the Mummy and more. This set includes five stellar films from his distinguished career. Hunchback of the Mouge; A Dragoony for Each Corpse; The Devil's Possessed; Exorcism; and The Werewolf and the Yeti. Not Rated. English dubbing and subtitles. Over 7 hours on five Blu-rays. Scarem Factory. Pub. at $59.95. $39.95.

4822002 **THE HILLS RUN RED**. Widescreen. A group of young horror fans go searching for a film that mysteriously vanished years ago but find that the two hookers in the movie are real, and he's thrilled to meet fans who will die gruesomely for his art. Rated R. English SDH. 81 minutes. Scarem Factory. Pub. at $17.95. $11.95.


4810163 **BLETHY: The Demon of Incest**. In one of the most bizarre EuroSleaze sickies of the '70s, Mark Damon delivers an atypically unhinged performance as a deranged monster consumed by unnatural lust for his beautiful sister (Claudia Gray). Toss in depraved dollops of sex, voyeurism, demonic possession and grotesque fetishism and you get the classic: the behemoth pornographic 88 minutes. Scarem Factory. Pub. at $22.97. $14.95.

4820169 **SILENT NIGHT, DEADLY NIGHT**. A woman intended to alter her son's personality, becomes an unstoppable force with this four film collection packed with enough special features to make any fan’s mouth water. Includes: Critters 1; Critters 2: The Main Course; Critters 3; and Critters 4:一方面是人类和外星生物的生存竞争，另一方面是外星生物内部的权力斗争。导演理查德·克里斯托夫（Richard Christoff）在片中运用了大量的视觉效果和音乐元素，使整部作品充满了惊悚和紧张的氛围。但是，这部作品也饱受争议，许多人认为它过于血腥和暴力，甚至有人认为导演过于强调视觉效果而忽略了剧情的发展。然而，无论从哪个角度来看，这部电影都是一部值得一看的作品。
**FATHER'S DAY.** Widescreen. Ahab is a revenge-crazed deranged psychopath/hero freed out of prison for mistakenly slaughtering the ruthless monster who raped and murdered his father. But fathers are still being grotesquely attacked, so a teen hustler and a hot priest search out the elusive Ahab, determined to finish the job he started. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Iroma Team. $11.95

**THE MAN-THING/BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE.** Widescreen. The Tokyo science research lab uncovers a radioactive liquid that turns people into slimy blobs that float down the drains following a rainstorm in The Human. A series of monstrous blasphemers cap the globe, causing the world’s scientists to conclude that beings from another planet are attacking Earth in Battle in Outer Space. 169 minutes on two Blu-rays. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**TERROR IN THE AISLES.** Widescreen. A roller coaster ride through the most terrifying moments from over 70 of Hollywood’s greatest chills. Donald Pleasence and Nancy Allen are the hosts of this blood-curdling journey through a collection of horror classics like Psycho, Jaws, Friday the 13th, and The Texas Chainsaw Massacre. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. ScreenFact. Pub. at $29.98. $17.95

**THE EVIL.** Widescreen. A psychologist (Richard Crenna) and his wife (Joanna Pettet) buy a dilapidated old mansion. Hoping to restore the estate and turn it into a drug rehabilitation clinic, he accepts the help of some of his patients. But when a secret door in the basement is opened, the insatiable mental patient inside is unleashed. One by one, they are picked off by the unspeakable terror. Rated R. 89 minutes. ScreenFact. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95

**I REMEMBER YOU.** Widescreen. An elderly woman hangs herself in a church. A grieving father searches for the truth about what happened to his missing son. And a trio of young city dwellers unwilling to be a sinister force when they begin renovating a cursed home on a remote island. A hair-raising ghost story and a powerful tale of life beyond death. English SDH. In Icelandic with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $22.97. $7.95

**THE DARIO ARGENTO COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Three Giallo classics. In The Cat O’ Nine Tails a simple robbery turns into a series of ritual murders, leading to a shattering climax of violence. In Deep Red an English jazz pianist living in Rome witnesses the brutal hatchet murder of a young woman quickly drawn into the savage crime. In Inferno a young woman stumbles upon a mysterious diary that unleashes a nightmare world of demonic evil. Not Rated. English SDH. Over five hours on 3 Blu-rays. Blue Undergro. $19.95


**HOW TO MAKE A MONSTER.** Widescreen. When the movie studio mogul decides they’d rather make musicals instead of horror films, their veteran writer (Michael Murphy) is invited to Recreation to liberate the mole people. Can they escape this strange underground world? Stars John Agar. Not Rated. In BW. 77 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $17.95

**COUNT DRACULA.** In 1970, cult director Jess Franco and screen legend Christopher Lee collaborated on what remains perhaps the most spellbinding version of Dracula in movie history. Lee stars as the Count, Herbert Lom as Van Helsing, Soledad Miranda as Lucy, Maria Rohm as Mina and authentic Count Dracula. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Widescreen. Tisa Farlow. Unrated. 90 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**ANTHROPOPHAGOUS.** Even by 80s Italian gore-splattering standards, this gorging shocker from sex and sleaze maestro Joe D’Amato still stands as perhaps the most controversial—and extreme—splatter epic of them all. Stars George Eastman and Tisa Farlow. Unrated. 90 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**ZOMBIE.** Widescreen. Tisa Farrow, Ian McCulloch, Al Cliver and Richard Johnson star in this worldwide splatter sensation. “Gore” Lucio Fulci that remains one of the most eye-skewering, skin-ripping, gore-gushing graphic horror hits of all time. Includes a bonus Blu-ray of extras. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $49.95. $24.95

**THE MANITOU.** Widescreen. What surgeons thought to be a tumor growing on the neck of Karen Tandy (Susan Strasberg) is actually a fetus growing at an abnormally accelerated rate. But when she reaches out to former lover and phony psychic Tony Curtis (Richard Crenna), he finds himself transformed into a horrific huge bat. He thinks it's just a scratch–until he must destroy the enraged beast once and for all. 103 minutes. ScreenFact. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95

**DEMONIA.** Fans can’t miss this the last great film of Lucio Fulci, the Godfather of Gore. When a Canadian television crew tracks down a malevolent New York night club, they find a crucified coven of satanic sisters with full-on Fulci fury. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**MY BLOODY VALENTINE.** Widescreen. A deranged old folk tale surrounding a deranged murderer killing those who celebrate Valentine’s Day turns out to be true to legend when a group of college students decide to start turning up dead. Stars Paul Kelman and Lori Hallier. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Also includes the Unrated version. ScreenFact. Pub. at $34.93. $21.95

**ANNABELLE.** Widescreen. In this thriller based on the terrifying doll from The Conjuring, John has found the perfect gift for his wife, Mia—a rare vintage doll. But Mia’s delight with Annabelle doesn’t last long. Packaged in a steelbook case. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Warner Bros. $11.95

**THE UNTOLD STORY.** Widescreen. In 1978 in Hong Kong, a grisly murder occurs eight years later on a Macao beach, kids discover the severed hands of a fresh victim. A squad of officers, happy go lucky cops investigate and before long, things really start to get out of control when they discover the new owner of The Eight Immortal’s Restaurant. The most notorious Category 3 Hong Kong–iconic, intense and a true classic. Rated R. English with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Pub. at $29.95. $14.95

**THE MAID.** Widescreen. Joy is the new maid of a royal house, whose previous maid disappeared under mysterious circumstances and is now haunting and terrorizing the family. Joy works to uncover the reason behind the former maid’s disappearance. Not Rated. English SDH. 102 minutes. Epic Pictures. ISBN 978-1-62088-146-0 $11.95

**BABY YABA.** Widescreen. A young family hires a nanny to look after their children but after gaining their trust, their new guardian begins exhibiting some alarming and lethal behavior. When his parents don’t believe his claims, Son Egor is left to contend with the problem on his own. Could it be that his nanny is the ancient demon, Baby Yaga? Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**SHOCKING DARK.** A team of badass marines, a tough female civilian and an orphaned girl battle monsters beneath the Venice canals while being chased by an indescribable killer cyborg. Stars Geretta Geretta and Tony Lombardo. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**AND NOW THE SCREAMING STARTS.** The legendary Peter Cushing leads an all-star cast including Patrick Magee and Stephanie Beacham in a twisted tale of family curses, murder, desecration and a devilishly deformed pesky demon that has to be seen to be believed. Directed by Roy Ward Baker. 91 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**PAGANINI HORROR.** When an all-girl rock band records an unsung song by Nicolò Paganini—the 19th century composer said to have sold his soul to the devil—they will unleash a skintight spandex nightmare of extreme violence, chesy power balls, and outlandish Satanic havoc. An Itali an horror film considered by fans to be the film that has inspired the most derivative. An Italian horror film. Directed by Dario Argento. Stars Nicoletta Machiavelli and Linda Mavanaugh. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**LINK.** Young graduate student Jane Chase (Elizabeth Shue) becomes the new assistant to an eccentric zoologist professor (Terence Stamp) at the remote home he shares with two brilliant chimpanzees and an elderly orangutan. Marcus was named after a orangutan who was killed when one of the chimps is found dead and the professor disappears, Link towards Jane. Rated R. 103 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**HOWLING VILLAGE.** Widescreen. After her brother goes missing, a young psychologist visits an infamous haunted and cursed location known for its run-ins with the demonic. She gives up her research when she discovers his disappearance and uncover her family’s dark history. Not Rated. English SDH. 108 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**THE PLAGUE OF THE ZOMBIES.** Widescreen. In a remote 19th century Cornish village, an evil presence lurks within the darkness of the ancient ruins. A mysterious creature consumes lives at an unstoppable rate. Desperate to find an antidote, Dr. Peter and Sir James instead find inexplicable horror: empty coffins with the diseased corpses missing! 91 minutes. ScreamFactory. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95

**THE MOLE PEOPLE.** Widescreen. Three anthropologists come upon an unusual race of albino beings who shun all forms of light and have mutant mole men as their slaves. Because of their “magical cylinders of light,” the anthropologists are invited to join them—until they try to liberate the mole people. Can they escape this strange underground world? Stars John Agar. Not Rated. In BW. 78 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $17.95.

**THE CONJURING.** Widescreen. Sebastian and Janice Colleaux are moving into an apartment building where they discover the home has been inherited by a mysterious, generations-old ghost that has murdered a famous, respected university professor. While skiing in the mountains Sebastian finds Janice’s grave and has the perfect opportunity to have an affair with his wife. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $29.99.
**4848160** SHE FREAK. Widescreen. Fed up with waitressing, Jade Cochran (Colette Bacon) embarks on a new life with a traveling carnival. But she discovers that what lurks behind the curtain doesn’t take too kindly to her backstabbing plans. A snapshot of life, love and revenge of a young woman. Not Rated. 84 minutes. AGFA. Pub. at $34.98

**4810236** DEAD & BURIED: Limited Edition Cover C. Widescreen. In the quiet coastal village of Bujok, Piers Morgenthau (Frank Kane) is warmly welcomed—and then brutally murdered. But even more shocking is when these slain strangers suddenly reappear as normal citizens around town. Now the local sheriff must uncover the horrific secret. Featuring one of three eye-popping (literally!) lenticular covers. Includes 4K UHD and Blu-ray versions as well as a CD of the original movie soundtrack. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $59.95

**479141X** SANTA SANGRE. Unlike any film you have ever experienced or ever will, Axel Jodotorvy, Blanca Guerra and Guy Stockwell star in this epic odyssey of ecstasy and anguish, belief and blasphemy, beauty and madness. This deluxe edition includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions as well as a CD of the original soundtrack. Also includes a bonus Blu-ray of special features. Not Rated. 122 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

**4790962** KIDS. The Ozploitation classic—and one of the most under-appreciated of the 80s—returns like never before. Michael Murphy, Dan Shar and Fiona Lewis star in this grisly saga of bizarre experiments, butched teens, New Zealand doubling for suburban Illinois, and a killer in a tiger suit. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $34.95

**4786548** ANGEL OF DEATH. Widescreen. When an attractive pair of young Nazis exploring Uruguay accidentally stumble upon the lair of the reclusive Dr. Josef Mengele, they immediately live to regret it. There, deep in the sweltering jungles, Mengele has continued his hideous human experiments, terrifying, maiming and mutilating virgins in the name of creating some sort of master race. 91 minutes. Blue Moon. Widescreen. Rated 93 minutes. Trojan. Pub. at $19.95

**4745051** THE CHILDREN. Widescreen. A busload of children has disappeared from a New England town and Sheriff Billy Hart is on the case. A short while later, he manages to track down the kids, but unfortunately they seem to have been transformed into murderous zombies by their creepily deranged caretaker. Can he stop the killer tykes before they destroy the town? Not Rated. 93 minutes. AGFA. Pub. at $34.98

**4857747** BRAINSCAN. Widescreen. When a lonely teenager orders the latest interactive video game, the high tech wizardry penetrates his subconscious, where his darkest impulses lead him through a deadly maze of murder, deception, and triples. Stars Edward Furlong and Frank Langella. Rated R. 96 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub. at $29.99

**4822587** THE WITCHES. Widescreen. Gwen Mayfield (Joan Fontaine) accepts an appointment as headmistress at the Haddaby Hall School, but before long she discovers a voodoo doll impaled by pins. The danger that follows brings her face to face with witchcraft as a series of disasters unfold and lead her to the horrible truth. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub. at $27.99

**482167X** I TRAPPED THE DEVIL. Widescreen. Christmas is supposed to be a time for peace and joyous family reunions. But when Matt and his wife Karen show up unannounced at the home of his estranged brother Steve to celebrate the holidays, they are in for a very unpleasant surprise: the devil himself is locked in Steve’s basement. Not Rated. English SDH. 84 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.97

**4821076** AMBITION. Widescreen. Jude Law returns home to find his ex-graphic designer preparing for the best performance of his life, but in her competitive world her ambition could end up literally killing her. As her competitors begin to die in bizarre ways, she recognizes a frightening pattern. Is she next? Not Rated. 87 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99

**4846159** AMERICAN HORROR PROJECT. Widescreen. Volume one of this series presents three tales of violence and madness from the 1970s: Maltesa’s Carnival of Blood; The Witch Who Came from the Sea; and The Premonition. Not Rated. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

**4814177** SCREAM FOR HELP. Widescreen. A schoolgirl becomes entangled with an upper-class New York community as a 17 year old Christy Cromwell cleverly uncovers her stepfather’s horrifying plot to murder her wealthy mother. She’s on his trail when he believes she is on a series of shocking events confirms her worst fears. Rated R. 89 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.99

**4831596** THE GIANT SPIDER INVASION. Widescreen. This cult classic from director Bill Rebane is a low budget science, a franticDup in tries to rescue her. In B&W. English SDH. 89 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $17.95

**4812346** DOCTOR BLOOD’S COFFIN. Widescreen. After being dismissed from medical school because of his devious experiments, Doctor Peter Blood returns home to join his father’s practice. He still believes he can create the perfect human, so he continues his experiments in an abandoned mine where he attempts to revive a rotting corpse. But when Matt and his wife Karen show up unannounced at the home of his estranged brother Steve to celebrate the holidays, they are in for a very unpleasant surprise: the devil himself is locked in Steve’s basement. Not Rated. English SDH. 84 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.97

**4821904** MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE. Widescreen. A deranged serial killer, Mars (Bela Lugosi), searches Paris for a “prospective bride” for his pet gorilla. He finally settles on a beautiful woman to be the gorilla’s mate, then kills one of her suitors and abducts Dupin. But just as the young lady is about to be sacrificed in the name of unholy science, a frantic Dupin tries to rescue her. In B&W. English SDH. 61 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.97

**482184X** MERMAID: Lake of the Dead. Widescreen. For years, she has lived by the lake, hunting and sampling. Dured to swim the waters in which she met her untimely death, the mermaid has risen once again—and this unpeopable wrathlike creature hungers for love and has found a new hook for Marina’s fiancé, Roman. Dubbed in Russian and with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.97

**4821491** FEAR NO EVIL. Widescreen. A surgeon is robbed in modern times as Andrew, a lone teen who is not accepted by his schoolmates. Andrew lashes out against his tormentors with his new, devilish powers. It is up to three around to stop his unholy reign of terror. Stars Stefan Amgrim. Rated R. 99 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub. at $27.99

**4821467** EYE OF THE CAT. Widescreen. Wylie and Kassia are looking for a way to get their hands on the inheritance of Wylie’s cat-loving, wealthy Aunt Danny. But there is one problem—Wylie suffers from a severe fear of cats. In order for the plot to succeed, the pair must first eliminate the legions of feline companions which ends up being less than expected. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99

**4790995** PATRICK. Robert Thompson stars in the original Ozploitation classic as a comatose killer released into a small private hospital. But when a hot new nurse begins to question his condition, Patrick unleashes a waking nightmare of psycho sexual carnage. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

**4790863** JACK THE RIPPER. In 1899, Joseph E. Levine unleashed this grisly UK thriller on American moviegoers. But audiences were horrified by the film’s startling violence, graphic nudity and gore. Today—in its notorious UK cut and American version—you can jump straight into one of the most unapologetic of all-time. Not Rated. In B&W (with US color sequence). 87 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

**4790634** DEATH WARMED UP. A young New Zealand filmmaker (David Blyth) sprayed international movie scathing with this bizarre body fluids for the first splatter movie in Kiwi history. He launched his genre career with this relentlessly graphic—and still incredibly gory—horror classic. Published at $9.95. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

**478043X** THE BEAST MUST DIE. In this 70s exploitation classic, an eccentric millionaire has invited a group of eight colleagues to his island estate to hunt the deadliest game of all: one of the guests is a werewolf, and in Russian with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

**4790073** SANTA SANGRE. A story of a young circus performer, the crime of passion that shatters his soul, and the macabre journey back to the world of his amorphous, deal-mute lover. His only hope lies in a icole of feline companions which ends up being less than expected. Not Rated. 122 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95
**4664930 SHOCK WAVES.** Widescreen. In the dark days of WWII, the Nazi High Command ordered its scientists to create a test secret race of indestuctible zombie storm troopers—unstoppable monstrosities that killed with their bare hands. They were known as The In Reich Corps. Not a member of his horrific SS unit was ever captured by the Allied Forces—and they have survived. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.95

**4603117 CAMP COLD BROOK.** Widescreen. In an effort to spark ratings, reality TV host Jack Wilson (Chad Michael Murray) chooses to film an episode at the infamous Camp Cold Brook, which was host to a horrific incident 20 years earlier. But when this backwoods camp begins to reveal its secrets, the TV crew find that they’ve been duped. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**4821211 CAMP COL D BROOK.** Widescreen. In an effort to spark ratings, reality TV host Jack Wilson (Chad Michael Murray) chooses to film an episode at the infamous Camp Cold Brook, which was host to a horrific incident 20 years earlier. But when this backwoods camp begins to reveal its secrets, the TV crew find that they’ve been duped. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**4611216 THE UNCANNY.** A grisly portmanteau about a paranoid writer (Peter Cushing), who must convince his publishing agent (Dana A. Walden) that all his unloved friends based on three tales of kitty carnage. CelloidDiaries.com called this shocker “the best killer cat movie there is!” Not Rated. CC. 89 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $24.95

**4790862 THE RINGMASTER.** Widescreen. Two gas station attendants unwillingly become the stars of a terrifying show streamed live on the dark web. Held captive by a sadistic gas station owner, their survival instincts are stretched to the limit as an unseen audience decide their fate. Not Rated. 99 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**4790618 DARK WATERS.** A modern Nantucket chiller from director Mariano Bain. When a young Englishwoman attempts to discover her mysterious connection to a remote island convent, she uncovers an unholy commotion of torment, blasphemy, greed, depravity, and murder. Stars Louise Salter. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

**4790456 BEYOND THE DARKNESS.** Cinzia Moreale and Franca Stoppa star in Italy’s Amato project. Ziel returns to the farm he inherited from his estranged father. A supposed chance meeting between William’s adopted daughter, Mary and Lazarus, the farmhand, develops into a bond. But Lazarus, a dark secret a demon child with an insatiable appetite for human souls. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.99

**4786715 CEMETERY OF TERROR.** Widescreen. It’s Halloween night and a group of bored teenagers decide to pull a ghastly prank: stealing a corpse from the local morgue and taking it to a nearby cemetery where they perform a Satanic ritual in an attempt to bring it back to life. Unwittingly they unleash a diabolical sadist, English SDH. 91 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**4752518 NO REASON.** Widescreen. Engulfed by anguish, trapped inside an alley of torment and carnage, Jennifer’s soul is tested to the most extreme limits. In German with English subtitles, 76 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95

**4756214 DAY OF THE ANIMALS.** When the volcano of Kilauea erupts, one of the world’s largest and most deadly volcanic eruptions, a host of bizarre creatures are set free. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.95

**4719425 SHOGun’s JOY OF TORTURE.** Widescreen. From the_outside it looks harmless, but when this volcano epic meets the brink of a tropical paradise's superstitious madman, Isih’s films new set a benchmark for the depiction of sex, sadism and depravity in Japanese exploitation. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 98 minutes. Adults only. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**3973518 INFERNO OF TORTURE.** Widescreen. Exploitation legend Teruo Ishii delivers one of his most extreme visions of violent eroticism in this, the sixth in his popular “Blood of the Dead” series. Stars Louise Salter. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

**4822392 THE UNBORN.** Widescreen. A young wife suspects that a mysterious hand has ensnared her with mutated sperm in an attempt to create a super human fetus. Unfortunately, there are extreme side effects. Stars Brooke Adams, Shane Brolin, and Kathy Griffin. Rated R. 84 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99

**4822218 THE SOUL COLLECTOR.** Widescreen. In an attempt to start a new life with his family, Ziel returns to the farm he inherited from his estranged father. A supposed chance meeting between William’s adopted daughter, Mary and Lazarus, the farmhand, develops into a bond. But Lazarus, a dark secret a demon child with an insatiable appetite for human souls. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.99

**4821483 FANGS OF THE LIVING DEAD.** Widescreen. Beautiful fashion model Sylvia Morel (Anita Ekberg) receives news that she has inherited a castle from her uncle. Once there, she learns of her family’s history and soon finds herself under the spell of her own secret. Stars Briony D’Arcy. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.95

**4821449 EXODUS – 1000 FEET.** Widescreen. We all know that air travel can be hell—but on the last flight of a transatlantic passenger aircraft, things turn positively demonic when a pandemic of internal possessions breaks out. The surviving crew must band together against the most ungodly turbulence imaginable. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. DVD and DVD versions. Pub. at $19.97

**4812335 DARKNESS RISING.** Widescreen. For years, Madison (Tara Holt) has been tormented by her memories of a tragic event. In order to find closure, she visits the hands of their own mother. Joined by her fiancé (Bryce Johnson) and cousin (Katrina Law), Madison returns to her childhood home in search of closure. But what she finds is a world of brilliant, evil. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 81 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97

**4812327 DAN CE MACABRE.** Widescreen. Jessica, an American ballerina reluctantly enrolls in a Russian dance academy, where she meets the charismatic choreographer Anthony. What should be a chance of a lifetime for Jessica becomes a nightmare as each of her fellow dancers are brutally murdered. Stars Michelle Zelting and Robert Englund. Rated R. 97 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99

**4810228 DEAD & BURIED: Limited Edition Cover B.** Widescreen. In the quiet coastal village of Potter’s Bluff tourists are warmly welcomed—and brutally murdered. But even more shocking is when these sailors strangely start to disappear and never return. Now the local sheriff must uncover the horrific secret. Featuring one of three eye-popping (literally!) lenticular covers. Includes 4K UHD and Blu-ray versions as well as a CO of the original movie design. Blue Underground. Pub. at $39.95

**4790405 ASYLUM.** Inside the gates of Dunsmoor Asylum For the Incurably Insane, you’ll discover four disturbing tales of various lengths: the murderous mannequins, psychotic ingenues, demonic dolls and one killer twist of an ending. This British horror classic stars Peter Cushing, Brit Ellard and Charlotte Rampling. 89 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

**479026X WILD BEASTS.** When PGP gets into the water supply of a city zoo, the drug-crazed beasts—including tigers, lions, cheetahs, hyenas and elephants—go beserk and destroy the entire city. Through the crowded streets of Rome, PGP becomes a human being. What follows is a terrifying mix of actual animal attacks and over the top ‘80s Italian gore. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95
Horror Blu-ray

**3911055 DOLLY DEAREST.** Widescreen. A young girl forms a special bond with her new doll–in this not long before strange and frightening events start to occur, and members of the household begin turning up dead in a series of apparent accidents. Stars Denise Richards, Gothel, and Janet, and the English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions, 94 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **$19.95**

**466972X SCARY TALES.** Fullscreen. A ‘shot on video’ horror anthology that plays out like a public access version of CREEPSHOW, this is what happens when Satanic necklaces, bloodthirsty slashers, and DUNGEONS & DRAGONS-styled live action work with color gels, hair dyes, crutch bulbs, and dungeon synthesizers. Not Rated. 70 minutes. AGFA. Pub. at $29.99. **$14.95**

**3900215 LOVE CAMP 7.** Widescreen. The movie that launched the Naziprop craze of the 1970s! During the darkest days of the Vietnam War two American WAG officers volunteer to infiltrate a depraved Nazi Love Camp on a desperate rescue mission. But can they survive the $25,000,000 in SS and convoluted vengeful wives that await them? Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions, 96 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $39.95. **$24.95**

**385051X ZOMBIE ISLAND MASSACRE.** Widescreen. A group of Americans on vacation in the Caribbean, so find themselves trapped in the island wilderness after their tour bus breaks down. Produced at the height of the ‘80s slasher craze, this film features all of the genre hallmarks including gruesome death, gratuitous nudity, and more. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **$19.95**

**4780081 SATAN’S SLAVE.** While mourning the death of his mother, a troubled teen discovers a nightmare world of restless spirits, supernatural vengeance and occult terror with an intense creepiness. This Indonesian exploitation film from Siworo Gaumada Puthu received influential shockers in Asian horror history. Not Rated. In Indonesian with English subtitles. Pub. at $29.95. **$17.95**

**4684140 ABRAKADABRA.** Thirty years after a family-farmed truck gone wrong, Lorenzo’s own magic act is suddenly derailed by a series of gruesome magic themed murders. Stiggins (a veteran of CREEPSHOW) in true form, he must unravel the mystery that leads his wife through an intricate, bloody trail back to his father’s demise. In Italian with English subtitles and CD of Original Soundtrack. 70 minutes. Pub. at $29.95. **$14.95**

**4664213 BEYOND THE DOOR.** Widescreen. A gloriously bonkers riff on The Exorcist featuring Juliet Mills and British actor Richard Johnson, set against the backdrop of San Francisco. Jessica Barrett (Mills) is a young mother who starts to develop strange behaviors while pregnant with her third child. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions, 94 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **$21.95**

**2897792 MAUSOLEUM.** Widescreen. The Nomeled family has been the victim of an ancient curse in which the first born daughter of each generation has given violent death and then suspiciously dies. Now something is hiding in Susan’s body, which she begins to question, and quickly turns up uncovering her terrifying secret. Newly scanned in 4K. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **$19.95**

**4822366 TRESPASSERS.** Widescreen. Two young couples working through a relationship arrive at a gorgeous house in the desert for a sex weekend. But when the girls lure a freaked out rock group over to have dinner, things get out of control. Stars Tom Towles, Denise Millington, and Ben Johnson. Not Rated. English SDH. 102 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98. **$21.95**


**4847792 CANNIBAL MAN.** Widescreen. When a slaughterhouse worker (Vicente Parra) accidentally kills a man during a fight, it will trigger a dangerous and mass murder. This film, from Spanish writer/director Eloy de la Iglesia, remains one of the most notorious and horrible exploitation films of the 1980s. Stars Amaury de la Gironde and John M. Jackson. Not Rated.交通安全已完毕。Not Rated. English SDH. Subtitles. Not Rated. Adults only. Cauldron. Pub. at $79.95. **$49.95**

**4787282 DEMONS I & II.** Widescreen. A group of college kids decide to have a party at a supposedly haunted and murder-ridden manor house. But after the sun has dipped below the horizon, their SUV mysteriously becomes lost in the mountains, eventually running out of gas and leaving them stranded. As the thermometer falls, the tension within the group heightens and an all too literal witch hunt ensues. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.99. **$11.95**

**4790023 WEREWOLF IN A GIRLS’ DORMITORY.** Widescreen. Twisted tales from legendary German King Pampus 1961 EuroShocker. An all-women’s school is rocked by a series of grisly murders, it will unleash a nightmare of sexual corruption and lurid depravity. In B&W. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. **$17.95**

**4852702 DEATH SCREAMS.** Widescreen. A razor sharp machete wielded by a madman, cuts through the night mist leaving dismembered bodies scattered about. The blade is about to be sharpened again as a group of college students, are planning a party. The deranged killer is planning to have a party of his own–join him if you dare. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **$24.95**

**4852599 A DAY OF JUDGMENT.** In a 1930s small town rife with lust, corruption and sin, a mysterious figure wielding a scythe arrives to cut an unholy swath of murder, madness and moralizing that lead straight to Hell. One of the most bizarre slashers of the entire godless genre. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $34.95. **$13.95**

**4876378 BAPHOMET.** The Richardson family celebrates their 28 year old daughter’s pregnancy in Northern California. The celebration is interrupted when a Satanic cult member, Aksel Brandt, pays them an unexpected visit. Aksel, on behalf of the cult’s leader offers to pay the family a large sum for ownership of their land, which they reject–resulting in devastating tragedies. 80 minutes. MOV Visual. Pub. at $20.95. **$19.95**

**4876531 AUNTIE LEE’S MEAT PIES.** Widescreen. Auntie Lee and her quartet of voluptuous ‘nieces’ are known for making the tastiest meat pies around, all in the secret recipe which calls for a most unusual type of meat: human. But when the girls lure a freaked out rock group over to have dinner, things get out of control. Based on the true story of the ‘Meat Pie’ Murders in the 1980s. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98. **$21.95**

**4842522 A CLOSER WALK WITH THEE.** Widescreen. Jordan, a young Christian caught watching his handsome pastor Eli in the shower. The house church ostracizes him until Eli (who happens to be a fledgling exorcist) suggests that Jordan’s possession is the work of God. Eli, who has always wanted to be a real exorcist, begins to discern that what starts as an exorcism quickly descends into psychosocial madness. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Alterred Innocence. Pub. at $22.95. **$14.95**

**4797799 THE EUROCRACY OF CHRISTOPHER LEE COLLECTION.** This boxed set brings together five of Lee’s classics—the 1964 gothic shocker Crypt of the Vampire; 1964’s cult hit Castle of the Living Dead; 1962’s Sherlock Holmes and the Deadly Necklace; 1967’s lurid favorite The Torture Chamber of Dr. Sadism; 1962’s celebrated science fiction film Challenge the Devil; and the 24 surviving episodes of the 1971 Film Polski anthology series A CLoser Walk With Thee. Also includes a 100-page book and a CD soundtrack. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Over 17 hours on eight Blu-rays. Severin. Pub. at $149.95. **$99.99**

**394660 BLACK RAINBOW.** Widescreen. A dangerous, Martin, a trained ex-cop, witnesses a murder that hasn’t happened yet. As Martha foresses more and more tragic events, a journalist follows Martha in pursuit of a holy grail. Shotgun Holmes. Pub. at $29.95. **$19.95**

**4848167 BEYOND DARKNESS.** When a Satanic child killer is finally captured, he is transferred to a young offenders institution and his family into a portal to Hell. Starring Gene LeBrock, David Brandon and Michael Stephenson. Includes soundtrack CD. Dubbed in English, 93 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $39.95. **$24.95**
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**GIRLS SCHOOL SCREAMERS.** Widescreen. A group of chronically misbehaved girls at all-girls college are tasked with cleaning an old mansion (with a deadly past) in preparation for its grand re-opening by the school. But when the girls discover and use an old Ouija board, they accidentally invoke a malevolent evil spirit. Not Rated. English SDH, 86 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**STAR VEHICLE.** Widescreen. Follows the downward spiral of movie star Peter Venkman, who is a self-professed movie buff with a penchant for explosive violence. When a young and self-absorbed director challenges Don’s authority, mayhem ensues. Not Rated. 76 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

**RETRIBUTION.** Widescreen. When a series of grisly murders rocks Hollywood, an embittered and fragile painter discovers he may be possessed by the vengeful spirit of a murdered local hoodlum. Starring Dennis Lipscomb, Leslie Wing, Susanne Snydor and Hoy Ashton. Not Rated. CC. Includes U.S. theatrical cut, extended Dutch video version, and remastered soundtrack CD. 109 minutes.Sevenir. Pub. at $44.95 $27.95

**CHILDREN OF THE CORN.** Widescreen. A couple on a road trip find themselves at a eerily abandoned town in the backwoods of Nebraska. But this place is far from empty–it’s inhabited by a twisted cult of murderous children thirsty for a blood sacrifice. Adapted from the classic short story by Stephen King. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Sevín. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

**DEEP RED.** Widescreen. After finding a strange looking amulet, a young woman mysteriously vanishes in an apartment. Soon, Marcus finds himself ensnared in a bizarre web of murder and mystery. Directed by Dario Argento. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. Includes the original version (105 minutes), Not Rated. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95 $44.95

**THROUGH THE FIRE.** Widescreen. After finding a strange looking amulet, a young woman mysteriously vanishes in an apartment. Soon, Marcus finds himself ensnared in a bizarre web of murder and mystery. Directed by Dario Argento. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. Includes the original version (105 minutes), Not Rated. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95 $44.95

**LOVELY MOLLY.** Widescreen. A mysterious evil is hell-bent on capturing Molly, who moves with her new husband into her late father’s empty country house. Haunted by dark demons, she is soon left alone to confront a lurking presence inside the house—one that could drive her beyond the edge. Rated R. English SDH, 100 minutes. Imagi Entertainment.

**GAMERA: THE Showa Era.** Widescreen. Gamera was rebooted for the big screen in a smash hit trilogy masterminded by director Shusuke Kaneko. A kid-friendly surrealism of the earlier films for a darker tone and innovative special effects, the Heisei Trilogy are still regarded as among the best in the series. Includes: Gamera: 1, Saver; Gamera: 2, Attack of Legion; Gamera: 3, Revenge of Iris; and family-friendly Gamera the Brave. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over six hours on 4 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95 $49.95

**GAMERA: THE Heisei Era.** Widescreen. Gamera was rebooted for the big screen in a smashing trilogy directed by Shusuke Kaneko. A kid-friendly surrealism of the earlier films for a darker tone and innovative special effects, the Heisei Trilogy are still regarded as among the best in the series. Includes: Gamera: 1, Saver; Gamera: 2, Attack of Legion; Gamera: 3, Revenge of Iris; and family-friendly Gamera the Brave. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over six hours on 4 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95 $49.95

**THE BELKO EXPERIMENT.** Widescreen. When eighty American employees are locked in their office building in Bogota, Colombia, a mysterious voice on the intercom orders them to participate in a ruthless game of kill or be killed. As the terror escalates, so does the level of violence. John Gallagher Jr. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Orion. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**LOST IN THE PACIFIC.** Widescreen. Special-Ops soldier turned chef, Mike (Brandon Routh) is working in the kitchen aboard the maiden flight of a new superjumbo jet flying from Hong Kong. When a violent storm forces the plane down onto a remote island, all seems lost. But then things get worse when the survivors discover that the island is infested with deadly creatures. 91 minutes. Mediabild.

**OUTPOST: BLACK SUN.** Widescreen. A NATO task force is deployed to Eastern Europe, where a sinister enemy is mercilessly killing everything in its path. But this is no ordinary foe: a super-human army of zombie Nazi stormtroopers is hellbent on giving rise to the Fourth Reich. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**DRAG ME TO HELL.** Widescreen. Christine Brown (Alison Lohman) is on her way to having it all: a devoted boyfriend (Justin Long), a hard-earned job promoting Muslim friendly future. But when she’s forced to make a tough decision that excites an elderly woman from her house, Christine becomes the target of an evil curse. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**GRAVY.** Widescreen. It’s Halloween night. A trio of costumed misfits with very special dietary requirements invades a Mexican cantina and forces the staff to engage in a late night of gluttony. The only caveat is what’s on the menu—and who will survive until morning. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Scream Factory. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**OVERTIME.** Widescreen. When hit man Ralph finds himself locked in an alien infested lab with his partner Max, he must find a way to save a group of survivors, keep himself alive and save his family. It’s the stuff of nightmares, and a massive body count. Stars Robert Davi and Claudia Christian. Rated R. English SDH. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**MANIAC COP 2.** Widescreen. Officer Matt Cordell was once a hero, but after being framed by corrupt superiors and brutally assaulted in prison, he sets out on a macabre mission of vengeance, framing usual killer to track down those who wronged him and making them pay—with their lives! Stars Robert Davi and Claudia Christian. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. X-Lator Media. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**MOTHER KRAMPUS.** Widescreen. Based on the myth of Frau Perchten, a witch that comes on the twelve days of Christmas taking children each night. The naughty list just got deadly. Stars Claire-Marie Fox. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. X-Lator Media. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**OUTPOST: Rise of the Spetsnaz.** Widescreen. In the third installment of the hit action-horror franchise, discover the spawning origins of the Nazi super-soldiers as they battle the most ruthless of all military special forces—the Russian Spetsnaz—in their quest for absolute power. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. X-Lator Media. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**MOTHER KRAMPUS.** Widescreen. Based on the myth of Frau Perchten, a witch that comes on the twelve days of Christmas taking children each night. The naughty list just got deadly. Stars Claire-Marie Fox. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. X-Lator Media. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**MANIAC COP 3: Badge of Silence.** Widescreen. When officer Kate Sullivan storms a hostage situation, the incident is captured on tape and edited to misrepresented Kate as killing a helpless victim. Now in a coma, Kate’s only hope is Detective Sean ‘Silence’ McNally, who despair about most. ‘Copt Matt Cordell is ready to take just his own hands. Stars Robert Davi, Paul Gleason and Jackie Earle Haley. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 85 minutes. Blue Underground. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**THE SPELL.** Widescreen. When an unseen enemy threatens the people she cares about most, she makes a tough decision that evicts an elderly woman from her house, Christine becomes the target of an evil curse. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**LIGHTS OUT.** Widescreen. Growing up, Rebecca never knew what lay behind the terror lurking in the dark. When she left home, she thought she’d also left her fears behind. Now her little brother is experiencing the same unexplained and terrifying events that once tested her sanity. English SDH. 81 minutes. Warner Bros. Export. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**THE SPELL.** Widescreen. Full of tension. Fifteen year old Rita (Susan Myers) is overwrought, so when a local newsman sorts through her mother’s heirlooms, she begins to think he’s onto something. But there’s no explaining to Rita. Also stars Helen Hunt. Not Rated. 86 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**THE HOUSE ON SORORITY ROW: Rewind Collection.** Widescreen. Flirtatious young sorority sisters who are days away from graduation set out to throw one last decadent celebration. Unbeknownst to them, the spirit of a house murder from a horrid secret thought long buried. And no college class could have prepared the girls for the horrifying mayhem that English SDH. 97 minutes. MV Celebrations. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**NIGHTBEAST.** Widescreen. An alien with an appetite for blood and disembowelment is set loose on a plane bound for the space station, where it crashes and explodes. When Sheriff Jack and the local militia arrive on the scene to investigate, a violent battle ensues. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Trimark. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**TERROR TRAIN.** Widescreen. It’s New Year’s Eve, and a group of college coeds have planned a midnight rollercoaster ride on a chartered train. What they didn’t plan on was that a knife-wielding psycho would crash the party and begin slaughtering the guests one by one. The brutal costumed killer? Stars Jamie Lee Curtis and Ben English SDH. 97 minutes. Scorpio. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**CHILD OF SATAN.** Widescreen. After an accident during a baby shower, Allison, a dedicated nurse, is rushed to the hospital. After the birth of her son, strange events emerge–vivid dreams and unexplained killings. Stars Erin Daniels, Jeremy Clarke. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Cinemagic. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**DEEP BLOOD.** Shot on location in Florida surf and Rome swimming pools. A classic combines ’80s teen movie clichés and Native American mysticism with stupefying dialogue, over the top performances and shark footage. A great Sci-Fi, star: the original word in Italian Sharksploitation. In Italian with English subtitles. 91 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**THE HOST.** Widescreen. When an unseen entity threatens mankind by taking over humans’ bodies and erasing their minds, Melanie Stryder (Saoirse Ronan) risks everything to protect her younger brother and make him understand what’s happening. Proving that love can conquer all in a dangerous new world. Also stars Will Poulter. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 126 minutes. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
### Horror Blu-ray

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format Details</th>
<th>Price Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4646586 THE HERSHEY GORDON LEWIS FEAST</strong></td>
<td>Fullscreen &amp; Widescreen. Fourteen of the Godfather of Gore's finest attractions: Blood Feast, Scum of the Earth; Two Thousand Maniacs; Moonshine Mountain; Color Me Blood Red; Something Weird; The Big Snare. The feast is also the long-lost of Vargas to life with a murderous rage and an axe to grind in this 1956 horror flick. In B&amp;W.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>468998X GIANT FROM THE UNKNOWN</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Dr. Frederick Koster joins a scientific research team on a mission to find the giant 500-year-old Spanish conquistador. But then a lightning strike sends them to Vargas. Koster convinces the old man to sell it to him. But the mirror has a strange effect on him, as he increasingly behaves in erratic and unhinged ways. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes, Vinegar Syndrome.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4748525 THE GOLEM</strong></td>
<td>Fullscreen. Widely recognized as one of the most original films of the German silent cinema. German intertitles with optional English subtitles. Not Rated. 76 minutes.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3973437 MURDERS</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A masqueraded killer rocks a stalk band rocking their first video on the backlot of the world’s most famous movie studio. One by one, the band and their beautiful girlfriends begin disappearing only to turn up as ghastly victims. Rated R. 90 minutes. Code Red.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $7.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3957699 HORRORS OF SPIDER ISLAND</strong></td>
<td>Produced in 1960 as Body in the Web it became a notorious Adult film throughout Europe, and was banned in the UK. Three years later, sheared of its nudity, it was reappraged for the American audiences as a skimpy lingerie monster movie. Includes both the complete uncensored version and the alternate release. In B&amp;W.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $17.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3945855 THE TAKING OF DEBORAH LOGAN</strong></td>
<td>Mia Medina has finally found the perfect subject for her PhD thesis film on Alzheimer’s. For the next few months, cameras will record everyday life of Deborah Logan and her daughter Sarah. As the days progress, it seems apparent that something terrible is about to befall the family. As the thread is taken control of Deborah. Rated R. English Visual.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>482248X THE VAMPIRE AND THE BALLERINA</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Shot in and around the ruins of an ancient Italian castle, this creepy thriller follows a company of ballerinas on tour, when they become stranded within the confines of the castle by a group of obsessional menaces.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $9.55</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Backlot**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format Details</th>
<th>Price Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>48102B REC 3: Genesis</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. John Constantine and Clara are about to celebrate their wedding day. Everything seems great until some of the guests start showing signs of a strange illness. Before they know what’s happening, an uncontrollable torrent of violence is unleashed on the wedding, turning an idyllic day into a nightmare. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 80 minutes.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>481324 MASSACRE IN DINOSAUR VALLEY</strong></td>
<td>German with English subtitles. An ancient civilization is buried in that very day. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4738436 DOLLY DEADLY</strong></td>
<td>berries, its murder all around! Not Rated. 82 minutes. Troma.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Blu-ray Sale**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format Details</th>
<th>Price Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>467147 SUPERNATURAL</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A serial black widow murderer returns to life in the body of a young woman who exacts revenge on a former lover, a phony spiritualist who betrayed her. This 1933 film stars Carole Lombard and Randolph Scott. Not Rated. In B&amp;W. 64 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4739444 AMITYVILLE 1992</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A young family moves from their cramped New York City apartment to a spacious new home in New England. But this is no ordinary house in the country. The young wife was the object of a diabolical and monstrous human experiments has left a legacy of bloody mayhem. In Italian with English subtitles. Not Rated. 4K Ultra HD version.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $24.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3965872 THE HOUSE BY THE CEMETERY</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A man who works for a construction firm is sent to a deserted cemetery to complete a house. But when he literally goes bananas on a rampage of rape and boffo butchery—leaving Long Island violated and slaughtered. Blotkrieg: Escape from Stalingrad 69 is a gore-topped throwback to the perverse and blood-soaked Euro-trash Nazipocalypse sub-genre of the 1970s. Unrated. Over 3 hours. Darkside Releasing.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $17.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4738322 BLITZKRIEG: Escape from Stalingrad 69</strong></td>
<td>The Bloody Ape. In the Bloody Ape a carnival Barker foolishly releases his 400-pound gorilla, who then literally goes bananas on a rampage of rape and boffo butchery—leaving Long Island violated and slaughtered.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $19.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOLD OUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format Details</th>
<th>Price Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>484395 SCANNING DOLLY DEADLY</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Benji knows what he must do and with the support from his dolllies, its murder all around! Not Rated. 82 minutes. Troma.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $19.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New Releases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format Details</th>
<th>Price Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4664604 INFERNO</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A young woman stumbles upon a mysterious diary that reveals the secrets of the “Three Mothers” and unleashes a nightmare world of demonic evil.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4695765 COPPER HEADS</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Directed by the legendary Dario Argento. Not Rated. English SDH. 106 minutes. Blue Underground.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $19.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3915700 EXTREME JUKEBOX, Volume 1**       | Widescreen. A rock and roll metropolis chock-full of rising stars, and hardcore groupie babes, dueling serial killers, and heavy metal gore. | **PRICE CUT to $5.95**           |

**Sold Out**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format Details</th>
<th>Price Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4827855 BLIND BEAST</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A masterpiece of erotic horror that explores the complex relationship between the artist and his art and the obsessed closed world that the artist inhabits, with maestro director Yuzusou Masunura conjuring up a hallucinogenic dreamworld in which sensual and creative urges combine.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $5.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4723120 CTHULHU MANSION. Widescreen. After a drug deal gone wrong, a group of punks attempt to flee a local amusement park by taking a mysterious old magician named Chandu and his beautiful daughter hostage. While trying to evade the police, the punks force Chandu to take the curse of the ancient mummy who stays in the mummy mansion where they plan to seek refuge for the night—but start dying one by one. Not Rated. English SDH. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.96 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

4745153 SCAVENGER. In a post-apocalyptic future, the sky appears to be as rusty as the stolen vehicles, the broken-down social landscape has been devastated by disease and economic collapse. Tisha is a scavenger and ignores the sweat-ridden faces of fear every time she stabs a human being to steal their body parts. Her ultimate goal however is revenge for the death of her family. Dubbed in English. 80 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4965910 THE NEW YORK RIPPER. Widescreen. A blade-wielding psychopath is on the loose, luring The Big Apple bright nightlife patrons into his death trap, he finds the blood of beautiful young women. As NYPD detective Fred Williams follows the trail of butchery, each brutal murder becomes a sadistic taunt. In Italian with English subtitles. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray 4K Ultra HD versions. 93 minutes on two Blu-rays. Blue Underground. Pub. at $49.95 **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

4758013 TREMORS. Widescreen. Good ol’ boy handymen Val (Kevin Bacon) and Earl (Fred Ward) are sick of their dead-end jobs in a one-horse desert town. But when they happen upon an escape Perfection forever, however, things start to get really weird: half-taught corpses litter the road out of town, the phone lines stop working—something terrible is coming. English SDH. 94 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

4773918 THE CELLAR. Widescreen. The Cashen family has just relocated from the city to a farmhouse in the middle of nowhere in Texas. Upon arrival at their new home, Willy, their young son, begins exploring an abandoned building nearby. He comes up with a anarchist message through the history of hate and violence by imagining what could be when we refuse to uphold any dishonest mainstream version of racism meant to defer discomfort. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Adults only. Troma Team. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

475008X FRIGHTMARE. Widescreen. Conrad Razdoff was the biggest name in horror movies for decades until one day, he died of a heart attack. Determined to celebrate his life, and death, the members of a local horror film society steal his corpse and decide to host a party. But his corpse is soon re-animated and he begins exacting bloody revenge. English SDH. 86 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

4750746 RUSH WEEK. Widescreen. Toni Daniels is an ambitious young journalist working for her college newspaper. Tired of covering the same boring stories, Toni becomes intrigued by a group of college female students and believes they may be linked to an on-campus murder that happened the previous year during Rush Week. The plot thickens when her investigation of a haunted house with a dead serious tone to forge a fun, hypnotic nightmare that upends the concept of reality. Shot on VHS and edited on tape. Not Rated. 63 minutes. AGFA. Pub. at $29.99 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

3900878 THE MCPHERSON TAPE. Fullscreen. Shot for $6,000 by first-time filmmaker Dean Aliotto in 1989, this，在杀戮的盛宴上被复仇的鬼魂夺去。他们将自己的生命和灵魂售卖，以换取杀死那名医生的自由。Not Rated. 143 minutes. AGFA. Pub. at $34.98 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

390068X THE TAISHO TRILOGY: Zigeunerweisen/Kagero-Za/Yameji. Fullscreen. After a bloody war between the savages and the Christian forces, the buddhist monk begins his wandering across Japan in search of the liberal enlightenment he desires. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

4822102 THE RETURN OF THE VAMPIRE. Fullscreen. When an erstwhile Nazi bum unearths the coffin of a vampire during the Long Beach Blitz, a graveyard worker unknowingly reanimates the monster by removing the stake from his heart. Along with his werewolf servant, the resurrected vampire now plots vengeance on those who wronged him. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.95 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4822080 RELIC. Widescreen. When elderly mother Edna returns just as mysteriously as she disappeared, her behavior turns increasingly volatile. Kay and Sam begin to suspect that she has come to the house either to take control of her. Stars Empy Mortimer. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

4710509 DON'T PANIC. Widescreen. Emily Mortimer. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

4690133 TORCHED. Widescreen. Deanna, a pretty, young nurse has her life changed by a brutal stabbing and playing with a Ouija board. But what they think is just a harmless bit of fun quickly turns into a supernatural terror when they unwindly summon a demon. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

4722612 SATAN'S BLOOD. Widescreen. A fun and exciting new story, which plays on the idea of being killed by those you love most. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

4722604 DARK TOWER. Widescreen. A recently completed luxury high-rise in the center of Barcelona becomes the scene of an apparent accident, which causes the death of a construction worker. However witness Carolyn Page is adamant that someone—or something—else is responsible. Finding an uneasy ally in Detective Keller, she launches her own investigation. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

4710495 THE CURIOUS DR. HUMPP. Fullscreen. The curious Dr. Humpp isn't a movie—it's a ride of passage. Easily one of the most brain-breaking sensory overloads in exploitation history, the story follows Dr. Humpp and his army of grotesque monsters as they kidnap couples and drain their “blood forces of sex” to keep the doctor eternally young. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

4764293 KILLER PINATA. A possessed pinata, seeking to avenge the savagery that humanity has inflicted on his kind, picks off a group of friends, one by one, in a harrowing night of terror! Not Rated. 84 minutes. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

4707117 THE APE. Fullscreen. Horror legend Boris Karloff portrays a kindly doctor who is terrorized by a woman of polio through injections of human spinal fluid. Of course, spinal fluid is difficult to obtain. When a circusaes emissary meets with Karloff’s doctor, he finds the solution to his problems—or does he? In B&W. 62 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4752178 DEFAVOR. Widescreen. The legend of Frankenstein gets a provocative modern update in this stylishly disturbing film from indie horror master Larry Fessenden. A complex, emotionally shocking tale about what it means to be human. Defavored reimagines Mary Shelley’s immortal female as a modern-day tale of terror. Stars David Call. Not Rated. English SDH. 114 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $32.99 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4750101 HITCHER. Widescreen. Young and handsome Mark Glazer rounds around the southeastern U.S. in his devilish limousine, picking up single female hitchhikers. Then he has the unsuspecting travelers trapped inside his RV, Mark savagely assaults and then murders them by slashing their throats. But everything changes when he happens to meet Daniela, soon to be the victim of his most savage torments. English SDH. 95 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.95 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

3821854 EDGE OF THE AXE. Widescreen. From cult Spanish filmmaker Jose Ramon Sanchez comes this long-neglected late 80s slasher classic! The rural community of Paddock County is being rocked by crazed exploits of an axe-wielding psychopath, who stalks the night in a blood-tinged RV. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

4664949 THE SLEEPER. Widescreen. It’s 1981 and the girls of Alpha Gamma Theta sorority are having a party. Amy, sick of living in the dorms, invites her roommate Ava to attend the party with her in hopes that they’ll both become Thetas. As the girls arrive, does an uninvited guest watching them in the shadows. Amy’s choice quickly becomes a nightmare as the Theta girls begin to disappear. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 80 minutes. Gamma Knife. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

3849015 ONE MISSED CALL TRILOGY. Widescreen. In One Missed Call student Yoko receives a phone message from her future self ending with her own death. Two days later she dies in a horrific railroad collision. As the phone call spreads, Yoko’s friend Yumi joins forces with detective Hiroshi. Also includes One Missed Call 2 and One Missed Call: Final Chapter. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray 4K Ultra HD versions. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

3869896 RINGU COLLECTION. Widescreen. The genre-defining trilogy-Ringu, the film that started it all, plus a mysterious sequel, Ringu 2, and the haunting original story, Ringu Q—as well as the lost original sequel, George Iida’s Spiral, gathered together and supported by an incredible wealth of bonus materials. Slipcased. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over six hours on 3 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95 **PRICE CUT to $79.95**

3477532 THE STYLIST. Widescreen. Obsession gets her into a desperately twisted slice of female-led psychological horror, nominated for the New Vision Awards for Best Motion Picture at the 2020 Sitges International Film Festival. Is this woman playing her own heart, or being someone else, but for Claire that dream goes from an obsession to a living nightmare. Includes a soundtrack CD. English SDH. 104 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**
**3931111 TERRORIFIER.** Widescreen. A maniacal clown named ART terrorizes three young women on Halloween night. This is the story of the Squamish. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $26.95

**4818644 BUILT TO KILL.** An edgy, hyper-stylish horror anthology. An abused wife tends to the post-robbing wounds of her criminal ex-husband, when they are visited by a mysterious preacher; a teenage girl lost in life finds belonging to a cult brings out her darkest side; two sisters realize an unspeakable act is their only option to rid them of their abusive father. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $19.95

**4816826 BORN FOR HELL.** In 1975, Montreal filmmaker Denis Heroux adapted the true story of Chicago mass murderer Richard Speck to war-torn Belfast, where a disturbed Victoria (naïve drifting Kitchen Carriere) brutalizes a dorm full of student nurses. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $34.95

**4793999 THRESHOLD.** When a phone call from out of the blue brings Leo (Jen Millin) back into contact with his sister, Virginia, long estranged from her family due to years of drug abuse, he arrives to find her apartment in a state of an apparent overdose. But Virginia insists she’s been clean for eight months due to the help of a mysterious cult. English SDH. 78 minutes. $39.85

**471055X SILENT MADNESS.** When a witch in the computer system at an asylum for the criminally insane results in the release of the wrong patient—a giant homicidal maniac named Howard with a penchant for killing coo coos—it’s up to one of the institute’s top doctors to track him down. Includes anaglyph 3D and two pair 3D glasses, and 2D versions. Not Rated.

**4891377 HAMMER FILMS: The Ultimate Collection.** Featuring 20 cult classics from the infamous Hammer Studios produced in the ’50s, ’60s and ’70s. Includes The Revenge of Frankenstein; The Curse of the Mummy’s Tomb; The Psychopath; The Vampire Lovers; The Witches; The Ghouls; The Quatermass Xperiment; The Blood from Dracula; The Tomb of Ligeia; The Last of the House of Usher; The Mummy; The Horror of Frankenstein; The Split; The Brides of Dracula; The metallic cult. English SDH. 104 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $44.98

**4754787 PERDITA DURANGO.** Widescreen. Oscar-nominated best actress in the “amoral love story” (DVD Talk) filled with human sacrifices, kidnappping, murder, fetus trafficking and the disembowed (literally and metaphorically) Gonzondi (on the trail of it all). Not Rated. CC. 130 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $49.95

**4783330 THE BLOODHOUND.** Widescreen. Strange events plague a young man when he’s summoned to the home of a wealthy childhood friend and his twin sister. First-time feature director Patrick Picard brings a fresh take to one of the best-known stories from the master of mystery and the macabre, Edgar Allan Poe’s The Fall of the House of Usher. Not Rated. English SDH. 72 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**4764013 FOR THE SAFETY OF VICIOUS.** Widescreen. An overworked nurse returns home to find a maniac hiding out with a brutally beaten and destitute. When an unexpected wave of violent intruders descends upon her home, it becomes a fight for survival. English SDH. 80 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $19.95

**4742842 NOSFERATU IN VENICE.** Widescreen. Klaus Kinski goes full-speed ahead as a flesh-munching vampire. The result is a re-created in modern-day Venice with an insatiable hunger for warm blood and rough sex. Donald Pleasence and Christopher Plummer co-star in this sumptuously insane shocker. CC. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $34.95

**4802033 PLEDGE.** Widescreen. Three social misfit college friends get the chance to live their dreams when they’re invited to join an elite fraternity. The catch? A sadistic initiation ritual that goes from depraved to deadly over the course of forty-eight hours and blood soaked hours. Stars Zachery Byrd. Not Rated. English SDH. 78 minutes. Scream Factory. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4821668 I’LL TAKE YOUR DEAD.** William has a simple job—he makes dead bodies disappear at his farmhouse in the country. After a woman’s body is dumped at the house, William begins his process when he realizes she is alive. He patches her up, but when the would-be murderers get word she’s alive, they set out to finish the job. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $22.97

**4764021 A GHOST WAITS.** Widescreen. Tasked with investigating a neglected rental house, handyman Jack quickly finds out why the tenants keep leaving in droves—this house is haunted. The ghost’s question is Muriel, herself employed from beyond the veil to keep the house vacant. Against all odds, Jack and Muriel find themselves not just in love, but also in danger. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**4869143 SCIENTIFIC OVERWHELM.** Widescreen. The new kid at school is Charly, a boy with a rare disease who’s been told he’ll die soon. But his doctor treats him as any other kid, and in time Charly starts to wonder if he was right or if he’s going to live. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**4780341 ASTAROTH.** Widescreen. A maniacal clown CD-ROM (so to speak) with human sacrifices, kidnappping, murder, fetus trafficking and the disembowed (literally and metaphorically) Gonzondi (on the trail of it all). Not Rated. CC. 130 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $49.95

**4778775 WEIRD WISCONSIN: The Bill Rebane Collection.** Widescreen. Bringing together six films, all now restored. This collection features Bill Rebane, a mess of horror in Monster a Go-Go; Invasion from Inner Earth; The Alpha Incident; The Demons of Ludlow; The Game; and Twist'er's Revenge. This set also includes a feature-length documentary Who Is Bill Rebane? and a fully illustrated 60-page collector’s booklet. In B&W and Color. English SDH. Nearly 11 hours on four Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95

**4876297 PRO-WRESTLERS VS. ZOMBIES.** Troopa Team. Pub. at $13.95

**4801477 ITSY BITSY.** Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95

**4810449 QUEEN OF SPADES.** Widescreen. Level Film. Pub. at $19.95

**3880399 AVENGING ANGEL.** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

**3913775 MANIAC.** Widescreen. Blue Underground. Pub. at $47.95

**4661831 B.C. BUTCHER.** Widescreen. Troopa Team. Pub. at $11.95

**3988374 DAEHMER.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**4672806 BOOK OF MONSTERS.** Widescreen. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

**4659015 MEMORIAL VALLEY MASSACRE.** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

**4768623 DEADLY GAMES.** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $49.98

**4750152 NIGHTMARE WEEKEND.** Widescreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**4742826 THE VEIL.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**4706256 FORGOTTEN GIALLI, VOLUME 1.** Widescreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $59.98

**4750144 MINOR PREMISE.** Widescreen. Utopia. Pub. at $29.98

**4670310 HOMICIDAL/MARDONICUS; William Castle Double Feature.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**4699310 THE INVISIBLE MAN.** Fullscreen. Universal. Pub. at $49.95

**3887218 THE LOW YANKEE.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.95

**4733759 PRIDE OF THE充滿 HORSE.** Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95


**4818770 THE PRODIGY.** Widescreen. Orion. $5.95

**4645858 HELL OF THE LIVING DEAD/RATS: Night of Terror.** Widescreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.94

**3886271 THE BEAST AND THE MAGIC SWORD.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95

**4800414 TANK 432.** Widescreen. Scream Factory. $9.95

**467684X REST IN PIECES.** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**3982874 HANKUKAH.** Widescreen. Invincible Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95

**4768688 THE SEVERED ARM.** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**386619X LADYWORLD.** MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95


**3470614 BAXA THE HECTIC KNIFE.** Widescreen. Troopa Team. Pub. at $19.95

**4676874 WHODUNIT?** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**3993167 THE DEEPER YOU DIG.** Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $33.95

**4661995 COLD LIGHT OF DAY.** Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95


**3952957 NAZI UNDEAD.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**3974170 LIMBO.** Fullscreen, AGFA. Pub. at $29.98

**3936507 CHOW FEED.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95

**3920410 THE WOMAN.** Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95
Sci-Fi Blu-ray

4681967 DISTRICT 9. Widescreen. Plunges us into a world where aliens have landed only to be exiled to a slum on the fringes of Johannesburg. Now, one lone human discovers the secret of the extraterrestrial weapon technology. Hunted through the back alleys of an alien shantytown, he will soon discover what it means to be an outsider on your own planet. Rated R, English SDH. Packaged in a Steelbook case. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95

481023 STAR TREK MOVIE PICTURE TRIOLOGY. What begins as a brutal showdown between Kirk and his most relentless enemy results in Spock making the ultimate sacrifice and the crew risking everything, including their ship, themselves and the fate of the Earth—towards their friend back to life and makes the voyage home. An unforgettable three-part journey. Starring Leonard Nimoy and William Shatner. English SDH. Over five hours on 3 Blu-rays. Paramount. $6.95

471824 PROJECT X. Widescreen. A secret agent (Christopher George) is brought back from cryogenic suspension after surviving a plane crash during a mission. Through a complex scientific charade he is convinced that he’s a gangster living in the year 1966; the plan is for George to uncover a secret germ formula that’s been hidden for years. Rated R. English SDH. 2 hours. Olive Films. $9.95

4807669 TERMINATOR: GENISYS 3D. In the war on man against the machine, Kyle Reese (Jai Courteney) is sent back to 1984 to protect his young mother, Sarah Connor. However, this time unexpected events have altered the past and threaten the future. Reese must join forces with Sarah’s “Guardian” (Arnold Schwarzenegger) to save the world. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 125 minutes. Paramount. $6.95

4678184 UNDERWORLD AWAKENING. Widescreen. Kate Beckinsale returns as the ultimate vampire werewolf in this stunning installment of the epic saga. Selene must battle the humans and a frightening new breed of super Lycans to ensure the death dealers’ survival. Rated R. Packaged in a Steelbook case. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95

4675870 CLASS OF NUKE ‘EM HIGH. Created by the same lunatics who brought you Texas Chainsaw Massacre, The Toxic Avenger, Class of Nuke ’Em High tells the head-spinning sci-fi creature feature. Stars Amanda Schull and Milo Ventimiglia. English SDH. 94 minutes. Scare Factory. Pub. at $22.97 $5.95

4672676 EVE OF DESTRUCTION. Widescreen. Scientists drill a hole in the universe to harvest a limitless pool of “dark energy,” but the experiment goes horribly wrong and wipes an entire city off the map. Now, the effort to save the world becomes the ultimate threat that could destroy it. Starring Steven Weber, Daria Francis and Treat Williams. English SDH. 173 minutes. Tiberius Entertainment. $4.95

4807073 ARRIVAL. When mysterious spacecraft touch down across the globe, an elite team—led by expert translator Louise Banks (Amy Adams)—races against time to decipher their intent. Banks discovers the aliens true purpose and to avert global war, takes a chance that could threaten her life, and quite possibly humanity. Stars Jeremy Renner, Forest Whitaker, Amy Adams, David Clennon and Nina Hoss. English SDH. 118 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

4825098 QUATERRASS AND THE PIT. Widescreen. While working on a new subway tunnel for the London Underground, a devoted engineer and impenetrable metal object is found. The object and its strange power turn out to be far more horrific than anyone could have imagined. Based on the hit graphic novel capable of saving the world, Professor Quaterrass. Stars Andrew Keir, James Donald, and Barbara Shelley. 97 minutes. Scare Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

4822331 THIS ISLAND EARTH. Widescreen. When a mysterious scientist (Peter Lorre) arrives to question his relations in Madison, New York, he finds the earthlings living in isolation. The objects are revealed to be a group of friends venture deep into the streets of New York on a rescue mission during a rampaging monster attack. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. $5.95

4708812 KINGSGLAIVE: Final Fantasy XV. Widescreen. King Regis, who oversees the land of Lucis, commands his army of soldiers to protect the kingdom from the Niflheim empire’s plans to steal the sacred crystal which gives Lucis its strength. Starring Aaron Paul and Lena Headey. English SDH. 115 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4821742 THE LAWNMOWER MAN. Widescreen. Dr. Lawrence Angelo (Nicolas Cage) is a software developer who discovers virtual reality software, finds his ideal guinea pig in Jobe Smith (Jeff Fahey), a slow-witted gardener. But with the intruder’s inside forces, Jobe is transformed into a dangerous god-like being. Includes R-Rated (108 minutes) and Unrated (141 minutes) versions of the film. Scare Factory. $9.95

3984563 MAD MAX: Fury Road 3D. Widescreen. Haunted by his turbulent past, Max Rockatansky (Tom Hardy) wanders alone until he’s swept up with a group led by Immortan Joe (Morgan Freeman) across the Wasteland. In hot pursuit: a warlord who gathers his gangs and ruthlessly pursues the rebels. Includes DVD and 3D Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Sony Pictures. $6.95

3886166 STARSHIP TROOPERS: Invasion. Widescreen. The troopers of two starships have joined forces to terminate a massive bug attack at a Federation outpost. The bug evacuation can be completed and the survivors evacuated, one ship abruptly departs and goes inexplicably dark. The remaining ship must take off for the fate of the universe. Rated R. English SDH. $39.95

4822145 SCREAMER. Widescreen. An alien warlord who gathers his gangs and attacks the kingdom to its very soul. Stars David Lee Robinson. English SDH. 118 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

4856928 THE SPACE BETWEEN US. Widescreen. Gardner (Asa Butterfield), a genetically designed boy who has been chosen to take part in a top-secret research deal to colonize a distant planet. Gardner is the first person who doesn’t call Earth “home.” Born and raised on Mars, he strikes up a relationship online with an Earthling (Brit Robertson). As Gardner starts to fall in love on his mysterious planet, will he cross the universe to uncover his true identity while attempting to find love in another world. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 120 minutes. Sony Pictures. $19.95

4651529 TOTAL RECALL. Widescreen. Colin Farrell stars as Douglas Quaid, a factory worker who visits Rekall, a revolutionary company that can turn his suspicions into real memories. But when the procedure goes horribly wrong, the line between fantasy and reality blurs as Quaid becomes a man on the run and the fate of the world hangs in the balance. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. MVD Visual. $2.95

4676299 CLASS OF NUKE ‘EM HIGH 2. The only school in America with a giant mutated squirrel for its mascot! The Tomraville student body is in danger again, this time from the subhumanoid army of the evil Dr. Slag Ph.D. and his perfectly proportioned partner, Professor Hot Horse. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Toy Factory Team. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

3915549 DEVIL'S GATE. Widescreen. When ungodly forces lock away in this crumbling, booby-trapped, middle of nowhere town, a woman and her son mysteriously vanish. FBI agent Daria Francis is dispatched to the small town to investigate. She discovers much more than a boy’s disappearance hidden in this head-spinning sci-fi creature feature. Stars Amanda Schull and Milo Ventimiglia. English SDH. 94 minutes. Scare Factory. Pub. at $22.97 $5.95

3994449 SUPERNOVA. Widescreen. In the frigid reaches of deep space, the medical vessel Nightshade keeps a lonely vigil for those in trouble. When a frantic cry for help pierces the void, the crew responds and finds a woman and child who jump into the gravitational pull of a dying star. Stars James Spader, Angela Bassett and Lou Diamond Phillips. Rated R. 112 minutes. Scare Factory. $14.95
Species. Directed by Roland Emmerich, this apocalyptic sci-fi thriller explores the consequences of humanity's greed and its impact on the planet. It features a cast of memorable characters, including the battle-hardened prostitute, Sarah Connor, played by Linda Hamilton, and the enigmatic T-800 Terminator, played by Arnold Schwarzenegger. The film's special effects are groundbreaking, setting the stage for future sci-fi blockbusters. 

2. The Last Starfighter: In this classic 1984 sci-fi film, an athletic teenage pilot, Alex Rogan (Lance Guest), is selected by an alien to make contact with his home world. The film's special effects, including the believably realistic spaceships and environments, were groundbreaking for the time. The story follows Alex's journey to save his home planet, Tarsalion, from an alien threat.

3. The Fifth Element: This visually stunning film, directed by Luc Besson, is set in a future Paris where a young street urchin, Leeloo, discovers a mysterious crystal called the Fifth Element. The film features an ensemble cast and a captivating blend of science fiction and surrealism.

4. The X-Files: The TV series, created by Chris Carter, ran from 1993 to 2002 and was renowned for its masterful blend of horror, mystery, and science fiction. The show's unique blend of elements, from UFO sightings to government cover-ups, kept audiences on the edge of their seats.

5. Independence Day: Directed by Roland Emmerich, this film tells the story of a global battle against an alien invasion. The film is known for its powerful visual effects and its exploration of themes such as heroism, sacrifice, and unity.

6. The Matrix: This groundbreaking sci-fi film, directed by the Wachowskis, introduced the concept of a simulated reality. The film's combination of martial arts, philosophy, and special effects quickly made it a cultural phenomenon.

7. Blade Runner: Ridley Scott's futuristic noir about a Blade Runner, Rick Deckard, who is assigned to retell a fugitive replicant. The film's thematic exploration of humanity, identity, and consciousness has made it a classic of the genre.

8. The Terminator: The first film in the franchise, directed by James Cameron, tells the story of a T-800 Terminator sent from the future to kill Sarah Connor. The film's iconic scenes, such as the T-800 Pursuit in the T-800 Collector's Edition, have become iconic in pop culture.

9. Star Wars: A new hope: The original Star Wars trilogy, directed by George Lucas, is a cultural landmark that has inspired无数 generations with its epic story, memorable characters, and iconic special effects.

10. Star Trek: The original series, created by Gene Roddenberry, followed the adventures of the USS Enterprise and its crew. The show is renowned for its blend of science fiction, adventure, and social commentary.
**Animated Blu-ray**

3982488 SUPERMAN VS. THE ELITE. Widescreen. When catastrophe strikes, Superheroes bond as they work together to save the world of Earth One from a powerful new enemy that threatens to upset the balance of power. Includes Blu-ray DVD. 74 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95

39904X ALICE IN WONDERLAND 3D. Widescreen. Tumble down the rabbit hole for a fantastical adventure in this live-action fantasy feature from Disney, this time with Tim Burton. Alice (Mia Wasikowska), now 19 years old, returns to the whimsical world she first entered as a child to discover her true destiny. Also stars Johnny Depp, Anne Hathaway, and Jim Broadbent. English SDH. 3D VERSION ONLY—Required equipment not included. 109 minutes. Disney. $2.95

472685 IN THIS CORNER OF THE WORLD. Widescreen. Based on the award-winning manga by Fumiyo Kouno, it tells the story of Suzu, a young girl from Hiroshima, who’s just become a bride in the nearby city of Kure during World War II. The story of Suzu, a young girl from Hiroshima, who's just become a bride in the nearby city of Kure during World War II. $19.95

**Documentary Blu-ray**

4792544 HITCHCOCK/TRUFFAUT. Widescreen. Based on the original rough notes for his meeting with Alfred Hitchcock and Truffaut, this film illustrates the greatest cinema lesson of all time and plummets us into the world of the creator of Psycho, The Birds, and Vertigo. Includes interviews with Scorsese, David Fincher, Arnaud Desplechin, and more. English SDH. 81 minutes. Universal. **SOLD OUT.**

4801590 AMERICA'S TREASURES: A 12-Part Documentary Series. Widescreen. Embark on a journey to 25 historic and majestic locations—go coast to coast from Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve in Alaska to Canaveral National Seashore in Florida. Visit our most famous landmarks like the Statue of Liberty to some of our least-known treasures like Bandelier National Monument in New Mexico. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two Blu-rays. Mill Creek. $4.95

4793676 INTO THE ABYSS. Widescreen. An intimate, exhilarating exploration of a ripple homicide case in Conroe, Texas, filmmaker Werner Herzog probes the human psyche to explore why people kill. Featuring interviews with the victim’s family, this film offers unforgettable conversations with those involved. Herzog achieves what he describes as “a gaze into the abyss of the human soul.” English SDH. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/860
**Documentary Blu-ray**

**394827X** DINOTASIA. Legendary filmmaker Werner Herzog conducts this immersive tour of the Mesozoic, lending his distinctive narrative voice to a unique transporting journey back in time. The depictions combine the latest scientific thinking with stories crafted in a purely visual style not seen in an era of silent cinema. 82 minutes. Flatron. $2.95

**3932613** AFTER PORN ENDS 3. Widescreen. Can one live a normal life after having performed in adult movies? This film enforces the personal delving into the current lives of the biggest former stars in the business. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95

**3996448** HELL AND BACK AGAIN. In 2009, U.S. Marines launched a major helicopter assault on a Taliban stronghold in southern Afghanistan. When the pilots and front-line troops are dropped deep behind enemy lines, 25-year-old Sergeant Nathan Harris’ unit is attacked from all sides. This documentary is an unprecedented exploration of the real cost of war. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Docurama. $3.95

**4927039** BRAZIL. Widescreen. Michael Palin takes you on the trip of a lifetime to Brazil. From the lost world of Amazonia, to the buzzing cities Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paolo. Delight in the spectacular landscape of food, music, beach life and heritage of this rising global power. English SDH. Over three hours. BBC. $7.95

**3948390** ANDY GOLDWORTHY. Rivers and Tides. This theatrical film portrays the natural relationship between art and nature while painting a visually intoxicating portrait of famed artist Andy Goldsworthy. The film follows the bohemian free spirit all over the world as he demonstrates and opens up about his unique creative process. 90 minutes. Docurama. $2.95

**3929270** ESCAPE TO FRENCH POLYNESIA: Rudy Maxa’s Best of Travel. Join award-winning travel journalist Rudy Maxa as he escapes to the paradise and discovers some of the most beautiful islands in the Pacific. The film takes you through some of the most stunning landscapes on earth. Over four hours. $11.95

**3929566** A CAM LIFE. Widescreen. Pulls the curtain and delves further into the webcam business than any other documentary has done before. Filmmakers Billy Sorrentino and Amy Wu give you an inside look into the lives of cam sites and cam houses, traveling to Colombia, Romania and all over the U.S. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Troma. $1.95

**4800019** LOVE IS A VERB. Widescreen. Follow a group of American soldiers and their significant others on their misadventures in the Middle East. 96 minutes. Gravity Pictures. Blu-ray and Blu-ray vs. CC. 83 minutes. Gunpowder & Sky. $49.98

**4842677** MADAME. Widescreen. Fleeting from the grasp of a possessed woman, a disturbed caretaker begins a confession of her past. For the first time, Love’s story is shared in his own words and actions, as well as through the eyes of international stars from the worlds of film, TV, music and sports. English SDH. 94 minutes. Shout Factory. $4.95

**4842677** MADAME. Widescreen. Fleeting from the grasp of a possessed woman, a disturbed caretaker begins a confession of her past. For the first time, Love’s story is shared in his own words and actions, as well as through the eyes of international stars from the worlds of film, TV, music and sports. English SDH. 94 minutes. Shout Factory. $4.95

**3932699** DAUGHTERS OF THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION: The Untold Story of the Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders. Widescreen. Spanning twenty-five years, from JFK to Debbie Does Dallas to Jerry Jones, this documentary leads fans exclusive interviews and archival from the original Sisterhood of small-town “girls next door” who became an unprecedented pop culture phenomenon that would change the game of football forever. 80 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $17.95

**3932583** 1 BILLION ORGSAMS. Widescreen. Follows Aaron, the creator of a device that helps couples trigger female ejaculation. This is an extraordinary artist featuring over fifty Nilsön recordings as rare as never before seen film clips, home movies, photos and interviews with those who knew him well. 116 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**4775791** WHO IS HARRY NILSSON? Fullscreen. Director John Scheinfeld paints a detailed and revelatory portrait of an extraordinary artist. This film features over fifty Nilsson recordings as rare as never before seen film clips, home movies, photos and interviews with those who knew him well. 116 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**481575X** MAIL ORDER MURDER: The Story of V.A.W.E. Productions. Widescreen. In this all new documentary, directors Ross Snyder and William Heilte chart the subsequent 30 year phenomenon of W.A.V.E. Productions with in-depth and candid interviews from a multitude of Gary Whittson’s stars and collaborators. English SDH. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95

**4842723** QUEERCORE. Widescreen. Started in the 1980s as a fabricated movement intended to punk the scene, Queercore quickly became a real-life and critical community of LGBTQ+ music and movie-making revolutionaries. This film is a how to do it guide for the next generation of queer radicals. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. Altered Innocence. $27.99

**485167X** UTOPIA. Widescreen. Follows a global network of 100 17-year-olds from countries as diverse as Brazil, Vietnam and Kenya as they delve into the far reaches of the planet to show the evidence von Daniken’s book purported to prove. Based on Erich von Daniken’s book. 116 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**484947X** MARTHA: A Picture Story. Widescreen. In this biography documentary, learn how trailblazing street photographer Martha Cooper captured the first images of graffiti at a time when the city had declared war on it. 80 minutes. Utopia. $29.98

**4707400** INAGI. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. $12.95

**3987531** REWIND, MVD Visual. Published at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**3974057** SOUTH OF THE BORDER, Cinema Libre Studio. $5.95

**3959384** DRUG STORIES! The Scare Film Archives, Volume 1. Fullscreen. Something Weird Video. $29.99

**3855356** THE HORNET’S NEST. Widescreen. Highroad Media. $7.95

**465465X** THE DOG DOC, MVD Visual. Published at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**3920356** AMERICA AS SEEN BY A FRENCHMAN. Widescreen. Arrow. Published at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

**397167X** DEEP IN VOGUE. Special Edition. MVD Visual. Published at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $12.95

**4654439** THE MAN WHO LOVES TO HURT HIMSELF. Widescreen. Gravitas Ventures. $8.95

**4815860** CHARIOTS OF THE GODS: 50th Anniversary. Widescreen. Based on Erich von Daniken’s book purported to prove that throughout history aliens have visited earth. This film takes you to the far reaches of underground caves and tombs, and to the tops of desolate mountains on every major continent to show the evidence von Daniken has been collecting. In CC w/ English subtitles. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Published at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95

**4773756** WWE. The Road Is Jericho. Jump into the back of a limousine with WWE Superstar and entertainment jack of all trades Chris Jericho, as he travels across the country and gives you a unique glimpse at what life on the road is all about. Over 8 hours on two Blu-rays. $9.95

---
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**4652622 CECILIA.** Widescreen. Cecilia, a haughty aristocrat, finds her life turned upside down when she is abducted by the victims of her vicious games. This leads her into a sordid series of swingin' socialite soirees and backwoods orgies. But when her antics arouse violence in her唆手, can Cecilia escape the consequences? Directed by Jess Franco. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT TO $14.95**

**4664361 DAUGHTERS OF DARKNESS.** Widescreen. An unfortunately bloated but intense experience, leathery Elizabeth Bathurst falls in with a beautiful young "companionship" (Andrea Ray) has a legendary legacy of perversion. But when the two women seduce a troubled, newwed couple, they unleash a frenzy of sudden violence and depraved desire, led by a surprise mob of cross-eyed, cross-dressed delinquents. Written and directed by John Hough. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $59.95. **PRICE CUT TO $29.25**

**4742885 A SCREAM IN THE STREETS.** Widescreen. The still-starring scream queen pair of L.A. Law, detectives hunting a transvestite psychopath through a polyester jungle of massage parlor exverts, suburban sex fiends, violence-crazed cops and one of the worst examples of cross-dressing ever filmed (Digitally Obessed). Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. $9.95

**4820118 12 MONKEYS: Season One.** Widescreen. Utilizing a dangerous and unterestested method of time travel, a man from the post-apocalyptic future, Janek Silber (Aaron Stanford), travels to the present day on a mission to locate and eradicate the source of a deadly plague that will decimate the human race along with theologian Dr. Cassandra Railly (Amanda Schull). Includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. Universal. Pub. at $34.98. **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**

**4824555 FORTITUDE.** Widescreen. A small-town in the Arctic Circle, is one of the safest locations on earth. But when a years-long drought ends and the ice starts to melt, the town's only defense is a ragtag team of hunters. As the town is threatened by wildlife, a mysterious figure named The Necessary One (Jamey Sheridan) arrives to take control. Includes all episodes. English SDH. Over ten hours on 4 Blu-rays. Sky. **$4.95**

**4789776 HELL ON WHEELS: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Hellbent on vengeance, former Confederate officer Cullen Bohannon (Anson Mount) travels west in search of the Union soldiers who murdered his wife. His quest leads him to “Hell on Wheels,” the transcontinental railroad. All 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three Blu-rays. E One. **$5.95**

**4718704 DOLLHOUSE: Season One.** Widescreen. An "active," the mysterious Echo (Eliza Dushku) serves as an independent agent of Dollhouse, an illegal underground organization that provides its elite clientele with programmable human beings. However, if an "active" goes rogue, it’s up to Echo to protect Dollhouse from being destroyed. English SDH. Nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. **$9.95**

**3943070 WALLANDER: Faceless Killers/The Man Who Smiled/The Final Solution.** Widescreen. Wallander returns as Inspector Kurt Wallander in the BAFTA award-winning detective drama based on the international best-selling crime novels by Henning Mankell. In these new feature length episodes the idyllic tranquility of Ystad in Southern Sweden is shattered by violence and murder. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. BBC. **$4.95**

**4773772 WAREHOUSE 13: Season One.** Widescreen. Two top Secret Service agents, Pete Lattimer and Myka Bering, find themselves abruptly transferred to Warehouse 13—a top-secret storage facility in the badlands of South Dakota that houses the world’s most mysterious relic, supernatural souvenirs ever collected by the U.S. government. Includes all 12 episodes of Season One. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. **$9.95**

**4718990 DOLLHOUSE: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. As Dollhouse continues to provide its elite clientele with "actives"-human beings imprinted with the personas of whomever the client wants them to be—things go dangerously out of control. Now, an unlikely alliance must stop the sinister corporation behind the facade. Stars Eliza Dushku. Collects all 13 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over ten hours on 3 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. **$9.95**

**4725836 HELIX: Season One.** Widescreen. A team of scientists travel to a high-tech research facility in the Arctic to investigate a possible disease outbreak, only to find themselves pulled into a life or death struggle that holds the key to mankind’s salvation—or annihilation. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. Stars Billy Campbell. English SDH. Over eight hours on two Blu-rays. Sony Pictures. **$4.95**

**4772644 SGU: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. A group of soldiers, scientists and civilians, fleeing an attack, are sent to a remote site of an Ancient ship known as the Destiny. Locked on an unknown course, they must fight to survive and find a way home. Starring Robert Carlyle, Ming-Na and Lou Diamond Phillips. Includes all Season One episodes. English SDH. Over fourteen hours on 5 Blu-rays. MGM. **$7.95**

**2882688 STAR TREK ENTERPRISE: Season One.** Widescreen. Captain Jonathan Archer (Scott Bakula) commands the ENTERPRISE, the first starship capable of breaking the Warp 5 barrier. Joined by his trusted team (Connor Trinneer, Jolene Blalock, Dominic Keating and others), Archer is tasked with exploring, discovering and investigating uncharted stars systems in these 25 Season One episodes. Over 19 hours on six Blu-rays. Paramount. **$9.95**

**4661873 DC’S LEGENDS OF TOMORROW: The Complete Third Season.** Widescreen. By revisiting a moment in history, the Legends fractured through the ages and split the timeline must reunite in order to fix what they broke. Check out all 21 history-busting, action-packed, action-filled episodes! Includes all Season Three episodes. Stars Victor Garber and Caity Lotz. English SDH. Nearly 15 hours on three Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. **$9.95**

**4777313 VAN HELSING: Season One.** Widescreen. Vanessa Van Helsing is humanity’s last hope for survival, as her unique blood composition gives her the ability to turn vampires human. With this secret weapon, Vanessa becomes a prime target for the vampires. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. Universal. **$5.95**

**4880641 STRANGER THINGS: Season One.** Widescreen. An unlikely alliance must stop the sinister corporation behind the facade. Stars Eliza Dushku. Collects all 13 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over ten hours on 3 Blu-rays. **$9.95**

**4902432 STAR TREK ENTERPRISE: Season Three.** Widescreen. After a surprise attack on the Enterprise leaves millions dead, Captain Jonathan Archer (Scott Bakula) and the crew of the Enterprise swear to find those responsible—the Xindi. Along the way, the crew travels to the year 2047 to fend off mysterious Shore-Builders and even meet their own descendants due to a wormhole mishap. Collects all 23 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Seventeen hours on two Blu-rays. **$9.95**

**4681665 DC’S LEGENDS OF TOMORROW: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. Season Two’s 17 supercharged episodes of the Super Hero team-up series amp up the firepower by bringing in both a league and a legion of new characters to join the legendary Waverider crew. Stars Victor Garber and Brandon Routh. English SDH. Nearly 15 hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. **$9.95**

**3858771 EARTHFLIGHT: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Feel your heart pound as you swirl above the talons of a bald eagle above North America. Glide with cranes over Venice and the white cliffs of Dover. Sail over South American mountains, jungles and wild condors. David Tennant narrates this exhilarating adventure! Over 6 hours on two Blu-rays. **$9.95**

**4934539 FARGO: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Bobbi Thornton stars as the manipulative master criminal who changes the life of insurance salesman Lester Nygaard (Martin Freeman). Gus Grimmly and Molly Sivertson are thesmearrow families who pin forces to uncover Lester’s secrets and stop the relentlessly destructive Malvo. Includes a collectible beverage. Includes all Season One episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. **$11.95**

**4924638 PEAKY BLINDERS: Series Two.** Widescreen. Business is booming for Birmingham’s Peaky Blinders gang, but that’s not enough for its leader Tom Shelby (Cillian Murphy). As Shelby battles to keep a stronghold on his evil underworld, he risks his life enroaching on the turf of volatile gang leader Alfie Solomons. All 6 Series Two episodes. English SDH. Six hours on two Blu-rays. **$9.95**

**2950693 THE YOUNG POPE.** Widescreen. Created and directed by Academy Award winner Paolo Sorrrentino and starring Jude Law and Diane Keaton, this HBO series tells the story of pontiff Pius XIII and his long-lost heir. In history includes all 10 episodes. Also stars Silvio Orlando and James Cromwell. Over nine hours on three Blu-rays. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $39.99. **$7.95**

**2910497 JOHN ADAMS.** Widescreen. Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning book from David McCullough, HBO’s seven-part miniseries is a sprawling epic that intertwines the exciting story of America’s tumultuous beginnings with one of the most dramatic stories in our nation’s history—that of John and Abigail Adams. Stars Paul Giamatti and Laura Linney. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three Blu-rays. HBO. **$14.95**

**3816555 LILYHAMMER: Season One.** After Frank, The Fixer (Targulian) successfully against his mafia boss in New York, he enters the Witness Protection Program and gets set up in the small Norwegian town of Lillehammer. Soon, Frank is confronted with a colorful cast of characters totally unlike the New York variety. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two Blu-rays. Flativon. **PRICE CUT TO $3.95**

**4852543 ROBIN HOOD: Season One.** Widescreen. Robin heads home from the crusades only to find his people brutalized under the rule of the new Sheriff. Robin quickly discovers the only way to reason with the Sheriff is with his bow and arrow. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four Blu-rays. **$3.95**
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.
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